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AUDIO RESEARCH
BLENDING PAST& FUTURE

ode M ille

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range
of Audio Research electronics from the United States.
For over 25 years, Audio Research has manufactured
peerless products based on the superiority of valve
technology. Learn why through a demonstration
arranged by one of our selected dealers.
Aside from the existing range of fabulous audio
research products, there will be soon the new AR 0125
Hybrid amplifier.

THE SP9 PRE AMPLIFIER: The accomplishment of the
SP9 are remarkable.
HiFi answers September 1987.
By and large the target for the SP9 has been reached,
namely the creation of a budget SP11.
HiFi News & Record Review October 1987.
THE MARK II version of the SP11 is awinner all around.
1AR Hotline, No.49.

The SP11/M300 AMPLIFIERS: offering 'valve' sonics
with transistor convenience, the Audio Research amps
are certainly a way of having your cake and eating it,
and on this combination of outstanding sound and
convenience of operation and maintenance Johnson is
to be congratulated.
HiFi News & Record Review, July 1987.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
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Micro Seiki, Krell, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Siltech, WBT, Sonus
Faber, Wilson Audio Specialities.
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BROADCAST on 9May by BBC
Wales had the distinction of being
the first BBC radio programme to
be completely recorded and broadcast using R-DAT digital audio tape. ' Blowing For Gold' was a binaural stereo feature
which covered the European Brass Band
Championships in Lucerne. Switzerland,
where recordings were made by BBC Wales
music producer Robert Coles and senior
audio supervisor Martin Gifford, using a
PCM-2000 machine supplied by Sony Broadcast. It is this machine, along with the
TCD-DIO reviewed in this issue by Tony
Faulkner ( see page 59) that is already sounding the death knell of the analogue tape
machine in so many broadcasting applications.
Paradoxically, the strong interest which
DAT has aroused among recording professionals and enthusiasts around the world has
not been matched by sales in the Japanese
home market, the only market where DAT is
freely available to consumers. The reason for
the stagnation of DAT sales there is not that
Japanese consumers have lost their
apparently insatiable appetite for new technology, but because if the machines are to sell
in large volumes, there must be prerecorded
tapes to play on them. And, even in Japan,
there are very few of those. The reason for
that is, of course, that the record industry and
the electronics manufacturers have not yet
come to terms over the issues of home taping
and copyright. But in the same week as that
Radio Wales broadcast came ajudgement in
the House of Lords which could, indirectly,
help to end the stalemate.
On 12 May, the action brought in 1984 by
three companies representing the music publishing and record industry against Amstrad
plc was finally struck out, with costs awarded
to Amstrad. The case had been brought
following Amstrad's 1984 TV advertising
campaign, which promoted a tower system
that incorporated adouble cassette deck with
fast dubbing facility. The plaintiffs ( CBS
Songs Ltd, EMI Records Ltd and Chrysalis
Records Ltd) had argued that audio system
manufacturers who marketed machines which
might encourage or facilitate the copying of
records and tapes became liable for such
home taping as might be carried out by the
public who bought these machines.
The decision was a victory for Amstrad,
who point out that virtually all tower and midi
systems sold today have facilities of the kind
which they had fought to defend in these
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HICAGO'S SUMMER Consumer
Electronics Show is possibly the
most important trade exhibition in
the audio calendar, and, with not
far short of 1500 exhibitors showing their new
season's products, it certainly is big. Apart
from the video, telephones and the rest of it,
Summer CES routinely provides the first
chance to see new products from the most
respected hi-fi manufacturers— and that
includes the major British firms, as well as the
seemingly inexhaustible ranks of US manufacturers. We'll be bringing you afull report.
Equipment reviews for August kick off
with coverage of the latest Sony ' flagship' CD
player, the CDP-557ES ( described briefly in
'News' this month). At around £ 1000, the
'557 will attempt to maintain Sony's respected
position at the top end of the CD market, and
in the interest of improving sound quality has
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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proceedings. But the record industry managed to find some comfort in a House of
Lords judgement which drew attention to the
unenforceable nature of the copyright law.
Amstrad won the case because, as The
Times reported, the Lords ruled that
although although by selling such machines
Amstrad might facilitate copying in breach of
copyright, that did not authorize it.
Although, Lord Templeman said, Amstrad's
advertisement had been open to criticism, no
purchaser of an Amstrad model could reasonably have deduced from the facilities incorporated in the model or from Amstrad's advertisement that Amstrad possessed or purported to possess the authority to grant any
required permission for arecord to he copied.
Amstrad had not authorized infringement of
copyright. Once a model had been sold.
Amstrad had no control over or interest in its
use; in those circumstances, the allegation
that Amstrad was a joint infringer was
untenable.
Though rejecting the plaintiffs' appeal, the
Law Lords acknowledged the ' infuriating'
position that record producers were placed
in, and referred to the possibility of a tape
levy. ( Though a tape levy had been mentioned in the White Paper of April 1986, it
did not appear in the new Copyright Bill of
last October.) Lord Templeman remarked
that millions of breaches of the law must be
committed every year by home tape copiers,
and added that ' alaw that is treated with such
contempt should be amended or repealed'.
He also suggested that parliament could place
limitations on the manufacture or sale of
certain types of tape recorders and could
prescribe notices and warnings to be included
in advertisements.
It remains to he seen whether the Lords'
judgement will help the BPI/IFPI's copyright
reform lobby and hence ultimately ease the
way for DAT, or whether it will merely result
in some sort of feeble Government Health
Warning being placed on cassette recorders.
The law is unsatisfactory, and has certainly
not yet been made less so by the Amstrad
case. As things stand now, it is perfectly legal
for Amstrad to sell a machine capable of
running off copies of copyright material at
high speed, yet Iam still breaking the law if I
make acassette copy, for my own use, of a
record which Ialready possess. This applies
even if, for example. Iwant to make acopy of
a non- available, irreplaceable LP, merely in
order to avoid wearing it out, and even if the
record industry cannot or will not sell me

TMO
incorporated some extraordinary features of
detail design. Other Compact Disc player
tests will feature the Mission PCM II player
with PSX ( in areview which also covers the
PSX add-on power supply when applied to

firm review for Aroma s amplifier

STEVE
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another copy. And in spite of the industry's
current, partly CD- led, mania for reissues
(and the valiant efforts of some small enthusiastic reissue labels), even where areissue is
available, Iam afraid to say that a cassette
copy of adecent old LP will quite often sound
much better than the sound heard direct from
an ill-engineered reissue.

Hidden hi-fi
Scheduled for launch in October is OED's
Systemline range of components, a series
designed to allow installers to construct fullycontrollable multi- room music systems without compromising sound quality to sub-hi-li
levels. Systemline is based on the principle of
sending signals from aprimary control centre
out to the listening rooms at line level. Each
pair of loudspeakers will then be driven by
slave power amplifiers. Like others already in
the installation market, QED are clearly
looking ahead to the time when hi- ti ( as
Meridian's Allen Boothroyd suggests) may
he heard and not seen. Systemline would be
compatible, for example, with KEF's
recently- launched Custom Installer speakers.
In the long term, it is KEF's associate
company Meridian which could develop the
most sophisticated installed systems of all,
where the speakers may be visible, hut by
embodying a receiver for a remote control
unit would allow everything else to be hidden
away. Envisage some sort of computer-software- driven CD multi- player, choosing
tracks from an entire library of discs in the
cupboard under the stairs.
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the Cyrus Two amplifier), and the revised and
now extremely attractive Acoustic Research
CD-06 player.
For BBC LS3/5A enthusiasts ( or anyone
looking for asmall speaker) we'll be covering
the new Harbeth LS3/5A and two similarlypriced rivals; and Monitor Audio's budget
metal-dome model, the R300/MD. Ariston's
all- Scottish system is reviewed, and the centre of interest here will probably be the £ 180
remote-control Ariston Amplifier. The rest of
the system comprises the Q- Deck and Anston's new Image loudspeakers. We'll also be
reviewing the current crop of affordable
Ortofon cartridges. Apart from all the regular
features and the usual comprehensive record
review coverage, we'll be including an exclusive interview with the conductor Neeme
Jarvi. The August issue goes on sale on
Friday, July 15. Order your copy now!
5

See your nearest Onkyo dealer at ADDLESTONE Cosmic Radio (0932) 854522 ALDERSHOT Bryants Hi Fi (0252) 20728 AYLESBURY Aylesbury Hi Fi ( 0296) 28790 BARROW IN FURNESS Searle Audio
(0229) 21233 BASILDON Wolfmans ( 0268) 285922 BATH Moss of Bath (0225) 21450, C Milsoms Ltd (0225) 65975, Radford HIFi (0225) 446245 BERKHAMSTED Berkhamsted Photographic (04427) 5943
BEXLEY HEATH SYoung & Sons ( Radio) (01) 303 1116 BLACKPOOL Practical Hi Fl ( 0253) 27763 BIRMINGHAM Norman H Field Hi Fi ( 021) 622 2323 BOLTON Cleartone Hi F ( 0204) 399617 BOURNEMOUTH
Movement Audio ( 0202) 529988 BRACKNELL B & B Hi Fi ( 0344) 424556 BRIDGEWATER Paul Roberts Hi Fi (0278) 421234 BRENTWOOD Brentwooc Music Centre (0277) 221210 BRISTOL Radford Hi Fi
102721 294183 BRISTOL Radford Hi Fi 102721428244, Paul Roberts Hi Fi 10272) 429370 CAMBRIDGE Campkins of Cambridge102231 351791 CHELMSFORD Rayleigh Hi Fi10245) 265245 CHELTENHAM Robbs
of Cheltenham ( T.R. Watkins Ltd) ( 02421 584404 CHESTER New Dawn Hi Fi ( 0244) 24179 CHICHESTER Malcolm Audio 10243) 787562 CHRISTCHURCH H.A.T.V. ( 02021 473901 CIRENCESTER TV. & Hi Fi
Centre ( 028514756 COLCHESTER Lyon Audio ( 0206) 560259 COVENTRY Frank Harvey ( 0203) 458946 CRAWLEY Supabeam Electronics ( 02931 5114984 CREWE High Town Audio ( 0270121'091 CROYDON
Spaldings of Croydon (011 654 1231 DERBY Active Audio ( 0332) 380385, Derbyshire Hi Fi ( 0332) 44638 DEVIZES Louis JRutter (0380) 2268 DORKING Datasound 103061 882897 DUNSTABLE Ashtons
10582) 608003 EVESHAM Radio Vision Services Ltd ( 0386) 6071 EXETER Radford Hi Fi 103921 218895 FOLKESTONE V JHi Fi ( 03031 56860 GREAT YARMOUTH Martins Hi Fi 104931 855044 GUILDFORD
Rogers for Radio Ltd (04831 61049 HAYWARDS HEATH TV. Servicing 104447) 4200 HIGH WYCOMBE B & B Hi Fi ( 0494) 35910 HITCHIN The Record Shop 10462) 34537 HOUNSLOW Musical Images
(01) 570 7512 ILFORD Woolfmans 101) 553 2587 IPSWICH Eastern Audio ( 04731 217217 KEMPSTON Bedford Audio 10234) 854133 KETTERING Classic Hi Fi 105361 515766 KINGS LYNN Martins Hi Fi
(0553) 61683 LANCASTER Practical Hi Fi ( 0524) 39657 LEAMINGTON SPA Pure Hi Fi 10926) 315079 LEEDS Richer Sodnds (0532) 455717 LEICESTER Leicester Hi Fi Ltd ( 0533) 539753 LOCKS HEATH
R. Upfield (0489) 885122 LONDON E4 Audio Visual Centre (01) 531 8008 LONDON E8 Hy Tek ( 01) 249 4814 LONDON N3 Hi Spelt 101) 349 1166 LONDON N12 Analog Audio (011 445 1443, Craig Hi Fi
101) 446 7522 LONDON NW1 Hi Fi Experience 101) 388 1300 LONDON W1 Hi Fi Experience (01) 580 3535, Brians Hi Fi ( 01) 631 1109, Spatial Audio & Video (01) 637 8702, P.N,R, Audio Vision (01) 636 7536
LONDON W2 Sound Sense 101) 402 2100, P.N.R. Audio Vision 101) 724 8819 LONDON W9 Robert Taussig (01) 286 1728 LONDON W14 Kensington Hi Fi 101) 602 7066 LONDON SE1 Richer Sounds
(01) 403 1201 LONDON SE13 Billy Vee Sound Systems (01) 318 5755 LONDON SW15 Riverside Photo Sound 101) 788 9634 LONDON SW19 M O'Briens Hi Fi ( 01) 946 1528 MACCLESFIELD Philip Dooley
(0625) 23158 MAIDENHEAD B & B Hi Fi ( 06281 73420 NEWBURY B & B Hi Fi 10635) 32474 NEW MALDEN Unilet Products (01) 942 9567 NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn 10604) 37871 NORWICH Sound
Approach ( 06031622833, Martins Hi Fi ( 06031 627010 NOTTINGHAM Nottingham Hi Fi Centre ( 0602) 784015 OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video 10865165961, Westwood & Mason ( 08651 247783 POOLE
Movement Audio ( 02021 730865 PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi Fi ( 0705) 822155 PRESTON Goodrights (0772)57528, Norman Audio 10772(53057 RAYLEIGH Rayleigh Hi Fi 10245) 265245 READING B & B Hi Fi
(0743) 583730 ROMFORD Craig Hi Fi 10708) 28902 RUGELEY VEK Audio (088941 70461 ST ALBANS Square Deal TN 10727152501 SAUSBURY Salisbury Hi Fi ( 0722) 22169 SEVENOAKS Sevenoaks Hi Fi

FOR PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE
A BETTER BUILT PRODUCT

It is reassuring to know there are still afew products distinguished
by superior construction and reliability. In hi-fi, Onkyo's
uncompromising standards of design, performance and
craftsmanship have set it apart from the competition. Careful
selection of high quality parts and all-metal casing ensure
Onkyo is ahighly individual product with the purest
sound quality owing much to the latest innovative
technology.
The new midi system — the M70— incorporates
Onkyo's traditional quality and performance, including
asystem remote control, in anarrower midi format.
So after ahard day on the road, crash-out with
an Onkyo hi-fi system and be confident that you are
enjoying that rare breed of superior built
products.
Call Onkyo
in to your nearest dealer and let
make an impact on you.
Japanese
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(0732) 459555 SHEFFIELD SuperFi (0742) 723768 SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi 107431 55166 SOLIHULL
Alternative Audio (0211 742 0254 SOUTHAMPTON Southampton Hi Fi (07031 228434 SOUTHPORT
Goodrights 407041 43615 STAFFORD Musical Approach ( 0785) 55154 STAMFORD Rodger & Green
(0780) 2128 STOCKPORT Fai rhot ham Hi Fi 10611 480 4872, Richer Sounds (0611 460 1700 STOKE ON
TRENT Intersound (0782) 336233 SWINDON TV. & Hi Fi Centre (0793) 28383 SWINDON Burden
Electronics (0700) 613733 SWALLWELL ON TYNE Craig Hi Fi (091)4600090 TAUNTON Paul Roberts Hi Fi
(0823) 270000 TONBRIDGE S Young & Sons Radio)
(
Ltd (0732) 362177 TORQUAY Richlow Services
(08031605028, Chelston Hi Fi 108031 606863 UCKFIELD Downlands Audio (0825) 61263 WALSALL Bridge
Hi Fi ( 0698) 63406 WALTON ON THAMES Audttiors ( 0932) 232393 WATFORD FE Fi City 10923) 226169
WESTON S MARE Paul Roberts Hi Fi ( 0934) 414423 WINCHESTER County Music Ltd 109621 62917
WOLVERHAMPTON Universal Electronics (0902) 23741 WORCESTER Johnsans Sound Service
(0905) 25740 WORTHING Phase 3Hi Fi (
0903) 206820 YEOVIL Mike Manning Audit] (0935) 79361 YORK
Richer Sounds i
09041 645535 EDINBURGH Richer Sounds (031) 226 3544, Hi Fi Corner ( 031) 220 1535
GLASGOW James Kerr & Co ( 041) 332 0988 INVERNESS Telly on the Blink (04631 233175 ISLE OF ISLAY
D & Christie ( 049) 681 CARDIFF Richer Sounds ; 0222) 383311 CAFIMARTHEN Lewis Audio ( 0267) 236463
COLWYN BAY Electro Trader ( 0492) 48932 MOLD Rai Audio (03525) 6729 NEWPORT Hi Fi Western ( 06331
62799 TREDEGAR EJEdward & Son (049525)2268 WREXHAM Acton Gate Audio (09781 364500 BELFAST
Audio Times ( 0232) 229907, Audio Times ( 0232) 249117 EIRE Sound & Leisure ( 00011 965878
ISLE OF MAN A:ridge Audio (0624) 23090

for Sound

Please send me full details on the Onkyo range.
To: Natural Sound Systems: Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford,
Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: 0923 226499.
Name
Address

Post Code
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STUDIO 2 TLS

FE'

STUDIO 3TLS

L.

MONITOR TLS
REFERENCE STANDARD TLS

point and counterpoint.
To complement at high
frequencies the bass
propagation of a
transmission-line,
C'
demands atreble unit of
equal innovation.TDL's
metal dome development
results in atweeter of
extraordinary definition,
optimising requirements
of both smoothness and
attack. Gordon Holt in
Stereophile' noted that
"highs ranged from silky sweet to
cuttingly sharp — as demanded by the programme
material". Reviewing the TDL Monitor in ' HiFi News', Martin
Colloms rated the treble register as "exceptional... free from bias
yet full of life and clarity, transparent and highly detailed. In some
respects the high performance in this band seemed in danger of
overshadowing the output in the rest of the frequency range."
All TDL loudspeaker systems employ this renowned metal dome
technology...

TDL

ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: (0494) 41191

Telex: 838050TDL-G Fax: (0494) 461803

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA Tel: (203) 324 7269 Telex: 643678 CONSORT Fax: (203) 356 1586
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Ken Kessler reveals an affinity for
rubber products through this
month's offer, Sorbothane sheets

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. AIF prices include post & packing.

▪ HFNIRR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
U Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
[1 Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
Tweek £ 15.95
C] Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
MI Audiophile Records

Cantate Domino t:(..95 D Siriim-Sains +;(1.95 'Close-ups 01.95
D Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) € 13.95 D Datos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
Scheherazade ( R(4) £ 11.95 E Mr•rrii Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.50
D Appalachian Spring ( RR- 22) £ 13.59 E Appassionata ( RCDE-4. 45rpm) (7.50
D Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 D.
Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-II ) €7.50

N

0, NOT TO REPLACE the cotton ones you sleep on at
night. The Sorbothane sheets we're talking about are a
mere 6x6in and self-adhesive to boot. Why, you might ask,
would anyone want Sorbothane stick-pads?
Sorbothane is one of those delightful ' space age' materials which
actually does something. ( Not that Teflon isn't amarvellous
invention, too.) Its worth to hi-fi users has been demonstrated many
times because it possesses unique vibration absorption properties. The
first demonstration Iwas shown involved the attempted bouncing of a
ball of the stuff. Sure, it looked and felt like rubber, but when it was
dropped from chest height it just went ' splat!' and stayed on the floor.
Other demonstrations included placing some of the material on top of
an egg, the Sorbothane then being smacked with ahammer. The egg
did not break.
The owners of Isoplats have already experienced the material's
properties; the feet of the Isoplat are made from, yep, Sorbothane.
It's cropped up time and again doing damping duties in all manner of
applications, including valve damping ( when temperatures allow),
counterweight decoupling, platter deadening, etc. Now Audioquest
have made the stuff available in affordable, easy- to-apply sheets, so
domestic users can acquire small quantities for creative damping
practices.
The list is endless. You can cut out little shapes which correspond to
the panels on aDecca cartridge body and kill even further the buzzing
and ringing. (The cartridge will look abit like one of those padded
creatures from the Miller Lite commercial, but so what?) You can run
strips lengthwise along atonearm, or run aspiral around the arm tube.
Deaden aringing platter. Line the underside of aCD player disc tray
(not forgetting to calculate the clearance). Experiment with speaker
stand decoupling. Isolate atransformer. Stop your glasses from
slipping. Diminish the brutality of your old Monitor Audio Sty- lift.
Add an organic feel to cold metal knobs. Make high-tech drinks mats.
Indeed, the material is so wonderful that we're going to run a
mini-competition.
Everybody who buys asheet of Sorbothane from us is eligible. All
you have to do is tell us, by 31 August, of some novel uses which we
haven't considered. The provider of the cleverest, nay wittiest idea
will receive another free sheet. The winner will be announced in the
December issue. Send your entry, on aseparate sheet of paper
bearing your name and address, with your order form, to the
Accessories Club address.
Get stickin'. lit,

FOUR YEARS OLD THIS MONTH!
Back in the summer of 1984. at atime when adding spikes to your hi-fi
was still often taken as sign of macho ( or masochist) aberration, and
when Compact Discs were thought by some to work perfectly well
without the addition of damping disc or stick-on sheets. the HFNIRR
team stepped into the breach by launching The Accessories Club - not
aclub in any formal sense, but areader service which could make
tried- and-tested items available through the magazine. HFNIRR is
proud to be able to state that the first two items offered - the Goldring
Stylus Cleaner and Mission Isoplat. in July and August 1984 - are still
available.
The development of HFNIRR's own products was alogical step.
filling needs which were not met by existing commercial products.
With such arange of items now on offer, and the list growing
inexorably month by month, it is impossible for us to find space to
describe every item in detail in each issue.
If you are puzzled by any item, or want more information, please
write or telephone The Accessories Club ( address and phone number
are given on the right) for more information. As always. the Club
exists to help!
Stel'e Harris
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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12 Inca Tech gold-plated 13- amp double socket/2 plugs £25.00
• HFNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood El Metal
HFNIRR Flux Dumper £ 22
0 Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
High Performance' Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
HFNIRR Black Head M- C Transformer £49.95
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
CI HEN DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
D Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
0 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £ 39.95
0 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Al/sop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
0 Cassette head cleaner £5
CD cleaner £ 19.50
O Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:
,7] Rands Newman:
Santana: nor/whir/a I ' Weather Report:
Mystern no Traveller
Jackson Brou
RUIZ/ling on empty 1Eagles: Desperado
;al Klugh Ln
1
.
our love 7Paul McC:irtile & Wings: Bandon the
run [ Mac.. Ot, hcsn al corks
r: S1'11111/11 llIV NO. 2

D
D
•
El
•
▪

HMI RR HMC phono to phono £ 29.95
HFNIRR Flutterbuster £ 79.95 ( state turntable)
Decca tonearm £49
Authenticity Mini- vac £8.95
Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 CI Large £8.45 1:1
Cobra FM Aerial £ 39.95
HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £ 32.50
O Record Interface Mat £ 28.50
HFNIRR Headcase headphone amplifier £ 79.95
• HFNIRR News- Stand E Top ez bottom shelves only £ 125 111
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifer £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £ 27.50
U Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
HFN/RR Mushcrusher mains filter £ 24.95
• Storage units: LP £ 32.50 0 Singles £ 27.50 nCD/cassettes
£14.50 Ci
Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
D HFNIRR Snake Oil 99p
• HENIRR Wall- nut turntable shelf unit nComplete with 2
shelves D £49.95 E Frame only. £ 37.50
• ' Good Sound by Laura Dearborn £ 10.95
▪ Sorbothane sheet ( 6x 6in, self-adhesive) £ 11.95

NAME caps please)
ADDRESS _

CI ¡enclose PO/Cheque/MO'
C / wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAtnex*
My card number is

Expiry date

1
Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box 200. Bedford. MK40 I
11 -1.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivers subject to as ailalulits
Accessories Cluh hotline e n234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copil'S of this form are acceptable. E&OE

• Please delete as necessary.
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MAXELI ENTERS THE NEW AGE.

M8X911 has upgraded its XLII high position
tape; a tape that justly deserves it's high
reputation, for accurately reproducing today's
new vibrant sounds.
With an advanced housing mechanism
that doesn't just look the part, but acts the
part il/laxell's new oval window shell, its curving
functional beauty (the epitome of technological
purity). Body and window have been united to
achieve a new level of rigidity
Eliminating the stresses of today's (mobile)
cassettes, it even stays cool in the midday sun.
But the new XIII housing is only half of the
story Maxell's new pure epitaxial particle, with
increased magnetic energy, achieves new levels
of noise reduction and sensitivity in both the
high and low frequencies.
Look out for the new XLII and get the
shape of today.

PURf EPITAXIAL cAsent

gsli.l

135m 1440k.
;1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111•111111111111111111

rnaxell
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.

In or out of your head . . .
From: Gary C Eickmeier, Rancho Cordova,
CA, USA
Dear Sir, Iread John Crabbe's article
'Distortion in the Head' ( May 88) with
interest. The exact same phenomenon is
described in the original Bose/MIT research
paper ('Sound Recording and Reproduction,'
Technology Review, June, July/August 1973).
Mr Crabbe has made some very astute
observations about avery sophisticated point,
but he has attributed the sonic result to the
wrong cause, as have most others. He has
assumed, because he can duplicate the effect
using just the headphones, that his
loudspeakers are totally innocent. The thing
that is so hard to understand about this is that
the distortion that Mr Crabbe has described
has nothing to do with frequency response,
intermodulation, phase, or any nonlinearity
in the usual audio sense that can be measured
at the speaker. It is strictly aspatial problem,
caused by speakers that have increasing
directionality with frequency. When you sit
too close to direct firing speakers, or listen in
too small (or too dead) aroom the high
frequencies will bear down on you from too
narrow aset of incident angles, and their
balance will be too hot.
This is precisely the same phenomenon
that Floyd Toole is describing when he says
that agiven loudspeaker will sound better in
stereo than in mono, and that Dave Moran is
describing when he talks about honky
speakers in ' Moran's Law.' It's also the cause
of the audiophile belief that there is
something harsh about the high frequencies
in Compact Discs. There's nothing
whatsoever wrong with the source; the
problem lies with the speakers, which are
now being fed asignal with flat frequency
response at full dynamic range. The better
the source, the more the problem of sitting in
the high direct field of such adevice is
exaggerated.
Yours faithfully
John Crabbe replies:
While fully accepting that unpleasant effects
can arise from loudspeaker directionality, I
cannot see how the particular phenomena
discussed in my article could be attributed to
speaker characteristics per se. The artefacts in
question arise only on aminority of
recordings, in some cases on one only of
several versions of the same work; they may
be replicated via headphones when listening
in the mono mode; and, most significantly,
they commonly arise in live music.
However, Idid pursue the loudspeaker
aspect further, by contriving to listen to apair
of speakers in amanner that presents each
ear with the sound from one channel only —
using apadded close-fitting partition which
bisected my head while sitting in adoorway,
with one speaker in each room on either side.
This approximated to the headphone
situation, and caused the offending
recordings to behave just as they did when
heard via headphones, with the dissonant
effects becoming diminished or eliminated
unless one switched to mono.
This supported my hypothesis that our
subjective response to poor intonation within
awidely spaced ensemble can depend on
which parts of the [JR information are
allowed to reach any one ear. It would be
much more difficult to accommodate the data
to Dr Bose's ideas, while the whole syndrome
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could surely have only the remotest
connection with the way in which
loudspeakers beam their HF at listeners. All
the evidence suggest that we are addressing
an aspect of the way in which the ear registers
dissonant components in music, abyway of
perception highlighted in an unexpected
manner by listening to stereo via headphones.
Imay be wrong, but Mr Eickmeier's
alternative seems even less likely.

VIEWS

[In Mr Crabbe's article, the date given in
Ref. 6should have been March 1981, while
Ref. 4was omitted and should have referred
to EMI CDS 747 4378 — Ed]

Recording time differences
From: Dr Stephen Jones, London SE12
Dear Sir, Although not aregular reader of
the hi-fi press. it surprises me that Ishould
never have encountered any mention of the
importance of time differences between
sounds in the left and right channels in
creating asharply focused stereo image. It
has been known since the late 1950s that, for
the accurate location of sound sources in the
horizontal plane, the difference in the arrival
time of sounds at the two ears is at least as
important as the intensity difference due to
the sound shadow cast by the head,
particularly at frequencies below about
1KHz. Yet, when an artificial sound stage is
created from multi- tracked, individually
miked instruments, the relative intensity in
the two channels is manipulated but never, to
my knowledge, the time difference.
It is not simply that ignoring this factor will
result in amarginal loss of focus. The listener
actually receives conflicting information.
when the intensity difference tells him that a
sound originates, say, 20° to the left of centre
whereas the zero time difference indicates a
central location. Not surprisingly, the result is
confusion, and this is certainly my experience
when listening to most multi-miked
recordings of popular and classical material.
The perfect solution, of course, is to
balance the instruments at source and leave
the original sound stage intact by use of a
simple stereo microphone pair. Again, my
own impression is that the most vivid sense of
asound originating from aspecific location in
space is only conveyed by recordings using
the classic Blumlein technique. Perhaps, in
analog days, it was not considered possible
when mixing multi-track material to
incorporate an appropriate ( up to half a
millisecond) time delay in one channel when
this is equivalent to afraction of amillimetre
of tape, but with digital techniques there
should be no particular problem.
Less clear to me is whether, for an offcentre instrument, the relative intensity in the
two channels should he varied across the
frequency spectrum, since it is known that the
sound shadow of the head affects different
frequencies to differing degrees.
Yours faithfully,

The Postultimate Word?
From: David Hafler, Pennsauken, New
Jersey, USA
Dear Sir, In my last communique to IlFIVIRR
('Views', March 1988) Inaively believed that
my comments would end the controversy re
the straight wire comparison as ameans of
evaluating amplifier accuracy. However, the
letters by Mr Beal and Mr Oddy ( May 1988)
spur me to comment again, but Ihope there

will be no further need to prolong this
discussion.
Mr Beal had previously tried to impugn the
SWDT by claiming that the test setup was
asymmetrical (which it is not). Now he
hypothesizes than an amplifier with a
frequency aberration might be quite accurate
in sound, while one which is very flat in
frequency response might not be as accurate
sonically. What Mr Beal ignores is the fact
that the very steps taken to get wideband
response tend to linearize the amplifier.
After all, the characteristics of an amplifier
are completely defined by its input-output
characteristic which is idealized when the
amplifier has uniform gain versus frequency
(flat response) over the dynamic range in
which it operates.
The 60 to over 70 dB null which we obtain
with the XL-280 demonstrates that it is an
accurate amplifier. The ± . 0.85 dB response
variation which Mr Beal discusses represents
an inaccuracy with which Iwould not be
satisfied, even though Mr Beal apparently
accepts this. It might sound 'pleasant', but it
is not accurate.
Mr Oddy has raised the question of
crossover distortion in the XL-280 since it is a
class AB amplifier. There is nothing mystical
about crossover distortion. It is merely the
affect of reduced gain at low signal levels. If it
existed, this would appear as audible
distortion using the SWDT. The depth of the
null obtained with the XL-280 shows that it is
not aproblem. The fact that an amplifier is
not aclass A design does not necessarily fault
its sonic performance, just as the fact that it is
class A does not assure that it is sonically
acceptable.
The logic in the straight wire comparisons
is irrefutable: if the output of an amplifier
cannot be distinguished from its input, its
sonic characteristics cannot be faulted.
Yours faithfully
[Is this correspondence now closed'? — Ed.]

Fantasies about FRED
From: Stephen Bell, Cheshire
Dear Sir, Ihave followed the correspondence
concerning the high cost of audio equipment
HFNIRR tends to review with some interest.
Ispeak as someone who can only dream of
aspiring to these stratospheric levels upon
receipt of alarge pools win, winning one of
your competitions, or the demise of arich
relative of whose existence Iam, at present
unaware.
For me, the Leica camera is adaydream I
allow myself during the long exposures of my
homemade pinhole camera. FREDs are
11

ESSENTIAL
UMBERS.
NEW HORIZONS IN
ANALOGUE TRANSDUCING
In the constant perfection of record
reproduction. Audio lèchnica unveil their latest
numbers... AT-007 and AT-0C9. Having an
almost identical 'on paper' specification, both
incorporate varying elements of the newest
technology in materials and micro-engineering,
many of them developed originally in
applications for NASA and the hi-tech
aerospace industry. The result is asound
quality previously considered unattainable in
the sub £ 500 category
Whilst the list of technical achievements is
endless, the true test is in the listening.
Press comments include ... The 007 is a
superb sounding cartridge: there's no other
way of looking at it. It's treble articulation and
dynamics are exceptional' — NEW HI-Fl SOUND.
'I will say with certainty that the 0C9 is one of
the very best cartridges Iknow, and can give it
my strongest and most enthusiastic
recommendation' — HI-Fl REVIEW
Please contact Audio lèchnica for complete
reprints of these together with the reviews of
Fi Answers, Gramophone and Hi-F1 News.
HiBetter still, call in for apersonal audition at
BADA and specialist audio retailers and find
out why AT-007 and AT-0C9 are now essential
numbers in today's top flight analogue systems.

Frequency Response I
ki
Output \bltage IKHz. 5cmiecl
Tracking Force Igm)
Weight Igml
Stylus

AT-0C9
I
5-50.000
O4mV
1.25-1.75
78
Square shank elliptical

Magnet Mould
Yoke-Piece
Coils and Terminal Pins

Titanium-Oxide Potassium mix
Vanadium based metal
POOCC

ATOC 7
15-50.000
0.3mV
1.25-1.75
7.8
Square shank
elliptical
Ceramic
Soh Iron
PC-OCC

A'PF3 and APF5 ... the successful start to AT's
outstanding 'mc' family.

The only complete transducer family
CARTRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS

audio-technica
ri INNOVATION

El PRECISION

Li INTEGRITY

Technica House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU. Tel: 0532 771441
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fantasised about while Iapply felt panels to
the baffles of my speakers (this had better
work, M Jones, or you owe me for the glue!).
I've no wish to pick out aparticular
manufacturer, but Iwould join in with the
plea, regularly expressed, that you find more
space for reviews of affordable audio
equipment. Cheap passive pre-amplifiers for
instance. When the idea first came on to
market Ithought great, just what my lowly
system needs. But before Ihad even saved for
decent leads it was revealed that not all
passives sound the same — some were better
than others. Soon HFNIRR was reviewing
passive pre-amplifiers costing thousands of
pounds!
Credit where due, HFNIRR has saved me
from buying plastic brushes from shysters and
this demonstrates just how valuable your
team of experts ( who understand all these
graphs) can be to audio fans on the proverbial
bread line. Let's have less space devoted to
CD players which might end up in adozen
hi-fi reviewers' homes, and more on the nuts
and bolts of bi-amping using NADS! Ifor one
would be very grateful!
Oh, the record review section is great . . .
Yours faithfully

Continuing Quad
From: Ross Walker, Quad Electroacoustics
Dear Sir, Mr Marlow's letter (' Views'. May)
prompts me to confirm that all is well at Quad
and explain why Quad products have not
been reviewed in HFNIRR in recent years.
Quad have just finished yet another record
year for sales both in the UK and other major
world markets including Japan. We are fairly
confident in stating that we manufacture
more high fidelity power amplifiers than any
other manufacturer in Europe and more than
the rest of the UK industry combined.
Quad products have not been reviewed by
HFNIRR because we have refused to supply
them and HFNIRR have been kind enough to
respect our wishes when they could simply
have borrowed amplifiers from our dealers.
We do not submit product for review because
we disagree strongly with present review
policy. The output of aperfect amplifier will
be audibly indistinguishable from the signal
fed into its input, other than in amplitude,
provided that the amplifier is correctly loaded
and is not driven outside its design
parameters. We believe that amplifiers
should be reviewed accordingly. There are
various methods of doing this and David
Haller has written several relevant letters on
the subject in recent issues.
Ishould conclude, for the benefit of your
readers, that the disagreement over review
policy is entirely amicable. Each side believes
the other to be wrong and the only problem is
finding time for us all to sit down and sort the
matter out.
Yours faithfully

Liquid benefits
From: Richard Lee and Roger Loughton,
Wharfedale Ltd
Dear Sir, We have read with great interest
Paul Miller's article (
HFNIRR, March ' 88) on
Peter Belt's Electret Products. Peter visited
us in February and we have had great fun in
the last month or so trying them out.
The drinking of 'beneficially charged' tap
water does often lead to increased listening
pleasure although we think that electrostatic
charge has less to do with it than more
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mundane reasons. The very act of swallowing
often helps to clear pressure differentials
between the inner ear and outside via the
Eustachian Tubes. The effect is on clarity
especially in the lower midrange region
although loudspeaker designers (who almost
all suffer from some hearing affliction or
other) may note other advantages.
One other effect for which exists some
carefully documented data, is that the
consumption of small amounts of alcohol
does help certain people be more perceptive
in listening tests. There is an optimum
amount; about half apint in the people we
have observed this effect on. Mo:e leads to
very rapid deterioration in their perceptive
powers.
These effects were noted in some very
carefully controlled ' blind' listening tests on
electronic equipment. Some ' blind' listening
tests conducted by HFNIRR several years ago
also came across this phenomenon. Hence
there is more than one documented source of
evidence for this. The people affected are
usually those who do well in ' blind' listening
tests. The test results of those who do badly
exhibit too much scatter to enable a
statistically significant effect to be noted.
It is believed in certain quarters that
Tetley's Bitter is superior to other beverages
in this respect, but we do not have sufficient
evidence to prove this one way or another.
Yours faithfully

Loudspeakers ' down under'
From: Douglas Byrne (G3KPO), Isle of Wight
Having just returned from amonth ' down
under', Iwas not at all surprised to find the
Sydney shops full of run-of-the-mill stereo
gear from the Far East.
However, Iwas very surprised to learn
from the Australians Italked to, the high
esteem in which British-made loudspeakers
were held, and of the difficulty of few outlets.
There appeared to be such ademand for
speakers from the 'Old Country', that it
would be well worth our manufacturers
making much more effort to export to that
far-off continent — if only to help balance
their shipment of lager to us!
Yours faithfully

Twist of the grille
From: Robert Webb, Twist Acoustics
Dear Sir, Ithought your readers would be
interested in my views concerning Mr Jones's
proposal for building your own 'diffraction
resolved' loudspeakers ('Views', April).
Firstly Iwill point out that my company,
Twist Acoustics is asupplier of specialized
loudspeakers to the audio installation
market, which as your magazine mentioned
recently, is arapidly expanding business in
England — we're pleased to see ' old timers'
like KEF venturing out alittle and producing
loudspeakers to fit into walls. Twist
Acoustics, which began in 1983, has gained a
good deal of empirical experience in this
field, and we have had occasion to design and
fabricate high quality loudspeaker enclosures
for walls, ceilings, radiator covers, and, on
one particular commission, into the bases of
two Roman pillars.
Coming to Mr Jones's suggestion involving
modifying your own loudspeakers to reduce
diffraction distortion, Ifeel there are acouple
of points which have been overlooked.
1) With the grille cloth (felt) being
stretched over the baffle and in front of the

Woofer, not enough clearance has been left
for the exclusion of the cone at high
amplitude, therefore Iwould suggest
recessing the driver into athicker baffle using
a45° cutter in your router.
2) The use of felt as agrille cloth is likely to
inhibit the radiation of sound from the
loudspeakers, particularly at the high
frequencies. My company searched for many
months to find an answer to interior
designers' requests for aloudspeaker cloth of
any colour, and we now have asuitable
stretch fabric which is as acoustically
transparent as the cloths used by the major
companies making reference loudspeakers.
Any home constructors wishing to produce a
cloth of this type, in any colour, may write to
me as Iwill be happy to supply aminimum of
Any readers who would like their own
individualist loudspeakers, but who aren't
'dab- hands' at cabinet making, can take
advantage of our bespoke loudspeaker
tailoring service, details on request.
Yours faithfully
[Twist Acoustics are at 21 Culverden Road.
London SW12 — Ed]

Super soundstage
From: Yip Mang Meng, Singapore
Dear Sir, Permit me the use of some space in
your letter column to ask if there are any
readers of this august magazine who have
ever experienced asoundstage width which is
twice that of the distance between apair of
properly spaced loudspeakers using classical
recordings. Please note that one condition in
the reproduction of such alarge soundstage is
that there must also be precise image
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placements, solidity and dimensionality of
image right across the soundstage. To quote
an example the violin section from a
symphony should be at least five feet away
from the outer edge of the speakers while the
cellos and the basses are similarly placed
several feet away from the speaker's
boundary.
Anyone who has heard of such awide 'wall
to wall' soundstage (while the speakers are
placed not more than eight feet from each
other), can you please detail your system and
let us have your secrets in how to extend the
soundstages?
In other words, can any of you hear a
soundstage depicted as above using classical
recordings. Comments from Tony Faulkner,
Angus McKenzie, Anthony Howell, Kenneth
Wilkinson and Christopher Parker will be
13

No matter how
expensive your hi-fi
components are, if you
penny pinch on the
connecting cables
you're just throwing
your money away
Real hi-fi needs
real cable and that
means Monster.
That's why you'll find
those systems that

really perform are
those connected

CUSTOM CABLE
SERVICE

1Please send me afree copy of

the Monster Cable Guide.
with Monster Cable.
Name.
Don't be sold short, get all
the performance you
Address
paid for with Monster.
Send or ring for "
The
Monster Cable Guide to
Better Sounding Music"
Post To: Custom Cable Service,
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street,
from Custom Cable
Service on 01 942 9567. L_N1.ew Malden, Surt ey 01 9-12 9567
:
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gratefully accepted. Martin Colloms, any
comments?
Let me mention in passing that Mr Pearson
of Absolute Sound heard this often in his Sea
Cliff System. Can anyone else claim the
same?
Yours faithfully
(Sea ' Stage Coaching', p39— Ed]

Real results of CD upgrades
From: R. Duffin, Middlesex
Dear Sir, The Ben Duncan CD update
articles were of great interest but do not
appear to have any overall information as to
how effective the update really is. It's not
much good having space dedicated to this
project over three or four months plus all the
correspondence unless it is backed up by
some real results. Could not some of your
esteemed reviewers do some before and after
tests, applying the same criteria as they would
for any other CD player evaluations?
Ifor one, being aCD450 owner and handy
with asoldering iron, would be very
interested in knowing whether the update is
worthwhile or whether to think about
changing the model, as there seems to be
(according to your magazine) some quite
good models in the £250-£300 price range.
Also is the Ben Duncan update any
improvement over that offered by Covent
Garden Records for the same range of
models (costing over £ 100)'?
I'm sure there are quite afew people
interested in this project who would be
interested in your reply.
Yours faithfully
[The results you seek will be forthcoming
soon; in the meantime, Chris Bryant's report
on CGR's commercially-available mod ( see
Pot Pourri') may be of interest — Ed]

Rattle on . . .
From: A G Froy, Southend-on-Sea, Essex
Dear Sir, Ifind it increasingly exasperating
trying to pursue an interest in classical music
through listening to LP records. My record
shop ( the best in town) places the
(contracting) display in adark corner of the
shop. Recent recommended recordings are
rarely stocked and even my attempts to get
the records Iwant by ordering them have
failed. First, Rattle's Dream of Gerontius —
out of stock two weeks running. Second,
Kennedy's Walton Violin and Viola
Concertos — also out of stock. Are they out of
stock because the record companies are not
making enough? Why can't Iorder arecord
as a 'standing order', instead of having to
re-order every week?
If the record companies don't want my
custom for LPs, they are not going to get it
for CDs!
Your faithfully

Musical taste and chauvinism
From: Ralph Gonzalez, Philadelphia, USA
Dear Sir, Maybe I'm biased, being American;
and, I'm ashamed to say, the problem I
discuss also appears to be happening at
Stereophile, but in reverse. Nonetheless, I

thought that it was agreed that it is
disgraceful — and often illegal — to judge
someone's abilities on the basis of national
origin. So why do Icontinue to read periodic
attacks on Ken Kessler which are clearly of
this type? Have the people who write such
letters no sense of shame, or is this simply the
British equivalent of desperate, ' Born in the
USA'- type national pride? ( Springsteen
himself intended this to be an ironic
statement). And what does musical taste or
writing style really have to do with the ability
to judge audio equipment?
Those who put into print their closedmindedness should be aware that they are an
embarrassment to your readership.
Yours faithfully

Discs upside down
From: Robert Halliday, Surrey
Dear Sir, They say that apicture is worth a
thousand words, and this was certainly true of
the cover of your April issue. It clearly
explained, for example, why your reviewers
have such difficulty obtaining the perfect
sound often claimed for CD. The reason?
They're putting the discs in upside-down!
Yours faithfully
[Artistic licence — Ed]

Ambisonic connection
From: CH Cater, West Sussex
Dear Sir, In your December ' 87 issue were
two letters which were connected in away
that may not have seemed obvious. One was
from RA Millar of Cleveland, Ohio, USA
which spoke of his hearing from his stereo
system not the sound of the concert hall but
only that of his living room. The letter from
Dr Mullenger of Coventry which was about
Ambisonics provided the best answer to Mr
Millar's desire for the sound of the concert
hall in his living room. The truth of the matter
is that Mr Millar could wait forever to hear
concert hall acoustics from any stereo system
because no amount of technology could make
this possible. We hear all natural sound as
surround sound. despite having only two
ears, so astereo system will always sound too
small and too flat compared to the live
musical experience and it cannot reproduce
convincing concert hall ambience.
The best surround sound system is
Ambisonics and the finest results from such a
system are available from UHJ Ambisonic.
stereo compatible recordings. Mr Millar will
be delighted when he hears how life- like most
stereo recordings will sound via an
Ambisonic system. When he has become
used to the very true to life spaciousness and
sense of scale available from an Ambisonic
system, it will come as ashock when he
presses the bypass button to return to
conventional stereo which will cause the
image to shrink and flatten against the far
wall in aquite depressing manner.
Ambisonics is British and like many other
fine British inventions it is not as well funded
as it deserves to be, so Mr Millar is unlikely to
see any big full colour advertisements for it.
The adverts are to he found in HFNIRR from
time to time but so far they have all been
small and concise but it will be well worth the
trouble of seeking one out.

Ispeak as afellow music enthusiast with no
involvement in any company which makes
Ambisonic recordings or equipment.
Yours faithfully

Going to Gloucester?
From: ME Pitman, Bath
Dear Sir, Your magazine usually leads the
way in reporting on the latest hi-fi marvels
from the four corners of the world with
matching four- figure price tags, but Iwonder
if it is allowing some no-go areas to develop
nearer home.
Take Gloucestershire, for example — more
than just ahideaway for rusticating Royals.
The manufacture of high quality
loudspeakers by ATC Loudspeaker
Technology of Stroud appears to have been a
secret, long kept closely guarded from your
readers. This security screen dropped a
fraction in your March issue which briefly
reported that their SCM 100A models had
been selected as reference monitors by
Nimbus Records, among others.
This report coincided with the unheralded
(and unreported) appearance of apair of
passive ATC SCM I50's at the Bristol I
li-Fi
Show in support of Sumo and Primare
amplification. These produced memorably
fine sounds and prompted me to seek a
further audition. This reinforced the initial
impression that here was arange of
loudspeakers well out of the ordinary run.
Against all expectation 1soon found myself
parting with my much loved ESL 63's for the
sonic benefits of the active SCM 50A.
Surely aUK product of this quality and
appeal is one that is worth drawing to the
attention of your readers as well as the latest
unobtainable% from Las Vegas? Even though
the ATC Loudspeakers lack the photo appeal
of those monsters which appear to have been
left over from Stonehenge or to have recently
landed from outer space, some may feel that
at least the sound is out of this world.
Here is aproduct which might even satisfy
the simple tastes of an Oscar Wilde who. I
almost forgot to mention, could have read all
about it years ago, but only in The
Gramophone!
Yours faithfully

Direct-disc in the ' 78' era
From: Donald Aldous, Plymouth, Devon
Dear Sir, Ivor Abelson's letter (' Views',
April), has stimulated me to pen these
comments about the days of ' direct disc
recording' 78s, on which Iworked. To
complete his reaction, he should have
mentioned ' Simple direct-cut discs. These
were glass-based, gelatine-coated and, after
cutting, were hardened and polished by fluids
(phenol formaldehyde or dichromate
solution). These were around in 1937
onwards.
At that period Iwas running arecording
studio, and direct recording was the vogue.
The master discs were processed and pressed
by British Homophone. All this information,
and more, appeared in my 1943 Manual of
Direct Disc Recording (
Bernards, Publishers
Ltd, London W6), now arare little book for
collectors.
Yours faithfully

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Fii-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HEN/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. 8E11 2LE 1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £4.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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8000C
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Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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NEWS>
TANDY TO RELEASE RECORDABLE CD
Tandy, the corporation which
markets its Radio Shack and
Realistic brands through franchised outlets, has announced that it
will launch a CD player with
recording capability, probably in
1989/90. Details are scant at present, but we understand that a
machine will be intended to sell
for under $500. Called THORCD (Tandy High Optical Recording), the format can repeatedly
record, play back and erase
music, data and video on discs
compatible with current players.
Applications for CD- video, CDROM and other optical storage

formats are envisaged, but the
first machines will probably be for
audio use. The data created by
the system is environmentally
stable and permanent, yet can be
erased, restoring the disc to its
original state, ready for the next
recording. The research was
undertaken at Tandy's Magnetic
Media Research Centre in Santa
Clara, California. Feasibility has
been assured by the Compact
Disc patent holders, with only
specifics waiting to be established,
to ensure that CDs recorded on
the machine will be compatible
with all other players.

YAMAHA HI-BIT PLAYERS
Yamaha have launched three new
CD players featuring their 18- bit,
8 times oversampling ' Hi- Bit'
technology. New to these units is
the user-bypassable analogue output filter, with access either
switchable ( CDX-8I0. CDX-9I0)
or via separate output terminals
for direct or filtered output
(CDX-1110). Prices of the new
players are the CDX-810
(£299.95), CDX-910 (£449.95)
and CDX-1110 ( 699.95). Features common to all three include
a built-in 8- bit microcomputer to
improve tracking accuracy, acurrent isolation system to provide
isolation from digital interference,
a newly designed 3- beam laser

pick-up with glass lens mounted in
an aluminium diecast chassis,
floating suspension, two D/A converters and remote control. The
'910 and ' 1110 also feature Hi- Bit
twin DIA converters, optical output as well as coaxial and 20-bit
digital volume control. Yamaha
has also announced the release of
adomestic- use outboard decoder.
the DSR-100 Pro, which features
Dolby Pro steering logic to better
reproduce cinema-calibre Dolby
Surround/Dolby Stereo. Price is
to be announced. Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd, Yamaha House,
200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Herts WD1 7JS. Tel. ( 0923)
33166.

NEW CD PLAYER RANGE FROM SONY
Sony have announced CD player
models ranging from anew £ 1000
flagship to new midi- and fullwidth players at under £200, and a
multi- player.
Retailing at £999.95, the CDP557ES utilises an entirely new
18- bit, 8- times oversampling
digital filter. Claiming to have
virtually eliminated mechanical
and acoustic vibration, the '557
incorporates Sony's ' Gibraltar'
chassis, and acoustically- sealed
disc- loading system in which the
drawer is protected from ambient
sound pressure by a rubber
sleeve. These features are also
found on the 16-bit ' staggered
4'-conversion CDP-337ES priced
at £549.95, while the £349.95
CDP-227ESD, again a 16-bit
model, completes the new ' ES'
lineup.
All three offer Sony's ' Custom
File' feature, a built-in memory
that not only allows the user to
programme the replay of his own
selections ( àla Philips' FTS) from
up to 226 discs, but alternatively
allows up to six index points to be
marked for each disc, for repeat

of accurately timed excerpts, and
also allows display of a 10-character name for the selection. Alternatively, the 10 characters could
be used to display level/equaliser
settings or other data.
Although the CDP-557ESD has
been designed with the aim of
setting a world reference standard, the higher- priced CDP552ES/DAS-702 two-box player,
£2500, remains in the catalogue.
Joining Sony's lowest-priced
midi players ( the £ 169.95 CDPM35 and the £ 189.95 remotecontrolled CDP-M55, reviewed in
HFNIRR April) are CDP-M75
(£229.95) and CDP-M95 at
£279.95. These are said to offer
improved audio performance
compared with the cheaper models, as is the full- width (430mm)
CDP-750 at £249.95. While the
CDP-M75 and CDP-750 jointly
serve as replacements for the wellknown CDP-710, the CDP-M95
offers Sony's ' Custom File' feature. Further information from
Sony ( UK) Ltd, Sony House,
South Street, Staines, Middlesex
TW18 3PF. Tel. (0784) 67000.

INFINITY, ROWLAND AND NEW ROTELS
Following the closure of Automation Sciences, Rotel HiFi has
been appointed as Infinity's new
UK distributor. The range carries
over from the previous importer,
but with extensive price reductions; this is due in part to the
severe weakening of the US dollar. Three distinct lines will be
available. The RS Series includes
the RS1000 (£99.90), RS2000
(£129.90), RS3000 (£ 249.90),
RS4000A (£349.90); the Kappa
Series consists of the 6 Kappa
(oak, £ 650, Santos £ 725)
[reviewed last month — Ed]; 7
Kappa (£995), 8Kappa (U550), 9
Kappa (£2250); in the IRS Series
are IRS Delta (£4750), IRS
Gamma (£ 5950), IRS Beta
(£9950), IRS V (£45,000). All
prices are per pair and include
VAT. Rotel will also distribute
Infinity in-car speakers. Another
line of high-end American products to be distributed by Rotel is

111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the range of Rowland Research
electronics, including the Model 3
and Model 7 mono-block power
amplifiers the Model 5 stereo
amplifier, the Coherence One
preamp and the Complement
moving- coil cartridge. Details,
including UK prices, are to he
announced.
On the Rotel front, the company have introduced the RA840BX3 integrated amplifier rated
at 50W/channel and featuring
mm/mc, CD, tuner two aux and
two tape inputs, dubbing facility,
tone defeat and facility for two
pairs at speakers ( direct and
switched). Price is £209.90. Rotel
have also announced the RA810A. a 20W/channel model
based on the RA- 820, which will
sell at £99.90. Further details
from: Rotel, Gamepath Ltd. 25
Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, MK 12 6HR. Tel.
(0908) 317707.

JULY 1988

ACOUSTIC GOLD'S ACOUSTICS
Developed through research
undertaken by Anders Weckstroem MSc at the Helsinki University of Technology, the Acoustics AE-8 is a two-way design
utilising Weckstroem's findings
regarding directivity at specific
frequencies. The tweeter has a
Directivity Equaliser which
increases directivity in the lower
segment of its operating range,
the directivity diminishing as frequency increases. Advantages
include areduction in room reflec-

tion and cabinet diffraction
effects, at the same time increasing the efficiency of the tweeter in
its lower range. The AE-3uses an
aluminium dome tweeter and
170mm woofer in an enclosure
360x600x200mm. Impedance is
8ohms and recommended
amplifier rating is 50-200W/channel. Price is £395 per pair. Distribution in the UK is by Acoustic
Gold, 1Orston Lodge, Old Farm
Road, Hampton. Middlesex
TW12 3PQ. Tel. 01-941 6737.

CANON ENTER HI-FI WITH WIDE IMAGE
Canon have shown aprototype of
their ' Wide Imaging Stereo'
loudspeaker, which uses optical
theory to produce stereo sound
over awide listening area, eliminating the ' hot seat' effect of
conventional systems. The dispersion is achieved through the control of the sound waves' polar
directional pattern by an off-line
alignment between an inverted
conical acoustic mirror and the
upfacing diaphragm of the

speaker. The prototype speaker is
a three-way design using honeycomb planar drivers in a line
array with delay compensation,
triwired with aremote crossover.
Developed in the UK under the
direction of Hirokazu Negishi,
Canon's European representative
of their Advanced Technology
Department. WIS will probably
be applied to cinema, theatre and
sound reinforcement as well as
domestic audio.
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PHILIPS ANNOUNCE A HI-FI SYSTEM
THAT DOES ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
•

magine you're an output signal from a

Ij

Philips

Compact

Disc

player.

I>

You

consist of about 120 millivolts of pure,
uncorrupted

music.

Philips have designed Series 7 - a range
of CD- standard separates.

The lucky

signal passes from CD player to ampli-

I>

fier through gold-plated

When you get sent off

portals. ( Gold is the

to a hi-fi system - even

only substance which is

a very expensive one -

totally transparent to a

you're going to get roughed up a bit.

signal.)

Little by little, as you're fed through

not mechanical.

the labyrinth of circuits and switches,

bypasses the 7- band graphic equaliser

you'll

altogether.

pick

up

tiny

quantities

of

distortion. II> It's to avoid just this that

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Source switches are electronic,
And a Defeat control

O

Even the massive power

amplifier adds only the barest shimmer
of distortion. ( Less than 0.0015% at
75 watts.) I> The twin- deck tape unit is
solenoid
has

and the
on

controlled;

low- noise

the

digital

tuner

front

ends,

MOS-FET

belt- drive

anti- vibration

record

deck floats

insulators.

We've

even eliminated the sound of creaking
footsteps, thanks to the natty remote
control. I> If you call 0800 300 700 we'll
let you know where aSeries 7system can
be auditioned. I> In our opinion listening
to one is the only way to appreciate it.
But don't be surprised if all you can
hear is music.
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NEWS>
MONITOR AUDIO STANDS FIRM

REGA TURNTABLE MODS

The DS 300 is Monitor Audio's
new speaker stand, for use with
the R 852/MD and R 300/MD.
Said to he the result of three
years' research, the DS 300 is a
decoupled type consisting of a
cylindrical. sand-lilled pillar.
triangular base and 21H ) x(
top plate. The DS 300 is constructed of thick steel and comes
with spikes. The standard version
is in black and sells for £99.90 per
pair, but the company has made
available a limited number
finished in chrome, price £ 145.00.
Monitor Audio Ltd. Unit 34. Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZW.
Tel. ( 0223) 242898.

CS Products have introduced a
modification kit for the Rega
turntable. Called the Split- slab,
the modification kit endows the
Rega with anti- vibration mountings to provide afloating suspension for the RB250 300 arm and
platter board. This is said to
decouple the lid/plinth structure
to ensure that acoustic breakthrough is kept to a minimum.
The kit also includes three spherical isolation feet. making the
turntable less sensitive to vibra-

tion. The Split- slab consists of
more than 70 components and is
finished in solid black ash, including the matching veneered arm
and platter board; installation
should take under an hour. Price
is £63.95 plus £ 3.95 post and
packing. CS will also be introducing alow coloration' kit incorporating an acrylic platter. Price of
this kit will be around £ 120 plus
p&p. CS Products, 35 Howland
Way, Reveley Lock. London
SE16 INN. Tel. 01-252 1245.

JAMO ART SLIMLINE SPEAKERS

Jamo have launched anew loudspeaker under the lamo Art' banner. The speaker's distinctive feaTHORENS LAUNCH TONEARM
ture is its flat profile, allowing for
tor. The arm is available as a unobtrusive wall mounting. Rated
As previewed in our Paris show
at 60W power handling, the tworeport in the June issue, Thorens separate item for £99.90, but will
come fitted to the TD320 turnt- way Jamo Art has a claimed
have announced a new tonearm,
frequency range of 40Hz-20kHz
able from September. Technical
to be called the TP90. The TP90
details include an overall length of and utilises a Sin bass/mid driver
features close tolerance bearings
228mm with 18mm ( adjustable) equipped with a large magnet to
developed in the watch- making
ensure high efficiency and low
overhang; effective mass is I5g.
industry, and the arm tube is
Capacitance with standard cable distortion. Goodmans, 2 Marples
made from a specially treated
Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant,
is 120e. Portfolio Marketing.
aluminium alloy. The headshell is
Hampshire P09 IJS. Tel. ( 0705)
River Walk. Tonbridge. Kent
detachable and features a newly486344.
designed resonance- free connec- TN9 IDT.Tel. ( 0732) 365071.

BRIEFING
MEMOREX have launched auniversal remote control called the
CP8 which will perform the functions of up to eight remote controllers, perform timer functions
through its five built-in timers,
memorise up to 24 different sequences of 49 commands each and
serve as an alarm clock. Price is
under £ 100 inc VAT.
MEMTEK Products, the division
of Tandy which manufacturers
Memorex audio and video tapes,
have acquired Cambrasound, best
known for its extensive trade and
retail distribution network for
audio and video accessories.
GOODMANS have launched their
first video recorder, the GVR
2000. Priced at £249, it features
14-day, 8-event timer, 49 channel
tuner. 16 function infra- red
remote control, 2-speed picture
search and instant record. Also
added to the Goodmans line-up is
the GCE 300 in-car radio/cassette
system (£ 170) consisting of the
GCE 229 radio/cassette and apair
of CX35 speakers. This features a
quick release bracket to foil
thieves.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH are
launching a cassette deck, the
RD-06. Styled to match the
existing range of remote-controllable electronics, it will feature full
logic control, two-motor transport, bias adjust and elapsed time
readout. Also launched is the
CD-06 CD player, first seen at the
Festival du Son in Paris.
ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS
have introduced the PA4 power
amplifier, rated at 80W/ch and
able to drive loads down to
NEWS& RECORD REVIEW

2ohms. Price is £250. Analogue
Electronics, Hartley Farm. Upper
Swainswick, Bath, Avon BAI
8AF. Tel. ( 0225) 859473.
A WALTERS has released a passive preamp called ' the Black
Box', designed for direct feed of a
CD player into apower amplifier.
A switched version is also available to allow for the use of a
full- function, phono equipped
preamplifier. Price is £ 44.95
including 2m of special phono tophono leads. A Walters. 48
Beachmont Place, Dunbar, East
Lothian EH42 IYD.
HARMAN/KARDON is making
available a complete system,
named ' Manhattan', to sell at a
special price. The stack consists of
he acclaimed PM 635 integrated
amplifier, the new HD200 CD

player. TU 911 tuner and the TD
212 Dolby B/C cassette deck.
Normal price is over £ 1000, but
will sell as asystem for only £ 798.
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY has
moved to 19 Danbury Road,
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877.
JULY 198S

USA. Tel. ( 208) 431 6434.
LFD AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
have released a high-quality passive preamplifier, available with
one, three or four inputs. Volume
controls consist of high quality
switched attenuators and all wiring is LC-OFC. For full details,
contact LFD, 110 Oxford Crescent, Clacton- On- Sea. Essex
C015 3PZ. Tel. (0255) 220140.
AUDIOKITS have released anew
range of capacitors manufactured
in Britain to their own specifications. A special feature is their
small size, making them ideal for
upgrading of existing components. For details of types available, contact Audiokits, 6 Mill
Close, Borrowash. Derby DE7
3GU. Tel. ( 0332) 674929.
THE VINTAGE WIRELESS
COMPANY LTD is currently preparing the 1988 edition of their
massive vintage component catalogue. To place an advanced
order, please send £4 to Vintage
Wireless Co Ltd, Tudor House,
Cossham Street, Mangotsield,
Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel. (0272)
565472.
ROSS have added three new microspeakers to their range, all of
which operate from the headphone outlet of a personal hi-fi.
They include the RE-4820 (£9.99
per pair), RE-4850 (£ 14.99 per
pair) and the RE-4870 active version (£24.99) which works from
mains or battery.
TDK is still the biggest selling
audio tape brand, according to the
latest market sales figures.
Memorex is now the second best
selling brand of both audio and
video cassettes, while Scotch still
holds first place for video.

THE DTI, in joint venture with
the Sound and Communications
Industries Federation, will be able
to offer financial assistance to
British manufacturers exhibiting
at the 85th AES Convention in
Los Angeles from 3-6 November
1988. For details contact Sound
and Communications Industries
Federation. 4b High Street. Burnham, Slough SL1 7JH. Tel
(06286) 67633.
DYNAVECTOR SYSTEMS LTD
have moved to 32 Reading Road,
Woodley, Reading, Berkshire
RG5 3DB. Tel. (0734) 699159.
FISHER's range of midi-systems
now includes the 30W M70 with
twin-cassette, 24 presets for the
FM section, five- band graphic
equaliser and remote control
(£349.99 or £499.99 with CD); the
M50 40W systems (£299.99 or
£449.99 with CD); the M48CD
(£399.99). All of the new Fisher
midis feature surround sound
capability; surround speakers are
available for £29.99 per pair.
PLAYBACK, the digital audio
and professional tape specialists,
have received an undertaking
from Playback Digital Recording
PLC not to trade using any name
containing the word ' playback'.
The latter company's intended
business is to supply record companies with mastertapes of classical recordings.
VITAL SYSTEMS have been
appointed distributors of the
Swiss- made Ensemble PA- I and
PA- 1 Reference loudspeakers.
Vital Systems, 38a The Meadow
Way, Harrow Weald, Harrow
HA3 7BW. Tel. 01-863 8988.
BEYER's latest headphone is the
DT 325. This lightweight model is
19

Trust our technical chappies
to improve our competitors' CD players
Whoever said life was fair?
We set our boffins the daunting task of improving the sound output from our
celebrated Delta CD player. Desperately clutching their 'Do Not Disturb' signs they
disappeared into the distance.
After countless nights spent burning the midnight oil, they reappeared, pleased
as Punch, demanding pay rises, and triumphantly bearing amagic Black Box. This
mysterious box would accept the digital output from our CD player and dramatically
improve its already superior sound quality. Our technical chaps had taken the simple
but bold step of separating the sensitive DAC and analogue stages right awayfrom
the electrically noisy CD transport and microprocessors. What's more they'd added a
few extra tricks of their own, including acustom built digital processing chip.
Sonically the increase in resolution was extraordinary — It didn't take golden
ears to hear the improvement. 'It's abreakthrough!' we all cheered, and we started
to celebrate.
Then our euphoric bubble burst ... if the Black Box would do itfor our CD player,
would it also do itfor any others? The answer (unfortunatelyfor us) was yes.
We didn't invite the chaps from the competition round to join our celebrations
(let them buy their own bubbly). But, being magnanimous, we thought we'd share
the news with you.
Now for just £249 you can upgrade any CD player with adigital output.
Of course, ifyou're smart enough to have an Arcam CD player already, you
should audition the Black Box as soon possible. It was made for you.
For those who want the ultimate in CD reproduction the Arcam Delta 70 and
Amain Delta Black Box combine toform probably the most significant 2box machine
on the market. And it's half the price of anything that sounds remotely similar.
Whichever way you look at it, the Black Box is good news for audiophiles
everywhere.
We'llforgive our backroom boys eventually, but we'll let them grovelfor a
while first.

ARCAM
audiophile products
from A&R Cambridge

1&11 C 1111011DGE 1.111111:11. DE\ \ I \ Dl STH1.-11. CENTRE. IIATERHEACH. CAIIHRIDGE. CH5 9111. ENGLAND. TELEPHOV (0223) 8615.50. TWA 81731.5.
ASA: ALDIO INFLUX CORP PO INA 381, HIG111 1\0 LAKES, NJ, 07422-03111 (PHONE 201 764 1(9511). CAN41)4: AVALON AUDIO LTD, 17-975 FRASER DRIVE, RI liLEVGTON ONTARIO, 1.71. 41(11(111W 416 632 (1180).

I'm impressed by yaar magnanimity Please tell me the secrets of the Black liai.

Name

Address
III \
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NEWS*
NEW FROM TDK, MAXELI
Both TDK and MazeII launched r
„

new tapes in April, the former
with aferric and the latter with a
Type II. TDK's new AR formulation features superfine, nonporous ' NP Ferric' magnetic particles
and high density packing, and is
said to offer low frequency MOLs
approaching that of metal tape.
microns, impurities in the cobalt
Both AR and the popular SA will
he available in a new ' Limited ferrite layer have been reduced
Edition' shell aimed at the youth and the binder has been improved
market. AR will retail for just to increase the tape's strength,
under £2in C90 lengths. Maxell's durability and heat- resistance.
launch focused on the latest ver- The shell has been redesigned to
improve anti- resonance charactersion of the classic XLII Type II
istics and features improved guide
tape, now with both tape and shell
refinements. Particle size has rollers, a fixed screening shield
been reduced even further to 0.25 and a dual- damping sheet.

CASSETTE IMPROVEMENTS SOUGHT
The Music Cassette Quality C'ommittee ( MC7QC) of the German
Phonographic Industry Association have announced that they will
be intensifying efforts to improve
the quality of musicassettes. The
renewed effort is due in part to
recognition that prerecorded cassettes have become the dominant
form of music carrier. The MCQC

will seek the active involvement
of manufacturers and testing institutes to develop international
standards of evaluation and tolerances. Membership of the MCOC'
includes representatives from
CBS, EMI. Hardt Cassetten.
ICM, Miller International. PolyGram, Record Service ( WEA).
Sonopress and Teldec.

specifically designed for use with
high-quality personal stereo and
comes supplied with 3.5mm jack
and an adaptor for 6.35mm sockets. Impedance is 40ohms and are
available with red, green or yellow earpads; price is £29.95.
MARRS DEVELOPMENT INC
have introduced Super Compliant
Modules for use in the construction of high-performance speaker
systems. Made from a thin
polymer, the modules fit inside a
speaker and provide a softer
cushion for internal bass waves
than air alone. The company
states that low frequency performance is doubled in aspeaker
of compact size. For full details,
contact Marrs Development Inc,
5765 Winfield Blvd, Unit 4, San
Jose, California 95123, USA. Tel.
(0101) 408-629 8520.
BBC ENTERPRISES is setting up
anew Radio Marketing section to
exploit untapped commercial
opportunities offered by BBC
Radio. Sue Anstruther has been
appointed as Radio Marketing
Manager.
KENWOOD*s latest AM/FM
tuner is the KT-660L (£ 129.95).
Features include BEABapproved spare mains outlet,
timer facility offering two switching operations per 24- hour
period, 20 presets with namestorage facility and special insulator feet to overcome vibration
problems.
PANASONIC ( UK) LTD has restructured its UK operations into
five divisions. They are Panasonic
Consumer Electronics UK, Panasonic Industrial UK, Panasonic
Broadcast Europe, Panasonic Service UK and Panasonic Distribu-

tion Ltd.
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS
have been appointed distributors
of Citizen products, including
portable CD players and portable
audio/visual products and aCDV
unit combined with a flat LCD
screen.
SONY's latest world- band
receiver is the tiny ICF-SWIS
(£250). The price includes acarrycase, active antenna, multivoltage
mains adaptor and stereo headphones. The ICF-SW IS receives
FM Stereo. LW, MW and SW.
offers 10 presets and alarm clock.
BROOK BENTON, one of the
finest of the R&B balladeers, died
of pneumonia in April.
DAVE PRATER, the '
Dave of
soul giants Sam & Dave, was
killed in acar accident on 9April.

NEWS 6: RECORD REVIEW

RUARK INTRODUCE THE SWORDSMAN
Ruark Acoustics have introduced
an entry-level speaker system. the
Swordsman, which will retail for
£199. The MDF cabinet is extensively braced; drivers are a lin
soft dome tweeter and 6.5in bass/
mid driver with large vented dust
cap to help reduce cone break-up.
The crossover is hard-wired and
uses air-cored inductors and low-

CANTON'S CT SERIES SPEAKERS
Canton have added a new series
of loudspeakers to their range.
Consisting of four models. the CT
series speakers are all passive
4- ohm floor- standing models of
slimline profile. with the baffles
spaced from the (loot via apedestal base. All are is attable in a
.election of linishes. the two
prices representing the basic
eneer or the dearer polished
)ption. The CT models include
the CT 80 ( f75041000). a threes\ av system with 25mm titanium
dome tweeter. 120mm mid driver
and 220 bass driver in a
27 9x8) ( wdh) enclosure;
the CT 90 (£ 995-£135)1). a threeway system with the same tweeter

Video 88, Dusseldrofer Massegesellschaft mbH, NOWEA,
Postfach 32 02 08, Stockumer
Kirchstrasse 61, D-4000 Dusseldorf 30, West Germany.
8-12 SEPTEMBER 1988 22nd
Annual Sim- Hi, Fi Ives, Milan
Fair Pavilions. For details contact
Segretaria Generale, 20149
Milano, Via Domenichino 11, CP
15117 - 20150 Milano, Italy. Tel.
02/4815541.
9-11 SEPTEMBER 1988 AudioVideo '88, Albany Hotel. James
Street, Nottingham. For details
contact Claire Rush on (0509)
61(1586.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The Hi Fi Show, sponsored by HFNIRR,
Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
Road, Hounslow. Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention.
Metropole Centre, Brighton.
EVENTS
Contact IBC Secretariat, Institute
21 JUNE 1988 Concert of of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, London WC2R OBL. Tel.
recorded music in aid of the Mins01-240 1871.
ter Arts. Venue is Lincoln
30 SEPTEMBER- I0 OCTOBER
Cathedral. Tickets (£9) are avail1988 BBC Radio Show, Earl's
able from The Box Office, The
Court, London.
Strait, Lincoln. (0522) 23000.
21-26 OCTOBER 1988 KES '88,
28-29 JUNE 1988 from 8 ' till late
the 19th Korea Electronics Show,
on both nights. Linn Clinic and
Musical Evening at RPM, 2 Bur- organised by the Electronics
Industries Association of Korea
land Road, London SW11 6SA
(EIAK). The show will take place
(Tel. 01-585 0274). Linn personat the Korea Exhibition Centre
nel will be present and it is
(KOEX), 159 Samsung Dong,
rumoured that anew product may
Gangnam-Ku, Seoul, Korea;
be unveiled!
hours are 9am-5pm, 9am-1pm
29 JULY-5 AUGUST 1988 Jazz,
being trade-only.
Rock & Studio Music Summer
3-6 NOVEMBER 1988 85th AES
School 1988. For details, contact
Convention, Los Angeles, CaliCheryl King — Administrator, PO
fornia, USA.
Box 75, Guildford GU2 5LN. Tel.
21-22 FEBRUARY 1989 Sound
(0483) 300327.
Eighty- Nine, Heathrow Penta
26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988
Hotel. Applications for exhibition
Dusseldorf Trade Fair/Audio
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loss capacitors. Power rating is
100W. The enclosure is finished in
ahigh gloss black piano finish and
measures 382x202x270mm ( hwd).
Contact Ruark at their new
address, which is Unit 2,
Armwood Lodge Industrial
Estate, Arterial Road. Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 7UA. Tel. (( 1268)
728890.

and mid as the CT 80 but with a
260min woofer, housed in a
31x90x32.7cm ( wdh) enclosure:
the CT 100 H:149041890), afourway system with 25min titanium
dome tweeter. 38mm aluminium
midrange driver, a 160min mid/
bass driver and 260mm longthrow woofer in a32x105x35.7cm
(whd) enclosure; the CT 12(1
(€1990-€2400). which utilises the
cr 100's tweeter and mid driver.
but incorporates a 200min mid/
bass and 3111mm woofer in a
36x120x39.7cm ( whd) enclosure.
Ortofon UK Ltd. Denmark
House. Tavistock Industrial
Estate. Ruscombe. Twv ford .
Berks. Tel. ( 0734) 343621:
space to Sound And Communications Industries Federation. 4b
High Street, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7JH. Tel. ( 06286) 67633.

SHOP TALK
COMET has been appointed as an
Hitachi stockist.
CREATIVE AUDIO is anew specialist hi-fi store being opened
shortly in Shrewsbury by former
Audio Excellence manager David
Poole and his partner Robin
Urwick. Creative Audio will he at
9 Dogpole, Shrewsbury, Shropshire.

PEOPLE
CHRISTOPHER SENIOR has
been appointed Head of Marketing at the Barbican Centre.
FRED PINKERTON has been
appointed Director of Product at
Boston Acoustics. Len Provost
has been promoted to National
Sales Manager, while Dan Beggs
has been promoted to National
Sales Manager, Automotive.
GEORGE SAMUELS, formerly
with Genesis Physics, has joined
Ohm Acoustics and will work on a
new range of speakers.
CHRIS RANSOM is the new
Marketing Manager, Goodmans.
JAMES SHAND will be representing Bose products in South and
Southwest England. Brian Devlin
will now concentrate on Greater
London.
SONY have appointed Derek Allison and Jonathon White as Sony
ES Consultants, covering Southern/Central and North of England/Scotland regions respectively.
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Athena
by SUMO.
An affordable upgrade
to high- end sound.

D Flexible inputs and outputs
Inputs are provided for moving- coil or moving- magnet
cartridge (switchable), CD, tuner and video and there are
two tape recorder loops. MC cartridge loading can be
optimised. A switchable line level 'direct' facility bypasses
active gain stages. There are two preamplifier outputs, for

D A high-end preamplifieyfor 4595

further flexibility. Athena can deliver an output of up to 20 volts,

SUMO'S Athena preamplifier was designed for enthusiasts,

and a peak to peak current of 350mA, giving effortless

by enthusiasts, to offer remarkably detailed and transparent,

headroom.

yet warm and natural sound. Sound directly comparable with

Guaranteedfor three years

cost-no- object equipment at much higher prices. Yet, thanks

SUMO products are designed and made in California, and

to the falling US Dollar, the American- made Athena now

backed by parent company Califone International, amajor US

costs only £595. An affordable upgrade to high- end sound.

manufacturer of educational electronics. SUMO's sound

All discrete, Class A circuitry
Athena's high- end

sound

quality is matched by impeccable standards of finish,
is

the

result of painstaking

construction and reliability, and athree year guarantee.

In its review of Athena and matching power amplifier Polaris, Ulf...a News said 'the
SUM( )'soffered sound which approaches the upper level, easi lj justifying atotal price
of . t.:1190 ... power aplenty,excellent recovery of detail ... politeness coupled with real
energy ... I'm hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same price
point which inspires the same confidence'.

development of every design detail, coupled with the use of the
MATCHING COMPONENTS BY SUMO
highest grade components. All discrete, Class Acircuitry uses 1%
metal film resistors and metallized polypropylene capacitors
with oxygen free copper leads. Components are mounted on a

AURORA am/fm tuner: £595

ANDROMEDA power amplifier. 1:995

Digitally synthesised tuning. 8 presets.

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375w into

Switchable wide/narrow

4ohms, 2x450w into 2ohms. No current

IE Dynamic

noise reduction for weak signals. Size

limiting. ± 40 amp peak capability per

matches Athena.

channel. 1.4kW transformer.

POLARIS power amplifier. .1:595

THE

NINE

PLUS

Class

A power

2 x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

military grade glass epoxy printed circuit board, and external
connections are made via gold-plated sockets. A muting circuit
prevents switch- on 'thumps'.

4ohms, 2x250w into 2ohms. MOSFET

amplifier.
2
x65w into£ 119
8ohms,2 xI20w into 4ohms.

output stage with active bias correction
for transconductance error. No current

A operation. No current limiting.

limiting.

Prices are suggested retail including VAT

Unique, patented topology for pure Class

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD., 1 ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON TWI 2 3RQ. TEL: 01•941 6737 ( 24 HOURS)

TECHNOLOGY*

F

IRST WE WERE TOLD that videodiscs and Compact Discs would last
for ever. Then people started to worry
about whether the plastics base material would start to disintegrate — for instance
become opaque — over a period of time.
It's not such an unreasonable idea. Vinyl
LP records only survive because the plastics
are dosed with stabilisers and coloured fillers.
Videodiscs and audio Compact Discs are
read by alaser, so they are continually being
hit by a powerful light beam. This beam is
fine-focused by the plastics material from
which the disc was made, so it has to remain
clear and transparent.
Recently one manufacturer, hearing yet
more rumours from CD detractors about the
long term stability of the polycarbonate
plastic from which laser- read discs are
pressed. asked PDO ( the Philips and DuPont
optical joint venture, which now runs the
Polygram pressing factories) for a definitive
answer.
Somewhat surprisingly PDO had to make
'time consuming additional enquiries' with
their chemists before being able to give an
answer to the vital question. One would have
expected that, churning out discs by the
hundred million. PDO or Polygram would
have made those enquiries long ago. Nevertheless, the DuPont chemists came up with an
answer which will reassure anyone who is
building a collection of video and CDs.
Polycarbonate, says PDO, is avery stable
material. You cannot make it opaque, by
crystallising it, under normal conditions. You
have to heat it to a temperature of above
190°C, which is far above its melting point.
Firms supplying raw polycarbonate have over
thirty years of experience to confirm this.
PDO/Polygram have experience with polycarbonate stretching over nearly fifteen years
now, from the early days of videodisc. During
that time, PDO say, they have performed
very severe climatological tests on videodiscs
and Compact Discs using temperatures of up
to 85°C, air humidities of up to 100% and
ultra-violet radiation.
All these investigations have shown no
adverse effect on the optical disc parameters
over reasonable periods of time.
What PDO does not mention, however, is
laser rot. Who he?
One case history. reported by American
videodisc journal Disc Deals, neatly defines
the problem which became known as laser
rot. The magazine staff had avideodisc copy
of the James Bond film Octopussy. For who
knows what reason, this title seems to have
suffered more than its fair share of problems
from laser rot. For the first couple of months.
Disc Deals' copy of Octopussy played perfectly. Then the picture on screen started to
look snowy, and the sound started to crackle.
A month later the Octopussy picture disappeared into black and white snow. There
was no colour and no detail. The soundtrack
degenerated into pure noise. The disc player
then had trouble tracking, because the servo
control signals were disappearing into the
noise. But to the naked eye, the 12in disc still
looked perfectly normal.
The Laser Disc Newsletter in America
reported similar problems with other discs.
Readers told how discs were going from
perfect to unplayable in as little as three
months. In a private conversation, one disc
dealer in North America told me that he had
just bought asecondhand collection of discs
and that out of 88, 15 were dud. His living
depends on Laservision. He is torn between
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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seeking publicity to bring pressure to bear on
the manufacturers and keeping quiet for fear
of killing the system and sales. There are less
than 0.3 million optical videodisc players in
American homes, so sales are already limited
by demand. Although the manufacturers
were prepared, in fact almost anxious, to
replace faulty discs if they were returned,
some discs are no longer in print
Because Pioneer has made all the running
on videodisc in America. it has inevitably
been Pioneer videodiscs which have shown
most sign of problems. But another manufacturer. Technidisc of Troy. Michigan, has also
been criticised for supplying discs which rot.
Disc Deals asked Technidisc for some reassurance about the future. All they got was
'No comment'.
At Pioneer's plant in Carson. California,
all the presses work on the injection moulding
principle. Hot plastics is injected into a
mould against a stamper and rapidly cooled
to produce ablank disc with spiral pit track
impressed in the surface. The blank disc is
then coated with reflective aluminium and
lacquered for protection. They key factor
here is that the disc is made in two halves.
Each pressed half has aspiral track on only
one surface. The finished double-sided disc is
made by gluing two single discs together into
a sandwich.
'We will make good any discs that are
faulty,' Pioneer told me. ' It was just a bad
batch of discs, relatively few were affected
and we have exchanged them.' So what
caused the problem? ' No cause was isolated,'
says Pioneer. A most curious answer from a
company which has now admitted there was a
problem and claims to have solved it.
3M says it has made hundreds of thousands
of interactive video discs and there have been
no reports of degradation from customers
and no signs in the historical samples archived in the manufacturing facility in Menomonie, Wisconsin. This claim is in fact
backed up by the trade newsletters in America, which are puzzled by the apparent
immunity of 3M discs from laser rot. But 3M
has been using the ' 2P* or photopolymerisation process, pineered by Philips but abandoned as too slow for mass production. With
the trade buzzing on laser rot, 3M recently
came out in the open and offered a full five
year warranty on all 3M laser video discs.
3M's official comment about rot is that
'Based on our studies we are convinced that
there is no inherent failure mechanism in
videodiscs resulting in the phenomenon
known as laser rot. Our testing had led to the
conclusion that this degradation can be
related to two major areas: process control or
raw material contamination. Stress testing of
the discs that have been produced using
contaminant-free raw materials, where the
process is meeting the precise criteria
required for this highly complex product,
shows no evidence of laser rot'.
More precisely, 3M dopes the aluminium
to decrease the granular size and uses
extremely pure plastic for the disc substrate.
Further details are regarded as trade secrets
in a highly competitive business.
In Britain there has been little experience
yet with laser rot. Philips sold less than 10,000
videodisc players in Britain, and of these less
than half are in active use. There have
however been reports of faulty discs, for
instance the Pioneer PAL version of Mike
Nesmith's Elephant Parts.
There have been many theories on why
discs may deteriorate. The root cause.

Ié7

BARRY

FOX

however, is that the very thin aluminium
layer oxidizes.
Aluminium is an active metal which readily
turns to oxide and this can cause either pitting
in the reflective surface or optical dulling.
Either way the laser beam no longer reflects
as it should. Although there have been some
reports of faulty compact discs, these appear
to stem from the use of an aluminium coating
which is too thin. Laser rot in videodisc is
more likely due to air getting through the
protective laquer to the aluminium, or it
could be that oxygen trapped in the plastics
material reaches the aluminium by an internal
route. Once oxygen — whether from the
plastics or the air — reaches the metal,
corrosion begins.
But how does the air get through the
plastic? Prime suspect here is the glue used to
bond the two halves of a double sided disc
together. The glue either releases oxygen or
breaks down the lacquer protecting the aluminium surface, allowing atmospheric
oxygen to get inside and start the rot.
The heat-cool- heat-cool cycle created
when a disc is played may accelerate oxidation. Inevitably, the inside of a videodisc
player gets warm while it is running. Pioneer.
talking to American magazine Video, blamed
glue for abad batch of discs released between
October 1985 and May 1986.
The Blackburn plant now jointly owned by
Philips and DuPont, has — needless to say —
never done anything to publicise the laser rot
problem which it hit after aswitch from 2P to
injection moulding in 1983. Late that year
and early in 1984, quite different difficulties
were experienced when gluing the two halves
of double-sided discs together. Under some
conditions of temperature, the two halves
would come loose and creep out of alignment. So Philips changed the gluing technique, adding asecond layer. Tests suggested
that all was well, but then retailers started
sending back copies of Poltergeist — as many
as four out of five were rotting. Wind in the
Willows and The Summer of '84 were also
affected. Philips then called back every copy
of these discs.
Tests showed that the two glue layers were
absorbing the moisture at a different rate,
and thus creating stresses. Blackburn then
changed the materials slightly to tighten the
bond. At around this time Blackburn started
selling Laservision discs to China. They were
shipped through Hong Kong where humidity
is very high. There has been no problem. The
frank answers given by Blackburn to my
questions lend credence to the reassurance
that all is now well. •
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CHART MATERIAL

Using a 'three-dimensional' plotting technique which presents far more information than
conventional pencharts, Paul Miller introduces anew approach to amplifier testing

0

VER THE PAST TEN or fifteen
years, the face of audio reviewing
has changed from one of purely
objective, technical assessment to a
point where personal subjectivism represents
judge, jury and executioner. The fact that
reviewers now feel confident in assessing
what are actually quite minor differences
between products, but with the satisfaction of
broad agreement, is proof enough that the
move towards pure subjective reviewing in
the early 1980s was not an entirely fruitless
exercise.
Nevertheless, while the progress of subjective evaluation has matured into a reliable
arbiter of audio quality, the relevance of any
associated technical work has become progressively less clear. In many respects the
traditional measurement techniques have
failed to match the pace set by the more
recent subjective revolution. This being so, it
is important to appreciate that conventional
test techniques, which were originally conceived to gauge elementary circuit parameters, will not necessarily relate to the final
listening experience. We should therefore not
be surprised at the limited correlation that
currently exists between observations based
on measurement, and those based on
listening.
If two or more devices are tested with
recourse to steady-state sinewaves and are
found to be broadly similar, it does not follow
that they might perform similarly when asked
to handle amore complex (music) signal. On
the other hand, if a lkHz tone were played
through each device it might well be impossible to tell them apart in alistening test. Logic
suggests, then, that amplifiers will sound
different and the fact that current measurements do not reflect this can only be taken as
an indictment of the measurement regime
itself.
On this theme, established manufacturers
such as Quad are often misinterpreted, for in
truth they have never been that unrealistic to
assume ' all amplifiers sound the same'. More
correctly, Quad maintain that acompetently
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designed amplifier operating within its performance envelope should not cause a
degradation in sound quality. A logical statement certainly, but the term 'competent' is
itself sufficiently vague that almost all commercial amplifiers will slip comfortably
through the net. It is only through a more
stringent and representative methodology,
one that addresses the ultimate operating
conditions of the device under test, that we
will begin to witness asignificant correlation
between the objective and subjective.
Conversely, there seems little justification
for the inclusion of technical measurements
in areview, if the correlation with an accompanying subjective report is at best tentative.
Most dangerous of all, though, are those
measurements included to superficially bolster the standing of an article — because
`people want numbers'. Viewed in the above
context, the credibility of such methods
should soon fall by the wayside.
It is this very downward trend that has
encouraged the writer in an alternative, and
potentially long-term, investigation into the
audible phenomena that distinguish one product from another. This introductory article
is primarily concerned with those distortion
mechanisms that afflict amplifiers, though it is
intended that subsequent reports will expand
this theme to cover all categories of component.
Certain conventional parameters. such as
input overload margins, continuous THD.
IMD and the transient performance of an
amplifier under a reduced load, may potentially have some bearing on the everyday
efficacy of an amplifier. The subjective consequences of a less-than- flat frequency
response are well documented, and the
effects of moderate distortion or background
hum ( or hiss) have also been investigated.
Generally speaking. the level of low even harmonic distortion required to produce a
noticeable change in timbre may be an order
of magnitude above the level of an odd-order
component (4% and 0.4% respectively)
which produces a noticeable change.

In some instances the presence of second
and fourth harmonic distortions may actually
mask the undesirable colorations introduced
by third, fifth or higher odd-order components. If an amplifier suffered the same level
of odd-order distortion but without the
accompanying even-order components it
might actually sound worse, even though the
blanket THD figure were numerically lower.
This eventually leads us to the concept of
specific aberrations and the deliberate
engineering of distortion mechanisms to
enhance the perceived 'musicality' of sound
reproduction. When designing down to a
price it is often a lot easier to manipulate
distortions rather than attempt to get rid of
them entirely — the theoretically perfect,
linear amplifier would certainly be very costly
to build!

Three-dimensional techniques
New and powerful methods of distortion
analysis require new means of presentation, a
need culminating in the computer-enhanced
three-dimensional graphics shown here. As
displayed, the x-axis denotes output frequency with the appropriate divisions skewed
and clearly marked. The compressed y-axis is
located up in the top left-hand corner and
covers a logarithmic dynamic range, indicated by maxima and minima on the plot.
Finally, the depth or z-axis is used to denote
the changing frequency of one of the many
input signals; the labelling will give you all
the information about units and the sweep
under consideration.
To generate the plots a Hewlett Packard
3561A FFT analyser is used, operated via an
IBM computer and synchronised with a
Rohde & Schwarz function generator and two
frequency synthesisers through an IEEE
interface. The amplifiers under test are fed a
composite input signal whose level is adjusted
to furnish two-thirds power output (ref.
lkHz) into 8ohms. This is achieved with
recourse to a unique active mixer, designed
and built specifically for this task; it demonstrates a constant low output impedance and
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POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. Incorporating much of the UK technology of the famous " BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies • High current capability • Selected close
tolerence high quality components S Low noise integrated circuits I Dual mono construction of the
power amplifier • Direct speaker wiring I No degrading protection circuitry I High quality phono
stages III Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and effortlessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the abiliiy to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode ( 150W per ch) or to B1 -amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 100W and
R8890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.
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The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the "Best
Buy" Award from Hi Fi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988,
the R1850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Aso available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.
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DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution\
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special "BX" version incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash horn the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.

These fine components are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi•Fi
products whi:h offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi•Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best Hi Fi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Ratel for details of your
nearest dealer.
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Fig. I. Supply modulation ( Bryston 2R), presented here
as a3-I) analysis. Instead of the usual single spectrum,
this is amultiple presentation in which the 40Hz input
signal has been ramped up from — 90 to OdB

Fig. 2. Supply modulation ( Radford STA25). Compare
with fig. I. Above the 40Hz input frequency, this 'map'
displays aplethora of lower-amplitude ' routes', starting
with one al 60Hz
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Fig. 3. Reference spectrum for low-frequency distortion
measurement. This shows the input used in LP.
distortion tests, comprising asweep from 40-500Hz in
combination with an unvarying 40Hz tone
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Fig. 4. Low-frequency distortion ( Radford STA25).
using the input signals shown in fig. 3. Pushed hard into
non-linearity, the amplifier shows on overwhelming
array of ¡MD products

Fig. 5. Reference spectrum for mid-frequency distortion
measurement. This time, the input signals comprise
500Hz and 3150Hz tones plus asweep traversing the
range 400Hz-5.4kHz and hack

an inherent linearity of better than 110dB.
Fast averaging techniques (> 4000 averages)
are employed to identify real data from
random noise, with the resultant information
stored for future access and subjective correlation in the form of > 310,000 data points.
The overall process is still very time-consuming however, the enhanced waterfalls and
programmed axes taking over one hour each
simply to plot.
Viewed here, the input signals may be
identified as aseries of peaks moving up the
plot, the various distortions (THD=total
harmonic distortion, IMD= intermodulation
distortion) as a succession of smaller peaks
radiating out from the baseline. For future
reference, the term route is used to denote
such acontinuous succession of peaks. Apart
from many other advantages, these 3D
graphs allow an instant interpretation of
different forms of distortion, their respective
origins clearly outlined by following back the
appropriate route(s). Some applications now
follow.

signal demand, the resultant changes in flux
raising and lowering a potential via nodal
loops in the circuit. By contrast, the voltage
power supply rejection is dependent upon
topology as much as the output impedance
and regulator efficiency of the supply itself.
For example, the use of cascode gain stages
tends to improve the overall rejection ratio.
If we look more closely at the power supply
itself, it is clear that a bridge rectifier will
draw bursts of current at both the positive
and negative peaks on each 50Hz cycle. This
is equivalent to the supply sampling at arate
of 100Hz, that is, two current bursts per
single 50Hz cycle. The supply is therefore
current- modulated at arate of 100Hz and this
(rather than 50Hz) represents the fundamental frequency about which supply intermodulation occurs.
Theoretically, this type of electromagnetic
interaction will be reduced in atrue Class- A
amplifier, where current demand through the
power supply is not wholly signal-dependent.
Furthermore, there will always be an
innocuous electrostatic (voltage) component
or electromagnetic (power) component due
to constant background fields peculiar to each
amplifier. These quiescent supply modulations should not be as subjectively damning
as those artefacts that display a non-linear
relationship with the audio signal. It is
therefore of paramount importance to
examine the signal-dependent nature of all
power supply modulation.
In order that this might be achieved, anew
test was developed, to examine the relationship between a ramped 40Hz input and
the resulting changes in the level of supply
harmonics. The ramp covers an input range
of — 90dB to OdB, the latter sufficient to drive
the amp to full output into apurely resistive
8ohm load. Fig. 1, the Bryston 2B supply
modulation plot, is indicative of the excellent
power-supply rejection characteristics typical
of amodern transistorised design. However,

Ramped supply modulation test
Originally conceived as some sort of visual
'mud index', the conventional 40Hz ( or
35Hz) supply modulation test has enjoyed
little or no subjective correlation. In the
main, this is because the mechanisms behind
any resultant low frequency spuriae have
remained unexplored, the straightforward
two-dimensional screen dumps failing to
reveal the origin of such products and therefore concealing their potential subjective
consequence. In the vast majority of cases,
supply modulation will be caused by an
electromagnetic interaction between the
mains transformer (and power supply wiring)
and nearby input stages, in addition to that
already derived from inadequate levels of
power supply rejection within the amplifier.
The degree of magnetic coupling is then
dependent on fluctuations in current through
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig. 6. Mid-frequency distortion / YHA II, using the
input signals shown in fig. 5. Interaction between
high-and low-level signaLs is minimal, hut other
aberrations are clearly seen

even at the present level of measurement
there exist small anomalies, in the form of
supply harmonics that are not tracking the
ramped input.
Now let us examine fig. 2, which illustrates
the supply modulation performance typical of
many valve designs, this being anew Radford
STA25. The principal constant- frequency
route is obviously set at 40Hz, while a
plethora of lower amplitude routes emanate
at progressively higher frequencies. The first
route occurs at 60Hz as the second-order
intermodulation product derived from the
supply sampling rate of 100Hz minus the
fundamental at 40Hz. This 100Hz ripple
component is also observable as an isolated
route, while at 80Hz and 120Hz we see the
second and third harmonic distortions of the
40Hz input. The other second-order ¡ MD
product ( 100Hz+ 40Hz) protrudes at 140Hz,
with the third-order ( 100Hz) difference signal
reinforced by the fourth harmonic at the
coincident frequency of ¡ 60Hz. This trend
continues with a 60Hz third harmonic and
third-order (40Hz) summation routes coinciding at 180Hz; the second ripple harmonic
surfaces at 200Hz.
Some non-linear signal dependence is visible in the supply IMD routes which attain a
constant amplitude before the 40Hz ramp has
reached full input. Conversely, the 40Hz
THD harmonics do establish alinear trend to
.
the point where clipping is just precipitated
on the high odd-order routes as the ramp
reaches OdB. It is this kind of information,
together with the results of the next LF test,
that furnishes some correlation with low bass
detail resolution.

Low frequency performance
Employing the IEEE BUS-synchronised rig
described above, this test ( fig. 3) involves the
use of a fixed 40Hz sinewave at a nominal
level of OdB together with aslow sweep that
traverses the 40-500Hz band at arelative level
27
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D-125

MUSICAL MAGIC

The fabulous new AUDIO RESEARCH D-125 power amplifier is ashining
example of genius at the high-end: superlative design and build quality
with no compromises and no expense spared to achieve the absolute
sound.
This hybrid stereo design is the perfect match for your AUDIO RESEARCH
SP- 11 or SP-9 — and if you do not already have one of these lovely
devices, then please telephone me for ademonstration.
With valve outputs and FET drivers, the D-125 gives apowerful,
dynamic and startlingly transparent presentation that is at once utterly
seductive and spine-tingling.
Your loudspeakers will fall in love with this glorious creation, while
Magneplanars and Sonus fabers have never sounded better.
As Iexpected, this amplifier is in great demand, so please telephone
me for any early demonstration, either in my listening rooms or in your
own home at atime to suit you.

They're here - the new Krells: no fans, lots of fins - absolutely fantastic

Remember: the road to lasting satisfaction at the high end is never easy without expert advice
and guidance. Pinewood Music is the South's specialist in true high end esoterica and Brian
Rivas can demonstrate, supply and install the finest components and systems with aservice
and support that are beyond compare.
Ring him at any time.
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'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Counterpoint, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, Mandrake, Micro Seiki, MIT, Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech, Sonus Faber
Absolute Sounds is the country's pioneering importer of the finest high end
esoterica. Pinewood Music is their only exclusive dealer in the South of England.
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Fig. 7. Reference spectrum for high-frequency distortion
measurement. Here the sweep is at peak level and runs
from 0-20k Hz. while afixed 5kHz tone is also present
throughout

Fig. 8. High-frequency distortion ( Inca Tech 111)0
11200150), using the input signals showr in fig. 7. This
result demonstrates aspecific amplitude-dependent
imermodulation divortion
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Fig. V. High-frequency distortion ( Beard ( 11351035 Mk
11). Compare with fig. 8, here second-order IMD routes
are seen on either side of the main sweep

specific data points on a computer) must
surely witness some subjective correlation.
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Mid-frequency performance
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Fig. IO. Reference spec nan for ultrasonic distortion
measurement. Here three tones are employed
simultaneously: these are peak-level 0-20k Hz sweep, a
constant — 24d8 20k Hz sine wave and afurther sweep
traversing from 0-50k Hz and hack, again at — 2-1118.
Note that the output axis extends to 100k Hz

of — 20dB. To some extent it is important to
observe any increase in the supply harmonics
above and beyond those noted in the previous
ramped- input test. More important, though,
a linear rise in the amplitude of these
harmonics should not he as subjectively
apparent as their potential intermodulation
with the swept tone.
Fig. 4, the LF distortion plot for the
Radford STA25 valve power amplifier,
appears to represent a worst-case system
whereupon a catastrophic escalation in all
forms of distortion aptly demonstrates most
phenomena likely to be observed. As critical
sections of the audio circuitry are pushed
deeper into regions of non- linearity, there
seems to be a particularly aggressive precipitation of extended-order IMD routes. In
fact. ± 40Hz IMD products up to eleventhorder are readily visible either side of the
40-500Hz sweep. Of further subjective
interest is the fact that these IMD routes
extend below the 40Hz minimum input frequency.
Furthermore, the added stress this incurs
for later stages in the design has actually
increased the relative level of 40Hz THD
(now — 33dB to 7th order) in addition to
providing further evidence for low frequency
noise floor modulation. Supply intermodulation is also exacerbated to the point where a
fourth- order
difference
route
13(100)-40Hz=260Hz] has been lifted to
—55dB. Most worrying of all, though, is the
emergence of second-generation IMD routes
through the interaction of the sweep with
inharmonic signal-dependent artefacts which
are themselves derived from intermodulation. That is, 60Hz ( the second- order product
of IMD between the 40Hz input and 100Hz
supply ' sampling' frequency) producing multiple- order (+ or —) sidebands either side of
the main sweep! Such phenomena ( logged as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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In many respects the straightforward distortion mechanisms noted at the frequency
extremes are combined at mid- frequencies,
even though the amplitude of such artefacts is
likely to be lower. In fig. 5 the output axis
covers the range between 400Hz and 5.4kHz
and demonstrates the interaction between a
500Hz tone ( OdB), a 3150Hz tone (- 60dB)
and sweep traversing 400-5400-400Hz
(-24dB). The example spectrum, fig. 6.
illustrates the minimal interaction that occurs
between high and low-level signals in the
YBA 1power amp. However, both second
and third-order 5(X)Hz ! MD products are
easily observed either side of the 400-540040011z sweep. Alternative amplifiers will
demonstrate alternative aberrations, amplitude-dependent intermodulation for example. This property is more clearly isolated in
the Hi' and ultrasonic tests.
Second to sixth harmonics of the peak level
500Hz tone are visible, but the sudden
emergence of 8th and 10th harmonics is most
probably due to the reduction in closed- loop
feedback at higher frequencies resulting in a
subsequent increase in open- loop distortion.
This effect is also noted in the higher frequency plots.

High frequency performance
With alinear output frequency axis extending
to 50kHz, this test ( fig. 7) employs apeak
level 0-20kHz sweep in the presence of a
continuous 5kHz sinewave at — 24dB.
Straightforward harmonic distortions derived
from both tones may be observed, though in
many cases the harmonic products related to
the sweep will function as additional, very
low-level signals passing through the
amplifier. In this case it is very interesting to
witness how such low-level signals are treated
in the presence of higher level signals.
Two examples are provided. The first ( fig.
8) is taken from an Inca Tech pre/power
combination which clearly demonstrates an
extended harmonic distortion structure with
odd-order components dominating up to
eleventh. More importantly, this combination
demonstrates aspecific amplitude- dependent
intermodulation distortion whereby the lower
level signals ( in this case the even-order
harmonics) suffer progressively greater levels
of 5kHz IMD. Note that the peak- level sweep
is party to only the merest whiff of IMD
(< — 93dB) while, elsewhere, only secondorder routes are apparent. visible as the
parallel tracks running either side of each
harmonic. This is another example of distor-
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II. Ultrasonic distortion test ( Y BA
Titis arduous
input signal produces acomplex range of harmonic
distortion products which reveals much about the
amplifier

tion derived from distortion and may be
explained by non-linearities near the crossover point — afeature most noticeable at low
levels and high frequencies where there is less
loop- feedback for correction.
Moving on to fig. 9, the Beard CA35/
P35MkIl valve combination, it is clear that an
alternative mechanism is at work. Here 5kHz
second- order IMD routes are . visible
(-80dB) either side of the main sweep, while
conventional second and third harmonic distortions are both strongly presented. As
expected, the lower- level 2nd harmonic suffers greater 5kHz IMD ( amplitude- dependent IMD) but strangely the 3rd harmonic
suffers none at all! Two explanations are
plausible. Firstly, the 2nd harmonic was
generated early on in the circuit and subsequently modulated by the accompanying
5kHz, while the 3rd harmonic was generated
much later, say through anon- linearity in the
output transformer. Or, alternatively, the
amplifiers are demonstrating a clear harmonic-dependent IMD which would imply an
inherent lack of symmetry in the output
stage. Either way, there will be amodification
in sound quality that will differ from the
manipulation exerted by the Inca Tech
amplifiers. ( The author would like to thank
the editor of New HiFi Sound for kindly
allowing him to make use here of measurements carried out on the Inca Tech and Beard
amplifiers, which the manufacturers had
loaned to that magazine for test.)

Ultrasonic performance
For many amplifiers this will be the most
rigorous and revealing test. Three signals are
employed simultaneously ( fig. 10); these
include a peak- level 0-20kHz sweep, a constant — 24dB 20kHz sinewave and a further
sweep that traverses from 0-50-0kHz at a
common level of — 24dB. The linear output
frequency axis extends to afull 100kHz. while
the deployment of input sweeps is deliber29
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Model

Status

New Sale
Price Price

Accupliuse C200/P200/T100 S H Mint —
Apogee Caliper
Ex-Dem
2550
Apogee Duetta
Ex-Dem
3350
Ex-Dem
4950
Apogee Scintilla
Canton CT1000
New Boxed 1300
Canton Beta Plus
Active Sub Woofer
Ex-Dem
900
Celestion SL600
S/H Mint
699
Conrad Johnson PV7
New Boxed 999
Conrad Johnson MV50
Ex-Dem
1795
Counterpoint SAS
S/H
1998
Creek CAS 4140
S/H
169
Croft Series IV Amp.
S/H
650
EAR 519 Mono Blocks
Mint
1990
John Bowers Active 1
Ex-Dem
1295
Krell K5A 100
Mint
3700
Magneplanar MG1B
S/H
1098
Meridian 207 ( 16 bit)
S/H Mint
950
Meridian MIO ( Rosewood)
S/H
3250
Mordaunt Short 442
Ex-Dem
1190
Musical Fidelity The Pre-Amp' S/H
299
Musical Fidelity MC4
Ex-Dem
499
Orange Valve Pre-Amp
Dem
899
Robertson 4010
S/H
987
990
Source T/Table + 2D Supply S/H
Source 3D Power Supply
300
loi, St. Albans Road, Watford,

Acoustic/Ids ,

750
1850
1950
3750
799
599
499
699
1295
1250
129
399
1490
795
2999
799
799
1599
890
129
399
699
699
590
175
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB- WOOFER ' REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest- sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC- designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71/
2 x 61
/
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3/
4in.sq. x 21in. — need
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, ' out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross- over netWorks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
During July & August we are having aSummer Sale,
with Audio and C.D. bargains galore.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £3.35 and £7.50 per disc.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (
Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 71

AHorne of their Own.

• •

An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
•••
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3-unit system
finished in Cheery.
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending 0Martsn Leighfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troublefree operation.
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
so please write, or telephone for all the
'The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 5EX
STOCKISTS
information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
PLAYBACK
Tel: ( 049 161) 2697/2296
Home of their Own.
15PERCY STREET LONDON W1P9FD
larala- •

Martin Leighfield
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TEL: 01-6378392/ 631 0939
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Changes in the equipment used by recording studios will directly affect the discs
and tapes we buy. Keith Spencer-Allen* reports on forthcoming developments

W

HILE COMPACT DISC has had
a profound effect on the design
of domestic hi-fi, its impact on
the professional audio industry
has been even greater. Recording studios
displayed fairly dramatic reactions to the
requirements of the Compact Disc medium —
because, quite simply because they had to.
Viewed from the ' pro' side, CD arrived in
the early ' 80s and took us all by surprise. The
consumer had a prerecorded medium in his
hands that was capable of displaying all the
faults in the recording chain very clearly, and
the more aurally-astute listeners complained.
In defence of the pro side, it has to be said
that we had taken a few wrong turnings
during the 1970s in equipment and acoustics
development, and were still getting back on
the right track — while the consumer audio
world had just gone on refining the products
and so made far more sonic progress.
Now, there would appear to be agrowing
together of the two areas, obviously stimulated by the Compact Disc, with the ' pros'
listening far more to the comments of the end
listener — who, in turn, seems to have far
more interest in why his 'software' sounds
good, had or indifferent.
Earlier this year, the Paris Convention of
the Audio Engineering Society provided an
excellent opportunity to observe what
developments in pro-audio might have some
effect on the recorded medium. The trade
exhibition side of AES Conventions are not
all directly connected to audio. Among the
exhibitors there are a fair number of companies which make the machines that foil
wrap the cassette or print sticky labels. These
tend to all be grouped together, and in Paris
it was amongst what is refered to as 'duplicators alley' that major developments were
seen to be taking place.

DMM Compact Discs
The German Neumann company were
demonstrating a Direct Metal Mastering CD
lathe — outwardly not too dissimilar to those
used for cutting vinyl lacquers. In this case,
however, the lathe ' cutting' head takes a
similar digital data stream as would normally
be supplied to a ' standard' laser cutting
system and the data stream is embossed on a
copper blank by a piezo-electric assembly
connected to aminute diamond stylus. Once
you have come to terms with the fact that
mechanical cutting of CDs is possible in much
the same way as vinyl, and that it actually
works ( several DMM CDs are already available on Deutsche Grammophon), there are
several obvious advantages, although they
are largely economic. No clean room is
needed for cutting, shorter runs of titles may
become more economic, and test cuts might
he feasible; turnaround time may be quicker
and, as someone suggested, there is now even
the possibility of a direct cut CD!

Duplicating surprises
There were also several major surprises on
the cassette duplication side. The quality and
reliability achievable on high speed cassette
duplication is generally limited by the master
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DMM for CD

-the new \ eumann lathe

used to copy from, and there has been much
thought as to how this weak link can be
replaced by a new medium. US company
Comcept Design has developed a system
where the master is held on acomputer hard
disk with asampling rate of 44.IkHz. 16- bit.
This can then be run at high speed with the
output being converted to analogue for
recording on the slave recorders. The advantages are that the master is of higher quality
than the standard analogue tape and that
even after thousands of runs the master does
not suffer from wear or azimuth errors. The
Italian company Tapematic went one further
in using alarge RAM store rather than ahard
disc. Known as SAM ( Static Audio Memory)
it has the further advantage that it is possible
to load the master into the memory at up to
32-times play speed, making set-up time
quicker. SAM may be run at speeds that
allow duplication at 128:1; though the wisdom of this may be questionable from the
quality angle, it seems that the master would
not be a limiting factor.
What might be of more concern is the way
that the manufacturers of conventional duplicating equipment are trying to squeeze higher
speeds out of their products. Several
announced options of 80:1 ( against the previous highest of 64:1); this may be costeffective, but audio quality becomes largely a
question of how well the designer has been
able to control the aerodynamic properties of
the tape. Judgment severely reserved!
Tape Automation were showing amagnetic
coding system, by the name of Tape-Code,
that is automatically recorded on aduplicated
tape following the programme material and
in its final form will identify the duplicator,
the title catalogue number, length of material, date of the duplication, the duplicating
machine and the tape stock. The labelling
machine will also read the code to label the
cassette correctly. Such a system will not
prevent faults hut problem areas should be
located, hopefully before the tapes are in the
shops.

quite a sophisticated production tool. Sony
had the PCM-2500 (based on the DTC1000ES) and the portable PCM-2000 [ see this
month's test on the TCD-D10 — Ed]. Teac
and Fostex were showing machines that claim
the ability to synchronise with timecode,
which is quite afeat if it really works. There
was much anticipation of the arrival of the
low-cost Casio portable [ also reviewed in this
issue! — Ed]. It was meant to appear during
the show but had apparently ended its journey in the French Customs instead!
The industry is gearing up for consumer
DAT product 'when and if it happens'.
Kenwood were showing DAT measuring
equipment; King Instruments had DAT tapeinto-cassette loaders and all the tape manufacturers announced that they had their DAT
tape production lines ready. Sony showed a
new realtime R-DAT duplication system that
copies fully in the digital domain with up to 50
slaves simultaneously. High speed DAT
duplication still remains to be fully resolved.

Vinyl problems
With so much concentration on new and
improved formats, the problems that the
vinyl world was experiencing went almost
unnoticed. Following the closing of production lines for vinyl lacquers by several major
manufacturers over the last year, we are just
left with two manufacturers — Transco and
Micro- Point. The cutting lacquer is the blank
disc used in the transfer from master tape to
disc, and its quality and consistency are
crucial to disc performance. With only two
suppliers, it looked for awhile as if the vinyl
disc might have apremature demise, as it is
not easy to just step up production. Direct
Metal Mastering remains an alternative to
conventional lacquer mastering, but existing
facilities could not really cope with all the
world's needs. There is also a reluctance to
invest in new production capacity for what is
seen as a contracting market; however,
Micro- Point announced during the AES Convention that this is what they have done, so
we can all breathe a little easier.

Editing and quality
Back to CD, one area that has been known to
affect audio quality is the editing and compilation of CD masters. The Sony DAE-1100
editor is the most frequently used system and
there have been many reservations expressed
about its audio signal path quality, particularly when the main fader is not kept at unity
gain. Sony were therefore very pleased to

DAT prognosis
DAT was everywhere but with few practical
signs of availability. The professional community have been looking forward to DAT
for some years as a useful mastering or
portable recording medium. Icounted about
six different machines around the show offering facilities that make the basic spec into

Replacing the DA E-1100 editor - Sony's DA 1-.-30o0
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STUDIOS LOOK AHEAD
unveil their new DAE-3000 editor, which is
far more sophisticated. But this product goes
straight into competition with computer harddisk- based editing systems from awhole host
of manufacturers, whose products allow facilities far beyond simple editing. The first of
these systems was the AudioFile from AMS
now followed by Digital Audio Research's
SoundStation II, Solid State Logic's 01, the
Opus from Lexicon and so on. These systems

/ / -

A

fl

•

Hard disk editor by Digital Audio Research

will allow the editor facilities far beyond
simple editing — for example time compression will be possible, where the tempo of a
piece of music may be changed without
alteration of the pitch, or change of pitch
without alteration of tempo or total playing
time. Such power, in the wrong hands, could
be frightening.
The vast majority of digital mastering goes
through the Sony 1610/1630 format, which is
then recorded on to avideo recorder, usually
one of the U-matic family. Mitsubishi, Sony
and Studer have had digital reel-to-reel recorders for some years but the AES saw the
announcement that Sony and Studer '
double
DASH' format machines were now available.
Although this will have little effect on music

recorded for CD, such machines are likely to
find homes in the film and broadcast areas.
• ..
Higher sampling rate
Mitsubishi announced that their X-86 digital
mastering machine is now available with an
optional sampling rate of 96kHz. This
extends the theoretical HF response to 40kHz
and may help to reintroduce the quality lead
that pro gear should have over the domestic
formats; although it is hard to estimate what
the take-up of this machine will be amongst
the studios. Meanwhile, dbx have announced
that they are at last very close to their 18-bit
D/A convertor on a chip and the impact of
this when available (early autumn?) will be
quite considerable.
The launch of Dolby SR (Spectral Recording) two years ago enabled standard analogue
recorders to achieve measured performance
levels similar to those of digital audio. An
analogue tape machine with Dolby SR is
considerably cheaper than the equivalent
digital recorder and many engineers are
expressing a preference for the sound
achieved as it still retains the ` analogue
qualities'. Dolby state that over 300 analogue
24-track recorders with Dolby SR processors
are now in use.

Signal path quality
In other areas, Ifound that manufacturers
who last year were trying to sell their products on its facilities were this year were
extolling the virtues of their signal path
quality. This does not appear to be just sheer
hype but agrowing interest in signal integrity,
the use of good cable ( even LC-OFC types,
although for mixing consoles needing hundreds of yards of internal cable, there is not
great rush). The Solid State Logic Series

4000G console is avery good example of this
trend — Idon't think that SSL are actually
listening to resistors yet, but a considerable
internal redesign from the previous model has
led to a much better sounding console.
Equally, we have seen a considerable
increase in the use of valves in pro- audio.
Companies such as Tube-Tech and Summitt
now have full ranges of processing equipment
using valve technology and soon it will be
possible to go from microphone to the tape
machine by way of valves. Some have even
taken the appearance into account and we are
seeing the equipment boasting large knurled
Bakelite knobs and mains neons ( no LEDs
here).
Microphone manufacturers were reporting
that omnidirectional patterned microphones
were gaining in popularity. Now, this may be
that most manufacturers have decided to
launch new models in that polar pattern but
there has to be an element of interest out
there. So for the listener it may mean that we
are going to go through a period of experimentation in microphone positioning. If there
is an increase in omni mic sales then the
virtues of the almost standard 'Blumlein
crossed pair' must be being questioned.
The Paris AES show revealed many new
products which will have some impact on
consumer audio over the next year. But if I
had to pick apersonal favourite it would have
nothing to do with anything mentioned so far.
It would be the Eventide H3000 Ultra-Harmonizer. This box of tricks has an enormous
range of processing effects, but it will become
known for its ability to add a fully- musical
two part harmony to whatever melody line is
played through it — provided that you tell it
which key you are playing in first. It's not
quite perfect yet! •
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ately asymmetric, the device under test witnessing aprogressively higher frequency content at peak level as the — 24dB sweep
traverses its second leg of 50-0kHz. An
extension of the input frequency to 50kHz
was included to duplicate the conditions of
ultrasonic circuit reasonances and examine
the effects of ultrasonic spuriae, such as those
produced by many CD players for example.
Fig. 11 represents the YBA 1's reaction to
this arduous composite signal. Turning to the
0-20kHz sweep, the 2nd and 3rd harmonic
routes (radiating out at an angle) dominate.
While 5th, 6th and 7th components are
boosted relative to the 4th, 8th and 9th. This
boost occurs at frequencies above 55kHz
whereupon the 0-50-0kHz sweep is traversing
its second leg. Now, the forward/reverse
sweep reacts with the 0-20kHz sweep to
produce 2nd and 3rd-order sum and difference IMD routes either side of the 0-50-0kHz
route [ Fo.
50 .
0±1 or 2(Fo., 0)]. Most important
though is the fact that 5th and 6th-order
summation IMD routes suddenly materialise
after the 50kHz corner has been reached.
This non-linearity is consistent with the
increase in the 0-20kHz harmonics previously
noted and an inharmonic 2nd-order IMD
route (between 20-40kHz) that is generated
via the 0-20kHz 2nd harmonic and 50-0kHz
3rd-order IMD route! Finally, 2nd and 3rdorder (0-20kHz) IMD products are plainly
visible either side of the continuous 20kHz
route, the difference routes travelling right
through the audio band with areversal of the
3rd-order equation (visible as a 'reflection' of
the 0Hz axis) when the 0-20kHz sweep
reaches 10kHz.
The variance in distortion mechanisms
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noted up this graph is an indication of the
poor open-loop linearity displayed by such
low-feedback designs, as well as an indication
of possible slew-rate limiting, acondition that
defines the small-signal bandwidth of the
amplifier. Subjectively, many of these inharmonic phenomena are reflected in a loss of
detail resolution at high frequencies, which
can contribute to a soft or vague sound as
well as aggravating tweeter-dome resonances
in modern loudspeakers,

iuture tests
In addition to the tests outlined above, it is
intended that future amplifier reviews carried
by HFN/RR will also incorporate an investigation into other areas of performance. This
will include group-delay characteristics ( nonlinear phase/frequency and amplitude relationships will lead to amplitude- dependent
phase intermodulation), small-signal risetime and slew-rate limits, these leading to an
assessment of slew-induced distortion,
Above all, it is important to realise that at
this early stage these new techniques cannot
themselves offer an explanation for every
subjective anomaly. If a particular form of
distortion is isolated on agraph, then it will
surely be manifest in the subjective domain,
although the reverse will not necessarily be
true. It is evidence such as this, together with
new results obtained from the detailed
examination of noise-floor modulation in
tuners, which reinforces the writer's contention that subjectively undesirable interactions
are occuring below the amplifier noise floor,
So we have two trains of thought: firstly,
the obvious consideration of readily observable distortion mechanisms that operate

above the noise floor; and, secondly, the
subsequent importance of non-linear,
fluctuating mechanisms that are typically
below the normal limits of measurement.
Reflecting these individual areas of research,
two further tests are currently being
developed.
The first concerns the use of a complex
input function that stresses the amplifier in a
more representative fashion, the final output
being compared by proprietary computer
routines that will enable atrue three-dimensional difference spectrum to be assembled.
Details concerning amplifier symmetry,
linearity and multiple-tone level-dependent
intermodulation (TID) will be investigated.
A second project will involve the design
and construction of an exceptionally linear
active filter, oscillator and gain stage to probe
down to a target level of some — 160dB
(equivalent to lOnV rel. OdB= I
V). With this
level of resolution achieved it will be possible
to examine non-linearities inherent in cables
and passive components beyond those
observed with conventional techniques.
The ultimate aims of such aproject are of a
longer term still. Once acloser correlation is
achieved between subjective and objective
phenomena then, as a matter of course, an
elucidation of these specific mechanisms must
be attempted. Then, by consciously manipulating the circuit topology it is conceivable
that overall sound quality may be predicted
and subsequently improved. Once this is
established, superior products could be made
available to the consumer at a more costeffective price, bringing down the price of
quality by achieving a more intimate understanding of subjective aberrations. •
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UP SONY'S SLEEVE...
Barry Fox reports on developments as one of Japan's
most innovative corporations looks to the future

J

APAN-WATCHERS ADMIRE
SONY, because the company takes
chances and makes news. This is
exactly what makes the older and
more staid companies turn up their noses at
Sony and follow the maverick's lead only
when — as in the case of Walkman — it's clear
they are on to a winner.
Sony are continually broadening their
manufacturing base. Recently the company
installed MOCVD ( Metal Organic Chemical
Vapour Deposition) equipment for making
solid-state lasers for CD and videodisc players. Most firms (including Philips) still buy
their lasers from Sharp.
If any one company is responsible for
pushing digital technology into the consumer
area, it is Sony ( with Denon pioneering
professional digital recording). In the professional field, Sony have brought in Dr Roger
Lagadec from Studer in Switzerland to head
up the pro audio division at the Atsugi plant
outside Tokyo. It's the first time aJapanese
company has brought in aforeigner to head
research and production.
But, paradoxically, Sony's press corps in
Japan have infuriating blind spots. They are
used to dealing with tame Japanese journalists who write what they are told and rock no
boats. When Ivisited last year, we weren't
shown important new products, like an alldigital pre-amp or the 8mm personal video
systems already in prototype form. There
were no photos of products available to
illustrate articles. It is clumsy to assume that
every journalist is aDIY photographer. And
photography in factories was forbidden. A
month later pictures promised by Sony still
hadn't arrived.
This is neither the time nor place for a
philosophical study. If you are interested,
read founder Akio Morita's book ' Made in
Japan', now in paperback. Although Morita
glosses over his failures ( like the Beta video
system which lost out to VHS) it's a good
insight into what makes the company tick.

Video formats
The launch of Super VHS was tipped as
Sony's opportunity to start selling VHS,
along with Beta and 8mm video, by saying
something along the lines ' Now Super VHS is
good enough for the Sony name'. But for a
while Sony insisted on sticking with 8mm and
Beta, upgrading Beta (which has already
been upgraded to Super Beta) to create anew
super system called Extended Definition
Beta. The only market for ED Beta can be in
the semi-professional field and the exercise
seems doomed from the outset. There may
well not even be a European PAL version.
We weren't even given ademonstration. Now
Sony has wisely started selling VHS.
Sony came late to domestic video disc and
was markedly unenthusiastic about the Philips plan to re-christen Laservision or Laserdisc as CD Video. Sony was much more
interested in a3in audio single, to replace the
7in vinyl EP. A compromise was reached
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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whereby Philips and Sony made a joint
announcement which added up to little more
than the fact that they were both interested in
each other's ideas. Sony's CD pressing plant
in America has long been producing 3in
singles, which are going out to disc jockeys.
The video promo clip for Stevie Wonder's
last album showed the singer loading a 3in
single into aCD player. The BBC's Sony pro
top loaders will play them. Now we are
promised a 3in portable for the summer.
In Japan we were taken round Sony's CD
player factory, near the city of Nagoya. It's
an impressive facility, churning out 5000
players a day on five semi-automated lines.
The only operation still heavily dependent on
manual expertise is the alignment of the laser
in the mechanical drive; it takes around five
minutes for each drive. None of the players
coming off the line had a loading tray
modified to take a3in single. When quizzed
on Sony's commitment to the single, the
factory manager said vaguely that the trays
will be 'changing soon'. Now it appears that
new players for the coming season will accept
3in discs.

The CD single
Sony was however experimenting with adaptors, which clip round a3in single to let if fill
in 5in tray. It's not just aquestion of size and
alignment; some players scan from the outside of the disc into the centre, to check that
something is there to play. If the first 2in are
missing, the player is fooled into thinking
there is no disc. There seems little point in
selling 3in singles, if the public has to pay for
an extra 2in of adaptor! The only real point is
if there is aCD portable, of tiny size to play
singles, which Sony have now announced.
But then the 20 minutes playing time makes
them unappealing compared to the 90
minutes you get from a conventional audio
cassette. One theory is that Sony may later
launch the 3in single with modified digital
coding, to extend playing time, albeit with
some loss of audio quality. This is no pipe
dream. The CDI, CD Interactive, standard
already provides for this. We were lucky in
Tokyo to get what must surely have been the
first real demonstration.
For CDI, the 5in disc contains an infinitely
flexible mix of sound, pictures and graphics.
The system is designed for domestic and
educational use, by people who know nothing
about computers. The CDI player looks like
a CD audio player but contains a Motorola
68000 series microprocessor, running on the
OS-9 operating system developed by Microwave and routinely used in personal computers, fax machines and scientific tools. CDI
will not be ready for sale until late this year,
but Sony has now demonstrated aprototype
player and pressed a disc to show what the
system can do.
'All about Casiopea' features Japanese
rock band Casiopea. While their music plays
in stereo, aTV screen connected to the CDI
player displays a changing programme of

high-quality colour still pictures, Disney-style
full motion cartoon graphics, static text and
snatches of full motion colour video. Menu
options displayed on screen are selected by a
cursor on the screen controlled by ajoystick.
The 5in disc has a data capacity of 600
Mbytes, equivalent to 6000 still images or 0.2
million pages of text. Data streams off the
CDI disc at a fixed speed of 175 kilobytes/
second. The player contains 1 megabyte of
random access memory, which is enough to
store two high quality colour still pictures. It
takes around 1 second to load the 100
kilobytes needed for one full picture from the
disc, so one half of the memory is used to
display a first picture while the other half is
storing the next. Because cartoon graphics
require less detail, 10 different images can be
displayed each second to create the illusion of
cinema quality animation.
The biggest problem for CDI is that the
data rate off disc is not fast enough to display
full motion video, as from a video tape or
disc. So the system compromises by displaying it in asmall area of the screen, while the
rest of the screen holds a static image. The
Sony disc displays 10 images a second in a
window one ninth the size of the screen. This
gives only crude motion.
The data stream is also used to convey
stereo sound. Whereas audio CDs use 16 bit
linear PCM, CDI offers the option to use a
compromise technique called Adaptive Delta
PCM to store anything between 1 and 16
hours of sound. PCM samples and accurately
measures the sound signal 41,000 times a
second; ADPCM measures only the difference between samples 37,800 times or, for
lower quality, 18,900 times a second.
Although made only as an experiment,
Sony's Casiopea disc gives a taste of what
CDI will offer for education and industry as
well as entertainment. The long play audio
mode can for instance be used for background music or talking books for the blind.
Or the mid play mode could extend 3in CD
playing time to around an hour, with quality
comparable to LP or good cassette tape. The
debit side is that aCDI single breaks the CD
standard and could cause damaging confusion
in the mind of the public.

A 3in CD ROM
Although Sony has not talked about 3in CDC
the idea of a3in CD ROM was mooted. The
small disc can store 200 megabytes, which is
more than enough for a full 26-volume
encyclopaedia (without pictures). The encyclopaedia text takes up 60 megabytes and the
word index needed for searching takes up 50
megabytes. Psychologically, it may make
more sense to sell separate books on separate
discs, rather than put a whole bookshelf of
books on a single disc and charge afortune
for it.
Doubtless for cock-up reasons rather than
conspiracy, we were never shown Sony's new
all-digital preamp. Instead we got a demonstration of Sony's digital audio limiter. This
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UP SONY'S SLEEVE ...
had arough ride from the British press. It is
intended to let CD mastering engineers
record a higher level signal on the master
disc, without risk of clipping through overload. Currently it seems, some of them play
safe and master at low level. The audio
limiter keeps acheck on peaks and so lets the
engineer raise the average level. This may
make sense, but in describing the limiter
Sony talked of compression. For God's sake,
chanted most of the hi-fi press, don't encourage engineers to make CDs sound like
cassette tapes and broadcasts which are
already compressed.
The visiting press also didn't like a ' feature'
which is built into an extremely attractive
new CD console system. Imagine a pillar,
made of real wood, with acouple of satellite
speakers. Inside the pillar there is a subwoofer, amplifier and CD player. It's very
much a Bang and Olufsen design, aimed at
the Harrods market, with aprice tag of £2000
or more. The contentious feature is a loudness contour, which switches in automatically
once the sound level has fallen below a
threshold, to boost bass and treble. The
contour can't be defeated. Please put aswitch
pleaded the press. Probably, Sony will. They
do listen.

Sub-code and graphics
The original CD standard leaves room for 8
sub-code bits in the data stream. Those
identified as Pand Q are used for time codes
and indexing, while the others ( R-W) provide
six user bits which, in Spring 1985, Sony and
Philips agreed to devote to graphics. So far
there have been no domestic CDs with
graphics, because the concept of CDI and CD
ROM took over. But in Japan the graphic
codes are used for the infernal karaoke
(sing-along-with-backing-tracks) craze, to put
the lyrics of the song up on aTV screen while
someone sings to the accompaniment track
recorded in stereo on the disc. So far, believe
it or not, there are 800 karaoke CDs, twenty
in the English language. Each contains
around 18 songs. All have CD graphic lyrics.
Sony sells achanger, which holds 60 discs, in
a juke box store. The discs are world standard, but the player has to match local TV
standards ( PAIJSECAM for Europe and
NTSC for Japan and America). So far there
.are only NTSC karaoke players. Let's hope it
stays that way. Domestic CD graphics players
are just now going on sale in Japan.
On CD Video Sony says only that ' We
don't believe it will be alarge market — CD
Video will mainly take over the Laservision
and Laserdisc market'.
But Sony has led the field in DAT. The
factory near Nagoya makes DAT players as
well as CD players. When we visited these
were being manufactured only on ashort line,
by around a dozen women producing 100
players aday. That's how small the demand
for DAT is. The demand looks even smaller
when you bear in mind that Sony makes the
players sold by Aiwa, Pioneer and Kenwood.
Market estimates are that around 30,000
DAT players were sold last year, from the
March launch up to the Christmas boom.
This may be so, doubtless largely because
professionals, in studios and broadcast stations around the world, are all busily buying
in DAT recorders. No-one knows what will
happen when all the professionals have
bought one. Talking with any company
about DAT is like walking over hot political
coals. So thanks to Sony for at least trying to
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communicate. A few interesting practical
facts emerged.
Sony sees DAT as also ideal for high
volume data storage in the computer industry, as a replacement for the data cassette
tapes already being used. Access time,
whether for audio or data storage, is limited
by the ability of the head to detect data as it
continues to scan over the rapidly moving
tape. Inevitably there is mismatch between
the recorded track angle and the head scanning angle, so the head only sees brief
snatches of some tracks as it passes. But this
is enough for accurate identification at speeds
up to 250 times normal playing time.

Copy protection
The DAT format provides for copy protection. In theory anyone making a recording
can put an extra flag in the bit stream which
prevents that recording being digitally dubbed to another DAT recorder. In practice
domestic players, like the Sony 1000ES, do
not make use of the option. Odd.
Tales of incompatibility between different
machines, which probably began with comments made by Yamaha last year, have been
dismissed by Sony as being without foundation, who have said: 'There are absolutely no
machine compatibility problems'.
So what are these stories of tapes made on
one machine not playing on another? The
difference it seems, is in the use of the
sub-codes which the DAT recorder puts onto
tape. Although the structure of the sub-codes
is rightly defined, there is latitude over
whether the indexing should specify absolute
time or programme time. Some machines
index in one way and others in the other. The
lack of uniformity between absolute and
programme time codes only affects home recorded tapes — it has no relevance to the
manufacture and release of professionally
dubbed pre-recorded material. When next
someone from the record industry tells you
that different DAT recorders are incompatible, ask exactly what he or she means, and
what first hand evidence they have to substantiate the claim.
So far, all the pre-recorded DAT tapes
available, usually more as gimmick than
serious sales ventures, have been recorded at
48KHz on domestic machines. Sony is now
selling professional slaves which work at
44.1KHz; also aprofessional mastering unit,
the PCM-2500, which has switchable preemphasis, switchable copy prohibit flagging
and switchable recording between 44.1 and
48KHz. The PCM-2500 comes in two boxes,
which sit one on top of the other. All the
DAT chips are designed, in fail-safe manner,
to prohibit recording at 44.1kHz. The professional box 'teaches' the microprocessor to
reassign the recording frequency from
48KHz; Sony's professional DAT machines,
incidentally, use exactly the same mechanics
as the domestic decks.
Whenever Italk DAT with anyone in the
business of making the equipment Ialways
ask the same question. How do they think the
price will relate to CD, after years of mass
production have brought prices down to a
rock bottom lower limit? Sony's answer,
which matches that I've got from virtually all
other quarters of the industry, is that DAT
recorders will always be around three times
the price of aCD player. It's because there is
so much more under the bonnet, including
precision mechanics and extra chips for
recording an extra control and display cir-

cuitry. Sony rightly points out that although
there are video recorders now which only
play back tapes, they are not much cheaper
than video recorders which record.
Compact Disc is showing signs of becoming
a mature technology, with all the main
developments now made. After 18bit processing and four times oversampling, there is
no place else to go. One practical development, though, is CD circuitry to compensate
for the increasing number of poor pressings
which seem to be slipping through the factories' QC net and into the shops. The same
circuitry makes dirty discs playable. Sony's
error prediction logic system logs the position
of any defective portion on the disc, and then
logs it again on the next time round. If the
defect positions match, the blemish is
regarded as cyclic, that is, a large blemish
that covers several turns of the track spiral.
The player microprocessor now predicts the
position of the likely third defect, which
reduces current drain to the servo circuit and
keeps the disc tracking even if the blemish
gets worse. In this way discs that would
normally 'lock in the groove' will usually play
— and sound better.

Over the mountains
A satellite is already broadcasting TV direct
to Japanese homes. It's away of getting TV
programmes to mountainous regions. Satellite radio looks like being the next idea on
offer. West Germany has already pledged to
sacrifice one DBS TV channel to 16 stereo
radio channels ( 32KHz sampling, 14 bit
companded code). Sony has built aprototype
receiver which can be automatically switched
between channels by selecting musical subject matter. The receiver has sixteen buttons,
all labelled with a type of music. You press
the button and the receiver tunes in accordingly. Apparently the European Broadcasting Union, God bless them, decided on the
channel names. And it sounds like it. 'Child',
'Comment', ' Parish', 'Jazz', ' Young' and
'Current Affair'. Needless to say there's no
rock. The dead hand of Eurobureaucracy is
spreading into satellite broadcasting, even
before the satellites begin transmitting.
A final thought. We visited Sony's CD and
DAT factory on aSaturday. It was working,
we were told, because there was a public
holiday the next Wednesday and it would
upset the work pattern to shut down twice in
a week.
What point is there in having a public
holiday if you then have to work on a
Saturday, we asked.
The factory works 256 days ayear and the
national holiday would have upset the timetable, came the answer.
But surely, we asked again, that's the
whole' point of national holidays?
No, we work 256 days ayear and taking an
extra day out would upset the timetable . . .
At this stage we gave up. It's the reason
why Japan is successful in the mass production of consumer electronics and Europe is
not. And what factory, other than aJapanese
one, would do as the Sony CD plant does and
dare to run without awarehouse for incoming
stock?
Get this; 400 suppliers deliver goods to the
factory twice aday. Only 15% of the goods
are checked, because the other 85% have
already been checked by the suppliers. If any
one supplier fell down on even one delivery
on any one day the whole factory would grind
to ahalt. But they don't. And it doesn't. •
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A stereo ' sound-stage' should imitate the real thing. Keith Breakwell* offers some
down-to-earth practical advice on how to get the musicians ' into the room with you'

0

F ALL THE hi-fi qualities that have
to the fore in recent years,
probably none is more important
than that of stereo imaging. Yet,
sadly, many who buy even expensive equipment
never experience life- like images because they
place their loudspeakers in the wrong positions
in their rooms. But where should they be placed
j
or th e be stoverall effect?
To discover the answer to this we must first
listen to live music, because that is what we are
come

instrumentalist or singer when he or she is taking
asolo part? Open your eyes. Is the instrument
or singer where you thought he or she was? With
your eyes open. then closed, try to locate
various instruments while a full orchestra or
band is playing. These exercises stimulate appreciation of what is or is not agood sound- stage.
They will be helpful to you when you set up your
equipment at home. Try to memorise the sounds
you hear so that you can re-create them later.
Now to home! You are indeed a fortunate
in
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Fig. I. In the real hall

Fig. 2. Listening wain iii ihe saine pram's-ions

trying to imitate. It is the only benchmark by
which we can judge what asound-stage really is.
By live music. Imean any music which is not
helped or hindered by the use of microphones,
loudspeakers, mixing consoles etc. Amplified
music does not count.
It is then necessary to make a comparison
between our live music and a high quality
recording which was made using only two, or at
least vet feW, microphones. Ideally the performances you compare should be by the same
personnel in acoustically similar venues. Even
though you might not be able to make direct a
comparison, hearing similar groups or orchestras live can he helpful.
So. treat yourself to agood concert in agood
hall. Try to sit in your favourite seat and observe
everything around you. Jot down a few notes
that will later help you to make ascale plan of
the concert hall. Where necessary, estimate
distances and angles. Your plan should include
your seating position and the location of any
major reflective or absorbent surfaces such as
plain, hard walls, curtains or bannws. Pay'
attention to the size and position of trte stage
with respect to the hall and the angle which the
outside musicians subtend at your head.
Next, listen with the greatest possible care.
Where does the sound appear to come from? Is
it spacious or constricted, reverberant or dry?
Close your eyes and concentrate on the position
of the musicians. Can you pin- point an

person if your room measurements are in
proportion to those of the hall. for example:
room 17 x 13 x 9ft, hall 68 x 52 x 36ft. You
will probably find that such aroom will make it
easier for you to imagine that you are in the hall.
A fair approximation can, however, be made
even in a13 x 13 x 8ft room. In most situations.
the speakers should face down the length of the
room, although in some cases ( wide soundstage, unusual fittings, entrance doors in awkward places. deep bays. etc) it is acceptable to
face them across the width. Those with L-shaped
lounges often find it better to choose the bigger
rectangular area for listening. Temporarily.
place sour speakers near the corners with their
hacks to your ' rear' wall. The rest of your hi-fi is
often hest situated against this wall roughly half
way between the loudspeakers. Feedback can
finis be minimized. Now move all the furniture
to the opposite end of the room and measure the
rear wall. That must correspond with the end
wall. behind the stage of your chosen concert
hall. Next, using, say, small pieces of white
insulating tape, mark in the shape of the ' stage'
on your room floor. Ohvioush. you must keep to
the correct proportions. If your room is onequarter the width of the concert hall your stage
must be one-quarter the width of the concert
hall's stage. Make sure you get the front- to- hack
measurement of the stage correctly represented
on your listening room floor.
Your loudspeaker should preferably be placed
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on rigid supports such as spiked stands. For
large orchestral works they will normally be at
the front corners of the stage and should be
angled inwards towards your concert seat A
which should also be marked in carefully, again
making sure you use the same proportions. Even
loudspeakers which are designed to work against
a wall should be tried at the front of the
sound-stage if you wish to get realistic depth.
Nothing, absolutely nothing, should be on
your sound-stage except the carpet, loudspeakers and perhaps your hi-fi close to the wall
behind them. Remember that in the live experience the stage is clear except for the musicians.
their instruments, music and stands. The
recorded musicians must have space around
them just as they would in a concert hall.
Remember also that many halls have stages
which project 25% to 33% of the total length of
the hall. Make sure you give your stage the
correct front- to- back depth and see what happens!
In the room Ihave illustrated. Ihave shown a
listening seat A which corresponds with seat A in
the concert hall. From this seat the outside
instrumentalists subtend an angle of approximately 90°. If two people wish to listen it might
be helpful to move seat A to the back and listen
from seats B and C' ( 70°). The loudspeakers
should then be turned a little further outwards.
If four people wish to listen, then seats A. B.
and C' can be moved to the back to leave D. E. F
and G ( 5(1°) to face the music. Again the
loudspeakers should be turned a little further
outwards. Icannot over-stress the importance of
space around you as well as the recorded
performers.
In the room Ihave shown in fig. 2. Ihave tried
to mimic the concert hall shown in fig. 1 by
having absorptive and reflective surfaces in
roughly the same positions as they are in the real
concert hall. Thick carpets. rugs, soft furnishings, cushions, curtains, shelves filled with
books or magazines can be good for absorbing
sound, whilst bare walls. windows, radiators,
hard furniture or pictures can be useful sound
reflectors. If necessary try varying amounts of
each in different parts of the room.
You can easily change the acoustic properties
of your room. Be prepared to trust your ears. If
your room is smaller, the proportions of the
stage should be maintained; this should be the
case even when the front- to- back measurement
of the room is relatively small. There is then less
choice of seating position and less space behind
the listener for sound to expand.
It might be necessary to move the speakers a
few centimetres to avoid room eigentones. As a
general rule Iwould not recommend listening
with the speakers subtending an angle of less
than 30° at the head as performances can lose
stereo interest. Likewise, it is best not to go
above an angle of 130° as the headphone effect
can set in, as each ear is denied easy access to
the opposite channel's information.
Follow these suggestions closely and I'll wager
you will not hurry to put the room back as it was
before!
*Keith Breakwell, of Long Eaton, Notts., runs a ' IiiFi
Improvement Service'. Enquiries will he forwarded.
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Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint,
DMP, Entec, Goldmund, Kinergetics, Koetsu,
Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal, Magneplanar,
MIT, Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research,
Siltech, WBT, Sonus Faber.

Promising miniatures: Martin Colloms reviews the Celestion DL4 Series II,
Goodmans Maxamp, Mordaunt Short MS25Ti II and Tannoy Eclipse

R

EADERS WILL RECALL that tdid not have much luck
with last month's set of middleweight contenders, but hinted
at agenerally better performance for this batch of
miniatures, costing on average aquarter the price. Well,
within size and bass reponse limitations, my original surmise proved
correct: these pint-sized designs really do deliver fine sound and offer
good value for money. Perhaps Ishould explain that it is many years
since thave been impressed by sheer size, or number of drive- units in
aspeaker system. The technique of listening blind to alarge batch of
speakers using an acoustically porous but visually opaque curtain has a
steadying influence on those often wayward and emotional responses
to sound quality which can result from sighted auditioning.
.Using this method, it can be proven repeatedly that many a
miniature outperforms anumber of much larger and more costly
speakers, despite ahigher specification — especially as regards bass
extension. A surprising number of these larger boxes show aboomy
and inarticulate bass, as well as acoloured and rather directional
mid-range. With small speakers, many important aspects of
performance are easier to achieve: smooth frequency responses; good
directivity, which helps give an even distribution of sound energy; low
coloration; and agood transient response.
Since loudspeakers of every price and size represent an uneasy
balance of virtue and compromise, any one reviewer can only reflect
his or her opinions based on apersonally preferred set of performance
criteria. As acustomer, it is therefore well worth getting involved in
the decision-making process for yourself.
This month's set are all priced at under £ 125. The Mordaunt Short
MS25ti II is the largest of the group, and is equipped with a200mm
bass unit. Next comes the Tannoy Eclipse, asmaller brother to the
by- now famous Mercury and built to the same standards, paralleled by
the similarly sized Celestion DL4 Series II. Both use 170mm bass-mid
drivers. The last of the four is the diminutive Goodmans Maxamp, the
amplified version of the well-established Maxim. This review covers
the Maxamp as anew product, and also offers areappraisal of the
Maxim itself. In fact, the 'amp' part does not affect the measurement a
great deal, and the lab performance data for this test relate to the
passive part, the virtually standard Maxim (£70 apair).
Competition is very fierce in this price sector, and standards are
high. These speakers all deserve to be taken seriously, and were used
as part of ahigh-performance system with good stands. They were
offered free-space location where appropriate, but most benefited
from some proximity to the rear wall, with a0.2-0.5m spacing
according to the model involved. The Tannoy, however, was quite
happy out in the open.
As afurther check, the Mission Cyrus One amplifier was also
employed, together with acomparably priced CD player, but no
additional interactions were noted which might have altered the
ratings. The stand is important, and the full potential of these quality
budget speakers will only be obtained using decent supports.

CELESTION DL4 II
Celestion's DL4 is an attractive package, resembling abudget SL6 and
founded on that speaker's desirably small dimensions and good
proportions. It is well finished and comes complete with ahigh-quality
moulded grille that is acoustically designed to have minimal audible or
measurable effect on the sound. Iprovided some design input for the
original DL4 some years ago, so it was all the more interesting to see
how the Series II version (acompletely new design) would fare.
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The Mk ll DL4 has an improved bass- mid unit, particularly with
respect to LF performance, which has allowed reversion to asealed
box; the earlier model needed reflex loading due to excessive bass
damping. The Mk lversion also had apretty standard polyamide
soft-dome tweeter, but the Mk It benefits from incorporation of a
completely new metal-dome unit. Celestion's first 25mm model.
A miniature in the real sense, the DL4 has an 8-litre internal
volume and measures just 38x21 x22cm. It is good enough to warrant
aserious choice of matching stand (Celestion make some), but while
the ideal location is free-space mounted, it should not be too far from
the rear boundary. Wall or shelf mounting is possible, but will result in
some loss of performance. Sensitivity is quite high, and amplifiers
from 10W upwards will be suitable. Finish is avinyl print over
chipboard, and build quality is to agood standard.

Technical details
Tuned in-cabinet to 90Hz, the bass driver is built on apressed-steel
frame, 175mm overall but with an active diameter of 130mm. The
ightweight flared pulp cone is suspended on arubber roll-surround

offering adecent mechanical Q at low frequencies, while the interior
cabinet volume is damped by alight pad of polyester wadding. Both
drive-units are made by Celestion themselves, and the new tweeter
uses adie-cast front plate with integral anti-touch protection in the
form of three thin horizontal bars. The 25mm dome of titanium foil is
suspended on ahalf roll-surround of doped cloth, free of spurious
resonances, while the first breakup mode is deferred until 27kHz.
Essentially to 112dB/octave 2nd-order form, the crossover is of
good commercial quality, assembled onto amoulded pod screwed into
the back of the cabinet. The components are hard-wired, whilst
electrical connection is made using solid-metal Michell binders which
accept awide range of cables up to and including 4mm plugs.

Sound quality
First impressions were of a ' light' sound, lacking in deep bass and
helped by quite close positioning in relation to the back wall
(0-2-0-3m). Lively and open, the aces up its sleeve included sharp,
clear dynamics and ahigh level of clarity and musical information.
Stereo images showed very good focus, plus good width and fairly
41

good depth, the latter perhaps compromised by the 'forward' tonal
balance. String-tone showed amild excess of harmonic energy, but did
not appear either too bright or too zingy; in fact the treble was very
good — even, detailed, and tonally revealing.
More bass would have been welcome, but the low frequencies were
judged to be rhythmically involving, and this, together with the crisp
rendition of transients, helped maintain listener interest. Up to 75W
peak-programme seemed to be asensible rating, based on the
increasing distortion heard at higher levels; before this point it
handled complex programme well.
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Lab report
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Graph 2. Celestion DL4 II: Room-averaged responses (RA R)

smoothly and correctly to the limit of audibility. The peak at the end
of the response is above audibility at 30kHz.
Finally we have the distortion curves for 86dB and 96dB. At 86dB
(Graph 1d), the results were good, atypically 0.3% or less above
250Hz, and around 1% below this frequency. A peak in the
2nd-harmonic plot is present at 1.3kHz ( that mild cone breakup
point), while the primary dome resonance resulted in apeak at 27kHz
(the 2nd-harmonic actually measured was of course at 54kHz), off the
end of the plot here. Likewise, the 3rd-harmonic plot picks out a
mode at 9kHz, representing ' leakage' from the dome's fundamental
mode at 27kHz. At the higher 96dB level (Graph le) an increase in
distortion is evident, but hardly exceeding an acceptable 3% at
frequencies below 200Hz. The rest of the range is quite healthy,
perhaps averaging 0-6% for both harmonics.
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A good sensitivity of 89db/W was recorded, alittle compromised by
an impedance loading which dips just below 5ohms above 6kHz.
Elsewhere the impedance averages about 9ohms, and should not give
cause for concern ( Graph lc). Sound levels of 102dBA should be
possible from astereo pair, with amaximum power input of 75W
undistorted programme. Measured under anechoic conditions, the
bass rolloff (- 6dB) was noted at 78Hz, which is typical for the size.
On the reference axis at 1- metre microphone distance, the response
is generally uniform and well balanced (Graph la), though
characterised by some uplift in the 1.3-5kHz range which probably
accounts for the ' light' character and upper-mid forwardness noted in
the auditioning. A surround mistermination can be seen at 1.2 kHz as
aresult of the new material, with its better LF characteristics. As the
dotted line shows, addition of the grille has anegligible effect on the
fine treble response, but at ultrasonic frequencies the output rose
sharply to apeak of nearly 20dB at 30kHz. Pair-matching was very
good, typically within ±0.5dB.
Moving out to a2-metre microphone distance ( Graph lb), the
overall trend can be seen (solid line), with aparticular ygood
correspondence for the lateral off-axis responses. Some loss is evident
at 4kHz on the off-axis curve taken 15° above the median axis, so an

ON
AT 1m

angle or placement directed at ear-level is worth achieving. Limits of
±3dB suffice for a90Hz-20kHz response on this 1
2 /
octave weighted
graph.
Computer averaging of the 1
/2
octave response in the listening room
—some 64 averages in all — shows the basic characteristics. Some bass
extension was available to 30Hz, but at areduced level and requiring
heavy driving for audibility. The mean bass level was 4-5dB below the
averaged mid-range. A gentle upper-mid boost can be seen in the
RAR (Graph 2), while the mild treble is well integrated and rolls off
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The DL4 Series II did quite well under lab testing, but the mid-range
could have been better balanced while the bass needs more power.
However, most of the major parameters were in line with modern
quality practice, and the speaker is both well built and finished.
Auditioning provided ahigher profile, the results describing an
exceptionally good treble in this category, coupled with afirm
dynamic character, good bass ' speed', and generally low coloration.
Stereo focus was sharp, but the sound-stage was limited to moderate
depth effects. All-in- all, this was astrong combination for the size and
money, and is firmly recommended.

GOODMANS MAXAMP
The Maxamp is an amazing achievement for £ 100, comprising as it
does apair of slightly de- tuned Maxims with asmall stereo power
amplifier built into the back of one system. They are certainly no joke,
and Iwas surprised by just what they could do. Used as intended, I
plugged in aSony CD Walkman and enjoyed asurprisingly good
result; they also worked well with the Sony D6C pro-cassette. A
CD-based 'starting point' system immediately suggested itself — take a
Philips or similar CD player at around £ 160, add the Maxamps, and
the result is instant music for just £260 all-in. No doubt it could be
done for even less, given some compromise on the choice of CD.
Maxamps are really portable, measuring just 26 x17 x20cm. With
the addition of acouple of latch clips and ahandle, or even just a
carrying case, you could take them anywhere amains supply is
available. In fact, the DIY-minded could even adapt them to work off
batteries. Why take such trouble? Quite simply, because the
Maxamps are vastly superior to any comparably priced ' Brixton
briefcase'. Genuinely edging onto the bottom rung of the hi-fi ladder,
the Maxamp can also be employed in avariety of applications where
self-powered speakers would be useful. For example, as television
speakers (locate them at least 0.6m away to avoid colour distortion),
as the audio output for ahome computer, for asynthesiser keyboard
(a very effective application as most synth speakers are tenth-rate), or
for agood portable radio.
If used as the nucleus of abudget audio system, then alow-cost
tuner could also be added, with the changeover between sources done
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SPEAKERS CORNERED
with it removed. The low frequencies extend to 77Hz (- 6dB) by this
measurement, anormal result for the size of enclosure. At a2-metre
microphone distance and plotting in 1
/
3octave bands, the speaker
delivers asubstantially even acoustic output on axis ( Graph 3b),
coupled with exemplary control at 30° off-axis, and moderate
deviations for 15° vertical and 45° hoizontal microphone positions.
In-room, the speaker's small size endows it with astrong off-axis
response through the mid-range, and the room-averaged response
(Graph 4) reveals abroad energy dominance in the mid-range. Quite
good, if moderated bass was available down to 50Hz, while the overall
curve is free of sudden steps which could mar the sound. For the
record, the impedance of the unpowered Maxim was charted (Graph
3c) and reflects astandard 8-ohm load, with no mimimum below the
allowed 6-4ohms and averaging around 10ohms. As apowered pair,
the line-input was an easy load at greater than 20k-ohms.

by hand. Turntables cannot be used, since an RIAA equaliser preamp
section would be needed, but aQED or similar switch could be
employed to select line- level sources. Goodmans are generous in their
supply of adaptors to aid such connections, including 2.5mm and
3.5mm miniature stereo jacks, plus acable with phonoplugs.
In use, the supply cable is plugged into the mains, with on/off
accomplished at this point — no mains switch is present on the
speakers. The powered speaker has astereo volume control concealed
under the grille, and for the sake of convenience as well as better
sound, Goodmans recommend that the grilles be put aside. Inside the
powered speaker is asmall power-supply, and apair of modular IC
amplifiers, originally intended for car use, at IOW or so. Heatsinking
is provided by the rear plate, which warms up under heavy use.

»
_

12

Technical details

II

Modelled closely on the standard Maxim, which has received first-rate
reviews in the past, this uses that speaker's usual two-way passive
crossover, and the only visible compromise appears to be the omission
of internal fibre absorption. The Maxim (see HFNIRR Oct '86) is a
two-way miniature bass- reflex loaded by asmall ducted-port at the
rear, 30mm in diameter by 60mm in length. Low and mid frequencies
are handled by along- throw pulp-cone drive- unit which sounds fine,
and has an effective 100mm diameter built on a130mm pressed-steel
frame. Crossing over at about 4k1-1z via a2nd-order network, the
treble range is covered by Audax's popular 12mm cone/dome plastic
driver with ferrofluid cooling. The small enclosure, just 4litres, helps
to keep the structure strong and relatively low in coloration.

_—

.
12

_--

Sound quality
We asked alot of the Maxamp by using it with high-quality sources in
free-space, as one would test any other good miniature. Its overall
balance of bass and treble was nicely judged, though it was clear from
the start that the sound was mid-dominant — but over such abroad
range that the effect didn't develop into coloration as such. Low-bass
was absent, while the mid-bass was dry, and abit 'furry' if driven hard.
Nevertheless, low frequencies were presentable, showing detail and
drive. The mid was sweet and informative, and would grace many a
larger and more costly design. Set back alittle, the tweeter remained
its usual unobtrusive self, satisfactory in all respects, and more than
competent for this modestly priced application.
Stereo images showed good focus, with afair degree of depth, while
the in-built amplifiers stood up to some heavy battering, showing a
reasonable clipping performance with arelatively graceful overload.

Lab report
The intrinsic sensitivity was abit below average at 85.5dB/W, while
the built-in amplifiers could raise 96dBA peak levels in anormal sized
room, loud but not really dramatic. Normal Maxims driven by up to
50W-per-channel should reach 98-99dBA. A minimum power of 15W
per channel is recommended for the passive model. Imust point out,
incidentally, that these Maxamps should be described as ' powered'
rather than ` active' speakers. ' Active' is generally taken as referring to
models with an active crossover network, and thus using separate
power amplifiers for each drive-unit.
On axis at 1metre, the reference response ( Graph 3a) shows a
reasonably even character, with some irregularity in the 1-2kHz range
which smoothed out over arange of axes. Quite tight limits were met
over a90Hz-20kHz range, and pair-matching was within ± 0-75dB
50Hz-18k1z. The grille is seen to have anoticeable effect on the
frequency response (dotted line) and the speaker is clearly better off
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Graph 3. Goodmans Maxamp: Anechoic measurements (impedance in passive mode)
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Graph 4. Goodmans Maxamp: Room-averaged responses (
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SPEAKERS CORNERED
At 86dB the harmonic distortions were more than satisfactory in the
range 0.4-1-5%, and were relatively innocuous by speaker standards
(Graph 3d). However, the 96dB spi test was asking alot (Graph 3e),
and the 2nd- harmonic rose to I% over much of the range, reaching
above 3% at 200Hz and below — though the results were by no means
disastrous. The 3rd- harmonic remained in sensible proportion
throughout. It was surprising that such asmall system cleared this
higher test level successfully, on both powered and externally driven.

higher resistance, choking off the excess power and protecting the
drive- unit. When the overload is removed, the ' positors' cool down
after aminute or two, and snap back to their low rest-value, restoring
normal operation. Even at the higher continuous level used for
distortion testing there was no sign of premature limiting due to the
posistors. As aresult, Mordaunt Shrt can offer some generous
power-handling specifications; for example.,25-75W of normal
amplifier rating, but up to 300W of peak capacity.

Conclusion

Technical details

In my opinion, the Maxamp stands as the cheapest entry-level hi-fi
speaker, with adaptors to permit its use with cassette, CD and tuner,
all without the need for an amplifier. It doesn't supplant the usual
combination of arecommended integrated amplifier plus apair of
passive Maxims, but this would cost you typically twice the outlay.
For music replay, they could be used in students' digs, on holiday,
or in aweekend home. An audio fan might even scatter them around
the house for local or portable sources, or wire-up the house at
line- level using twisted- pair data cable, which would provide the basis
of adecent music distribution system. The review results were very
good considering the product class, and the low-cost in-built power
amps did not spoil the basic recipe. Our strong recommendation
continues for the Maxim, but the Maxamp is also firmly
recommended, for straight hi-fi use as well as for other audio
applications.

Built from 15mm chipboard, this is asealed-box system tuned to a
quite high 88Hz. The grille is 15mm thick and unrebated, suggesting
that the best results will be obtained with it removed. The enclosure is
filled with polyester wadding, while the cabinet is fitted with a
circumferential brace to lock all the side panels together (unusual at
this price level), thus significantly reducing panel resonance and
coloration. Electrical connection is via plain 4mm sockets integrated
with the moulded crossover pod, while the 4kHz crossover is afull
2nd-order 12dB/octave type, with damping and attenuator resistors.
The surface-mounted bass- mid driver is a210mm pressed-steel
frame unit made by Mordaunt Short, with a165mm diameter flared
paper-pulp cone. It uses asynthetic surround plus alossy but firm
centre-cap with aconcave profile. Treble is handled by atitanium foil
unit, 22mm in overall radiating area and with an integral one-piece
surround like the JBL titanium unit. The first breakup mode for the
MBE unit used here is above 20kHz, and the driver is sensibly flat to
that frequency.

MORDAUNT SHORT MS25Ti II
As the brochure explains, the MS25 can trace its pedigree back to the
legendary MS20, which received many agood review from myself and
other critics. The concept was that of acompact bookcase system
(although nowadays stand- mounting is de rigueur) with afull
eight-inch or 200mm bass-mid driver. This should potentially offer
lower distortion as well as superior power- handling in comparison
with competitors using smaller bass units. The 25 is larger than the 20
but still rates as acompact, having an internal volume of 14 litres and
overall dimensions of 40x23 x26cm. The design has gone through
several changes prior to the latest form, the first involving the use of a
titanium foil diaphragm tweeter from MBE to replace the established
plastic Audax unit. ( Interestingly, both are cone-dome designs of
similar effective size, using ferrofluid cooling and mechanical
damping.)

Sound quality
Showing an improvement over the Mk I, this latest version
demonstrated amore natural mid-range balance, plus aclearer sound
with less ' boxy' coloration. The treble register was nicely blended with
the mid- range and sounded sweet and even. In the bass, it appeared
rather dry in afree-space position, but alocation 0.5-0.6m from the
rear wall'helped to fill out the lower register. Even so, the low-bass
was muted and upper-bass remained constrained — well damped in the
transient sense, but it could benefit from more fluidity and power.
Some `cardboard' coloration remained through the mid- range, but
this was not too severe. The sound was mildly congested through the
upper- mid, with ahint of nasality; atouch more presence would lend a
more open quality and provide more detail. Despite its well rounded
nature, the tonal balance still suggested amild mid-range dominance
for this design. It suited brighter CD sources better than analogue
disc, but notwithstanding all the above, the performance was good
enough for this class of speaker.

Lab report

Now we have the Series II model, which offers improvements to
coloration, mid- range design and tonal balance. Cosmetic alterations
include aseparate plastic moulding for the lower section of the grille
which carries the Mordaunt Short logo. In conjunction with the
bevelled grille frame, this confers aneat and distinctive appearance. A
black-ash or walnut PVC laminate finish is applied, with asilver-grey
driver panel which contrasts with the black drive- units. Versatility is
the keynote here. The MS25 will survive bookcase or wall- bracket
mounting, although its full potential is best realised in open-space on
good quality stands, including those made by Mordaunt Short.
One unique feature is the use of solid-state thermal protectors for
both the bass and treble drivers. These guard against misuse as well as
accidental overload or an implfier fault. In this class, they change the
sound very little, and in any case the system has been designed around
their use. The Positec protection offers aharmlessly low resistance to
the music- power reaching the drivers, until damage limits are being
approached. The protectors then warm up, changing very little until a
critical temperature is reached, whereupon they `snap' to amuch
HI-FI NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW
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We rated the sensitivity at afairly high 89dB/W — in excess of the
manufacturer's claim of 87dB/W. Given the normal power-handling of
100W, apair will typically deliver upwards of 103.5dBA in aroom, a
respectably high volume level. Very good pair- matching of ± 0.5dB
was recorded for the review samples, while the axial 1- metre reference
response ( Graph 5a) clearly shows the additional irregularities
(dotted) that result from the grille, these extending as low as 300Hz.
Without the grille, the axial response is commendably smooth, though
it isn't flat. From 3kHz the tweeter output goes gently down-hill, to an
averaged — 3.5dB in the 8-20k Hz region when referenced to the
crucial 3001z-lkHz mid- range. This, and the mild response step at
320Hz, reveals aslightly mid-dominant character. Likewise, the
upper-bass is attenuated in the 150-300Hz range, lending a 'dry'
character at low frequencies. In anechoic conditions, the bass
extended to 75Hz (- 6dB), which is unexceptional for the size of
system. On the plus side, the slow rate of rolloff promised some
additional bass extension in areal listening room.
This reasonably sized speaker ( largest in this group) should give
good distortion results, and the test data confirmed this supposition.
At 86dB ( Graph 5d), 0.3% is atypical value for both the 2nd and
3rd-harmonics, except for aglitch at 320Hz ( aresonance mode
associated with the axial response step at the same frequency?). At
96dB ( Graph 5e), the MS25ti II ( what amouthful!) maintains control
with very respectable 3rd- harmonic distortion, still around 0.3%,
while the subjectively less important 2nd-harmonic averages amild
1% or so even at the lowest working frequencies. These are very good
results for the class. The load impedance has not been compromised
(Graph Sc). Smooth, and low in reactive effects, it barely dips below
()ohms, with an average of 9ohms. As such, it represents akind
amplifier load.
Turning to the 2-metre set of forward frequency responses ( Graph
511), aclearer picture of this speaker's balance emerges. Uncritical of
height, the 15° vertical reading is very well aligned with the axial
result. On the lateral axes, however, the highish crossover point gives
45
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
Hi Fi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.
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We stock fine equipment from:-

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

eO9276-6497

LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
*AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
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The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 166.00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 140 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the " Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £44.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in beller hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 orsend coupon belowto:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £84.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114 00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.
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MORDAUNT SHORT
MS 25 TI

sweet, metal- foil derived treble range.
With some mid dominance, the sound suited CD sources, though
the bass remained dry and overdamped. However, it returned agood
performance for the price, and does merit arecommendation.
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With the Mercury proving acontinuing success in Mark II form, the
Eclipse could be regarded as adownsized version, using very similar
technology and with a170mm framed bass- mid unit rather than the
220mm model fitted to the Mercury series. For some customers, the
similarity in performance is so great that the modest price differential
may be of less importance than the more compact dimensions of the
Eclipse, with its trim II- litre volume ( the Mercury is nearly double
this) measuring 39 x23 x21cm. Relecting the price, the enclosure
surface is atough vinyl laminate: hut the finish is good, and attention
has been paid to the driver baffle, the moulded grille, and the
high-quality gold-plated binding posts which are used for electrical
connection ( these are also suited to -imm plugs). With the grille
removed, this speaker looks rather gaudy, with large Odeon style
lettering and the driver frames picked out in bright gold paint.
Tannoy quote ahealthy sensitivity of 88dB/W with a90W
power- handling, an odd figure this latter, since very few amplifiers of
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Graph ô. Mordaunt Short MS25Ti II: Room-averaged responses ( RAR)

rise to some loss of presence in the 2-5kHz band, as noted on audition.
This apart, the off- axis curves align well with the main trend, which
confirm the broad mid-dominant character.
All this agrees nicely with the room average ( Graph 6), which also
suggests quite good bass extension to 30Hz, but at alevel averaging
5dB less than the mid band. This trend indicates that the low- bass will
not become really noticeable until the speaker is played pretty loudly.
The RAR response has some smooth regions, but is lumpy overall.

Conclusion
This latest version of the MS25 continues the basic character of the
series, but at the same time offers significant improvements in sound
quality and overall performance. For its class, it provides high
sensitivity and power- handling, with abomb- proof protection system.
Other qualities included low distortion, moderate coloration, and a
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this specific power are made. Life would be easier if tt t• added less
than IdB and made it 100W. The comprehensive specification
includes a±3dB frequency response of 55H1-201:Hz. and although
quote limits in my reviews, the truth is that ± xd13' limits can hide a
multitude of sins, such as aflat response of 100Hz-15kHz marred by a
6dB-high shelf in the mid- band. This would be quite destructive of
sound quality but still within ± 3dB! The Tammy does not stiffer from
quite this problem. but some way of tightening up this particular
specification would be helpful. although it would not be resolved by
simply reducing the limits to ± 2.5 or ± 1.5dB.

Technical details
A compact two-way model, the bass- mid range is handled by aI65mm
diameter steel- framed driver fitted with amodified polypropylene
cone. This is nicely flared and has arigid centre. Close mechanical
bonding is assured by the technique chosen to join the four- layer
motor coil to the cone apex. The suspension is quite still and endows
this driver with high power- handling, while the bass- reflex tuning is
designed to achieve afirm response to 60Hz. The cone has an effective
diameter of 120mm, while the bass port is ausefully large 50mm.
backed by a90mm slant-cut duct. The system is tuned overall to 64Hz.
High frequencies are handled by a25mm polyamide soft-dome, set
in adie-cast face- plate. offset to reduce diffraction. Ferrofluid in the
gap provides cooling and mechanical damping, and both drive- units
are made by Tannoy themselves. With the crossover at 3kHz, the LF
section uses asingle-cored inductor for a1st-order rolloff. acoustically
augmented by the natural driver rolloff. A 2nd-order network is
responsible for the high-pass function, delivering the appropriate
band to the tweeter, and including aplastic- film coupling capacitor.
Driver connection is via clip-on terminals, while internal absorption
results from alight baffle of polyester fibre wadding.
The enclosure is conventionally built from 15 and 12mm thick
chipboard, vinyl- print coated and unbraced, but internally grooved to
disperse resonant panel modes — amoderately successful technique. A
moulding forms the basis of the grille panel, leaving a12mm thick
edge, which was not properly rebated, as it should have been to
minimise diffraction.
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Hi•FiAN OLD NAME WITH ANH IMAGE
RADFORD Hi Fi
(BRISTOL)
52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 428247

RADFORD Hi Fi
(WINDSOR)
43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
TEL: (0753) 856931

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BRISTOL)
36 UNION STREET
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 294183

RADFORD Hi Fi
(EXETER)
28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS
TEL: (0392) 218895

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BATH)
12 JAMES STREET WEST
BATH
(NEW SHOP)
TEL: (0225) 446245

SPEAKERS CORNERED

Sound quality
First impressions described aspeaker with aneutral balance, perhaps
atouch lightweight, but showing bass, mid and treble ranges in good
proportion. This was subsequently verified by its ability to play well at
both low and high volumes. The power-handling was particularly good
for the size, and while 100W is asensible rating, it happily withstood
short-term peaks of 200W without any loss of control. Stereo images
were reproduced with agenerous measure of depth and perspective,
with good central focus and abroad sound-stage.
In the bass it sounded atrifle woolly, and yet managed to maintain a
quite decent LF extension coupled with agood level of definition and
tunefulness. Any more bass, and it could have gone over the top, but
as it is the balance did work. It attracted little comment through the
mid-range, sounding well contro led in respect of the usual colorations
and maintaining agood leve of detail and clarity. The treble was
judged to be trifle 'forward' yet it did not suffer from excess sibilance
TANNOY ECLIPSE
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or roughness. Soft-dome '
fizz' was kept to moderate levels, and was
not too obtrusive.
The full-bodied Eclipse did not sound like asmall speaker, and
although its dynamics were not particularly strong, this aspect was
more than compensated for by its generally satisfying performance
over longer listening periods.

Lab report
With an 87-88dB/W sensitivity — about average these days — the 100W
power- handling will allow peak in- room sound levels of 102dBA.
Very good pair-matching was shown, ± 0.5dB over 50Hz-20kHz, and
the dotted line on the reference response (Graph 7a) shows that the
grille has only amoderate effect on treble smoothness. The response
is mildly tipped up, confirming the slightly ' lean' tonal balance, but it
is notably smooth through the critical mid- range. At low frequencies
the — 6dB response extends to 56Hz, aresult which is good for the
type and size.
Out at 2metres, with 1
/2
octave weighting (Graph 7b), the smooth
axial trend is clearly evident, as is the excellently integrated set of
off-axis lateral responses. Limits of ± 3dB are easily met over the
frequency range, while the only point to note concerns the 15°
above-axis response, which shows acrossover dip of over 5dB at
4.5kHz. Ear- level height, or axis directed al ear level, is the corollary.
A 20° off-axis horizontal response gave the best overall result — from a
near forward-facing speaker, rather than one angled in to the listener.
At 86dB spi ( Graph 7d), the 2nd and 3rd-harmonic distortion levels
are most satisfactory, at essentially below 1% even down to the LF
limit, and typically measuring less than 0-3% from 500Hz to 20kHz.
The 3rd-harmonic is particularly well controlled. But this size of
speaker has to work hard at the higher 96dB sound level (Graph 7e),
which is reflected by the general increase in 2nd-harmonic distortion,
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Graph 7. Tannoy Eclipse: Anechoic measurements

Low-bass was absent, but the mid and upper bass were surprisingly
healthy and helped establish agood subjective balance. The sound
quality was strongly competitive for its class, while the lab
performance was also good, and both the build and finish were to a
fine standard. This speaker offers very good value, and is firmly
recommended. It represents aworthy sibling for the Mercury II.•

l'EST RESULTS

CELESTION
DL4

GOODMANS
MAXAMP

MORDAUNT SHORT
MS25Ti II

TANNOY
ECLIPSE

Size (hwd, cm)
Recommended amplifier power per channel (for 96dBA
per pair at at 2metres, min-max)
Recommended placement

38x21 x22
10W-75W

26 x17 x20

40x23x 26
10W- 100W

39x 22.6x 21
15W- 100W

0.2-0.3m from rear wall

see text

Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)
LF rolloff ( — 6dB) at lm
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V, ie: 1watt in 8ohms) at lm
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)
Third harmonic distortion (96dB at 1m)
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair inc. VAT

90Hz-20kHz
78Hz
89dB/V/
102dBA
see text
good
good+
£120

90Hz-20kHz
77Hz
85.5dB/W
96dBA (passive 98dBA)
see text
very good
very good
£100 ( passive £70)

free space, 40cm stands
0.6m from rear wall
85Hz-20kHz
75Hz
89dB/W
103dBA
see text
good
good+
£120

45cm stands, 0.5-0.8m
from rear wall
80Hz-20kHz
56Hz
87dB/W
102dBA
see text
very good
very good
£120
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though the 3rd-harmonic is still under control. Respectably low
distortions were maintained down to 40Hz. It proved to be an easy
amplifier load, and only touched the 6.4-ohm line at 10kHz, averaging
llohms (
Graph 7c). Any amplifier will be happy with this model.
In-room, the speaker maintained ahealthy output down to 50Hz,
below which the level falls rapidly (Graph 8). Aside from a
floor- reflection dip at 120Hz, the response is quite uniform and well
balanced, with amildly over-extended treble — this comment being
based on the expectation of an ideal room response.
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Graph 8. Tannoy Eclipse: Room-averaged responses (RA R)
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Digital Audio Tape
UPDATE ONE YEAR ON
DAT PORTABLES - two machines ore currently ovailoble
from SONY and CASIO. In our opinion the Casio DA1 offers
nemendous value. but the SONY TCD DIO is superbly mode.
DAT RECORDERS - Top 5sellers
1Sony DTC1000 ES
2Luxmon KT117
3Sony TCD DIO
4Aiwa XD 001
5Casio DA1
DAT TAPE -

DAT 46 mins - 65.95
DAT 60 mins- £6.95
DAT 90 mins- £ 7.95
DAT 120 mins - £8.95

DAT PRE-RECORDED - Phone for currenr list of releases
01 631 0939.
PRO DAT- Enquiries for current ProfessK,nal DAT Products [Sony
PCM 2000 + 25001 Please contact Nils Hansen or Neol
Mcormack
CAR DAT KENWOOD KTD99R Player now available ( package
deals on recorders and car players). DAT ACC5 cleaning tape,
flight cases, rock mounr kits etc.

At Playback we sell Audio Professionally,
norjusr Professional Audio.

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London W1 P9FD

THE VIRTUOSO POWER AMPLIFIER
Build this superb power amplifier and enjoy superlative
sound quality from your records, CD's & tapes.
Read Electronics Today International April - June 1988 for
circuit description, design philosopy and specifications.
Complete kit available for:100w stereo standard
90w stereo upgraded ( illustrated)
90w stereo with even larger power supply in black case
160w bridged mono
250w super bridged mono in larger black case
High quality parts used in standard versions
Top quality parts such as wonder caps, bulk foil resistors
in upgraded versions.
All components available separately.
FOR FULL DETAILS - SEND 9"x4" SAE (overseas - 3 IRCs) to:
AUDIOKITS,
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU
Tel: 0332-674929

Tel: 01-631 0939 - 01-637 8392

WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI Fl!
Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.
•AUDIO INNOVATIONS, all-valve integrated amp. 'Series 300' from £299 'Series
son .-IINT) from £649. 'Series 800' - Pre/P) from £899. 'Series 1000' - IM/BLOCK1
from £ 1295. 'Series Triodes' ( Preils from £995.
-To

say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
lohn Bamford - ' HiFi Answers March 87.
•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if
not all. other speakers
"Hear the Type les for their remarkable openness, lack of cabinate coloration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices . . You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". IT Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound)
"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way" - Alan Bateman
- ' Hi-FlAnswers"87.
Hear the superb MARANTZ. AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range.
SONY 333ES CD Player EX dem £499 I
RRP £5991 the best sounding player in this
price range.
•THE VALDI. PINK TRIANGLE AND THE ROCK TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM.
Special prices on Torlyte Platforms.
Possible record cleaning service available.

Second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment.
Other fine equipment from Ariston. Audionote. Beyer. BLO. Decca. Denon. Edison
Technology. Goldring, Helius, IBL lecklin Float. IPW. Marantz, Monitor P.C.. Nakamichi,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Revox. Rote!. Senheisser. Sony, Sugden,Systemdek. The Rock.
Torlyte Platforms. Valdi. Voyd etc etc.

emÉb
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555. MON SAT 10AM-6PM.

the

soun
The finest equipment
available to give
you the finest sound
achievable.
Now exhibiting:• Audiolab • B&W
• Creek • Celestion
• Heybrook eLinn
• Meridian
• Mordaunt-Short
• Nairn • Nakamichi
• Rega
• Credit Card Facilities
•Mail Order • Book a
Demonstration Now •

Mon Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

the

sound gallery
65, Castle Street. High Wycombe,
Bucks. 111313 6RN. Tel. (0494) 31682

MORDAIINT-SHORT—
1 I I 1_
L_1
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PORTABLE DAT
Studio master quality recording now comes in apackage little bigger
than acar radio. Tony Faulkner tests Sony's TCD-D10
portable DAT machine, along with the semi-pro Casio model

W

HEN IFIRST SAW pictures of R-DAT battery portables
many months ago in aJapanese magazine Icould hardly
wait to get my hands on one. The idea of atopspecification battery lightweight portable recorder costing
less than the price of acar has always been awild fantasy for those
interested in live recording, but in the older tape formats, such a
concept is fraught with hassles. The history of analogue reel-to-reel
recording includes various attempts at it, characterised by ' Mickey
Mouse' controls, wow and flutter, short recording time on small
spools, and so on; or else superb engineering to watchmaker
precision, at aprice unaffordable by most. With portable DAT we
have two hours of recording time on awow and flutter-less deck
weighing less than 2kg at aprice which, though still not exactly cheap,
is certainly approachable. The Sony TCD-D10, which comes complete
with many accessories, costs £ 1400 plus VAT, while the incredibly
compact Casio DA1 sells at around £800 plus VAT.
Ihave intentionally restrained myself from over-emphasising
laboratory measurements on these two DAT machines, because these
can be misleading with digital audio products unless they identify
some unexpected design faults. The published specification for the
TCD-D10, for example, quotes afrequency response ± ldB from
20Hz to 22kHz, distortion of less than 0.008% at peak level, lkHz,
wow and flutter below measurable limits and asignal/noise ratio of
more than 85dB — all of which were accurate or exceeded, and all of
which would be difficult to better on any conventional portable
recorder known to me at any price. These specs. are comparatively
easy to achieve with digitised audio. Comparison of other
measurements such as HF intermodulation distortion can be just as
misleading, because avery complicated fast roll-off anti-aliasing
low-pass filter will give abetter lab performance than asimpler gentle
roll-off, which might contrarily sound sweeter to the ear for other
reasons despite greater measured distortion.
The R-DAT (Digital Audio Tape) format has been with us for over
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ayear, although few recorders have found their way into the homes of
UK Mr. Average hi-fi enthusiasts. This is apity when the system has
great potential, and its acceptance has been obstructed more by
artificial political interference than by the market-place. The
worldwide copyright lobby has managed to maintain an embargo on
commercial pre-recorded DAT tapes from major companies — some
organisations seem to see the arrival of DAT as their belated
opportunity to avenge and to ' uninvene the tape-recorder. Quite how
an R-DAT recorder is supposed to be more able than aDolby C
analogue cassette-deck or Revox reel-to-reel to make an illicit
copyright-infringing tape-recording is hard for asimple soul like me to
work out. There are in any case many non-copyright-infringing
applications for tape-recorders, particularly battery portables
designed for live recording.
Many mains DAT recorders have already been sold in the UK via
legitimate 'grey' imports to professional and semi-professional users,
but the prices have remained high enough to deter most audiophiles
outside the 'expense account' bracket. Sony's recent decision to come
out of hiding after over ayear and to market DAT, initially through
non-hi-fi outlets (via Sony's pro equipment distributor, HHB), should
guarantee after-sales service, and at last start to redress the balance,
allowing market-forces to decide the DAT issue rather than afew fat
cats of the music business.
Ibought my first R-DAT tape recorder in April 1987, and my
enthusiasm for the system has grown into agreat respect for its
technical achievements and well thought-out user conveniences. Quite
afew different mains models from several manufacturers (all
Japanese) have come my way for evaluation, and my recording clients
have mostly been startled by the fast accessing, quiet mechanical
operation and clear sound quality. For ultimate critical professional
studio applications 1have had afew doubts about whether the
sound-quality of the in-built analogue and analogue-to-digital circuits
has been up to the fussiest possible ' state of the art' — the most
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expensive ' pro' model Iordered was disappointing and subsequently
returned. The mains models usually have digital inputs and outputs,
so awkward customers like me are free to use their favourite outboard
AID and D/A conversion set-ups (even the £ 100,000 SSL-01 system!)
if they choose, and can just use R-DAT for inexpensive storage, fast
access on recording sessions and archiving — and of course, they can
now complete the system with alightweight integrated portable.
The first important difference between R-DAT and most previous
portable recorders is of course that the recording system is completely
digital, normally a16- bit spec. similar to Compact Disc. Secondly, the
system can record indexing and cue information using sub-codes. Both
the Casio and the Sony record indexes automatically each time
Rec/Index is pressed, and the Casio includes the unique ability to
include written information in the sub-code using a 'Charac' mode.
Both decks also write timecode information in the sub-code which
means that when you play your recordings back the tape displays the
time and date it was recorded. The cassettes themselves are very small
—about half the size of the standard audio Compact Cassette. A D120
two-hour tape contains only 60 metres of tape 13 microns thick,
weighs (excluding box) about one ounce, and has dimensions of 73 x
54 x10.5mm. When an amateur recording enthusiast or professional
user has wanted in the past to go out to buy agood-quality battery
portable recorder there has not been much choice: afully pro stereo
analogue reel-to-reel Stellavox or Nagra ( the Nagra will cost you over
£000 including NAB adaptors, power supply unit and VAT), or a
Uher reel-to-reel which takes no larger than 5spools with very limited
recording time on areel of tape when compared with atwo-hour DAT
tape. There have been some good audio cassette portables from
Marantz and Sony, but the conventional Philips type cassette does not
fill everyone with confidence as the ultimate in recording fidelity.
Until recently, there was the possibility of the combination of aSony
PCM-F1 battery portable digital processor ( now out of production and
difficult to get hold of in the UK these days) with aportable
videocassette deck, but the combined processor/tape-deck R-DAT
battery,portables have arrived in the nick of time, just as availability
of the Fl has faded.

CASIO DA!
The DA! recorder comes from amanufacturer well established in
'hi-tech' fields, but not normally associated with audiophile products.
It has dimensions of 206mm x118mm x43mm, of which about
one-third is taken up by the rechargeable power pack, which lasts 4
hours in operation. Overall, this makes it about the size of one of the
original Philips battery audio cassette recorders of the early 1960s, but
abit heavier ( although still under 2kg including battery). Considering
all this recorder's capabilities, its compactness represents afantastic
technical achievement by Casio. The miniaturisation has been at
inevitable cost to some aspects of facilities and performance, and it is
for the individual user to weigh the pros and cons in the balance for
himself. Iam truly full of admiration for the expertise which has gone
into making such anovel product, but to be mundanely practical, I
regret some of the short cuts which have been decided upon in this
design.
To be negative about such an unique piece of high technology seems'
ungrateful and unkind, but we have to consider its application as much

as its aesthetic and engineering attractions. The greatest practical
disappointment is the choice of connectors, which are all stereo
3.5mm miniature headphone-type jack sockets. There is astereo Mic
input, stereo Line input (which automatically over-rides and
disconnects the Mic input), fixed Line output and variable Headphone
output. These 3.5mm connectors are not usually ' heavy-duty' enough
for professional or even semi-professional use, and in my experience
the mating male plugs have atendency to become unreliable — I
should have thought it would be just about possible to manufacture
the recorder in the same sized package with larger and more reliable
/in stereo headphone-type jacks installed. The Mic preamp section
4
1
was fine, but aswitchable attenuator would be helpful. The Line input
was unclippable (passive attentuation including level control at
front-end), and pre-emphasis was permanently selected in Record to
optimise dynamic range. Record sampling- rate was factory-set at the
DAT standard of 48kHz, with no digital input or output available (the
same goes for the Sony TCD-D10). The Casio met its fine published
specification ( according to the accompanying literature the DA1
utilises 15- bit linear AID conversion, and I6-bit linear D/A
conversion). Rewind time for atwo-hour tape was 82 seconds.
A further disappointment was the discovery that the record-level
control is stereo- linked, with no facility to adjust individual left/right
balance; therefore the stereo balance of any recording is at the mercy
of the left/right balance of the sound-source. More frustrating, on one
sample of DA! checked, the record-level stereo potentiometer did not
track well and again-error of 3dB existed between left and right at one
control-setting. Monitoring during recording is not after analogue-todigital and digital-to-analogue conversions, although it is subject to
the low-pass filters. Some earlier non-DAT digital processors from
Pioneer and Sansui functioned similarly in this respect because they
shared one converter for all AID and D/A operations.
The upshot is that if, for whatever reason, your recording- level
exceeds the limit of the A/D converter and hits the 'end-stop', the
liquid crystal record-level meters certainly display 'over' as laid down,
but the monitoring sounds clean — that is, until you play the tape back
some time later, and pale with horror! In live recording, estimating
levels can be 'hit or miss' and it is hazardous not to be able to hear
whether the tape is going significantly and audibly over the top or not
without winding it back. With analogue recording the relationship
between increasing level and the onset of gross recorded distortion
would be more gradual; but using the Casio calls either for
hawk-eyeing the meters or intentionally under- recording by several
dB.
At around £900, including VAT, this recorder is sensibly priced,
although it is difficult to think of many products with which to
compare it in order to assess 'value for money'. Unless you are
unswervingly predisposed to this machine because of its remarkably
small size, and the feat of engineering which it represents, or just
because the price is more affordable, Iwould recommend postponing
buying one until you have had achance to try the Sony which although
considerably more expensive, includes useful accessories and is
generally better for practical considerations. The Casio controls are
small and fiddly for fingers like mine, and Ifound myself exploring
many unexpected functions when all Ireally wanted to do was to play
arecording back and had mistakenly pressed awrong button. Sony,
on the other hand are considerate in providing alock to protect
ham-fisted operators from themselves, by jamming the knobs on
request; Ishould appreciate it if Casio would do the same. The
'Charac' function, whereby you can record up to 28 characters into the
sub-code track index, and scan them even during Wind (just the first
five letters come up in this case), is an extra unique to the DAL which
other DAT manufacturers should incorporate.

SONY TCD-D10
Although the TCD-D10 is relatively small it is not conceived as a
competition for the portable cassette or CD products, but is arecorder
specifically intended for live recording and reportage. Some jet-set
producers, record-company executives or musicians may nonetheless
want to purchase one to audition master-recordings on headphones in
hotel-rooms or on long flights. The Sony TCD-D10 weighs only 1.8kg
including batteries, about the same overall weight as the Casio DA 1 ,
but is quite abit larger at 253mm x55mm x19Imm. At atypical UK
price of £ 1600 including VAT it is not an inexpensive item for a
non-professional user, but the price is for alive recording ' kit',
complete with stereo electret microphone and clip, awired remotecontrol, carrying case, shoulder-strap, AC pack, battery charge
adaptor, and rechargeable two-hour battery pack. For those less
up-to-date with the high costs of recording equipment, the least
expensive low-speed mains reel-to-reel Revox B77 is currently over
£1400 including VAT. The Sony TCD-D10 price of £ 1600 would not
even pay for a10.5in spool adaptor for aNagra, let alone the
recorder!
Recording is from analogue input only ( Mic or Line) and is factory
set to the DAT standard of 48kHz sampling- rate. Pre-emphasis
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(50S-5µS) is permanently selected in Record mode to increase the
dynamic range; and playback follows 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz
sampling-rates, automatically selected by the machine when it starts to
play apre-recorded tape. The TCD-D10 uses one A/D converter only,
which is time-shared between left and right channels, so although
recordings made on the portable play back correctly through its own
internal D/A circuits, there will be aconstant time-offset delay
between the left and right channels if the recording is played back on a
mains machine like aDTC1000. The offset delay at 48kHz samplingrate is 10.4µS only ( 11.3ps at 44.1kHz sampling-rate) and in my
experience avery minor irritation of no real practical relevance when
one considers the much larger time/phase discrepancies of typical
stereo microphone techniques and loudspeaker listening.
The phono Line inputs have the main front-panel record-level
controls (friction-locked individual left/right) in-circuit before any
active electronics so there is no way to overload the line- in. The Mic
inputs are via good quality 1
/in jacks and the circuitry seemed very
4
good for amachine in this class, although Iwould prefer greater
flexibility in gain setting. The Mic input has a20dB slide switchable
attenuator pad which is rather too coarse, and Iwould prefer ahigher
available gain overall to accommodate using the stereo mic provided
at reasonable distance, with athree-way sensitivity switch on the
recorder instead of the two-way. A switchable limiter is incorporated,
and this is handy for reportage where asudden peak might otherwise
clip the digital converter and ruin the sound quality of an irreplaceable
interview. Iwould recommend leaving the limiter switched out for
more critical non-speech applications. Without the 20dB pad, the Mic
input clipped at around — 27cIBV.
Playback is analogue output only, 2-times over-sampled ( and offset
by asmall 10µS or 114 left/right timing error, dependent on
sampling-rate as already discussed). It will replay all normal prerecorded tapes and recordings made on mains decks, but it cannot
cope with long- play mode recordings (as from the JVC mains decks
with half-speed option). The line output- level on good quality phono
sockets is fixed at. normal domestic level, and playback is also
available on astereo 1
/in headphone jack with variable output. As
4
usual with most Sony digital audio products, consumer or
professional, there is just enough output to drive headphones from the
Sony range, but insufficient to feed Sennheisers or similar European
types. The TCD-D10 includes the unusual feature of an in-built 50mm
loudspeaker which is automatically muted in Record mode, or if a
headphone jack is inserted; as with the headphone output, the level
had to be cranked up to nearly maximum for normal listening volume.
All outputs are permanently fed from the D/A circuitry (
ie not a
misleading clean-feed analogue input monitor on Record like the
Casio). Our only sample of recorder had aslight replay D/A ' birdie'
just audible above the background noise at 11.4kHz, but Iwould not
consider it at all serious, especially as it was replay only and not going
onto tape.
The machine feels surprisingly robust and the tape is well isolated
from the outside world by two flaps, which make the mechanical noise
of the tape transport practically inaudible, and should keep dust out of
the mechanism except in extreme circumstances. For high reliability
and stability, the transport incorporates four direct-drive motors —
capstan, head drum, and one for each of the spool turntables. A
'Hold' knob is thoughtfully included on the recorder ( as with the
Casio, the recorder is small with quite afew knobs which could easily
be nudged in error, so it is helpful to be able to lock the recorder using
the ' Hold' function, preventing other functions from being activated).
The index and search modes functioned well, and a60 minute tape
took only 25 seconds to rewind.
The accessories were very welcome, not least because alot of audio
dealers do not normally stock bits and pieces for live recording. The
stereo microphone sounded very clear and clean, although the captive
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lead was abit short. The wired remote-control, complete with remote
indexing, was handy too, but the lead is only 1m long and this is too
restricting. The recorder is supplied with one two-hour rechargeable
battery pack as well as the multi-voltage mains power-pack — serious
live recordists will probably want to invest in an extra optional
five-hour NP-4000 rechargeable battery or two. There is abattery
indicator to give you approximately three minutes' warning before the
recorder shuts itself off automatically when the charge has gone, but it
should be remembered that the battery life will probably be reduced
in cold weather. An in-car DC pack is available as an optional
accessory.
Before leaving the TCD-D10, we should perhaps place it in the
context of Sony's more fully-applicable portable, the PCM-2000. This
machine, priced at £4200 plus VAT, incorporates more advanced
features and specifications to satisfy all studio requirements. It offers:
twin oversampling A/D converters ( as against the TCD-D1O's single
non-oversampling converter); digital D/A filtering (against the TCDD1O's analogue filters); digital input and output facilities, which
include the ability to record at the CD-standard 44.1kHz sampling
rate (the TCD-D10 has no digital inputs or outputs and will only play
back 44.1kHz recordings); timecode recording; switchable mic
attenuation, aphantom power supply facility, remote control wired to
ahandgrip and balanced XLR connectors. The price does not include
the microphone and other accessories which are part of the TCD-D10
package.

Conclusion
In anutshell, the Casio and Sony TCD-D10 R-DAT recorders are
landmarks in portable recording, and revolutionary for those
accustomed to lugging heavy transportable recorders, or for those sick

of changing reels of analogue tape all the time. They both have an
input-to-output performance comparable with lesser quality poweramps rather than tape recorders, have no wow and flutter problems,
have up to two hours' continuous recording on one tape, and weigh
only 4Ib each including batteries. Furthermore, they have all the
flexibility, high speed searching ( 100-times normal speed) and
indexing offered by recording sub-codes on the tape. With 'Scan
Search' function it is even possible to check through the contents of a
recorded tape by listening through the introduction of each indexed
track in sequence.
Reviewing equipment like this is very difficult. Not only is it
unprofitable because you end up buying gear because you do not want
to see it go back, but it is frustrating to wonder what is going to come
along next. Sony are to be congratulated for making revolutionary
R-DAT equipment available at long last in the UK marketplace
despite the noisy controversy, and Ihope that others — like
Panasonic/Technics, who have astunning portable available in Japan
—will soon be able to follow their example. •
[Suppliers: both the Sony and Casio recorders are available from professional audio
suppliers Playback, 15 Percy Street, London W1P 1FD (Tel. 01-631 0939), who were
kind enough to loan us the review samples. The TCD-D10 (and Sony's PCM-2000)
will soon be available through other professional audio outlets supplied by HHB Hire
& Sales, 73-79 Scrubs Lane, London NWIO (Tel. 01-960 2144). Special thanks arc
due to Angus McKenzie for his unstinting and enthusiastic help in providing lab test
measurements - Ed
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Angus McKenzie reviews afascinating and uniquely well-equipped FM tuner

W

ELL OVER ten years ago Ireviewed the Yamaha
('T7000, which was then about the finest tuner Ihad
tested, and going back nearly 20 years Ican remember
being very impressed with the SonyST5000 FW. But in
more recent times Revox have consistently beaten Japanese
competition, not only with excellent designs, but in having such a
good knowledge of European listening conditions that they have been
able to produce tuners which cope well with the crowded Band II
conditions found in most parts of the continent.
As far as the UK is concerned, atuner has to be extremely sensitive
to cope with fringe area reception for users in poor locations, or for
DX enthusiasts. But at the same time it also has to cope with very
strong local signals. unfortunately ( as far as Iam concerned!)
including pirates in urban areas such as London. whilst giving the best
possible reproduction from BBC and IBA stations. Such atuner must
also be capable of separating transmissions situated close together in
frequency, and of knifing out aweak station perhaps only 30(M)kHz
away from astronger one, possibly with a60dB difference in signal
strength. The tuner also has to reproduce the highest quality
broadcasts as faithfully as possible, but without aridiculous degree of
over- kill which would dramatically increase price — or even degrade
RF performance. In the past Ihave seen Japanese tuners with
distortions so low as to be almost immeasurable, but with IF
bandwidths so broad that the ' wide' selectivity position could hardly
be used today because of interference, although one might have got
away with it ten years ago.
Up to the introduction of this new model. Revox had not believed
in having switchable IF selectivity, and did not even include an form
of RF input-circuit bandwidth control: but the Hitachi FT5500 models
proved so popular that Ibelieve this must have influenced Revox to
rethink their policy. Previous models such as the B760 and B261 did
have very carefully compromised IF bandwidths, which gave good
selectivity at the slight expense of distortion, so that under some
circumstances one could have up to 0.3r4 . especially after adegree of
ageing. On many occasions. Iurged in my radio column that
switchable IF bandwidth was a ' must' in the design of future top
tuners, and the performance of this new Revox model most certainly
proves the point.

Facilities and functions
in ternis of interfacing. the 13260 is actually slightly simpler than

previous models, and possibly more effective in consequence, as
connecting up is less confusing. There is just asingle pair of
phonosockets for left and right outputs. complemented by two more
phonos for horizontal and vertical feeds for multipath examination on
an external oscilloscope. A 6- pin special DIN socket is mounted on
the rear panel for use with an external infrared remote control
detector, or aRevox external system controller.
The 75-ohm atenna inputs use the new standard male coaxial
sockets, requiring afemale cable connector: the two separate aerial
sockets are switchable. Once again, the mains chassis- mounting
socket is aRevox 2- way type. and Ido feel that it is now time for them
to use astandard IEC mains socket, even if they don't connect the
earth pin. By using adouble- screened primary on the mains
transformer, an earth connection is not required, thus obviating one
source of unwelcome earth loops.
The tuner is operated by very complex microprocessor controlled
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circuits, either with access from the use of push- buttons on the front
panel, or by use of the Revox B208 infrared remote control unit.
which may also be used to actuate their latest stereo amplifier.
Stations may be accessed from memory ( there are 60 of these), by
direct entry of frequency. by frequency band, or by memory scanning
or searching. Microprocessor control with complex memories also
allows the user to designate each individual memory with acategory,
which can be selected to anticipate programme type, cg pop. classical,
news, rock, etc. and also by common antenna directions, or as BBC.
IBA, fringe local radio, foreign stations, and even pirates! One of the
scanning facilities allows you to search onl loi the required category.
Thus if you are in afringe area, you may well find that the required
BBC service is better from different transmitters at different times, so
you could use acategory for storing several alternatives of the same
programme.
In addition to storing frequency. the memories can also
accommodate other details and pre-set functions. Each memory can
have an alpha- numeric display of four units, and whilst it is somewhat
laborious to enter the required letters and numbers
means of a
cursor), it does look rather nice to have ' RAD3' after the frequency
every time Iaccess my favourite programme. Of the technical
parameters which can he stored, perhaps the most interesting is IF
bandwidth ( wide or narrow), but one can also pre- select single or
double REtuned circuits, individual station audio gain, and antenna
input A or B. as well as the programme type.
In addition to the above RF/IF facilities, the microprocessor can
control the overall audio output level, thus allowing this to be set for a
wide range of external equipment. The maximum level that could be
achieved from afully deviated stereo/FM signal was approximately
I.6V, and there was only aminute L/R difference of 0.1dB. One can
switch on a400Hz calibration tone by selecting aspecial memory 'INf.
which gives atone equivalen: to 40kHz FM deviation. This is
reasonably typical of maximum levels on many broadcasts, but is
actually about 5dB below absolute peak. The CAL tone could be
conveniently set to be. say, 3or 4dB above Dolby- level on acassette
deck for good results, when using areasonable brand and type of tape.
The B260 has internal provision for coping with the addition of a
radio-data-system optional board, with amodified microprocessor
software package which is in the course of preparation in Zurich.
Revox engineers recently visited the BBC research department to
discuss the special parameters. and this system should be implemented
on amore permanent basis later this year.
Apart from the additional switchable bandpass filtering. the RF
front-end is very similar to Revox's earlier circuitry. the key device
being alow- noise BF961 dual-gate MOSFET. The delay- line and
pulse-counting discriminator used on previous Revox tuners has been
replaced by acomplex phase- lock type discriminator, which also
employs alow-pass litter and voltage-controlled oscillator within the
detector, in aform of feedback loop. The audio output filter is a
Cowerd type multi-element, including four tunable inductors, and the
decorder is aselected Philips TDA1578A chip.

Ergonomics
This tuner includes some very fascinating features. But while Iam well
used to communications equipment which operates with complex
microprocessor control. Iam somewhat concerned at the hi-fi industry
giving the domestic user so much control by the addition of what Icall
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RADIO ACTIVE
audible RF intermodulation products, and time and again it was
possible to knife out adistant ' local radio' station and receive it at
surprisingly good quality, even if there was astrong pirate only 200 or
300kHz off-channel. And at last Iwas able to enjoy selecting my
choice of compromises in RF and IF bandwidth, to achieve DX
reception that is hardly likely to be equalled except at very great
expense. It is quite astonishing what you can pick up with alarge
rotatable multi- element array at areasonable height above ground
level, connected with good low- loss coaxial cable. Ihave no
reservations whatever on the audio quality, and feel confident that
one needs neither expensive phonotophono leads nor gold-plated
mains plugs to appreciate the superb audio quality from this tuner.

Laboratory tests

'excess bells and whistles'. Perhaps we are in danger of getting away
from enjoyment of the actual transmitted programme. But the fact is
that extra gimmicks, including different methods of scanning, dozens
of memories, and many parameters coming under memory control, all
cost very little to implement once the R&D costs have been
amortised. The use of back-to- hack varicap diodes for front-end
circuit tuning, and the incorporation of specialised synthesiser chips
which control the tuned frequency under microprocessor instructions,
are typical examples of cost-saving circuitry, as compared with what
would now be very expensive ganged variable capacitors and analogue
oscillator circuit components. Iwill leave it to the reader to decide if
Revox have overdone the provision of facilities, for it is obviously a
matter of personal taste whether you prefer arotary knob or
up-and-down buttons for tuning across aband. Having one's favourite
stations on pre-set is atremendous advantage, but we have had this
for years — although precious few portable stereo trannies have good
synthesisers for pre-set station operation.
What does worry me, and my wife Fiona, is that we constantly had
to refer to the instruction book when we got into amuddle or wanted
to access specialist functions. Of course one would get used to it in
time, but visitors or infrequent users will probably give up the
attempt. It is sad that it is now more expensive and less reliable to
have arotary output gain control on the front panel, let alone ' real'
switches for selecting RF and IF bandwidths, etc. However, Ihave to
admit that in my mid-50s Imay well be slightly prejudiced, and the
subject certainly needs airing. Probably many younger enthusiasts will
welcome the profusion of buttons on the front panel.
What Ipositively did not like was the fact that the station memory
and other important buttons have extremely sharp edges, as well as
having a ' loose tooth' feel about them. What acontrast between these
and the memory access buttons on the B261 or B760. But perhaps this
prototype will not be typical of later production samples.
The front-panel display is easy to read, and very comprehensive,
and the actual layout of controls is well thought-out. A few of them
have dual functions which can be confusing, but this does at least save
the addition of yet more buttons! At bottom-right of the front panel is
an important group of buttons which would not normally be used very
frequently if wanted stations are usually recovered just from
memories. Here, if the tuning mode in which one can hunt up and
down the band ( as well as entering in any required frequency) is
selected, the tuner immediately returns to an automatic status, usually
memory control, when the lid is closed again.
Returning to the basic ergonomics. Ivery much liked the instant
access to any memory, but it was alittle annoying having to press the
'enter' button every time — an action not required on the earlier B261
for example. Ifound it more convenient to use the memory up/down
key, and count the number of pushes. Iwould not think that many
people would want to use the ' Ptype' coding facility, although it is
rather impressive to have it operating.

Subjective trials
Messers Bauch, the Revox importers, delivered the review sample
just before- Christmas last, and Ilived with the tuner for four months
before writing this review. Ihave no doubt whatever that it is not only
the best FM tuner Ihave ever used, but it gave me even more
confidence than previous favourites. The signal-to-noise ratio is afew
decibels better than it strictly needs to be, but the BBC have lowered
the background noise of their links and transmitters in the last few
years, so it does pay off to have avery quiet tuner. There seemed to
be alot of air around classical music broadcasts of wide dynamic
range, and digital tapes sounded that much cleaner. After total
•
confidence had been established, Ifelt that Iwas able to relax
completely and listen to the broadcast, not to my audio system.
Iwas particularly impressed with the complete absence. of any
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In some areas this new tuner was so good that it was at, or even
beyond, the limits of measurement of my test equipment. Ican be
confident of all the sensitivity, distortion, frequency response and RF
intermodulation measurements, but the signal generator's carrier
noise, although very low, might be aslight reservation. Let's work our
way through the tuner from RF input to audio output, and judge the
excellence of some of the measured parameters.
The basic RF input sensitivity for 30dB IHF mono was 1.25p.V, and
this figure was checked using two totally separate systems and
attenuators, with very accurate level standards. This is avery good
sensitivity, but the old CT7000 was better. Ipopped amuTek special
TEST RESULTS

REVOX B260

RF sensitivity
30dB IHF mono RF single
30dB 1HF mono RF double

1.25µV
1.6µV

Signal/noise ratio
stereo, 3mV RF. ref max devn.
mono
stereo 30µV
mono
mono 3/...V RF
mono le
19kHz pilot tone rejection, ref. full devn.
38kHz

77.5dB
82dB
49dB
69.5dB
50dB
38dB
83dB
117dB

RF1M: 1M ratio for 30dB 1111,product
300/600kHz spacing RF double
I/2MHz spacing RF double
/ MHz spacing RF single
2
1
RF input intercept point

77dB
85dB
76dB
from + 9dBm to
+22.5dBm (8to 135mW)
Selectivity 300k Hz spacing, wide
48d13*
Selectivity 300k Hz spacing, narrow
<79d13$
AM rejection, 30% AM ref 75kHz dcvn.
76dB
Capture ratio, wide
0.35dB
Capture ratio, narrow
0.75dB
Frequency response, 40Hz to 15kHz, ref ' kHz
± 0.1dB
Frequency response, 20Hz ref Ikl lz
- 0.4dB
Crosstalk ( wide IF, 75kHz devil)
40Hz
1k
Hz
10kHz
15kHz
(wide IF, 40kHz dcvn)
1
kHz
10kHz
(narrow IF 75kHz devn)
IkHz
10kHz
(narrow IF 40k Hz devn)
IkHz
10kHz
Total Harmonic Distortion

L on R
- 38dB
- 53dB
- 39dB
- 31dB

R on L
- 37dB
- 44dB
- 38dB
- 33dB

- 53dB
-41dB

- 48dB
- 39dB

- 37dB
-30dB

- 37dB
-31dB

- 52dB
- 33dB

- 54dB
- 34dB

L = R

Ikliz./75K dcvn, wide IF
0.06%
40Hz/75K dcvn, wide IF
0.05%
3kHz/75K dcvn, wide IF
0.11%
IkHz/40K dcvn, wide IF
0.03%
IkHz/75K dcvn, narrow IF
0.08%
IkHz/40K devn, narrow IF
0.05%
Max audio output level
Calibration tone max output level
Audio output balance
Dimensions ( whd)
Weight
Typical price inc VAT

L = -R

Single
channel
0.13%
0.45%
0.16%
0.12%
0.10%
0.10%
0.05%
0.045%
0.53%
0.45%
0.19%
0.2%
1.6V
0.96V
within 0.1dB
45 x 10.9 x 33.2cm
7kg
£920

*possibly better, but signal captured # test equipment limitation
Distributed by: FWO Bauch Ltd ( Revox Division), 49 Theobald Street,
Borcham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091
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THE PIE IS CAST
Impressively engineered with die-cast chassis/heatsink, the redesigned Cyrus One
looks set for along production run. Martin CoHorns offers an in-depth test

E

FFECTIVELY TAKING ON the imported competition, the
Cyrus One and Two amplifiers have been helping to set a
standard for the UK industry at their respective price points.
In developing the Cyrus range, the Mission group adopted
proper mass- production methods from the outset, which explains the
sensible pricing. Since they were launched in August 1984, the two
models have been highly praised by the hi-fi magazines. Some 50,000
have been sold ( mostly overseas); last year the FBA amplifier award
was given to the Cyrus Two, while this year the relaunched Cyrus One
jumped ahead of all the competition to pick up an FBA citation for
itself.
The Cyrus amplifiers were last reviewed in HFNIRR in Jan '87, and
were still doing well with no pressing need for aredesign or relaunch.
Yet here we have extensively revised models, available in black or
grey, and the engineering and build upgrades have resulted in a
significant advance in performance, more than sufficient to merit
'new' status. The outward appearance has been altered, but in my
opinion not for the better. In terms of style, the original series had a
classic uncluttered simplicity, though Iwould be the first to admit that
the single-letter abbreviations used for source and tapemonitor
selection have remained apermanent source of confusion.
In this new series, the names of the sources are spelt out on the
fascia, and public demand has resulted in the inclusion of abalance
control, arranged concentrically behind the volume control. Some sort
of calibrated scale has appeared, with 'balance' highlighted in red,
while the headphone socket, now a3.5mm jack, has migrated to the
front panel where in my view its position and silver colour mars the
line. It may seem silly to criticise the appearance of aheadphone
facility, but the effect as fitted here is to make the amplifier seem less
cleanly styled than before. But new owners will no doubt appreciate
the convenience of afront-panel connection.
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Cyrus amplifiers were originally built with asheet-metal chassis and a
reinforced moulded plastic case. A few difficulties occurred with this
construction, and severe transport shock could result in movement of
the heavy toroidal power transformer. This sometimes resulted in a
distorted chassis as well as internal breakage. A fundamental part of
the new engineering design is the use of amassive die-cast alloy
chassis combined with adie-cast casecover. Non-magnetic, the
casting alloy provides ahigher structural rigidity to reduce
microphony, and is strong enough to travel well. It also offers reduced
electromagnetic interference with signal currents flowing within the
amplifier.
Microphony is not generally amajor problem with solid-state
amplifiers, and the effect is best known in connection with valve
(tubed) preamplifiers, where the combination of vibration-sensitive
glass-encased amplifying devices and high-impedance circuitry can
allow unwanted sounds to be introduced to the signal-path from
external acoustic or vibrational interference. Critical listening shows
that improved transistor amplifier rigidity can nevertheless help
tighten and focus the reproduced sound, and Mission are not alone in
considering this question. Obvious examples include the Sony
'Gibraltar' chassis in their high-end ES models, the honey-comb
stressed-steel chassis of recent Pioneer equipment, and the die-cast
chassis of certain Philips and Marantz amplifiers.
For the new Cyrus models the chassis casting has been properly
interfaced with the heatsink, and actually forms part of the main
portion of the latter. A proper heat dissipating 'chimney' is formed by
the structure, which keeps the temperature down with alikely
long-term spin-off in improved reliability. The top cover is also of
die-cast metal, although as finished it does not look very different
from plastic — except in terms of better fit and increased strength.
Hard-wearing Nextel is used to finish the covers.
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Briefly recapping on facilities, the Cyrus One Series 2is a25W- perchannel integrated amplifier with achoice of moving-coil and
moving-magnet cartridge inputs, the desired mode being selected by a
small switch located on the unconventionally horizontal rear terminal
panel. A wide range of line-inputs is available, from tape, video and
CD; clearly, atuner with ahealthy output may also be connected to
one of these, but while Mission make amatching model, no labelled
tuner input is provided! Separate source selectors are present for
record output and for ' listen', allowing aCD to be taped while
listening to an LP, for example. As noted earlier, the Cyrus also now
has abalance control.
The moving-coil input is neither asuper-low-noise nor ahighsensitivity type, and is intended for cartridges with areasonably
healthy output, eg: close to 0.1mV/cm/sec at lk Hz. On test, we
indulged in adose of cartridge overkill and obtained good results with
van den Hul MC One and aKoetsu Red. The line- input is also not
particularly sensitive (67mV for 1W=335mV for nominal full output),
and it's possible that one or two of the lower output tuners may not
play loudly enough. A dealer should be able to advise here; some
700mV output is required for full modulation at sensible volume
control settings.
Sensibly, the balance control range has been restricted to a
maximum of ± 5dB, and the insertion of astandard miniature
headphone plug ( 3.5mm) will not automatically mute the
loudspeakers. In the interest of sound quality, loudspeaker switches
have not been included, and muting is accomplished by physical
removal of the speaker cable plugs.

Technical details
Looking inside the unit, we discovered that the Cyrus One has not
been greatly altered. Such changes as are present are of aspecific and
detailed nature, such as optimised grounding, an augmented output
stage, the use of selected audio components such as DNM Filmcap
reservoir electrolytics, and abetter selection of ICs. Better
performance has allowed relaxation of the designed 40dB or so
channel-separation criterion.
This unit is based on adiscrete compact bipolar power amplifier,
featuring close thermal bias tracking, high adverse load tolerance, and
aClass-A/B direct-coupled complementary configuration. Its
sensitivity is high at approximately 300mV for full output, allowing
elimination of the usual line amplifier and consequent simplification of
the signal path. Likewise, no tone controls or filters are provided. The
analogue disc input is based on alow-noise integrated circuit — a
gain-switched 5534N. This feeds an RIAA equalisation stage using the
NS 5532N, while IC regulators supply the disc stage, fed from their
own rectifier and reservoir set. The board is dual-purpose, with space
allocated for the additional components and connectors used in the
Cyrus Two version. Protection is given by internal fast-blow 3.15amp
fuses, but these latest Cyrus models also include asophisticated
electronic protection system which has no adverse influence on sound
quality.

£800 will suffer serious competition from this amplifier. Clearly a
reference in its class, the Cyrus One Mk II delivered aclean, simple
sound, simple in the sense that its delivery was subjectively direct and
avoided the obfuscation and clutter noted with many other models.
Its subjective presentation was sufficiently civilised to deserve the
use of the word 'elegant'. In tonal balance terms it was maringally lean
and lightweight, in the Cyrus tradition, though even this has been
successfully moderated. The bass was genuinely good, way out of its
class, and was firm, tuneful and extended. A clear well focused stereo
image has been achieved, aCyrus Two hallmark, and this is backed by
good stage-width as well as considerable stereo depth. The treble
sounds were sweeter and clearer than for its predecessor, while the
overall level of musical detail, and instrumental separation and
definition, promoted ahigh level of listener interest and involvement.
The foregoing comments relate to the line-input and indicate a
genuine compatibility with fine CD players costing up to £500. Via
moving-coil, the performance also held up very well, drifting down by
less than half apoint. This loss was slightly less on the lower gain
moving-magnet setting, which enjoyed less background noise. Using
analogue disc, the high treble showed ahint of grain or 'sand', while
the bass was alittle slower and softer. But depth and perspectives
were still well presented, and the lively dynamic character remained in
evidence, anotably high achievement for this amplifier category.

Lab results
Some scope could be found for comparison with the test results for the
old and the new Cyrus One. Least expected was areduction in IkHz
output power from 16.5dBW on one channel at 8ohms to anew figure
of 15.7dBW, nearly ldB less (an almost inaudible change) but still
representing asubstantial 37W. More important perhaps was the
slightly improved power-bandwidth, plus the considerably superior
peak-current load delivery, now ± 17amps against aprevious + 11/
—10amps. The new model will therefore sink a14.5dBW level into
2ohms ( 110+110W), while the previous model would only provide
12.5dBW. Mission have certainly given the Cyrus One considerably
more muscle.
With both channels driven into a4-ohm load, the One returned
13.3dBW, which is equivalent to 44W and happily meets the
manufacturer's claim. However, the harmonic distortion was one
specification parameter with which we could not agree at full power,
though the results were nonetheless very fine. We measured — 76dB
(0.015%) lkHz and — 67dB (0.045%) 20kHz, while Mission state
0.003% and 0.015% respectively. Interestingly, the claims for the
present model were closer to our test results for its predecessor, where
we measured 0.0025% at full power lkHz.
Improvements were apparent in the signal-to-noise ratio, which
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Sound quality
The reader may be forgiven for expressing adegree of scepticism
concerning the following results, but Ihave every confidence in them
and suggest that you can prove it for yourself by avisit to any Mission
dealer. Quite simply, the new Cyrus One comes very close to
replicating the performance of the 1987 Cyrus Two. This represents a
substantial 25% uplift in sound quality, and its margin over existing
competition has embarassed several skilled demonstrators. It is the
finest sub-£200 amplifier Ihave ever heard, and brings agenuine taste
of high quality sound into this budget section.
It sounded louder and stronger than it had any right to, and
shrugged off difficult loadings and high signal levels with ease,
generally sounding like asolid 50+50W device. A number of
long-established separates with pre-power combination prices up to
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Graph 2. Cyrus One Mk 2: Intermodulationspuriae from 19120kHz tones via
moving-coil input.
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THE DIE IS CAST
gave 72dB mm and 58dB m-coriginally, but now measured 77dB and
62dB respectively ( CCIR/ARM lkHz). Output DC-offset was still
negligible at under 10mV, while the output impedance had increased
slightly from 0.05ohm to 0.086, perhaps due to the reduced negative
feedback. Disc overload margins were slightly poorer (worse than
spec), but were more than satisfactory at atypical 25dB for both mc
and mm inputs. Volume control balance had not improved much at
low settings, cg: 2dB at 60dB attenuations, while the disc input
showed an imbalance of 1.4dB, which is more than one expects in this
age of 1% tolerance resistors.
No problems were encountered with the input characteristics, which
were much as before, while the channel separation now averaged
55dB on disc and 62dB via Aux, which is rather better than before.
Tested for power-supply modulation, the amplifier delivered an
exemplary result, the only significant components being harmonics of
the .,- rated power 4-ohm 35Hz fundamental. Stray 50Hz mains
frequency components are non-existent, implying very low supply
modulation. The 19/20kHz movingcoil intermodulation result is also
worthy of note for its clean spectrum and moderate level of
difference- tone components ( Graph 2).
Finally we come to the frequency responses ( Graph 1), which show
considerably extended LF via auxiliary and amodest bass rolloff via
disc, the latter measuring — 3dB at 20Hz for some rumble suppression.
The disc RIAA equalisation is superbly flat at HF, extending to — IdB
at 50kHz for both mcand mm. Via auxiliary, amild treble rolloff of
—IdB is seen at 30kHz, while the equalisation channel- balance was
also very good, as the lower response trace clearly demonstrates.

Conclusion
was really impressed by almost everything about the new Cyrus One
except for the restyling — which Iwill probably get used to. However,
tighter channel balance on disc would be an advantage, and Iwould
also like abetter type of volume control, although that could well be
asking too much at this price level.
The lab performance was strong, particularly with respect to the
improved load tolerance, while the established fine sound quality has
been further improved, and both build and finish are very fine. The
Cyrus One Mk II constitutes very good value for money and is highly
recommended, deserving to do very well in the sales charts. •

TEST RESULTS
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms, makers' spec
Power output*
One channel. 8ohms load
Both channels, 4ohm load
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed
Instantaneous peak current
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,
at rated power, aux input
Intermod, 19/20k Hz, at rated power, aux input
Intermod, 19/20kHz, at (kIB,W, disc ( m-m)
Intermod. 19/20kHz, at OdB.W, disc ( m-c)
Noise
Disc (mm) input ( INF. CCIR weighted)
Disc (mc) input ( 111F. CCIR weighted)
Aux/CD input ( 11IF. CCIR weighted)
Residual, unweighted ( volume control at min)
DC output offset
DC offset, pre-amp
Input overload
Disc ( m- m) input ( 11IF)
Disc ( m-c) input ( 111F)
Aux/CD input ( 111F)
Stereo separation
Disc input
Aux input
Output impedance (damping)
Channel balance, disc at I
kHz
Volume/balance tracking
Aux input
Input data
Dise(m-m) input
Disc ( m-c) input
Aux input
Outputs preamp ( tape)
Disc equalisation error. 301 lz-15 k1lz
Size ( width, height, depth)
Typical price inc VAT

CYRUS ONE
20Hz
15.4dB.W
12.1dB.W

20Hz
—75dB

25W ( 13.8dB.W*)
IkHz
20kHz
15.7dB.W 15.5dB.W
13.3dB.W 13.3dB.W
14.5dB.W.
—
+17A, — I7A
I
kHz
—76dB

20kHz
—67dB
—86dB
—85dB
—70dB

—77dB
—62dB
—87dB
89dB
left ImV, right 6mV
left OmV, right OtnV
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
27.8dB
24.8dB
24.5dB
27.9dB
24.8dB
24.5dB
>23dB >23dB >23dB
60dB
64dB
0.085ohm

55dB
65dB
0.086ohm

45/51dB
51/59dB
0.096ohm
1.4dB
OdB — 20dB —60dB
0.03dB
0.31dB
2.0dB
socket type sensitivity
loading
(for 1W output)
0.46mV
47kohms
250pF
0.053mV
47ohms
250nF
67mV
12.9kohms
80pF
I
2V max
+0dB, — 1.2dB
22 x8.4x 36.5cm
f179.90

*where OdB. W =2.83V (or 1W into 8ohms).

RADIO ACTIVE
lowgain preamp in front ( no longer obtainable), and improved the
figure to 0.8µV, so Iestimate the Revox front-end noise- figure as
about 6dB. The Table shows various other RF sensitivities.
Ihave been involved in the evaluation of telecommunication
equipment for some years now, and there is one way of expressing the
input IM distortion very conveniently, the method being known as the
measurement and calculation of ' RF input intercept point'. When
using RF on ' double', with ' narrow' IF, two carriers of equal level,
spaced 300 and 600kHz offchannel, were jointly increased to the
point where a30dB IHF product was noted on channel. The
off-channel signals had to be at alevel of 9mV each ( emf/2) to achieve
this, which is an incredible performance for disturbing signals so close
to the wanted channel. The front-end IM performance for such signals
out at Iand 2MHz spacing was equally excellent, levels of over 22mV
being required to give a30dB I
HF product on-channel. Intercept
points calculated at between 10mW and 125mW ( at 6(0ohms) are
quite exceptional for an FM tuner today; but, surprisingly, they were
not too uncommon 15 years ago when ganged variable capacitors were
still commonly used.
The IF selectivity was quite incredible on the narrow position,
where my figure of 79dB is probably alimit of measurement. Revox
actually quote 100dB! The wide selectivity measurements were very
close to Revox's spec. These phenomenal figures mean that one can
listen to acomparatively weak signal and not be disturbed by avery
strong one which is surprisingly close in frequency. Synthesiser noise
also seemed to be rather better than usual.
The frequency response was within ± 0. I
dB from 40Hz to 15kHz ref
IkHz, but Idid note afall to — 0.4dB at 20Hz, although this is of no
real conseqúence. Crosstalk too was excellent, with some
measurements better than — 50dB, and the very worst at — 30dB for
75kHz deviation at 10kHz on narrow selectivity. The figures at 40k Hz
deviation were superb, and Inoted that the crosstalk waveforms
seemed generally reasonably clean.
Total harmonic distortion measured very low at 40kHz deviation.
even including the usually difficult single channel checks, let alone the
demanding R= — L. Icannot guarantee that my generator is much
better than 0.03%. At 75kHz deviation, results around 0.1 e% at all the
frequencies checked for L=R are very good, the wide selectivity being
just broad enough for this, but not excessively so, which would have
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given better figures but not been of much use in practice. Of course,
the distortion is quite alot higher on narrow selectivity, but no-one
could reasonably complain that the figures are poor, for they are
about the best that Ihave noted for such asharp selectivity. All the
signal-to-noise ratios were superb for atuner, while 77dB CCIR/ARM
weighted ( ref full deviation) is at about the limit of my measurement
for stereo, so possibly the B260 is even better. The mono figure is
again the best Ihave ever checked.
Iwas particularly pleased with the absence of rubbish on the output,
for the 19kHz pilot- tone breakthrough was at the low level of — 83dB
ref full output, the 38kHz harmonic being down at — 117dB, a
measurement that was not easy to make. But by far the most difficult
measurement was that of captureratio, as Ihad never before met a
tuner that was so good on this parameter. Normally, these
measurements take me only aminute or so, with my signal generators
locked to aRugby 60kHz standard; but slight breakthrough effects
from the Rugby pips were noticeable because of the tuner's
excellence, so Iused another technique, and obtained reliable figures
of 0.35dB wide and 0.75dB narrow.
Iwas particularly pleased to see that Revox's spec of 72dB for AM
rejection was well and truly beaten in my lab at 76dB, part of my
pleasure being the discovery that the Marconi 2019 generator was
even better than Ihad thought. Various other measurements were
made to check for problems, but since they were negative there is not
much point in discussing them. Ican safely say that Icould not find
anything significant to criticise.

Conclusions
The overall design of atuner has to be aset of compromises, and in
the B260 these are extremely well balanced. My only very minor
reservations are on ergonomics, but this is amatter of personal taste.
Ihave not only had months of pleasure listening to this tuner, but it
is always great fun to find aproduct which is so good that it reaches the
limits of some of my measurement capabilities. This makes me all the
more keen to find something wrong, because Idon't like being
defeated; but what afinal pleasure it is to be able to give such astrong
recommendation for aproduct so brilliantly designed by the same
Revox engineer who has received accolades from me for the last
twelve years or so. One wonders what he will come up with next. •
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Paul Miller tests anew turntable from Eastern Europe,
the Kuzma Stabi, with its companion Stogi arm

F

ROM THE HOME OF the Yugo runabout, the Kuzma Stogi
tonearm is abulky but well- made device that seemed to be on
the verge of great success here before the unfortunate demise
of Automation Sciences. Now, the new UK distributors,
Audiofreaks, have gained control of the Kuzma account and are
complementing the well-received Stogi (£349) with anew suspendedsubchassis turntable that hails from the same Yugoslav design team.
This huge if superficially archaic piece of furniture is referred to as the
Stabi, whose £575 price tag seems positively reasonable in the light of
its superb construction.
Unconventional in design, the lid assembly is sufficiently massy to
form an integral part of the deck itself. Topped off with asheet of
laminated glass, the sides of the lid are fashioned from the same lightly
polished oak that is used for the main plinth. Huge bracket-style
hinges support the lid, but some 15-20cm clearance should be left
behind the deck if it is not to slam shut inadvertently. Three
adjustable spiked feet allow the plinth to be levelled accurately. The
solid wooden exo-skeleton effectively surrounds the layered 3-ply
Medite subchassis on all four sides, leaving room for the sprung
assembly to drop clear of the plinth below.
Kuzma have chosen afour-point suspension for the Stabi, which
may be readily adjusted via four knurled alloy caps located on the
top-plate. A long screw-thread extends below each cap, effectively
altering the compression ( and therefore the height) of the linearcoiled springs as each is rotated.
As aclue to the potential instability of this design, Kuzma have
made provision for damping the suspension, using amedium viscosity
silicone oil. This fluid is introduced from above into four captive vats
which surround each of the springs, dramatically increasing the lateral
and vertical resistive component of the equivalent LCR circuit. In
practice, the use of such afluid will not alter the compliance of the
springs, but will reduce the settling time of the suspension after it has
been excited. Because the system resonance lies in the sub-5Hz
region, too much fluid of ahigh viscosity will effectively short-circuit
the springs. So in order to obtain the intended level of damping it is
important to follow Kuzma's instructions to the letter.
A substantial phosphor-bronze main bearing is located through the
centre of the thick subchassis, and accommodates ahighly polished
10.5mm steel spindle that extends from the small alloy sub-platter.
Solid polymer bushes support the bearing at its apex, but the dense oil
charge prevented close inspection of the lower thrust-pad.
Speed-change is manual, employing aseries of chromed-steel rods
in aThorens-like mechanism that forces the belt into either of the two
pulley positions — not unlike abicycle gear-change operation. Using a
typical Philips 50Hz (25Orpm) motor, shielded by an alloy plate, the
two phases are controlled by abasic capacitive (0.22µF) element. No
additional supply smoothing or frequency synthesis is employed,
though Ibelieve that Audio Freaks are experimenting with an
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upgraded outboard supply.
An alloy of aluminium and magnesium ( 95:5) has been utilised for
the 4kg platter, which is covered with asoft mat that appears to be a
composite of two distinct fibres. Under the platter an inset rubber
ring, acting as aperipheral ' wave trap', provides ahigh degree of
damping as far as HF resonances are concerned.
Kuzma supply aradiused alloy shim that locates over the threaded
spindle but beneath the soft mat. This allows amoderate but firm
pressure to be exerted over the record surface by careful use of a
propretary screw-down clamp. Minor record warps can be successfully
ironed-out with this technique, but the vibrational transmission
characteristics of the materials used in both mat and platter then
become that much more important due to the intimate juxtaposition
of disc and mat/platter. Similarly, the record is now more effectively
coupled to the main bearing, so that any spurious noise generated
here will have potentially greater subjective consequences.
Occupying alarge portion of the oak top-plate, the rectangular
armboard is actually fashioned from Medite, on which the oak finish is
simply aveneer. This is bolted onto one corner of the subchassis and
supports the heavyweight Stogi tonearm, itself terminated in the
popular VdH MCD 502 phonoleads. Briefly, the arm is afixed
headshell design with asubstantial 12.5mm diameter main beam and
positively huge enclosed bearing.
Setting-up the Kuzma Stabi should not prove difficult, as motor
pulley, suspension caps and adjustable feet are all readily accessible.
Only the filling of the silicone vats need give cause for concern, but
with alittle patience it is soon accomplished, and once damped the
suspension is easier both to level and stabilise. The system's
substantial 20kg bulk unfortunately precludes use of the more fragile
support tables, while its large surface area exceeds that of the more
capable Sound Organisation derivatives. If anything, knowing where
to place the deck may prove to be the biggest headache!

Sound quality
The domineering physique of the deck was not reflected in its casual,
faintly laid-back presentation of most forms of music. Kuzma's fine
tonearm aided in the recreation of asolid and rhythmically secure bass
performance, the bass seemingly very tidy and well integrated with the
remainder of the range. But midband detail, especially vocals, lacked
some of this body and conviction, for although the stereo image
appeared suitably articulate, many vocalists tended to recede under
the influence of the lead instruments. For instance, the prominent
vocal force behind Swing Out Sister's Twilight World was somehow
held back; the image was properly integrated with the surrounding
instruments, but simply lacked the gusto and projection afforded by
competing turntables.
Filling the spring pods with silicone fluid, thereby critically damping
the suspension, wrought certain subjective improvements. Individual
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COME THE REVOLUTION .
instruments were brought into sharper relief, while greater strength
and solidity was imparted to the lower octaves, aiding both the
separation and forthright projection of vocals. In many respects some
of the above criticisms were offset, indicating that the root cause of
those aberrations was the dynamic performance of the undamped
suspension. A faint bloom was now introduced to vocals, although a
previously noted hint of treble coarseness became more obvious. It
seemed that as more detail was retrieved, so the accompanying
detractions were more readily observed.
Simple, well- recorded material such as the emotive ... Watchtower
by Michael Hedges sounded both tight and explicitly detailed, even
though there was afaint loss in delicacy, poise and dynamic shading.
More importantly, with works of greater complexity there was often a
subtle restriction in transparency, for while individual performers
were still adequately differentiated, aslight narrowing in the
sound-stage caused their images to migrate inwards and therefore
'block' any see-through effect. Removing the clamp and washer
tended to open-up the sound-stage, but there was then an undeniable
loss in both stereo focus and solidity; images were larger and ' freer'
but were also slightly fuzzy about the edges. Kuzma's front-end
readily distinguished the characteristic tonal colours of both clarinet
flute and harp throughout Mozart's Concertos featuring those
instruments, even though there was afeeling of unusual quietness, as
if decaying notes were cut short instead of dying away naturally.

Lab report
Using the stiffer of the two belts supplied, both wow and flutter were
commendably low, the sum of each measurement returning apeak

AMPL ITUDE ( c1B)

-10

-50

figure below the 0.1% watershed. The principal wow modulation
frequency was 4.2Hz due to aminute inconsistency in the motorpulley ( 25Orpm=4.17Hz), while both low- and high- rate flutter
components were also isolated. The former, at 11Hz ( 0.038%) could
not be correlated, but sidebands at 22Hz linked up with asmall
17-23Hz shoulder on the total rumble plot, in addition to matching the
lateral suspension resonance. A very high-rate flutter component at
100Hz was most probably related to motor noise, while the overall
electrical noise figure was seemingly alittle high, with an unweightd
figure of — 54.3dB and aspectrum that extended as far as 7(X)Hz
(-77.8dB). Mechanical rumble ( Graph 1) was compromised by
various peaks, including broad clusters at 245Hz (- 67dB unwtd) and
465Hz (- 70.6dB unwtd). The main LF component visible at 6.25Hz
(-26.3dB unwtd) is due to the high effective mass of the arm ( I4.7g)
pushing down the arm/cartridge ( AT- F5) resonant frequency. The
peaks at multiples of 50Hz on Graph 1are electrical hum.
Without silicone damping, the standard disc impulse ( Graph 2)
demonstrated afine attenuation of the initial surface- wave due to the
efficient mechanical coupling of record and platter. However, the
residual energy was dissipated in the lateral suspension resonance at
around 22Hz — much reduced once silicone fluid was introduced.
In keeping with the deck's physical size and few constituent parts,
its resonance spectrum ( Graph 3) showed very little HF activity, with
fundamental breaks appearing at 245Hz (- 40.3dB) and 465Hz
(broad, — 33.7dB). These modes coincide in frequency with those
found on the rumble test, and were attributed to the main chassis,
subchassis and lid respectively. It is conceivable in practice that
broad-band bearing noise could excite these modes.
As fitted to the deck, the Kuzma Stogi tonearm demonstrated a
higher-than-average lateral friction as well as some error in the offset
angle. Cue descent was far too slow and could incur groove damage.
The arm resonances ( Graph 4) were dominated by afierce beam
break at I.15kHz, though the decoupled counterweight was also
responsible for the peaks at 400Hz and 550Hz. Upper HF resonances
were few, those at 4.5kHz, 5.5kHz and 9.2kHz being attributed to the
headshell, fingerlift and bias mechanism.

Conclusions

90
500
FREQUENCY ( Hz)

Graph 1. Kuzma Stabi: total rumble

In material terms there can be no doubt that the Kuzma combination
represents exceptional value for money, especially bearing in mind
that this is an imported product. But in the sonic stakes it does not
quite match up to the likes of the Pink Triangle or Alphason Sonata,
by virtue ola slight loss in transparency. This is most probably aresult
of the blend of materials employed, and their associated reaction to
broad-band noise, though Istill harbour reservations about the
electrical noise and efficacy of the four-point suspension.
Overall, the Kuzma front-end is free of prominent and
objectionable colorations; the sound has acertain relaxing 'character'
though, and this is something that may grow on alistener over a
period of time. Iwould commend Audiofreaks' attempt at
maintaining the Kuzma brandname in the UK and suggest that any
prospective buyers in this territory at least make the effort to audition
the Stabi before making any final decision. •
TEST RESULTS
Motor Section
Type
Platter Mass
Absolute Speed
Drift over 1hr
Peak Wow ( 1-10Hz)
Peak flutter ( 10-100Hz)
Electrical and mechanical rumble ( unwtd)
Electrical noise
Rumble ( DIN B wtd)
Shock/vibration sensitivity
Typical purchase price incl. VAT

Graph 2. Kuzma Stabi: disc impulse response ( vertical scale 100tnVIdiv)
10

Tonearm
Type
Effective mass ( inc. 1.5g hardware)
Geometric alignment
Adjustments
Cue descent time
Lateral friction
Vertical friction
LF resonance rise ( 8Hz)
Downforce error
Bias method
Arm cable/LCR parameters
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o
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Graph 3. Kuzma Stabi: turntable resonances (breakthrough)
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Typical purchase price incl. VAT

KUZMA STABI/STOGI
Manual operation, belt-driven
4kg
33.7rpm (+ 1.1%)
+0.2%
0.098%
0.069%
—5I.5dB
—54.3dB
—74dB
Good
£575

Fixed headshell, pivoted
14.7g
Fair
Height, overhang
II seconds
70mg
20mg
+8dB
N/A
Thread and weight
VdH MC-D502/0.9p.H;
110pF: 250mOhm
£349

Distributed by: Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way. Ham, Surrey TWIO 7QT.
Tel: 01-948 4153
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A Swiss distributor in love with eldritch drivers resuscitates them to create the AR/Rowen
loudspeakers. Ken Kessler, the Anachrophile, enters the Wayback Machine.

I

CAN COME UP WITH afew instances where the devotees of an
out-of-production component initiated its reincarnation. But it's
Acoustic Research which seems to enjoy the Lazarus treatment
more than any other brand. First, AR revived the milestone XA
turntable in ' Legend' form. Then Cello revived and updated the AR
LST speaker, in the form of the Cello Amati. Now AR's own Swiss
distributor, longing for alatter-day AR-3A. has gone part-way toward
doing what anumber of audiophiles have prayed for by incorporating
two of that classic's drivers in new enclosures. AR must be pleased,
because the blurb runs ' Rowen — powered by AR', so you can infer
that Rowen Research has the company's blessings.
As the company has apolicy of servicing everything they've ever
made, going all the way back to 1954's AR- 1, Rowen didn't need to
beg to see the '3A's mid-range and tweeter back into production.
They've been available all along.
While it would have been easy ( and in certain purist eyes/ears,
more desirable) to reproduce bona fide '
3As, Rowen chose instead to
update the speakers in the areas where it matters most. We are, after
all, talking about speakers conceived originally for adifferent set of
prevailing needs, and 1980s hi-fi consumers prefer speakers with
greater power handling, tighter bass, lower cabinet resonances and
imaging of amore realistic 3-D nature. What Rowen needed most to
preserve was asweet top-end and aluscious, wholly musical midband.
But Rowen's design philosophy included more than the choice of a
modern bass unit and cabinet. The company virtually started from
scratch, mid and tweeter choice being the only real holdovers.
Additionally, the company created arange of four speakers, the top
three 3-way models ( in ascending order R-2, R-1 and R-1&1) utilising
the '3A's 1.9cm dome tweeter and 3.8cm dome mid, with the smallest
model, the 2-way R-3, using alater 2.5cm AR tweeter. All feature
series network crossovers which utilise air-core inductors, metalised
film and selected bi-polar electrolytic capacitors, have no correcting
resistors, and are deliberately kept simple to provide tight coupling to
the drivers' voice coils; the company argues that this endows the
speakers with damping characteristics to rival active designs. All are
housed in elegant floor-standing columns of varying sizes, and it's
here, and in woofer selection/installation, that Rowen departs from
parallel sided box tradition.
The towers have inwardly-sloped front and rear baffles, the
speakers firing in toward the listener. The top view shows that the side
panels are parallel, but the overall assymetric design eliminates
cabinet resonances, increasing rigidity. More radical, though, is the
inclusion of two bass drivers per speaker, each in its own totally
separate enclosure; one fires forward, the other to the rear. Models
R-1 and R- I&1 use modified versions of the AR18 20cm pulp cone
bass driver, while the R-2 and R-3 use 16cm woofers. The internal
bass enclosures are separated by doubled-sided veneered MDF
panels, the outward radiation of the drivers causing no lateral
acceleration to rock the enclosure. Where the flagship R-1&1 differs
most from the other three speakers is in the duplication of the mid and
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treble drivers as well, and here again we find Rowen following a
different path from the original '3A design.
When Iflipped over the R-1&1 and found four terminals, Ifigured
'Ah, bi-wired'. Wrong. The R-1&1 has two distinctly separate 3-way
speakers in one box. You can use both, rear-only or front-only, and
can have loads of fun with placement. Imagine alarge open-plan room
made from knocking out adividing wall. Site the top-of-the-line
Rowens with one set of baffles firing into one half of the room and the
other set into the other half, and you've got one pair of enclosures
providing proper stereo reproduction to two rooms. It gets even
weirder when you study the Rowen brochure, which suggests all
manner of unconventional set-ups including side-wall placements,
mixing R-l&ls and R-ls (the latter being identical except for the lack
of rear-mounted mid and treble drivers), centre-of-the- room
placement, close-to-the-wall, away from the wall — the folder shows 10
different arrangements.
Having to hand both the top and bottom models, Ihad plenty of
options, but spent most of the time listening to them in arelatively
conventional manner, with the baffles firing toward the listener and
the back wall. In certain installations, such as very narrow rooms,
sidewall placement will prove aboon, while some may prefer to
emulate the Wharfedale Option One type of set up with the speakers
up against the wall and the baffles firing across the soundstage rather
than toward the listener. Don't, however, let the profusion of siting
options confuse you, because there are rules which remain as constant
with these speakers as they do with all others. As you'd expect, bass
reinforcement increases or decreases according to the proximity to the
rear and side walls, while imaging and soundstage improve with the
Rowens well into the room. What you achieve by aiming the baffles in
various directions are wider or narrower soundstages. No matter what
happens, your room size and your sense of aesthetics will probably
play afar greater role in determining which option you employ.
With the speakers slightly toed-in, so that the rear baffle was almost
parallel to the back wall, Ifound the set-up ideal for the listening
position some 3-4m from the line of the speakers. This applied to both
the R-1&1 and the R-3 with both models set up 3m apart and 2m from
the side walls. Idid find, however, that the smaller model sounded
best at lm from the back wall, while the 'dipole' R-1&1 worked best
1.5m into the room. ( If you really crave width at the slight expense of
absolute centre-fill, you can swap the left and right speakers so the
full-range baffles fire outward. Again, this is aboon if you have to
place the speakers along the short wall, and it will ameliorate
situations where the speakers can be no further apart than 2m.)
Both speakers were used with asystem consisting of the Alphason
Sonata turntable and arm, Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge and
transformer, Nakamichi CR-3E/CR-4E cassette decks, California
Audio Labs Tempest H CD player, Rose, Primare and Vacuum State
preamps, Nestorovic, Radford and Aragon power amplifiers and
Lieder leads. Other accessories were not required, as the Rowens
come fitted with effective spikes and decent binding posts on the
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underside.
If you approach the larger, '3A-derived Rowens expecting ablast
from the past, you're in for ashock. These are far more than
modernised versions of the classics, and the transformation is greater
than that achieved by applying recent knowledge to old designs.
Idon't know how they'll satisfy '3A fanatics who are only looking
for greater power handling and tighter bass. The R-1&1 has that, true,
but it bears resemblance to circa-1960s ARs only in anarrow part of
the spectrum, from upper-mid to lower treble. Gone is the reticent,
SL-6-ish top end, the overall softness, the fat, lush character that
allowed '3As to work with early transistor gear without driving you
from the room. If you didn't know the pedigree of the drivers, you'd
be forgiven for thinking that these are strictly late 1980s efforts, and
that's how they have to be judged.
At £ 1500 per pair, the top Rowens must compete with some
frighteningly good speakers, including panel-types as well as countless
dynamic-driver'd systems such as TDL transmission line designs,
Celestion's SL-700s and far too many floor-standing room-fillers to list
here. Forgetting the novelty value of the siting options and judging
them in 'standard' use, the R-l&ls present afascinating alternative.
For openers, these are so easy to drive that it's embarrassing. With
91dB/1W/lm sensitivity, even the 25W Radford could produce
sensible levels, despite the speaker's nominal impedance of 4ohms
with dips down to 2. And that's using one stereo amp to drive four,
not two speakers. ( Note: The impedance is 6ohm nominal with a3.2
ohm minimum if you use an amp-per-speaker array.) When switching
to powerhouses like the Aragon, you unleash abeast that belts out
sound up in JBL territory, but Iwouldn't subject myself to levels
which would cause the speakers to misbehave. Believe me, Rowen
owners will be able to antagonise their neighbours without any risk to
the speakers themselves, provided the amps are up to it.
Brute capabilities aside, where the Rowens score is in their ability
to deliver 'big' sound from such compact, unobtrusive enclosures. By
'big' I'm referring to their ability to portray the full scale of a
performance with the requisite stage width, depth and image height,
independent of actual playback levels. The speakers 'disappear' to a
near panellike degree, with no boxy colorations to remind you of the
enclosure's presence. In this area, only one aspect of the R1-1& l's
spatial recovery strikes me as odd, and that's acentre- heavy
soundfill. It suggests that if you were to 'view' its soundstage from
overhead, it would be lozenge shaped, with the soundstage narrowing
at the sides. This can be altered quite drastically by relocating the
speakers according to one of Rowen's alternatives, but then you alter
the tonal balance. Iset up the R-l&ls for the best midband
reproduction, preferring the soundstage compromises to midband
recession or excessive bass.
The bass is something special, even more so when you consider the
humble origins of the woofers. Though abit drier than Iprefer, the
extension and control will please bass lovers who want their pleasure
from aspeaker only 60mm wider than an SL600. Iapproached the
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Rowens right after long sessions with TDL Reference Monitor, a
stellar bass performer, and was not disappointed. The impact, the
weight and the control were all there, the Rowens lacking only the
absolute extension and ' atmospherics' of the TDL, the various
Apogees and the JBL Everests — all of which start a £ 1000 more per
pair and travel on up to five times the cost of the Rowens.
The mid-band was adelight, smooth and natural, but more detailed
than the drivers' age would imply. If there is any distinctly
non-AR-3A characteristic worth cautioning anachrophiles to expect,
it's aforwardness that remains regardless of positioning. The upfront
nature of the Rowen is the major departure from the original formula,
but Idon't think it will shock too many 1980s listeners. If anything, it
dates the speakers of the 1960s. The top end, though, will upset the
music lover who feels compelled to upgrade his or her '3As for
whatever reason. While it is far from clinical or over-etched, it is in no
way forgiving. One of the most endearing charms of those vintage
ARs was their sweetness, which made just about everything sound
'nice'. Considering the solid-state electronics of the era, you can
understand why. The Rowens are not about to make up for failings
further down the line, so approach them as you would any other
contemporary speaker in this performance/price category.
At the other end of the range, the Rowen R-3 (and, indeed, the
middle models which I've also heard) sounds like ascaled-down
R- l& 1in most areas. At half the price, you expect sacrifices, but they
are surprisingly few. What applies to all three models below the
R- 1&I is the loss of practical flexibility provided by the flagship's
double array of mid and treble drivers. In sonic terms, there's aloss of
stage depth, but some would argue that the dipole method provides
exaggerated rather than accurate depth. Considering that how the
instruments sound rather than where they're placed is far more
important, I'll leave it to the reader to determine his or her own
preferences. Bass extension remains the same for the top two models
and drops ashade for the small Rowens. With the R-3, however, there
are both gains and losses to be made from its 2-way status.
The smallest Rowen cannot offer the full, rich sound of its dearer
siblings, but it does have avirtue that will make it far more appealing
for certain listeners. Instead of the forward sound of the R1&I, the
R-3 offers slight recession. It's only by comparison that you'd notice
the effect, because the sound is still relatively ' upfront'. It's simply less
obvious. Where the R-3 does lose out to the bigger Rowens is in
dynamic capabilities. The R-1&1 is perfectly at home with wide
swings, handling the changes — especially transient recovery — with
ease. The R-3, with far less of apower handling range, grows tizzy
when over-driven, reminding me not of an AR-3A or AR-2Ax but of
the mid-period AR18/AR8. That's not to suggest too many
similarities, because the Rowen R-3 vastly exceeds the AR- 18's
dynamic capabilities, bass performance and portrayal of ambience,
but it is not as worryfree aperformer as the R- 1&I.
The most striking thing about the two Rowens under discussion, as
well as the other two models with which I've less experience, is the
family resemblance coupled to an easily discernible pattern of gains
going up the range. What Rowen offers are finesounding,
domestically- appealing alternatives to conventional boxes. The finish,
styling, construction and overall performance mean that there are now
four more worthy choices between £750 and £ 1500 per pair. But they
are not 1988 versions of the AR-3A.
Which begs aquestion: do we need a1988 AR-3A? if so, why not
simply offer straight '3As rejuvenated with new wiring and internal
components? Sell ' em for £ 1000 per pair and let Rowen get on with
the ' R' range, which deserves more than to be regarded as AR-3As in
drag. •
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS ROWEN R.I&I, R3
System type
Treble unit
Midrange
Bass unit
Crossover points
Frequency response
Sensitivity, 1W.Im
Peak power handling
Recommended power
Impedance. nominal
Impedance, minimum
Dimensions Fix DxW
Weight
Typical price inc VAT

R-1&1
2x3-way
Sealed box
2x19mm dome
2x38mm dome
2x200mm
1.5k/6.5kHz
25-32kHz•
91dB
100W
30-500W
6 (4) ohmS
3.2 (2) ohms
105x32x26cm
33kg
£1500 per pair

R-3
2-way
Sealed box
25mm dome
2x160mm
3.4kHz
32-22kHz•
89dB
250W
20-200W
6ohm
4.5 ohm
89x28x24.6cm
18kg
£750 per pair

Distributed by: Teledyne Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis,
Dunstable, Beds HPI3 6UN Tel: ( 0582) 867777
*no limits quoted: see text
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MONO CHROME VISION
And the valves just keep on comin'. This time it's apair of monoblocks from
Nestorovic Labs; Ken Kessler lights up

D

1STRIBUTED HERE by MRM, the Nestorovic Alpha- 1
monoblock amplifiers are handsome beasts in the classic
tradition. This will automatically polarise those who
approach hi-fi purchases according to aesthetics, because
the Alpha- 1is styled to look like an amplifier, apiece of electronic
equipment, rather than having its works hidden behind asleet-fascia.
Construction and finish are impeccable, with achrome chassis ( àla
Beard) supporting transformers housed in Ferrari- like black crackle
finish cases and alarge black cage protecting the valves. The front
contains only the on/off switch and an illuminated name plate, while
the back sports an IEC mains socket, fuse holder, five-way binding
posts offering 4or 8ohm impedance matching. input sockets and two
features which endow these 150-watters with extra flexibility.
Hidden between the cage and one of the black boxes is atiny toggle
which allows the user to select between low and normal amounts of
feedback. While the amounts aren't specified, the effect is quite
audible and will help in matching the
amplifiers to your speakers' damping
requirements (or your own tastes). With
minimal feedback, the sound is straight out of
1962; switch to normal and things tighten up
to better suit afunkier mien. This is
wonderful if you're one of those mildly
schizophrenic. indecisive types, because it's
like buying two-amps- in-one. Switch it one
way and you're listening to aripe old
Radford, switch again and you've got afresh
EAR.
The other option is apair of phono inputs
to allow for either balanced or unbalanced
operation, one labelled ' Absolute Polarity'
and the other ' Inverse Polarity'. What it requires is something 1didn't
have, apreamp with both inverting and non- inverting outputs ( rather
than the more familiar three-pin cannon-type of socketry); both of the
preamp's pairs of outputs are connected to the relevant inputs. This
could turn out to be one of hi-fi's great party games, because you can
lie to your audiophile friends and tell them you're bi-wiring your
amplifier. Iran the units as per the instructions via the ' Absolute
Polarity' inputs, the company admitting that the majority of users will
be running it in conventional, single-ended mode. Although Iwasn't
able to compare the two modes of operation, previous experience with
other amps allowing for balanced or single-ended operation showed
reductions in the balanced mode in the areas of noise, hum and
background hash. There are, however, other gains made across the
board with balanced operation, so Ihope to do an update when the
'right' preamp comes along. MRM tells me that the Klyne will do it,
but — you guessed it — Klyne's not in the UK ... yet.
The valve complement consists of atwin-triode (6DJ8) connected as
abalanced cathode follower and three more 6DJ8s connected as
symmetrical two-stage voltage amplifiers with the last stages serving as
acathode follower. At this stage, symmetrical DC feedback is applied
to ensure balanced DC voltages and AC gain on each half of the amp,
while minimising the need for critical valve matching. A fifth 6DJ8 is
used as abalanced bootstrapped driver capable of yielding over 180
volts; asmall amount of local feedback (4dB) is applied here to
improve the linearity and increase the phase margin for the overall
feedback loop. Next is a6CG7 cathode follower directly coupled and
providing low impedance drive to the grids of the output stage. The
last two valves are 6KD6s forming aparallel push-pull output stage.
Operation is Class AB.
The only facility this amplifier didn't offer is easy bias adjustment,
so replacing valves or checking for general health requires getting
inside the whipping out your volt meter. Ihave no idea what it costs to
install asystem which uses acouple of LEDs and ascrewdriver, àla
Beard and others, but at £4699 per pair, Idon't think it's out of order
to complain.
The Alpha-ls were used with the Alphason Sonata and tonearm,
Ortofon MC- 3000 cartridge and transformer, California Audio Labs
Tempest II CD player, Rose, Vacuum State and Primare preamps,
Lieder leads and anumber of different speakers including the TDL
Reference Monitors, Celestion SL-600s. Wilson WATTs and Apogee
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Divas. Not one of those speakers — which range from easy to ludicrous
regarding their impedances — caused any trouble at all, and their
unique needs enabled the Nestorovics to show their stuff via the
feedback and impedance choices.
The Alpha- Is are animals, gang. real powerhouses able to assault
buttock with the kind of ease associated with current-generation
high-end solid-state biggies. At the same time, though, they're
capable of exquisite delicacy, and you have to picture something like
Arnold Schwartzenegger picking aflower. Achieving threshold-ofpain levels is no effort for these amps, but how they handle abit of
thrash is important. Rest assured that, if you can get them to clip, it's
politeness rather than the sound of one amp snapping. Dynamics, too,
were handled with grace. loud-to-soft-and- back transitions showing
remarkable control. Iswear, if you played this to an anti-tube type
with the amps hidden and the feedback set for ' Modern', he or she
would never know that the sound came via valves.
The greatest strength of the Nestorovic
is their seamlessness, aconsistency from
the very bottom up through the lower treble
that will probably make these afine match
for the Quad '63s or the Martin- Logan
CLSes. The texture is smooth as silk, with
absolutely minimal grain as evidenced by the
reproduction of KT Oslin's voice and
Eric Clapton's guitar. Bass, curiously
enough, had an almost solid-state feel to it,
with far greater control and damping than
is expected of valve designs, but it was
consistent with the lush midrange and sweet
top because it didn't show any hardness
or artifice.
As you'd expect with monoblocks, the separation, stage width and
image placement were of the highest order, the Alphas recreating an
exceptionally open and realistic sound field. Best of all, it mirrored
other high-end designs in avoiding the ' Viewmaster' approach of
discrete but two-dimensional images within the stage. With these
amplifiers, the performers have shape and form, and 1was spooked
more than once by glimpses of sheer realism. They rank up there with
the giants when it comes to making the speakers do avanishing act.
Complaints are few, but must be addressed when you're talking
about apair of amplifiers costing as mush as three Alps cameras.
Although the top end is devoid of any nasties, it's less than
exceptional in terms of speed and crispness, essential for the
reproduction of guitar-hero excesses, sythensizer canoodling and
certain types of percussion. Though endowed with rock-solid lower
registers and haze-free midband, the uppermost regions may be too
tube- like for some who prefer the cut-glass effects available
elsewhere. Ifound that this characteristic made the Nestorovics a
dream match for the TDLs and the WATTs, but less than perfect for
the SL-600s. It is probably the only notable trait which will have to be
addressed for sonic matching, which isn't too bad when you consider
that its electronic virtues demand few if any concessions.
What else is there to say? The Nestorovic Alpha- 1is an
indefatigable workhorse graced with both strength and agility,
delicate yet powerful, and built with the kind of care which Leica users
can admire. Best of all, they're rare and tweaky enough to provide
their owners with much conversation fodder. It was worth the wait.•
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Power output
Frequency Response
Harmonic distortion
lntermodulation distortion
Input sensitivity
Input impedance
Damping factor
Noise
Dimensions ( wdh)
Weight
Typical price incl. VAT

NESTOROVIC ALPHA-1
150min, 4 or Rohms, 20-20kHz
20-20kHz, + 0, — 0.5dB
<0.5% 20-20kHz, rated power
<0.2% any frequency combination
Balanced 2x1V, Unbalanced 2V
220k-ohm
>20, 20-20k Hz
Greater than 90dB unweighted
43.1x25.4x19cm
29.5kg each
£4699 per pair

Distributed by MRM Audio Products, Auchentiber Farm, Fereneze Road,
By Neilston, Glasgow G78 3AF. Tel 041-881 1664.
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We're here to put it right.
If you order goods as a private individual from Mail Order
advertisements in this magazine and pay by post in advance of
delivery, HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW MAGAZINE will consider you for compensation if the Advertiser should become subject
to bankruptcy proceedings or go into liquidation provided:
1 You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
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the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has
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up to a limit of
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TOP OF THE LINES
Biggest of the TDL transmission-line designs is the massive Reference Standard
model. Ken Kessler bombs the bass

T

WO-PARTERS SPREAD OVER live months are not really
our style, but this review is asequel of sorts to Martin
Colloms' assessment of TDL's Monitor in the March 1988
issue. I've been chosen to do the honours for the top-of- theline Reference Standard because I've long adored transmission line
speakers and have an ideal room in which to exploit these massive
bass generators.
As MC was so thorough in his description of transmission line
theory and practice. I'll get straight to the specifics of the Reference
Standard. This flagship system differs from the Monitor in
dimensions, driver complement. baffle orientation and — as you'd
expect — price. Got afriend? If not, you'd better have aco-operative
retailer, because these suckers weigh 70kg per. they're bulky and
they're too nicely finished to mar on their first voyage. If the weight
doesn't frighten you, then maybe overall dimensions of
558 x496 x1213mm ( wdh) will. Arriving in cartons that resemble
three-quarter size telephone call- boxes, the big TDLs have to he
manouevred into position with alot of shuffling. Which brings us to
the first good news: the Reference Standards are so unfussy about
placement that you'll have them up. running and making beautiful
music in minutes. not weeks.
The girth and bulk surround adual transmission line loading the
bass units with aseparate transmission line for the mid drivers. Partly
because of dispersion concerns and partly because of adesire to avoid
internal reflections, the enclosure is six- sided. The side panels are
situated as per any cubist enclosure. at 90° to the back, hut with afront
baffle divided into three sections. creating anarrow baffle for the
mid/treble drivers while the bass units fire outward from the diagonal
panels. Aesthetically. this is fine, arelief from the usual boxes. hut the
design of the grille spoils the final look. Because the grilles wrap all
the way around to the back edges. these large and heavy frames fit less
than perfectly and hide beautiful woodwork. I'd prefer to see the
grilles covering only the three panels which house the drivers. One
added bonus resulting from the three-sided baffle is slightly less
imposing presence than would be created by afull- width flat baffle.
Not that these speakers would go unnoticed in any room smaller than,
say, Harrods' Food Hall.
The review samples sported black veneered tops and trim, with
black grilles: brown is also available and may prove less severe for
those who loathe the funereal. They look impressive as hell, even to
non- hi-fi types, and score 100 on the scale of perceived value.
The only other external features are big feet. which enable the
owner to slide the speakers across carpets. and four stout binding
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posts. which make them hi-wirable. As for spikes instead of plastic
feet, well, they didn't rock in my installation. Considering the tautness
of the bass, spiking these monsters would probably prove fruitless, but
you're welcome to try it.
When the five- sided grille is removed you can see a30 x2Icm
hi- radial long-throw bass unit on each outward- facing side panel.
These feature polystrene glass- fibre reinforced diaphragms fitted to
cast alloy chassis housing large ceramic magnets. The centre baffle
contains avertical array of five drivers, the top and bottom ones being
I5cm doped- polymer midrange units; as mentioned before, these are
loaded by their own transmission line. Between them are situated two
2.5cm magnesium- alloy naked metal dome tweeters. These are
ferrofluid cooled with vented poles to increase the power handling
and feature their own separate rear chambers. In the middle of the
array is a2cm chemical- dome super- tweeter. also ferro fluid cooled.
The crossover points are at 200. 3.5k and 13kHz. The large.
forward- facing ports are situated at the bottom of the front baffles.
Not only are the big TDLs easy to situate — like the JBL Everests,
they seem to take care of placement matters by brute force — they're a
doddle to drive. Rated at 4-8ohms, with anominal impedance of
8ohms, they require only I
W to yield 87dB at one metre.
Recommended minimum power is 50W, and they don't mind acouple
of hundred if you want to drown out British Rail at 50 paces. The
specified frequency range is 16-35kHz, and Ibelieve the former figure
if only because Ifound some funk records, which on the TDL
Reference Standard were able to induce bass- inspired queasiness; no,
the music itself was not nauseating.
Components used in assessing the TDLs included Alphason and
AR turntables, Alphason and AR arms, too many cartridges to name
but mainly the Ortofon MC3000. the California Audio Labs Tempest
II CD player, Primare, Beard. Nestorovic and Aragon power
amplifiers, Harman-Kardon. Primare, Rose and Vacuum State
preamps. Lieder. Monster and my ' mystery' cables, and Nakamichi
CR 3E and CR 4E cassette decks. Music included the usual couple of
months' worth of new material, but Idid the most critical listening
with anumber of Chesky classical LP releases, the Technics/EMI/
HF/V/RR demonstration CD. the latest Bobby McFerrin on LP. CD
and cassette ( Ido love that recording). Ella on CD and LP and Sam &
Dave's Soul Men on original. Yankee vinyl.
Few will believe this, but asteady flood of hi-fi equipment does not
necessarily mean paid- for fun and daily surprises. There are times
when the prospect of assessing yet another amp/cartridge/whatever is
about as appealing as clearing ablocked drain. What keeps all of us
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PATPOURR I
Ken Kessler reviews SME's bolt-on damper, Primare's remote control and three stands
for the LS3/5A, while Chris Bryant tries Covent Garden Records' modified CD460 player

SME SERIES IV ADD-ON DAMPER
Closing the gap between the SME Series IV tonearm and the much
dearer Series V with retrofits is limited to one option, the
long-awaited damping trough. While some cartridges have enough
internal damping to ensure unruffled behaviour when tracing those
nastier grooves, others — especially Deccas and some Grados— can do
with atouch of damping via the tonearm. (This is not the place to
reopen the argument about damping being better applied at the
headshell end, because I've got enough to do right now without
winding up Max Townshend...)
SME Part No. FD1V is abolt-on trough like that which comes as
standard on the Series V. It endows the Series IV with near-limitless
compatibility with just about every serious cartridge on the market,
and ease of installation, ease of use and efficacy are above reproach.
As you'd expect, the parts are machined to perfection, this small
accessory demonstrating yet again that nobody can produce afinish
like SME.
The kit consists of the damper reservoir, the cover, adip-screw —
complete with lock nut — which acts as the paddle, aVTA adjustment

screw, asyringe of damping fluid and the necessary screws and hex
wrench for fitment. Installation, best done with the arm off the
turntable, requires the removal of the dome which covers the
horizontal bearing adjustment nut ( which you DO NOT TOUCH). A
small blanking plug is then removed from the platform which holds
the cueing mechanism and the damping trough is located and fitted
with two screws. The reservoir cover is then fitted in the position from
where the protective dome was removed. Refit the arm, adjust VTA,
reset the arm and fill the trough with the fluid. ( Hey, the instructions
which SME provide are so lucid that they could serve as amodel for
the industry. I'm just telling you all this because Iget paid by the
word.)
You adjust the degree of damping by turning the black dip-screw,
the deeper the screw the heavier the damping. Itried it with avariety
of Deccas and most needed the maximum, while the Koetsu needed
hardly any at all. What's so wonderful about the arrangement is that
listening tests which will determine the amount of damping are easy to
perform, with no topping up or removing fluid. If the screw is turned
well up (and you've only filled the trough to the depth indicated in the
manual) the damping is defeated. Hence, you can change to a
cartridge which needs no damping without having to remove the
FDIV.
The audible effect of correctly-added damping is better control of
the bass in just about every parameter, reduced smearing and more
precise imaging. These, you'll note, relate to tracking ability, and
you'll be pleasantly surprised to hear your cartridge conquer discs
which once gave it ahard time.
£109 for this kit may seem alot for two tiny metal bits and some
screws, but that's the cost for precision machining. As for the price vs
the benefits, the FDIV is asteal. Its addition to aSME IV leaves only
four reasons for buying aSME V, none of which are retrofittable to
the less-expensive model. The Series V has higher grade wiring, better
bearings, dynamically applied tracking force and black finish to justify
the higher cost. But, in order, the rationale in favour of the IV is that
some may prefer the sound of the 1V's wiring; SME's standards are so
high that the lesser bearings in the IV are probably way beyond the
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demands of atonearm anyway; there's aschool of audiophiles who
prefer static force application to dynamic. Which leaves us with the
V's black finish. Sorry, gang, but the black SME V makes the silver IV
look like apiece of Christmas tree chazzerai.
Ken Kessler
[NOTE: Silicone fluid is messy stuff, so follow the instructions on its
use to the letter, and pray that you don't have to dismantle the arm
too often. Because of poor timirg, Ihad to play with the FDIV before
we could get it photographed, so Ilearned the hard way all about the
removal of the fluid and the cleaning of the parts thereafter. Don't
worry, though: the instructions are on page 14 and 15, thought they
understate the inconvenience. Damn, does that stuff migrate...]

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS CD MODS
A variety of manufacturers have been taking basic Philips CD players,
modifying them to enhance their sound quality, and then distributing
them under their own brand name. Obviously they all believe there is
plenty of potential in the basic system, which improvements in both
the audio and power- supply sections will bring out. This certainly
appears to have been the case with many of the top-rank CD players
based on Philips machines.
Meanwhile, Philips themselves have sold lots of standard players —
an estimated 20,000 CD160 machines in the UK last year, for
instance. Some enthusiasts have modified their own players, with
varying success, and in the issues of HFNIRR spanning Nov '87 to Jan
'88 Ben Duncan outlined aseries of audio performance upgrades.
The time was thus ripe for some enterprising firm to offer
improvements to existing players for those unwilling to delve inside
their own equipment, and Covent Garden Records have stepped into
the breach with upgrades to many Philips and Marantz I6- bit players.
The basic modification costs £59 and simply involves changing
components on the existing board, but most enthusiasts will go for the
'pro' option; this is the package. on aPhilips '460, assessed here.
For £ 119, Covent Garden Records add aPCB of their own design as
well as changing some components. This new board takes the existing
DAC and provides both better decoupled power supplies and DAC
decoupling via quality 220nF polyester capacitors. High-quality
Japanese-sourced Cerafine electrolytics abound, and my particular

sample also had the audio op- amps uprated. But according to the
designer this latter has little effect and is not normally part of the
service. The output coupling caps are changed from the normal
electrolytics to film types, currently polyester, but more on that later.
Compared to astandard player, changes in sound quality were
immediately noticeable. The treble was more precise and better
focused — less 'careless' and brash than normally found in the basic
player, but at the same time perhaps not as pleasant or satisfying. The
bass was considered good, with decent slam and articulation, and the
mid- range was generally ' Philipsy' — but with some added squeakiness
and hardness in the upper mid region. This was particularly noticeable
on violin and female voice, but far less evident on rock music. Overall
the player provided better focus and detail, but had an added hardness
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and was slightly forward. CGR seemed to have gone half-way: while
achieving improved clarity and precision, they had lost some of the
easy-to-live-with Philips softness. It sounded rougher and not as
satisfyingly pleasant. They were on the right lines, but Ibelieved some
further development was needed to make the sound sweeter while
retaining that detail.
Over the years Ihave come to know the sonic signature of some
capacitors, and as the output device used in the mod is apolyester film
type, with which Iam familiar, Imused that achange here may make
all the difference. Icontacted CGR and discussed this with their
service manager. They were already experimenting with
polypropylene capacitors in this position and suggested that Itry
some, so agood quality polyprop duly replaced the offending device
and the player was re- auditioned.
Gone was the upper-mid hardness and treble forwardness, and even
the already good bass and focus also showed improvement. In my
estimation the performance of the player now achieved alevel where
it was aconsiderable advance over the standard item, and definitely
worthy of an investigation. Ithink the improvement in sound quality
on this sample now reasonably justified the extra expenditure, so I
contacted CGR again and they confirmed that they will be adopting a
similar capacitor in their modification in the near future.
On listening tests, our subjective scoring system produced afigure
of 67% for the modified player, which is astrong result (the ordinary
CD460 scores 58%). But at this level of performance it's not really
worth modifying anew player because you still only have afairly
cheap basic unit. For the total cost involved you would be better-off
choosing more up-market equipment, but if you already have aPhilips
player, and greater resolution and transparency turns you on, the
CGR kit is well worth checking out.
Chris Bryant
Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OJA
Tel. 01-379 76741763517427

RATA, FOUNDATION AND PARTINGTON
'LS3/5A' STANDS
Hey, Ididn't ask for this. It happened without any nudging from this
quarter, the above three stand manufacturers homing in on me
because I'm the world's most ardent LS3/5A supporter. Now it's their
turn to do the supporting (groan) with stands virtually dedicated to the
wee monitor.
Isay, 'virtually', because these stands are not restricted to LS3/5A
use and will work with any small speakers. Foundation's Designer
stand just happens to have atop plate with identical dimensions to the
bottom of the '3/5A, while the Partington Dreadnaught 2is
undersized by only millimetres. As for the RATA TSS7, well, I'm a
bit puzzled as to why they were billed ( to me) as ' 3/5A stands.
All three, depending on the height of the lower spikes and whether
or not you use spikes above, raise the speakers by anominal 24in. This
is an ideal height for most mini- monitors, unless the listener is under
the age of three and resides in ahighchair, or is afakir who listens in
the horizontal. But while Foundation and Partington have supplied
top plates small enough for the '3/5A (yet ample enough for speakers
up to SL-6S/SL-600 size) the RATA Torlyte stand comes with a
200x 200mm top plate, too large for the LS3/5A.
This in itself isn't aproblem because one can position the LS3/5A
close to the front edge so the top plate doesn't cause diffraction
problems. Unfortunately, the TSS7 is meant to be used with spikes on
top. The plate is predrilled for these spikes, and each then sits above
the support panels, which form a 'T' in cross-section. If you wish to
place the speaker with the front edge flush, then there's no way you
can re-drill for the two back spikes to support the speaker while still
having them make contact on the speaker stand's upright panel.
Instead, you use the rear two spikes as they come, moving the single,
centred front spike backward afew centimetres staying above the leg
of the 'T'. This gives you an LS3/5A supported by three spikes
positioned over the legs of the upright, but the front edge of the
speaker is then behind the front edge of the top-plate. Even if
diffraction isn't aproblem, it looks awful — as, Iam afraid, do the
RATA stands themselves.
Yes, they're hideous ( my wife's exact word when they turned up in
Room A. She was horrified). After the 'of apiece' sculpture of the
Foundation ( my Beeb babies are black, like the stands) and the simple
elegance of the Dreadnaught 2, the TSS7 looked so clumsy as to
negate, via reverse aesthetics, their sonic worth — of which they have
plenty. Anyway, the three stands are as follows:
The Partington Dreadnaught 2is asingle-pillar design made of steel
and finished in black (white is an option). Fitted with spikes below and
above, the user can dispense with the top spikes and opt for Blu-tack if
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preferred. (Ichose the latter.) The pillar is an inverse of the pillar ill
Celestion's SL-700, as it wears its ribs on the outside. The stand is
available unfilled to allow the user to experiment (£ 109 per pair) or
filled with asand/lead mixture (£ 129). Larger top plates can be
ordered.
The Foundation Designer Series is agorgeous black four-poster,
filled with amixture which Foundation will not reveal, and comes with
spikes below. Proprietor Cliff Stone disapproves of spikes between
stand and speaker, preferring adab of Blu-tack above each pillar.
Price is around £300 per pair.
The RATA TSS7 is made from lightweight Torlyte and comes flat
packed with all the necessary hardware, including the most vicious yet
effective carpet-piercers I've ever seen. Finish is aNAD-ish grey/
black. Itried them with both spikes on top and Blu-tack, preferring
them with spikes. They sounded even better with TipToes firing
downward onto the top plate.
• All three stands extract more from the LS3/5As than I'd have
thought possible 18 months ago, the Foundation being the first of the
truly ' killer' 3/5A stands. Where they differ, besides price and
aesthetics, is in emphasis, and each imparts (or extracts) acharacter
which will match atype of buyer's preferences. The Designer offered
the greatest detail, tightest bass, greatest impression of level and most
precise imaging. The downside was aslight forwardness that could
grow aggressive depending on partnering equipment and choice of
programme. It is not arelaxing sound, but one which will best suit
detail freaks and quasi-headbangers.
The Partington nearly duplicates the Foundation at athird of the
price. Bass is less damped (or less aggressive) and the sound is easier
on the unwary. Imaging was superb, if less 'etched' than with the
Foundation; some may find this preferable. Mid-band reproduction
was tonally identical, but the Partington placed the sound in the plane
of the speakers rather than in front of them. This would make the
Partingtons preferable in tiny rooms, giving an illusion of greater
distance between the listener and the speakers.
The RATA stands offered an impression of deeper bass than either
of the steel stands, but the least absolute control. The other stands
could portray bass with real 'snap', while the RATA favoured acoustic
bass, which is less in need of exceptional transient recovery. Classical
listeners would probably find greater affinity with the RATA in this
region. Imaging was indistinguishable from that of the Partington,
right down to placement in line with the speakers rather than in front
of them. Despite the impression of deeper bass, the RATAs did not
add any sense of weight beyond that provided by the Foundation or
Partington stands; it was, however, the least potentially aggressive
sound of the lot.
It seems sensible to tabulate the subjective results, which were as
follows:
Best Overall Sound: Foundation
Best Imaging: Foundation
'Sweetest' Mid-band: RATA or Partington
Most ' Musical' Bass: RATA
Best Looking: Foundation
Best Value: Partington
It is important to note that above spiel refers only to use with the
LS3/5A. Everything changes for the Celestion SL-600, with the
RATA the runaway winner. With the Wilson WATT, it was the
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GLOSSARY
fidelity n. strict conformity to truth or fact; exact
correspondence to the original; precision
of reproduction.
a'ccür'ate a. careful, precise; in exact conformity with
astandard or with truth.
définFtion n. staring precise nature of thing, meaning
of word; making or being distinct; degree of
distinctness, in outline.
chha'mic(s) a&n.pl. (
usu. treated as sing. ) 1 + a. of
motive force ( opp. stoic); of force in actual operation
(opp. potential) relating to volume of sound. 2 + n.
amount or variation of volume of sound.
ré'ol'ism n. fidelity of representation, truth to nature;
insistence upon details; showing of thing os it is without
glossing over what is disagreeable.
system n. 1 + complex whole, ser of connected
things or parts; organised body of material things."2 +
method, organisation, considered principles of
procedure. e.g.
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Marantz CD75dx, Musical Fidelity A100,
ProAc super tablette, equipment & speaker
stands, cables.
£998.00
Meridian 207- Pro, Superphon DM220,
Ensemble PA1 Loudspeakers, Stands and
Cables.
£3,495.00

CYRUS PSX

PCMII CD PLAYER
The widest range of quality hi-fi in the
West Midlands. Please send for our latest
price list, or phone for your demonstration
THOUSANDS OF COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK
from £6.95
AGENCIES FROM
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH. AIWA, ARCAM, ADC. AKG, AUDIO TECHNICA, AKAI.
ARISTON. AUDIOLAB, ALPHASON. BEYER, CAMBRIDGE, CASTLE. CELESTION,
DENON, DUAL, ELITE, EXPOSURE, FUJI, GALE, GRADO, GOODMANS.
GOLDRING, GOLDBUG, HARMAN KARDON. HELIUS, HEYBROOK, JBL. KEF,
LNB, LINX. MANTRA, MISSION. MUSICAL FIDELITY, MARANTZ, MONITOR
AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MERIDIAN, MAXELL. NAD. NAGAOKA,
NAKAMICHI. ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, MONSTER.
JECKLIN, OED, QUAD, ROGERS, ROTEL, SUGDEN, REVOLVER, SOURCE.
TECHNICS, SENNHEISER. SHURE. TARGET, TDK. THATS, THORENS. TANNOY,
ONKYO, VAN DEN HUL, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA. etc

ALTEMIATIVE AUDIO LTD.
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93-95 Hobs Moat Road Open from:
TUES to SAT
Solihull
West Midlands B92 8JL 10.00 — 6.00 pm
DEMONSTRATIONS
Sales: 021 742 0254
BY APPOINTMENT
Service .021 742 0248 PLEASE

Both systems offer exceptional performance within
their specification, and offer the facility for
straightforward improvement if required. Equally
rewarding improvements can be made in existing
installations by applying the same criteria to products
from:

Alphason designs, Audio Innovations,
Clearaudio, E.A.R., Klimo, Meridian, Musical
Fidelity, ProAc, S.M.E., Snell Acoustics,
Souther, Voyd
Appendix. The new Matisse reference Pre-amplifier
now in stock. Some ex-demonstration and secondhand items still ro clear. For details contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpinghani Road. Put ne>,
London S11,13 18G.
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.-Fri. 10am-1 pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sot. 10am-3pm.
Demonstrations by appointment.
Free delivery UK mainland.
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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Foundation just edging out the Partington. With other wooden
speakers, eg small Monitor Audios, the Partington seemed the most
'universal'. In other words, listen to these with the speakers under
which they'll reside.
Ken Kessler

PRIMARE UPDATE
A couple of weeks after the March issue hit the stands — the one with
the Primare 928 system on the cover — the remote control version
arrived. The effect was just as Iexpected: everybody who came within
10 feet of it wanted to have aplay with the hand-control.
Wasting space on aremote control may seem out of character for
this organ, but the remote capability is as much apart of the Primare
concept as anything else. With characteristic thoroughness, the
remote mirrors the style and attention to detail evident in the
components themselves.
The remote consists of aPP9-powered key-pad with dimensions
identical to the cut-out on the preamp fascia. This wedge features a

large, engraved Primare logo with ared LED tell-tale and 10 tiny gold
buttons laid out exactly as per the preamp. Every single function is
included, the most liberating being the absolute polarity inversion.
What fascinates everybody is the action: just brush afingertip across a
contact and voila! function accomplished. The little red LED lights up
and aclick emanates from the preamp, the correct tell-tale lighting up.
Even the volume operation is novel. Just touch the top of the
Primare emblem on the keypad and level increases; tough the lower
section and it decreases. The whirring you hear is the motorised
volume pot, and it's probably the most giggle-inducing party trick yet
seen in hi-fi circles. Even jaded audiophiles familiar with motorised
volume controls took note and registered lust.
The receptor for the signal is atiny black box measuring
25x25x5Omm; the front sports an engraved Primare logo surrounding
the receptor window. This is attached to a3m lead which connects to
the back of the preamp via aLemo plug. Iprefer this arrangement to a
receptor on the fascia, because it means that the hi-fi equipment
doesn't have to be sited in front of the listener. The receptor is so
discreet that you can stick it anywhere and 3m of cable gives you afair
bit of leeway.
Naturally, the whole thing works atreat, and Ihad to stop people
playing with it so Icould get back to listening. Besides, Iwanted to
play with it.
One other aspect of the Primare's ' kharma' emerged after the
review appeared. A conversation with Bo Christensen revealed that
the company spent long hours agonising over the bass ' tightness'
problem, which they could easily have solved with the addition of
feedback. It was decided that the price for skin-tight bass was too high
to pay, the company preferring to retain transparency and openness
throughout the midband and treble region. As Isaid in my review, this
minor sonic deficiency was only apparent to me on speaker systems
with an overabundance of bass and will be taken as apart of the sonic
character which has to be matched with other components in the
potential owner's system. The Primares may therefore not be the
choice for big JBLs, certain Apogees, Isobariks and the like, but they
sure are magic with electrostatics and high-end mini-monitors.
Ken Kessler
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going. besides the need to pay mortgages, is the hope that the next
one will be areal head-turner, aproduct so delightful that the review
almost writes itself.
You don't have to possess Midas'd ears to know instantly that the
big TDLs are Something Special. They stretch down through the
bottom octaves with such authority that those who think British
designers can't deal with bass will be eating their words, sans salt and
pepper. Deep? You are going to feel the music, not simply hear it.
Even elderly pop recordings previously regarded as cut at 100Hz will
yield signal so solid that AM radio will never sound the same. Yes,
that noxious lightweight ditty ' Snoopy vs The Red Baron' has some
real action down in the double digits. and it makes you hate your ' 67
pocket tranny for depriving you of the music's foundation back when
you were too young to care.
Bass, after all, is the raison d'erre of transmission lines, so excuse
me if this review seems bottom- heavy. It's just that you don't expect
bass of this calibre from abox which, while large. isn't in the same
space-filling category as JBL's Everest, the Duntechs or similar
brutes. Not only is the bass deep and exceptionally well-controlled, it
has scale. The quantity and 'size' of the bass is perfectly proportional
to the upper registers, rarely swamping it and yet possessing a
dimensional presence which can only be described as majestic.
Whether kettle drums or synthetic bass, an acoustic upright or a
plucked and thumped Fender, the reproduction of the lower registers
is staggering. Only in cases where the playback level doesn't suit the
material does the bass go abit haywire.
The notion of there being an ideal playback level for any given
recording is not new, nor is it far-fetched. Most recordings will sound
dandy at one level and lose it with either afew dB too many or too
few. It also points to the one quirk (or virtue) which the TDLs possess
to afar greater degree than any other speaker system Ican recall. Not
just the bass, but the upper mid, too, are very particular about
gut- response playback level vs the music's ' ideal'. This is not so much
acomplaint as an observation, so don't be too puzzled if you find
yourself acting hypercritical about volume control settings.
The integration of the remaining units is so smooth that you'd be
hard-pressed to identify the various materials used; the TDLs ridicule
the argument that all metal drivers spit or sizzle, or, indeed, sound
'metallic'. Continuity was remarkable for afour-way system, the
TDLs possessing aseamless character approaching the best two-way
panel systems. What the TDLs lack is the absolute depth and
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ambience capability of those panels, but they make up for it in two
primary dimensions.
These speakers sound like big speakers, with vast, room- filling
images spread from wall to wall and floor to ceiling. Best of all, the
image specificity within the large if shallow soundstage is ultra-precise,
almost to LS3/5A standards. Imust admit that Iwas expecting
vagueness, but the driver placement and baffle topography enable the
Reference Standard to emulate the sound location skills of tiny
designs which strive to approximate point sources.
Despite the lack of into-the- next-county depth or the openness of
certain planar designs, the big TDLs are eminently satisfying in
musical terms. Coloration is low enough to justify the Reference tag,
with vocal reproduction which rivals the LS3/5A, and attack and
decay are natural- sounding and realistic. What makes the case for
transmission lines, though, is the weight and solidity they impart. The
most revealing example of this was some Sousa on CD, the speakers
producing all the power of amarching band with the big drums having
the requisite thwack and impact. And if you want realistic levels —
even on '76 Trombones' — these speakers will do it if the amplifier lets
them.
What I've just witnessed is the emergence of the UK's second true
high-end speaker (after the Quad '63). By any standards, it is an
exceptional product, but it will appeal to acompletely different type
of music lover from one who worships electrostatic or planar
behaviour. If the Yanks don't like this one, they should have their ears
examined.•
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

TDL REFERENCE

Driver complement

300x 210mm bi-radial bass driver ( 2per speaker)
150mm midrange (2per speaker)
25mm magnesium alloy dome tweeters (2per speaker)
20mm dome super tweeter
Crossover points
200Hz, 3.5kHz, 13kHz
Frequency range
16-35kHz mean hemispherical
Impedance
4-8ohms, 8ohms nominal
Efficiency
87dB/1W/1m
Power requirements
50W minimum
Weight
70kg each
Dimensions
1213x496x558mm ( HDW)
Typical price in VAT £2587.50 per pair biwired
Transducer Developments Ltd, PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks HPI3 6LN Tel
(0494) 41191
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BARRY DOUGLAS
The 1986 Tchaikovsky Competition prizewinning pianist talks to Sorrel Breunig

T'S TWO YEARS, practically, and he's
forgotten all about it, but keeps being
reminded of it!
Barry Douglas is, of course, referring
to that competition and prize. He was glad
when Isuggested that we might avoid either
subject if at all possible. This in no way
implies that he is not both delighted and
grateful at the almost overwhelming recognition that his talent received in July 1986. But
was there, perhaps, the danger after such an
event that a prize turns into a millstone?
'A little bit like that, after a while,
Although the prize was very important to my
career. It made a big difference, of course,
but it's only one small thing on along road.
Undoubtedly, my career would have taken a
little longer to get to this point without the
Competition, but in asense it puts on you a
lot of extra- musical pressures and influences,
in that suddenly you have to try and keep
your own idea of how to play music. There
are invitations, interviews, alot of travelling,
In some ways, it almost sharpens you, this
sudden attention — but it can be very
unbalancing. Certainly, in the first place, it
was very difficult for me, because it was
completely different. I'd already been quite
busy before — Isuppose my career started in
1980-81 — but it did accelerate everything.'
And with it came the ' media hype'. Something that is happening more and more to
classical musicians.
'Oh yes, undoubtedly. I think classical
music is attempting to be much more of a
mass art. And it never will be, because there
will always be just a small° percentage of
people who are interested in it. But, you
know, when record companies and agents are
investing so much money and time in artists,
they need areturn, obviously. They've really
got to publicize. Sometimes, it is very difficult
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to get artists to agree to flaunt themselves like
this. But, if an artist does, they often lose
their own artistic self in the whole process,
get caught up, and even — God forbid — start
to believe what is written about them. Then
they are nothing! They are finished unless
they get out of it quickly. Because it's an
unreal situation. It may be a very good
comment. written by a very intelligent person, but in asense it means nothing; because
the artist is avery complex being, mixed with
doubts and confidence. And it's this mingling
of different types of emotion that helps to
create something artistic — part of your
equipment, as it were. So you can't start to
believe that this is the greatest thing since
sliced bread!
I sometimes think, I can't really do it
today. For instance, when TV crews are
following you around to make a
documentary, or when, for three weeks, the
LA Times were literally shadowing me the
whole time. Then sometimes you just wanted
to get rid of them. But, Igive myself ahard
time, because Irealise that it is my choice! I
can say to my manager that Idon't want any
more of this. It's a choice. But the confidence, and the courage to make big decisions
like that, very few people have. An artist
always likes to be flattered, but the effect of it
will only last a few minutes and then. . .'
The last two years really have been a
question of keeping both feet on the ground.
But, looking back, how has it changed him?
'I can see myself more clearly now, my own
identity and where Iwant to be, than Iwas
able to ayear ago. Ihaven't changed at all in
one way over the years — and not at all by
Moscow — and that's in my own inner
conviction about what Ithink Imust do, and
how to do it. What changes is what you do.
Like, when Moscow arrived, and my concert

career is suddenly on a much higher level,
with many, many more concerts to play, but
in a sense nothing has changed. What I'm
hoping has happened — Iknow has happened,
because now and again Iget anice, reassuring
symptom — is that I'm developing, always, my
interpretations, myself as an artist; and
developing when it comes to extreme selfcriticism, allied with a good sound enthusiasm for the music!'
He now has little time to listen to other
performances, either live or recorded. But in
the past, particularly when he first came to
London from his native Belfast, he experienced many. 'For about three years, Iwas
going to almost every concert there was; not
just piano, but symphonies and opera too.
Partly because Iwas so surprised that there
could be so much in one city.'
Of pianists he admires, Richter and Gilds
dominate. Have they been of much influence?
'Not particularly, because Ididn't want to
copy. Iwanted always to find good solutions
inside myself. Ivery much like the straight
approach of people like Gilels and Richter,
who are able without any flamboyance to
bring the power of the music into being,
combined with some fantastic sound-quality.
That's what Iwant to do myself, maybe not in
the same way: not the same sound. But it is
my philosophy: straight, but concentrated
and full blooded. You can't put it into words,
but that is the idea.'
What does he feel about talking about
music rather than actually performing? ' I
think that there are some people who are
very gifted at it. Ican get by talking in the
odd interview, but ultimately my ability is in
playing. Some people can combine both, and
that is fantastic. But when you are talking
about music you have to realise that words
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BARRY DOUGLAS
are very inferior to music.'
And interviews: can they ever result in
anything more than a journalist's personal
impression? Does he think they serve any
useful purpose?
'It's very difficult in, say, one-half or
one-hour interviews to get any sort of essence
from a person. Let's face it. Unless you're
extremely gifted, have a sharp insight, and
suddenly you find a phrase which maybe
touches a nerve. So when you see a phrase
you think yes, that was quite agood way of
putting how you feel. But rarely can you do
this in an interview. You see the person for
half an hour — you've never met them before
— you can't suddenly write the definitive
biography! Obviously, everything that Iread
I have to say . . . 0K.'
And critics?
'I never read critics. Not because Idon't
respect what they do — although alot of them
Idon't! But in a sense it's irrelevant to an
artist, and self-criticism is his only direction.
He must try to find and identify it within
himself. Of course, you have people that you
trust, whom you will respect as another
opinion. But in the end, it must come from
yourself; you must be sure, and selfish about
it. Single-minded.'
Is this to enable the artist to stand back and
be more objective about his work?
'Yes, that's what you should strive for, and
Ithink all musicians want to do it, but there
are many things that distract them. It's so
easy to fall back on some sort of routine
performance, which we hear often, even with
big names.'
There is always pressure on an artist to
keep repeating certain works. Have there
been times when he wanted to drop the
Tchaikovsky Concerto from his repertoire?
'No, Iwant to go on playing it. People keep
asking, especially in America. Isaid, " No.
Please, how about something else?" So I
haven't played it much since Moscow, only
about ten times in two years.'
Does he have any special feelings about
concert audiences?
'It's very difficult to explain. An audience
really means nothing. You play, of course,
for the audience. And as you are trying to
take apiece of music that was perhaps written
many years ago and make it come to some
sort of life, each person is going to receive it
differently. I'm playing for one person really,
and this is an " ideal" person. It doesn't mean
that Iam setting myself above the people in
the audience, but if you think too much about
them, you can get distracted from the essential purpose of what you are trying to do.'
What about playing encores which, on the
whole, audiences seem to love?
'I normally don't like playing them. And
audiences are divided. If you don't want to
play, there's no point. You can't. Imean, it is
very easy to be won over by an audience if
they are very enthusiastic. It's avery difficult
decision to make, if they've really loved it,
but you have felt inside you that it didn't go
so well — to walk out there again and play
something. Ithink that it's wonderful in the
theatre, where everything is orchestrated:
they (the actors) come on, take their bow —
it's all worked out beforehand — and they're
off. And then — finish!'
And venues, what about solo works in
huge halls: should not they be performed in
smaller intimate halls?
'It depends on the repertoire. Sometimes,
it's beautiful to have so much space on the
stage, because it sort of lets the piece vibrate.
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I'm not talking about acoustically, more
musically.'
With only his fourth recording, still very
early in his recording career, he has decided
to tackle Beethoven's Hammerklavier
Sonata. A bold step?
'I don't worry about when it's agood time
to do something. If Ifeel Ican do it well, I'll
do it. Ithink that it's wrong to think if it's
something like the Hammerklavier — because
it is so-called "late Beethoven" — that only old
men and women can play the piece. Ithink
everybody can bring something new and fresh
to it. Beethoven wasn't all that old when he
wrote it!
'It's very important to realise how an
interpretation can change, even when you're
not making it on record. And when you come
back to the work, you see it through new eyes
and it's been gestating itself — and hopefully it
will be better, not worse! With recording, I
think that my basic idea about a piece of
music, the nucleus of the interpretation 1
want to try and reproduce on disc. But there
are so many different layers.
'Your basic philosophy of how a piece
should go will be the same, of course,
because you are the same person. But in a
concert performance, where you would allow
yourself probably alittle more freedom here
and there, the moment can bring a lot of
inspiration one way or the other. This is very
important. In the recording studio, it has to
be a more pure, direct sort of expression:
unambiguous. So you have to be very, very
sure what you want to do before you go in.
But of course, having done it, then the next
day you have to realise: "well, that's what I
was sure about yesterday, today it may be
completely different!". It's only the interpretation on that particular day, and anybody
who thinks it's asort of document of " Oh this
is how Barry Douglas plays the Hammerklavier Sonata", they're wrong!
'I'm very happy with slow movement,
because I've got an intimate quality which has
evolved over the last two years or so. I've
tried to keep it as fresh and as straight — not
straight meaning boring — but trying to keep
Beethoven's intentions clear of all superfluous material. The first movement is practically one take, with just a few corrections
here and there, and it was one of the early
takes. That's what Itried to do.'
And the notorious metronome marking?
'I don't think that it's something to be taken
seriously. Technically you can do it, but it will
not make sense, it will just be gabbled.'
Is it important to know how the composer
was affected emotionally at the time he was
writing a particular work?
'It's interesting to know, but then there are
so many exceptions to the rule. One of the
classic ones is the last three symphonies of
Mozart, when he was supposed to have been
quite unhappy. And it's true that Beethoven
was going through alot of difficulties when he
wrote the Hammerklavier Sonata. But, I
think that it's a remarkably positive piece,
because the fugue — by virtue of the fact that
you have the contrapuntual unity — is avery
positive statement, where you have three
disparate elements coming together. And
he's even ending on a normal, perfect
cadence, that's adominant to tonic, abeautiful ending. It's not an ambiguous ending like
some of the later sonatas.
'So, it's interesting to know what the
composer was going through at the time, but
it's really only vaguely to do with the piece
that you are working on. The piece must

stand on its own. It must be, in asense, pure
music. If it's ostentatious programme music,
then it's very important to know the literary
background, the stories — especially pieces
like Liszt's Dante Sonata.'
So is the musician not just acypher for the
composer, but an interpreter in his own
right?
`Oh, yes. once he's written it down, the
composer has no control over it.'
But what of composers whose own interpretations we have on records, such as
Rachmaninov's?
'I don't believe that because a composer
plays something, it's a definitive performance. Even though he's acomposer, he may
not be avery good performer, and so he will
have technical shortcomings. There have
been composers who tried to be conductors,
and pianists, and make recordings. Ithink
some have been far from successful. In the
case of Rachmaninov, of course, he was a
wonderful pianist and his performances on
record are quite sensational.'
Of Barry Douglas's future recordings,
Brahms's Piano Concerto 1, with the LSO
under Skrowaczewski, will probably be
released in the autumn, and asolo record is
planned at the end of year — possibly
Tchaikovsky's Sonata.
There must always be the temptation of
trying to record too much, too soon?
'The record companies always want you to
do as much as possible, because that's
marketing sense. But I'm aware of this, I'm
also aware that I've got to be absolutely one
hundred per cent sure of every piece I
record.'
And his plans for the immediate future?
'Well, I've been working very hard recently
and now I have June, July, and August
completely free. I just turned everything
down. For reflection and learning repertoire.'
One of the new and unexpected things he
has had to learn recently has been the
difficult task of post-synchronization, when
he was invited to appear in John Schlesinger's
film Madam Sousatzka. In it Barry Douglas
plays himself.
'I had to find out first what it was going to
be. Ididn't want to be an actor — I'm not an
actor — then Ithought, " Well. Good, I'll have
ago". He changed his schedule around to suit
me — Iwas very flattered. But it was very
difficult to do, especially when it was close
camera. Ihad to do it ten times before Ieven
got one note right! Because Iwas doing it
differently every time. It was Beethoven's
Appassionata and there are pauses in the
middle which had to be exactly right.'
And what of the long term. Where does he
think he will be in, say, five years time?
'Well, I'm considering my diary for 1989-91
at the moment. I'm not going to make any
major decisions about that for a while,
because I want to have a little bit of an
experimental period. Iwant to find my own
equilibrium, my own balance and route of
how Iwant continue. Then, in maybe five,
six, or seven years time, I'm going to review
the situation. Ithink that's very important.
Which direction you're going in. What it
means to you to be a performing artist, to
make fresh, new decisions. As regards repertoire, the whole idea of the identity is very
important. So often it's easy to get into arut
and you're playing concert after concert. It
depends on how Iwill change as a human
being, as well as an artist — there are many
things that Iwould love to do, but they are
only in the embryonic stages.' •
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NEWSLETTER
Vol. 4, No. 2
Last month we discussed the
glamour of valve amplifiers,
and in particular the world
domination plot of the Brits! At
home, even with vat, we can
buy the BEARD AUDIO CA.35
Pre- amp and P.35 Power Amp
for under £ 1,500. The effect
upon a music system has to be
heard, either in our shop or in
your own home, to understand
why valves inspire such enthusiasm. And this applies even
more in the digital era when
clarity rather than warmth or
liquidity of sound are the prime
concerns of the record companies. Today's better CD players used with valve amplifiers
sound very musical; quite
beyond expectations.

realistic sound by adhering to
the proven superiority of the
valve in most audio circuits, but
they have also worked hard to
make their current designs
completely user friendly. One
need have very little hesitation
in buying an SP- 9, SP- 11, D-125
or M-300 because of fear of
valves. Lives are now greatly
extended, and replacement
types are much less critical in
terms of grading or matching.
Servo circuits see to it that bias
requirements etc. are continuously correct. The new
power amplifier, the D-125 even
has a green led beside each
output valve to indicate when it
is so old that it should be
replaced.

The Music Room regards product choice as essential. As
always, our aim is to ensure
than under one roof, you can
see and hear the top brands
each with particular merits.
Where else can you hear and
meaningfully discuss half a
dozen valve amplifiers (
Audio
Research, BEARD, Concordant,
Counterpoint, Croft, EAR)?

The SP- 9has, of course, had the
revolutionary and desired effect
of bringing ARC pre- amps and
of SP- 11 performance to an
affordable level. And the new
Audio Research owners should
consider going the whole way
by listening to a D-70 Power
Amp in their system. It is excellent value and of classic status
for only £ 1,900.

Of course the majority of our
sales are transistor: from natural sounding budget amplifiers
by Yamaha, through the British
integrated amps from Mission,
Musical Fidelity and the separates of ALBARRY QUAD to the
American high- end of SUMO,
KRELL etc. But at the top of the
hierarchy by wide consent
comes the achievements of
Audio Research, whose factory
we were privileged too visit last
month as a member of a party
of British Dealers.

The new hybrid D-125 project
took Audio Research to new
heights of research and discoveries, so it is no longer
intended as the SP- 9's partner
in terms of price. It costs £4,450
and works well with the SP- 11.
This revolutionary pre- amplifier
is now in its Mk. Il era, a
designation which conceals the
fundamental changes which
result from two further years' of
research and development. The
combination of SP- 11/D-125 will
become an industry benchmark. We salute Bill, Nancy,
Rich, Len, Terry and everyone at
ARC for their hospitality and for
sharing two days of their lives
with us.

THE
VISIT
TO
AUDIO
RESEARCH
We did expect to see a superb
team of dedicated people with
years of experience, ideal facilities of production, testing,
research — and in the case of
ARC — listening rooms. And of
course, these things do result in
products which define their
leadership.
Audio Research have not only
pushed forward the frontiers of

MAGNEPLANAR
Minneapolis nestles with its
twin city of St. Paul, just as in
the Hi Fi world ARC nestles with
its twin in Minneapolis and by
arrangement we spent the next
two days, courtesy of Absolute
Sounds, learning what goes
into Magneplanar loudspeakers

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366

July 1988.
and why we have yet to see
faulty workmanship, failure or
even variations other than
steady improvements as the
years go by.
As in Audio Research, Magne pan has adedicated team with a
leader who has a long-term
goal, patience, resourcefulness
and the pure guidance of
musical accuracy as the constant objective. This comment
may seem like commercial
copywriting: I mean don't all
hi-fi companies make these
claims? In fact, the world consists of people and organisations who to agreater or lesser
extent confuse means with
ends and by failing to plan a
long-term, are forced into losing their way. This defines
authentic or " high- end" hi-fi
much as there are brand leaders
in cars, clothes or anything else.
Of course there are people who
can make copy products, and
cheaper products but their
goals and their achievements
are transient. If anew company
can do something better or
cheaper then soon it will itself
become a respected brand
leader.
Needless to say there is more
than meets the eye to designing
and making a Magneplanar.
Although the basic invention,
and indeed that of Magneplanar's patented ribbon tweeter,
are essentially simple but ingenius — to make it approach
the sound of live music has
involved the lifework which is
represented by this deserved
sovereign of Hi Fi Loudspeakers. Not only were we privileged to almost take over their
premises for an afternoon ( look
out for a pair of 2.5's with
initials JL — I will guarantee
every single magnet is correctly
polarised), but the welcome and
hospitality was extremely
generous and included, as is
typical of Magneplanar thinking, the only sound superior to
their loudspeakers — live music
with our Dinner.
SUMO
Last month we were delighted
to welcome to Britain Sumo's

<FOR ACTION, ADVICE AND
HOME DELIVERY
WORLDWIDE PHONE

>

General Manager, Randy Patton
with his UK Distributor Denis
Wratten. These men, and the
designer/engineers who run
SUMO have very substantial
audiophile experience and
credentials. It could be a costly
mistake to associate the affordable cost of SUMO (£ 1,190 for
the 100 watt per channel Polaris
with the Athena Pre-Amp!). Just
as it would be a mistake to
believe that SUMO is Japanese:
the name is apparently an
attempt to play the Japanese
market the way many Far Eastern manufacturers give their
companies European names
(Pioneer, Kenwood, etc).
The problem most high- end
manufacturers face is low
volume which inflates the price.
SUMO is backed by a large
company who have supported
the project until it is now large
enough to justify the low unit
costs. Thus, with a weaker dollar, the entry to the British market is convincing. Having been
accused of unaffordable elitism,
we are delighted to respond
with some affordable elitism.
Forget the price tag, and if you
really find you can aim a little
higher, try the SUMO Nine Plus,
(2 x 65watt pure Class A,
balanced circuitry) — uncompromised but affordable excellence at £ 1195. And the world's
first affordable audiophile tuner
will soon be launched: the
SUMO Aurora at £ 595 to match
the price and the profile of the
Athena. We welcome SUMO to
Britain, and we are proud to be
its leading dealers north of Watford.
SECOND-HAND NEWS
We have a constantly changing
stock of guaranteed used equipment — well worth checking as
prices sag during the summer.
Our demonstration stock is constantly being renewed due to
advantageous replacement
costs, so we have at present
KRELL PAM- 5 at £ 1,100 and
KSA-50 £ 1,990 and one Counterpoint SA- 20 at £2,100; all
items fully guaranteed for two
years.

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
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BOOKS •
THE BERG-SCHOENBERG
CORRESPONDENCE: SELECTED LETTERS
edited by Julianc Brand, Christopher Hailey and Donald
Harris. 497 pp. Hard covers. Price £30. Published by
Macmillan Press Ltd. 4Little Essex Street, London WC2R
3LF.

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG LETTERS
selected and edited by Erwin Stein. 309pp. Soft covers.
Price £7.90. Published by Faber & Faber Ltd, 3Queen
Square, London WCIN 3AU.

It is alittle-remarked characteristic of
outstanding composers that they are often
energetic correspondents. Consider the thick
tomes of letters by Mozart, Beethoven,
Wagner, Brahms, even Percy Grainger. If
those exchanged among the Schoenberg
circle are somewhat different it is because
they were disarmingly certain about their
own future importance. Schoenberg kept
copies of all his own letters from 1910, all he
received from Berg from 1911, while Berg
simply kept everything. The BergSchoenberg volume contains nearly half of
the approximately 800 surviving letters they
exchanged, while the Schoenberg collection,
first published in 1964, selects 265 from the
8000 copies he preserved.
The editors of Berg-Schoenberg are
apologetic about so many of the letters in
their compilation revolving around matters
that would now be settled with abrief
telephone call. But in fact both volumes are
of enormous interest, essential reading for
those concerned with music in the first half of
our century. It is true that, for example, the
Schoenberg- Kandinsky correspondence
(Faber, 1984) contains far more discussion of
aesthetic matters, yet there is much of
interest in Berg-Schoenberg about the early
performances of their works, about the
preparations for these — and about the
labyrinthine musical politics of Vienna in
their time. And the editorial scholarship is
magnificent, practically all references and
allusions being followed up and explained in
footnotes.
Covering 41 years to Berg-Schoenberg's
31, the Schoenberg volume ranges more
widely in many other respects, presenting a
vivid portrait of acomplex and very difficult
personality. There are long and absorbing
letters to some of the maor artistic
personalities of his day, and one discovers all
kinds of fascinating details, eg that recordings
were made of Schoenberg's own 1930 Radio
Berlin broadcast of Von Heute auf Morgen.
What became of them?
Max Harrison
CRITICISM

by Hans Keller. I66pp. Paperback. £4.95.
Published by Faber & Faber Limited. 3Queen Square.
London WC IN 3AU.

To anyone who never heard Hans Keller
speaking ( he was afrequent enough
broadcaster) the full flavour of this book will
be denied. Posthumously edited and
published, it is essentially acollection of
essays on the theme of music criticism —
'phoney professions', Kritikerdámmerung,
and so on. The arguments are elliptical, the
prose style grows like the tendrils of a
Columbine. The piece on the phoney
profession of viola- playing is rather silly,
obvious: almost, you feel, propounded so
that the reader shall learn that Keller
persuaded. or nearly persuaded, Ida Haendel
once to take up the instrument for a
performance of K364. And the
incomprehensibly involved analysis of a
simple letter received from Britten is surely
something which should have been discarded
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altogether. On the other hand, the
devastating piece on the role of the Editor is
an item that should be in every professional
writer's desk-drawer.
Perhaps, when phrase builds on phrase, or
twists it upside-down, when the ' content' is
only apercentage of the whole, we should
read — 'hear' — Keller's writings as pieces of
music themselves. Like Sonata pieces by
Haydn. Or perhaps the real problem here is
that the total arrogance of the writing is at
odds with what one senses, or what those who
worked with him have reported, of Keller the
person. He was an archetypal Jewish
Intellectual, and this book shows us his
argumentative side only. For me, it's abit too
sly: I'm sure Hans Keller the 'doer', the
practical musician, was alot nicer to know.
Christopher Breunig
ROMANTIC MUSIC

by Arnold Whittall. I92pp. Hard
covers. Price £ 12.50. Published by Thames & Hudson Ltd,
30-34 Bloomsbury Street. London WCIB 3QP.

It is difficult to decide on the type of audience
at which Arnold Whittall was aiming when he
wrote this book — with no musical analysis or
quotation it would be of little use to the music
student, and for the reader interested in a
history of music of this period it is less a
chronological ordering of events than aseries
of views expressed in adetached manner.
The preface states Whittall's aim to 'decide
and celebrate the diversity of Romantic
music' as written by the most ' significant
composers' of the time, and this is attempted
in the main by quoting contemporary critics
and composers on their colleagues' work.
Although interesting in itself, it would have
been more convincing if the author had
argued his own point on the more
controversial of these.
The long chapter on Liszt and Wagner is
undoubtedly the core of the work, reflecting
the author's main interest here, and is
summed up by the provocative final
statement that 'sincerity and strength . . .
coupled with that " uncurbed energy". . .
make Wagner the most formidable of all
Romantic masters, both in his immediate
effect and his long-term challenge — and
example — to posterity'. This, at least, offers a
viewpoint for debate, but such astance is all
too rare.
An interesting selection of 51 illustrations
showing concert halls, posters, paintings and
drawings, and portraits of Romantic
composers complement this 'concise history
from Schubert to Sibelius', and the extensive
bibliography is in itself demonstration of
Professor Whittall's thorough- going research
and scholarship.
Barbara Jahn
RECORD DEALERS DIRECTORY compiled
by Bateman. Winstone & Finch. 129 pages. Soft covers.
Price £2.50 plus 50p p&p. Available from Record Dealers
Direetor. Vinyl Demand. 46 Sydney Street. Brighton BN I
4EP. East Sussex.
This first edition of what is hoped will become
an annual publication is an absolute gift for
the inveterate collector. Iknow that every
time Ireach anew town Ispend time
combing it for record shops: this AS- sized
paperback provides the addresses for over
2000 outlets in the UK. thus saving alot of
time and shoe leather. The layout is
straightforward. alphabetically by county.
with shops also listed alphabetically. The
compilers were even adventurous enough to
include selected dealers in the USA and
Europe. What isn't included is akey to the
type of shop. not all being so obviously a

source for new records (
eg Our Price), used
(eg Record & Tape Exchange), classical, rock
etc. Too few of the entries have annotations
(new or used, type of music), so Isuggest that
the compilers should arrange to include such
vital information by adding acode to the 1989
edition. It would be dead simple: 'N' for
'new' records, ' U' for used, ' CD', ' LP' and
'MC' for the types of software stocked, and
an extensive letter code system for genres to
cover classical, rock, soul, jazz. ethnic,
reggae and so on. Do that, pick up on some
of the omissions and you can put me down for
alifetime subscription.
Ken Kessler
ALKAN VOL. 2THE MUSIC by Ronald Smith.
278pp. Hard covers. Price £ 14.95. Published by Kahn &
Avcrill Ltd., 9Harrington Road. London SW7 3ES.

The best introduction is that Liszt said Alkan
was the one person in front of whom he was
nervous of playing. A missing link in the
Liszt-ChopinMendelssohn Schumann
generation, Alkan ( 1813-88) was the
unsurpassable virtuoso who scorned the
public.
Ronald Smith told us most of what can be
known about this great yet still largely
unperformed composer's reclusive life in
Paris all of eleven years ago in Alkan Vol. I
The Enigma (
still available at £5.95), but, as
he says, the more facts are revealed the
deeper the mystery becomes. Despite this,
Alkan has always had his friends, chiefly
pianists with the necessary transcendental
technique. They start in the early years of the
century with Busoni, who then rated him one
of the five most significant composers for the
piano since Beethoven.
The most effective, because the most
practical and most persistent, of Alkan's
advocates is among us now, however, in the
person of the author of this book. Smith has
been performing, broadcasting and recording
Alkan's music, in particular the ferociously
demanding major works, for many years
now. In the course of this he evidently has
located copies of everything from that vast
output that survives; played it; analysed it.
And in this valuable second volume Smith
surveys it all in detail, his very perceptive
comments gaining force through the generous
quantity of music examples which his book
includes.
Despite his isolation, this composer is a
crucial figure in 19th-century Romanticism
and with this publication our understanding
of him advances greatly. What we need now
are more performances. and as 1988 marks
the centenary of Alkan's death we perhaps
should not be unduly pessimistic.
Max Harrison
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RECORDS AND TAPES

jazz Classics in Digital Stereo
HOT TOWN

ittg
JO CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
VOL 1NEW ORLEANS
REB 588 M ZCF 588 ' BBC CD 5138
Features the all time great
Jazzmen, including Jelly Roll
Morton, Louis Armstrong and
the- Original Dixieland
Jazzband.

JO CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
VOL 2CHICAGO
REB 589 t1ZCF589
BBC CD 589
Robert Parker digitally
remastered and stereo
enhanced the original 78s to
recreate the original live
sound of the jazz era.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
VOL 3NEW YORK
REB 590
ZCF 590 O BBC CD 590
As featured on BBC Radio 2's
'Jazz Classics in Stereo'.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
VOL 4HOT TOWN
REB 647 nËIZCF 647 BBC CD 647
An anthology of classic jazz
featuring Duke Ellington,
Edmond Hall, Lawrence Brown
and Lionel Hampton.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
LOUIS ARMSTRONG 1923-31
REB 597
ZCF 597
BBC CD 597
Featuring Louis Armstrong's Hot
Five and Hot Seven, Johnny
Dodds, Earl Hines and Jack
Teagarden.

JAR CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
FATS WAILER 1927-1934
REB 598 1:11ZCF 598 C) BBC CD 598
Features Fats with J.C.
Higginbotham, Benny Carter,
Eddie Condon, Coleman
Hawkins, Muggsy Spanlee
and Benny Goodman.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
BIX BEIDERBECKE 1924-30
REB 601 fttl ZCF 601 0 BBC CD 601
Tracks include ' Deep Harlem',
'Rockin' Chair' and the much
loved novelty ' Barnacle Bill'.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
BESSIE SMITH 1925-1933
REB 602 rnIZCF 602 0 BBC CD 602
Bessie's voice is displayed in all
its power, majesty and richness
by the Robert Parker method.

JO CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
JOHNNY DODOS 1923-1929
REB 603 IIZCF 603 BBC CD 603
These new digital recordings
reveal awarmth and dramatic
clarity in the great clarinettist's
playing, not produced on
record before.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
JELLY ROLL MORTON 1926-1934
REB 604
ZCF 604
BBC CD 604
A collection of Morton's work
ranging from the well- loved to
the little-known. Also included
are the 1926 Chicago sessions.

SWING- BIG F3ANDS

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
DUKE ELLINGTON 1927-1934
REB 643 rel 1CF 643 BBC CD 643
Includes fine early recordings
such as 'Jubilee Stomp' and
'Black Beauty' through to the
1934 recordings 'Stompy Jones'
and ' Live and Love Tonight'.

Distributed by Pinnacle

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
JOE VENUTI F. EDDIE LANG 1926-1933
REB 644 NZCF 644
BBC CD 644
Featured with Red Nichols, Bis
Beiderbecke, Tommy and
Jimmy Dorsey, Adrian Rollini,
Frank Trumbauer, Benny
Goodman and The Teagarden
Brothers.

JAll CLASSICS IN DIGITAL STEREO
RED NICHOLS AND MIFF MOLE 1925-1930
REB 664 b3ZCF 664 BBC CD 664
Sixteen tracks from the golden
years of ' New York Style' Jazz.

THE CLASSIC YEARS IN DIGITAL STEREO
VOL 8SWING - BIG BANDS 1929-1936
REB 655
IICF 655
BBC CD 655
Tracks from all the great bands
remastered with the Parker
magic.

THE CLASSIC YEARS IN DIGITAL STEREO
OL 10 SWING - SMALL GROUPS 1931-1936
REB 666 MICF 666
BBC CD 666
Features some exciting partnerships; Artie Shaw with Morton,
Red Nichols with Ray McKinley
and Freddy Jenkins with Adrian
Rollini.

Telephone Order Desk: 0689 73144
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Organ Concertos ( Williams/Shepherd)
JS BACH
Musical Offering ( Moroncy)
Canatas 106. 131 ( Rifkin)
JC BACH
Symphonic Concertante. etc
(Ma/Zukerman)
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 2, 8 ( Ilickox)
Egmont Overture ( Leibowitz)
Piano Concertos 1-5, etc ( Arrau/
Galliera)
Piano Sonatas 17, 21. 26 ( O'Conor)
Piano Sonatas 22, 23. etc ( Arrau)
Piano Sonatas Opp. 110. III
(Barcnboim)
Hammerklav ,cr Sonata. etc ( Douglas)
BELLINI
IPuritani ( Bonyngc)
Norma ( Bonyngc)
BIZET
Carmen Suites, etc ( Bàtiz)
BLOCH
Schelomo ( Rostropovich/Bernstein)
BOCCHERINI
Cello Concerto in B- flat ( Ma/Zukerman)
BRAHMS
Symphony 3. etc ( Boult)
Symphony 4 ( Reiner)
BRITTEN
String Qt 3 ( Lindsay)
Folksong arrangements ( Brightman/
Parsons)
CHOPIN
Etudes Opp. 10. 25 ( Gavrilov)
D1TTERSDORF
Six Ovid Symphonies ( Shepherd)
DVORAK .
Symphony 9 ( Fricsay)
GLUCK
Lc Cinesi ( Jacobs)
La Corona/Danza ( Bugaj)
GRIEG
Peer Gym excerpts. etc ( Beecham)
HANDEL
La Resurrezione ( Hogwood)
HOLST
The Planets ( Rattle)
LISZT
Les Preludes ( Fricsay)
Don Juan Réminiscenses, etc
(Labeques)
MARTINU
Nowt. Trio. etc ( Dartingion)
MENDELSSOHN
Symphony 2( Abbado)
MESSIAEN
Harawi. Poems pour Mi ( Dorowi
Delman)
Catalogue d'oiseaux ( Hill)
MOERAN
Symphony, etc ( Handley)
MONTE VERDI
Vespers of 1610 ( Harnoncourt/
Herreweghe)
MOZART
Clarinet/Bassoon Concertos. etc
(Beecham)
Divertimento K334. etc ( Karajan)
Idomenco ( Pritchard)
PROKOFIEV
Symphony 5 ( Jansons)
Peter & Wolf ( Rippon/Hughes)
RAMEAU
Borcadcs/Dardanus Suites ( Brüggen)
RAVEL
Daphnis & Chltic ( teal)
Bolero, La Valse. etc ( Inhal)
Piano works ( Rudy)
ROSETTI
Horn Concertos ( Tuckwell)
ROSSINI
Operatic arias ( Gimenez/Veltri)
SAINT-SAENS
Carnival of Animals ( Hughes)
SCHUMANN
Cello Concerto ( Rostropovich/

89
93
93
93
94
94
93
85
94
94
94

Bernstein)
SMETANA
Vltava ( Fricsay)
R STRAUSS
Don Juan/Quixote. etc ( Tortelier!
Kempe)
Heldenleben/Macbeth ( Kempe)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6 ( Bychkov)
Symphony 6, etc ( Abbado)
Manfred Symphony ( Jansons)
Suites 3.4 ( Marriner)
TIPPETT
String Qt 4 ( Lindsay)
VIVALDI
Four Seasons. etc ( Mullova/Abbado)
Four Seasons. etc ( Petri/Malcolm)
WEBER
Piano Concertos I. 2, etc ( 12.3sel/
Blomstedt)

COLLECTIONS
94
95
95
95
95
95
96
96

CABARET CLASSICS
(Gomez/Constable)
RENAISSANCE FANTASIAS ( Rooley)
POPULAR FRENCH ROMANTICS
(Organ pieces)
LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS
(8 composers)
AMERICAN PIANO MUSIC ( Lerner)
OLD WORLD NEW WORLD
(3 CDs. 5composers)
CONCERTGEBOUW CENTENARY
(3 CDs/composers)
PHILIPS NO-NOISE CDs
IS CDs. 21 composers)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
105
107

107
105
105
99
107

107
105
99
105
107
107

JEAN BEAUVOIR
Jacknifed
GRAHAM BOND ORGANISATION
The Sound of 65/There's A Bond
Between Us
ELKIE BROOKS
The Early Years 1964-1966
KEVIN BROWN
Road Dreams
GLEN BURTNICK
Heroes & Heroes
BUTTHOLE SURFERS
Hairway To Steven
ROBERT CAL VERT
Captain Lockheed And The Starfighters
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART AND THE
MAGIC BAND
Ice Cream For Crow
JEAN CARNE
You're A Part Of Mc
TRACY CHAPMAN
Tracy Chapman
CHROME MOLLY
Angst
CLIFTON CHENIER
King Of Zydeco
GENE CLARK
WO The Go,h1n Brodie,

REVIEWS
CLEAR LIGHT
107 Black Roses
NAT ' KING' COLE TRIO
107 The Complete After Midnight Sessions
NAT ' KING' COLE
107 The Very Thought Of You
JOHN CLYDE COPELAND
1(17 Houston Roots
THE CRITTERS
107 New York Bound
THE CURE
99 The Peel Sessions
THE DAMNED
99 The Peel Sessions
DELUXE BLUES BAND
105 Deluxe Blues Band
THOMAS DOLBY
99 Aliens Ate My Buick
PIERRE DORGE & NEW JUNGLE
ORCHESTRA
100 Johnny Lives
MICHAEL DOUCET & CAJUN BREW
100 Hot Cajun Rhythm N Blues
DURUTTI COLUMN
107 The First Four Albums
99
105
10)
107
105
100

EXTREME NOISE TERROR
The Peel Sessions
LITA FORD
Lita
BILL FRISELL
Look Out For Hope
PETER GABRIEL
Dcutsches Album
ROCKY HILL
Rocky Hill
EARL HINES
At The Hangover Club

EARL HINES/COZY COLE
100 Earls Back Room. Cozy's Caravan
THE HOLLIES
107 Stay With The [follies
THE HOLL1ES
107 In The Hollies Style
BRUCE HORNSBY & THE RANGE
100 Scenes From The Southside
IRON MAIDEN
105 Seventh Son Of A Seventh Son
JOE JACKSON
100 Live 1980/1986
JESSE JOHNSON
105 Every Shade Of Love

II JOHNSON-KAI WINDING
101 Kai And Jau!
JOY DIVISION
99 The Peel Sessions
MICKEY JUPP
105 X
HOWARD KEEL
101 Just For You
EVELYN 'CHAMPAGNE' KING
105 Flirt
STEVE LACY
101 Only Monk
CLEO LAINE
101 Unforgettable

BEST OF THE MONTH
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85
91
92
93

94
99

100
101
103
103
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VARIOUS
107 Peacock Chicks & Duchesses Sing The
Blues
VARIOUS
105 Under The Covers
VARIOUS
107 The Rhino Brothers' Greatest Hits
WALLY JUMP JNR & THE
CRIMINAL ELEMENT
105 Don't Push Your Luck
SHANICE WILSON
105 Discovery
NEIL YOUNG & THE BLUENOTES
103 This Note's For You
THE YOUNGBLOODS
107 The Youngbloods
THE YOUNGBLOODS
107 Earth Music

O

A

CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassettc) numbers. G;je = monophonic recording. (P) indicates date of first UK
release, eg. on LP — now CD. or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP. unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or I* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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THE RECORDS
105 A Sunny Afternoon In Waterloo
THE SCORPIONS
105 Savage Amusement
GEORGE SHEARING TRIO
103 Breakin' Out
WAYNE SHORTER
107 Night Dreamer
ZOOT SIMS/AL COHN/JAMES
MOODY
103 Tenor Contrasts Vo. 2
SIOUXS1E AND THE BANSHEES
99 The Peel Sessions
DAVID SYLVIAN/HOLGER CZUKAY
101 Plight And Premonition
TANGERINE DREAM
105 Livemilcs
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
107 Delta Momma Blues
BIG JOE TURNER
107 Stcppin' Out
ULTRA VOX
99 The Peel Sessions
VARIOUS
107 Blues Around Midnight
VARIOUS
103 Bright Lights. Big City
VARIOUS
103 Jazz On Verve
VARIOUS
107 Open Country

DON LANG AND THE TWISTERS
107 20 Rock N' Roll Twists
BILL LAS WELL
101 Hear No Evil

New Musical Offering_
Birdsong from Peter Hill
Dance Suites from Rameau
Tortelier's Don Quixote on CD_
Mullova's poised ` Four Seasons'_
Thomas Dolby Without Wheels
Pierre Dorge Is Full Of Love & Hope
KT Oslin A Lady For The 80's
The George Shearing Trio Still Flying With Time
Neil Young: Hello Mr Soul

THE LEFT BANKE
107 And Finally . . .
THE LEFT BANKE
107 And Suddenly It's. . .
THE LITTER
107 Emerge
LORDS OF THE NEW CHURCH
105 Live At The Spit
LOST AND FOUND
107 Lost And Found
NICK LOWE
105 Pinker And Prouder Than Previous
LYDIA LUNCH
105 Honcymood In Red
THE MADNESS
105 The Madness
IAN MATTHEWS
105 Walking A Changing Line
MICRODISNEY
105 39 Minutes
NAPALM DEATH
99 The Peel Sessions
NEW ORDER
99 The Peel Sessions
GARY NUMAN
107 Telekon/l. Assassin
THE O'KANES
107 Tired Of The Runnin'
SALLY OLDFIELD
105 Femme
SEIGEN ONO
101 The Green Chinese Table
KT OSLIN
101 80's Ladies
DOLLY PARTON
103 Ranbow
PETER & GORDON
107 World Without Love - The Best Of
GERRY RAFFERTY
103 North & South London

Recording: Performance
A
D
H

I
2
3
4
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical

N
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The Audio Innovations Series 500, 25 watt Class A, Integrated Amplifier
£650.00

Audio Innovations Ltd
Unit 8, Dyke Road Mews, 74/76 Dyke Road
Brighton BN1 &JD, Sussex. ( 0273) 203277
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TIPPETT: String Quartet 4/BRITTEN:
String Quartet 3
Lindsay Qt
ASV CD DCA 608 (
52m 47s) digital ( LP:
DCA 608, MC: ZC DCA 608)
Tippett's Fourth Quartet receives its first
recording, just nine years after the Lindsays
gave the Bath Festival premiere (May '79),
and they now bring to the music much the
same sense of authority as they have to late
Beethoven on records. And late Beethoven
provides not just structural forms but thematic ideas too. A main motif in the finale is a
dotted figure clearly alluding to Beethoven's
Grosse luge. Listeners might well find it best
to work backwards through the Quartet from
this familiar anchor point.
Conceived (we are told) as part of a
triptych, along with the Triple Concerto and
Symphony 4, it is acontinuous work in four
movements. In his introductory note, Meirion Bowen suggests it is a ' birth to death'
kind of progression, and inevitably the writing will spark all kinds of subjective images
for the listener. I found myself visualizing
some sort of ' attack' on the Beethoven motif
by an alien group: as the theme is
approached, it is provoked to skirmish, to
engage aggressive scurries of retaliation. In
the slow movement I see images like cells
gliding and mutating as through amicroscope
lens. These are dangerous similes, but it is
difficult to know how ' abstract' the piece is
meant to be. Clearly a Quartetto serioso, it
draws upon the sawing figures we know from
the string-orchestra pieces, with buoyant and
life-assertive elements that sit with broad
ARNE: The 6 Organ Concertos
Roger Bevan Williams (org)ICantilenal
Shepherd
Chandos CHAN 8604/5 (
2CDs, 86m 07s)
digital (2LPs: DBRD 2103, 2MCc: DBTD
2013)

•
dissonant daubs of sound, high-register 'twitterings' like bird-song, harmonic chordal
themes, and string pizzicati figures that suggest implicative mottos ( like those linking the
late Beethoven quartets together, or the
DSCH in Shostakovich's).
For those, like myself, who find the dense
complexities of the later orchestral works by
Tippett not easy to follow, the restricted — if
that is the word — palette of the four strings
will make for something more accessible. To
paraphrase Vaughan Williams: ' I may not
like it, but it is clearly what he meant!'. We
cannot, after all, say what the Beethovens are
'about', yet with perseverance we say we
come to ' understand' them (even if some of
the music we never actually like'). Tippett's
Quartet is pitched at the same demanding
Moroney (hpd, dir)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901260 (
51m 07s)
'Authentic' readings of Bach's Offering to
Frederick the Great are no rarity now —
Musica Antigua Köln have made avery good
one for Archly, and there are others — but this
is still a competitive alternative. The sound
quality and focus give a close, sensuous
impression that is highly suitable both to the
music and its performance, and arguably
preferable to the more remote sound for
MAK. The playing here is less strongly
articulated (harpsichord voicing, flute attack,
violin depth ' into the string'), and I find
myself liking each version in different ways.
The Kóln reading is perhaps more Italianinfluenced, the Moroney more Frenchinfluenced. Ido think Ifractionally prefer the
allocation of some of the shorter canons to
combinations involving two violins ( here we
sometimes have two harpsichords), as in the
older set.
The older performance comes in a boxed
set of 3CDs with the Art of Fugue, and this
may swing purchasers in favour of the Harmonia Mundi recording. [ A*:11
Stephen flaw

Delightful music, beautifully crafted and
splendidly played. These concertos were
never intended, of course, to be played all at
one go, and are still best enjoyed when heard
separately. After four or five in arow, Ifind
myself rapidly tiring of the organ, and
wishing that Chandos had opted not for
completeness (the Stamp Collector's Syndrome being one of the more mixed blessings
of the LP/CD age) but for aselective realisation of the original title: 'Six Favourite
Concertos for the Organ, Harpsichord or
Piano Forte'. Still, to return to a more
realistic attitude, this is a thoroughly enjoyable release, in which the players are willing
to take the music at face value. Shallow,
polished and predominantly lively, these concertos ask little of the listener and repay
divided attention with much innocent pleasure. A collection, then, to be dipped into,
rather than consumed wholesale, and
perhaps not too often. For all its charms, the
music becomes ' familiar' awfully fast, with
the concomitant threat of the traditional
consequence. The recording is full-bodied
and warm, if perhaps alittle ' thick'; Ifound
myself happiest with bass and treble at their
opposite extremes (less and more, respectively). [
A/B:1]
Jeremy Siepmann

JS BACH: Cantatas 106 & 131
Ann Monoyios (sop)!Sieven Rickards (clen)!
Edmund Brownless (ten)/Jan Opalach (bass)!
Bach Ens/Rifkin
Oiseau Lyre 417 323-2 (
38m 37s) digital (
LP:
417 323-1, MC: 417 323-4)

JS BACH: Musical Offering, BWV1079
Janet See (111)/John Holloway (vIn)1Jaap ter
Linden ( vIc)IMartha Cook (hpd)IDavitt

Rifkin's policy of employing only one singer
per part obviously depends for its success in
performance on the quality, both individual
and collective, of the singers he employs. Of
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level.
The Lindsay's fine disc is just as valuable,
though, for aview of Britten 3that contrasts
greatly with the Decca premiere recording
(1978) made at the Maltings by the Amadeus
Qt. The two readings are complementary,
and in broad terms it could be said that
whereas the Lindsays represent a
post-Bartokian School, the Amadeus are of
the first Viennese School, eg, in the steady
way in which they approach (iii) Solo, where
there is greater dramatic bite in the sforzando/rest patterns, on ASV. In (iv) there's a
good sense (on Decca) of the music's forward
pace, with the bizarre and ghostly trio suggesting nails drawn across aglass pane. The
Lindsays are even more weird: here is a
solitary mad figure dancing — again, the
humour has the sardonic mordancy of Bartok. In ( iii) where the Lindsays are remote
and glassy, underlining the fantasy of the
writing ( and the LP has fabulously silent
surfaces there), the Amadeus use more vibrato, thereby giving a more human warmth.
It's like aportrayal of figures from aMidsummer Night's Dream asleep in the wood.
Perhaps the Amadeus are even more perceptive in Britten's nocturnal Solo.
The contrasts, though, begin at the beginning, with amore voluptuous manner, sweetness in the voices (on Decca); and here the
Lindsays combine amore intense, even ferocious style, yet with musical refinement. In
short, these couplings make a significant
addition to the modern English catalogue,
and their Sheffield recording is excellent —
though Ithink it comes out better on vinyl
than on CD. IA:1/11
Christopher Breunig
the present quartet, I particularly like the
clear-tones, light, and sensitive singing of
Ann Monoyios. Those entrusted with the
middle parts, however, strike me as the weak
links in the chain, the tenor having a somewhat constricted, dryish voice of uncertain,
tessitura, and the countertenor suffering from
imprecise intonation and avery narrow dynamic range. Nevertheless, all concerned sing
with great sensitivity and strike a generally
satisfying balance between harmonic blend
and polyphonic clarity. The instrumentalists
too acquit themselves well, the oboist in
particular achieving a poignancy and eloquence of exceptional distinction. Ifound Rifkin's tempos convincing, and his rhythms
generally buoyant, though there are occasional moments of stodge, especially, Ifelt, in
Cantata 131.
All in all, Ifound this an attractive release,
marred, perhaps, by an excess of caution all
round. Ideally, I'd like to hear a sharper,
more vibrant approach to rhythmic articulation and amore communicative intertwining
of parts. It sometimes feels to me here as
though textural clarity is achieved at the
expense of acertain vitality. Musicologically,
Rufkin puts his case well; artistically, though,
he's as cool as the proverbial cucumber, with
the result that my respect and admiration
outweigh my pleasure and sense of emotional
involvement. The recording strikes me as
excellent; intimate yet not intrusively so, and
impeccably clear. [
A:21
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 2 & 8
Northern SinfonialHickox
ASV ALH 970 (
MC: ZC ALH 970)
As with their earlier release of the First and
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Fourth symphonies, Hickox and the Northern Sinfonia acquit themselves splendidly
here. Particularly admirable, it seems to me,
is the first movement of No.2 ( though virtues
abound elsewhere too). Brimful of vitality,
humour, clarity of texture and rhythmic
drive, it delighted me from start to finish.
Like all really good performances, it puts the
emphasis squarely ( but not too squarely) on
the music itself. Hickox has the musicality,
humility and plain good sense to take the
composer at his word. Beethoven's colossal
high spirits and self-confidence emerge with
an irresistible blend of humour, energy and
grace. If Ihave any reservations ( and I'd be
an eccentric musician if Ididn't), they have to
do with acertain rhythmic homogeneity and
an occasional lack of sufficient breadth
(though these apply more particularly to the
later movements). That is to say, background, accompanimental rhythms tend to
duplicate the sharply accentuated rhythms of
the foreground (spiky, fp pairs, for instance),
where a ' flatter', less overtly rhythmic contour might have added depth, contrast and
further excitement to the forward-driving
thrust of the music as a whole. Similarly,
greater contrasts between accented beats
within the bar might have enhanced the more
far-reaching rhythmic coherence, and kinetic
energy, of bar-groupings (and whole phrases)
themselves. So too, as in the scherzo of the
Second Symphony, accents could sometimes
afford to be more widely (and asymmetrically) separated; but in the face of such
enormously enjoyable performances, these
observations must rate no higher than a
constructive quibble. Where the prevailing
sonority is concerned, Hickox employs awide
dynamic range, but unlike many conductors,
his shrewd ear for instrumental balance never
allows the orchestration to become noisy or
raucous — and his discretion is matched by the
recording engineer. [ A:11 Jeremy Siepmann

accompaniments too, with avintage Philharmonia Orchestra. In 1(i) he seems — rightly —
to want a more spirited tempo than Arrau
will allow! What lovely horn playing in the
'Emperor' exposition, even though this dates
from after Dennis Brain's tragic death.
In retrospect, this cycle proves more satisfying and profoundly interesting than the
original reviews would suggest.
The same Appassionata is also licensed to
Harmonia Mundi, where it has been subjected to more processing ( the Pantheon
transfers are unimpeachably 'straight'), but
the finale can be cued individually on their
CD. These solos are shallow and diffuse, but
at mid-price nicely complement the digital
remakes — the Variations are filler to the
Dresden Fourth, on Philips. This earlier
reading is some 20 seconds more expansive,
but both versions grow in fascination as the
work develops. I find the beginning marmoreal, and throughout feel acertain detachment, however grand and sonorous the playing. [
C:1*/11[C:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Hammerklavier Sonata O
Andante favori
Barry Douglas (pno)
RCA RL 87720 • digital ( CD: RD 87720,
MC: RK 87720)

It is not exceptional to be drawn to the
Everest of Beethoven Sonatas first: think of
Rosen, Ashkenazy, Ogdon, or Eschenbach.
For ayoung artist, following in the footsteps
of Schnabel, Gilels, Brendel, or Solomon
must be something to put out of mind —
there's enough that is demanding in the piece
itself, especially sustaining the long span of
the slow movement (24m 16s in Eschenbach's
recording; 17m 50s in Brendel's live performance; 20m 39s here) in acomparatively empty
studio.
But, asked about this recording — which he
contrasts nicely with an intimate and expansive recreation of the Andante favori —
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5 El
Douglas says it is not to be taken as embracAppassionata Sonata
ing everything he might think about the
Claudio Arrau (pno)IPhilharmonialGalliera
Sonata, rather it is what he felt during the
Pantheon D15070 (
3CDs, 202m 31s) (Target)
recording period. ( Puzzling?) Certainly it is,
C) 1956-61 part 9,1
as promised, a very straight reading, objective yet thoughtful. He may admire Gilds,
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 22 in F O 23 in
but he in no way copies the Gilels Hammerkf, Appassionata D 32 Variations in c, Wo0.80
lavier on DG: that is much more flexible in
Claudio Arrau (pno)
pacing, freer with note-values, than with
Harmonia Mundi HM57 (
50m 43s) C) 1961
Douglas, whose Adagio is closer by far to
Schnabel's. It's a ` rallentando' style performThe Philips cycle with Haitink may be the
ance of ( iii), which doesn't mould the harmomedian best, but the importance of this EMI
nic growth as Brendel's does so absorbingly,
set from the late ' 50s ( in relation to the
or set in relief all of the upper 'spaced'
continuing stream of recordings from Arrau
the octogenerian) is that they show him at a melodic lines as Gilels does. When Douglas
stops being 'straight' for a moment, eg, in
technical peak. That said, Arrau today is
spreading the octaves 77-82, or showing
perhaps more warmly communicative than
sudden anger at the ' echo' semiquavers at 165
ever, on records — here the impression is
(a high F is sounded forte in five doublecomparatively cold and dispassionate,
touch pairs), or with the unexpected 'slow
although the shallow character of the sound
motion' parenthesis in which he puts the
may exaggerate this.
The C-minor is outstandingly fine, but I triplet semiquavers' crescendo at 176-7, the
listener may feel less than enlightened. In the
have to confess my sentimental attachment to
repose point in the finale, 240 sempre dolce
the G major, as this was the first record Iever
owned. It is the one mono item, and has a cantabile, Ithink a plainer treatment of the
new theme would have been more apt.
very narrow dynamic range. Even so, the
Douglas is excellent in the big chordal writing
reading is beautifully spacious and clean, and
though, and if he doesn't sift all the voices in
the first- movement includes Arrau's model
the fugue as unfailingly as Kempff (well: who
account of the longer Beethoven cadenza. In
else does?), he keeps up the tensions. Ilike
1(i) he plays the elaborate one favoured by
the introduction to (iv), and in (i) the
Schnabel; 2(i) has the so-called ' Hammerklaunassertive opening really did remind me of
vier' cadenza. I am told that Arrau never
Kempff: the reverse of the Schnabel assault
plays the B-flat in concert, and that he
on that impossible metronome marking. (But
learned the Concerto for these recordings. In
how brilliantly Schnabel carried off the finale;
1and 3 there are jarring changes of quality
for all the blurring of sound, the intellectual
for the cadenzas, obviously taken separately.
grasp is formidably clear!)
Historic relevance apart, these performWhat can one say? My comparisons show
ances may be savoured for Galliera's fine
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different failings in most of the recordings; by
collecting several you build a composite
experience of the work. As yet perhaps we
don't know enough of Douglas to evaluate his
Beethoven properly — clearly it is the large
scale to which this pianist is drawn. The
recorded sound is cool and clean: again, it
rather distances one from the music. Iwill
comment on the CD next month. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
teir-mft
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 17, 21 & 26
John O'Conor (pno)
Telarc CD-8016 (
64m 10s) digital
John O'Conor's playing, though not his
name, is new to me. On the basis of his
performances here Ishall make a point of
looking out for him in future. Fluent and
instrumentaly resourceful (Beethoven's 'blurred' pedal markings in the finale of the
Waldstein are obeyed with beautiful and
mysterious effect), he is aplayer with akeen
ear for musical textures, an impeccably controlled approach to rhythmic articulation, and
a too-rare capacity to balance the requirements of expressive detail and large-scale
structure. If his playing here fails to satisfy
me completely, it's because of a certain
accentual spikiness now and again, an occasional failure to integrate accompaniments
into the overall sound-picture, and a tonal
palette which sometimes stresses the brittle
and incisive at the expense of warmth and
harmonic cohesion. In both the 'Tempest'
and Les Adieux sonatas, he strikes me as a
little on the cautious side, with acorresponding loss of momentum; but if he fails to match
the recent exemplary readings from Perahia,
he nevertheless holds his own with commendable consistency, and promises even better
things to come. Few collectors, I suspect,
would be less than happy to have this release
on their shelves. The recording is close but
not dry, spacious but not over- reverberant.
[A:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in », Op.110 D
in c, Op.111
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 423 371-2 (
52m 35s) digital C) 1984
These two last sonatas from Barenboim's
complete set for DG make an effective
single-CD coupling. The readings are, as you
might expect, lucid, powerful, and committed, leaving the listener in no doubt as to the
major stature of this performer as a Beethoven interpreter; yet that special something
that Barenboim himself and a small handful
of other artists have elsewhere injected into
performances of these towering masterpieces
to lift them to another, ethereal plane, does
not seem to be present here. Nevertheless,
there is so much to enjoy and admire that the
reissue is still very recommendable. The
recording is on the hard, bright side, allowing
some harshness to develop at fortissimo, but
the instrument is cleanly and solidly realised
between the speakers and presence is well
captured. [
A/B:1]
Doug Hammond
BELLINI: I Puritani
SutherlandlPavarotii1CappuccillilGhiaurovl
ROH ChILSO1Bonynge
Decca 417 588-2 (
3CDs, 174m 27s) C) 1973
A warm welcome for this reissue of Sutherland's and Bonynge's classic 1973 recording
of Bellini's last opera. Some things in this
half-historical, half-romantic drama of course
work only on the stage, and then only with
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the help of careful production. But the
grandiosity of Bellini's concept is realised
with abundant relish by the entire cast and in
the warm orchestral playing. Sutherland
excels as the distracted Elvira, moving from
sanity to madness and back with her usual
consummate ease, while Pavarotti's Arturo is
equally, and equally rightly, extreme: this is
music that has to be shouted. Piero Cappuccilli's Ricardo, the royalist Arturo's Puritan
rival, and Nikolai Ghiaurov, Elivira's father
Giorgio, add their own weight to the cast,
while the sound is Decca's mighty best of the
period and emerges resplendent in CD format. [A/A*:1]
Stephen Pettitt
BELLINI: Norma
SutherlandlCaballél Pavarottil Ramey1WNO
Orch & Ch/ Bonynge
Decca 414 476-2 (
3CDs, 148m 29s) digital
(3LPs: 414 476-1, 3MCs: 414 476-4)
Why should Dame Joan want to revisit
triumphantly conquered territory at this stage
in her career? Fond memories of her first
recorded Norma inevitably prompt the question, and the answer isn't immediately clear
with the priestess's preliminary hieratics. A
slightly occluded middle range in summons,
careful fioriture, and rather too many helpful
tempo-cosmetics from Bonynge make this a
rather dislocated `Casta Diva' by the side of
the earlier versions (Callas too, of course), all
luminously serene at the andante sostenuto
Bellini asks for. But bear with her for the
Norma-Pollione and Norma-Adalgisa confrontations, and it's clear that the dramatic
bite of later Sutherland — the Sutherland of
Turandot and Esclarmonde — is still rivetingly
with us. How much more colour and contrast
there is, for example, in the telling scena
which opens Act 2; how convincing the
dilemma of Norma torn between love and
vengeance in the final scene, has now become
— tearfulness, determination, and a tenderness more truly within the voice, I'm inclined
to hazard, than it could ever be with Callas.
The other diva's flashing conviction, on the
other hand, can't quite be matched at `Si, fino
all'ore estreme'. But the casting of Caballé as
Adalgisa • has, on the whole, paid off: she's
convincing in quite a different way from
Horne on the '66 set — still credible, in her
abundance of soft-spun legato, as the vulnerable younger woman. Once again, extreme
speeds from Bonynge come close to breaking
the spell of the two big duets ('Mira, o
Norma' very slow — but Serafin set precedents
there, perhaps). Pavarotti throws in nice
scruples and fine top-Cs as callow Pollione;
Ramey and the splendid WNO chorus provide Druidical virility, often at ahectic pace,
to contrast with the much more interesting
inner strengths of their principal womenfolk.
The orchestra is on a more even, spacious,
level with singers than it has been in other
recent Decca/Sutherland productions — which
is just as well, since the players, in those
expansive introductions, have almost as much
vocalizing to accomplish. [A:1*/2] David Nice
BIZET: Carmen Suites 1 & 2El Les Pecheurs
de Perles — Prelude CI Patrie Overture, Op.19
Mexico City POI Bàtiz
ASV CD DCA 596 (51m 51s) digital ( LP:
DCA 596, MC: ZC DCA 595)
If you enjoy this music as much as Ido, then
you might well share my ambivalent attitude
to its performance here. The playing, to be
sure, has its delicate, lively and stylish
moments, but the orchestral sound is often a
little coarse for my taste and Bátiz's rhythm
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tends rather to the four-square. The two
Carmen suites are so well-known, and so
well-represented in the annals of recording,
that these performances face formidable
competition, and if the programme consisted
of these alone, then I'd have trouble recommending them over all their rivals. What tips
the balance in their favour is the inclusion of
the Pearl Fishers Prelude ( nicely played) and
the rarely heard Patrie Overture. Even here,
the playing strikes me as generally lacking in
elegance and flair, but it's fascinating to hear
Bizet attempting to be patriotic and Berliozian at the same time. The patriotism comes
off apoor second best — this isn't top-drawer
Bizet by any stretch of the imagination — but
the orchestration is masterly, and occasions
further regrets that Bizet didn't live long
enough to add more copiously to the orchestral repertoire. As far as the recorded sound
goes, it strikes me, like the performances
themselves, as lacking in sufficient depth and
sheen, but unlike many of my critical colleagues, Ifind the description of such things
appallingly elusive. [
B/C:2/3]
Jeremy Siepmann
BLOCH: Schelomo/SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto
Alstislav Rostropovich ( v1c)1Orch National de
Francel Bernstein
EMI CDC 749 3072 (
48m 19s) C) 1977
Two very strong interpretative personalities
meet here, both inclined to playing of heightened expressiveness. The dangers are
obvious, yet they are most apparent in
Schumann, not Schelomo. Rostropovich
seems rather self-conscious, less spontaneous
than usual, early on in the Concerto, which,
both as apiece and as a performance, is an
anticlimax after the Bloch. ( I would have
programmed them the other way round.)
Schelomo receives an almost overwhelming
interpretation, which it is tempting to
describe as unsurpassable as a performance,
if not as arecording. The playing attains the
heights of passion in some passages yet the
emotion is always held firmly in control, more
especially by Rostropovich. I think. It is
caught with a recording that is strongly
coloured but not always natural in balance,
the cellist well forward, certain orchestral
solo instruments noticeably highlighted, the
overall perspective sometimes questionable —
although the purely orchestral pages are
tremendous. [
A:1/2/11
Max Harrison
BOCCHERINI ( arr.Grützmacher): Cello
Concerto in BI,/JC BACH: Symphonie Concertante in A El Grand Overture in El
Yo-yo Ma ( v1c)ISt Paul CO/Zukerman
CBS MK 39964 (
49m 09s) digital ( LP: IM
39964, MC: ¡ MT 39964
Ienjoyed this record most for Yo Yo Ma's
superbly stylish and eloquent cello playing.
The Boccherini/Grutzmacher can rarely have
had a more persuasive advocate (though by
current standards, Ma's wide dynamic range
and occasionally throbbing vibrato may strike
some listeners as a trifle heart-on-sleeve).
Both soloist and conductor put the emphasis
on Grutzmacher at least as much as on
Boccherini, which is to say that they take an
unapologetically romantic, even rather oldfashioned view of the work. Icould wish that
Zukerman and the orchestra matched Ma's
rhythmic sophistication better than they do
(dotted rhythms, for instance, seem often
rather leaden, the more so by contrast with
the soloist's light and pointed articulation)
and that they took amore translucent view of

orchestral textures; but these drawbacks are
more than compensated for by the overall
sense of enthusiasm and vitality. JC Bach's
Symphonie Concertante provides the real
heart of the present release, it seems to me,
and here all concerned rise to the occasion
with delightful results. Zukerman and Ma
play together like blood brothers, neither
exceeding the music's galant brief nor underplaying its expressive interchanges. The
Grand Overture, too, is a delight, full of
reminders that JC Bach's influence on
Mozart was greater, and more lasting, than
we tend to remember. The quality of sound in
both the Bach works strikes me as markedly
superior to the strangely flat acoustic which
prevails in the Boccherini/Grutzmacher.
[A/13:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Egmont Overture*/
BRAHMS: Symphony 4
RPOIReinerl* Leibowitz
Chesky CD-6 (
47m 31s) (Trim Records)
BRAHMS: Symphony 4
RPOIReiner
Menuet 160 025-2 (
40m 24s) (Target)
Of far sterner countenance, Fritz Reiner's
Brahms recording for Reader's Digest (
Oct
'62) must have been made just afew months
after the EMI with the RPO under their chief
conductor Rudolf Kempe. A pity that the
new Previn Fourth is not in the same league
as either. Both these CD remasterings sound
better than the RCA analogue LP transfer of
1975, and although the Chesky is preferable,
the £9.99 Menuet (one of a new series of
Swiss imports) runs it close. The proof comes
in the strings arco in (ii), which tend to a
comb- and-paper edginess on Menuet — there
the tape-hiss level is more noticeable, the
tonal qualities thinned by comparison with
the warmer, richer Chesky sound. It must be
noted that ( ii) is marred by grumbly LF
disturbances like LP pressing rumble!
Yes, it could be said that Chesky have
matched the Walthamstow tapes to the best
of Reiner/Chicago. Don't be influenced by
the Egmont filler: this must be the most
brashly accented, coarsened, and sensationalised account on records. Here is Beethoven
with perspiring face, careering about in
clown's check coat, and carrot- red wig. How
could Chesky pair it with Reiner's noble
Brahms? [
A/B:11 for the Brahms — though
the RPO/Kempe was sonically its equal, and
someone should reconsider it for CD reissue.
[4] for the Beethoven. Menuet [B/C:11
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Symphony 3* 1:1 Serenade 2 El
Academic Festival Overture
LPOI* LSO1Boult
EMI CDM 769 2032 (
72m 42s) C) 1970, '72,
'78
A generous helping of Brahms transferred to
CD here; Idoubt that the newcomer to these
well-tried works would be disappointed,
especially as Boult takes the slower movements of the Serenade at quite a pace and
keeps the textures buoyant. I'm not sure that
this is an earth-shattering performance of the
Symphony, though, for all its carefully
balanced structural pacing and attention to
details of the score. The insidious disease of
routine makes afew of its symptoms felt, and
the blandness of today's tendency towards an
'average' orchestral timbre is also in evidence. The Academic Festival Overture fares
best, reflected by the sparkling personality of
the bassoon playing. In this and the Serenade
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the strings of the LPO are fine, but in the
Symphony the LSO strings are grainy and
lacking in finesse. The recordings sit well
enough together and if not of the finest
quality, are very acceptable. [
13:1/2]
Doug Hammond
BRITTEN: Folksong arrangements - Early
one morning D Come you not from Newcastle? El Sweet Polly Oliver D The Trees they
grow so high CI The Ash Grove D 0 Waly,
Waly El How sweet the Answer D The Plough
Boy D Voici Le Printemps O The Last Rose of
Summer D Le Belle est au Jardin d'Amour D
Fileuse D Dear Harp of my Country D Little
Sir William D 0, Can you sew cushions?
Oft in the stilly night Ill Quand j'etais chez
mon pere D There's none to sooth D Oliver
Cromwell
Sarah Brightman (sop)/Geoffrey Parsons
(pno)
EMI EL 749 5101 • digital (CD: CDC 749
5102, MC: EL 749 5104)
At first sight an LP which has amusical 'star'
singing anything by Benjamin Britten may
seem doomed to ridicule. So many classical
singers cross over in the opposite direction,
from classical to popular, to poor effect, and
one would expect similar technical pitfalls
when the tables are turned. But not so. Sarah
Brightman's voice has a basically pleasing
quality, it wears asmile and has an appealing
directness. Although trained and controlled.
hers is alarge voice and the occasional lapse
from discipline is quite engaging. But the
higher registers, especially when she sings
loud, are metallically bright and can be tiring
to listen to. Because of this the gentler songs
are the most successful here, such as the
lovely rendition of 'The Trees they grow so
high'. She has an excellent sense of rhythm, a
quality so vital in this style of singing, sliding
perfectly between the shifting moods within
the songs. Sadly, the narrative drive is marred by her lack of vocal clarity, and the words
are often mumbled. Oddly enough, she seems
more at home when singing the French lyrics
-the slight hardness of her style marries well
with the French language.
The disc would have been more pleasant if
Miss Brightman had been placed further back
from the microphone. The accompaniment is
also, on occasion, alittle overstressed on loud
passages. Ihave heard more subtle performances, but none as fresh and uncontrived.
[B:1/2]
Sue Hudson
CHOPIN: Etudes Opp.10 & 25
Andrei Gavrilov (pno)
EMI CDC 747 4522 (
57m 26s) digital ( LP: EL
747 4521, MC: EL 747 4524)
This is probably the most brilliant recording
of Chopin's Etudes since Ashkenazy's, for
Decca. Such playing is of course its own
justification, but, as in Ashkenan's case, it is
apity that the Trois Nouvelles Etudes are not
included, for completeness and to make this
issue fully competitive. Perfect keyboard
mastery is shown throughout, perhaps most
overtly in pieces such as Op.10 Nos. 1, 2, 7
and 10, which still have something of the
exercise about them. No.3, with its famous E
major melody, is here as satisfying in its
lyricism and fiery central section as any
performance I can recall. The following
C-sharp-minor piece, though amazing, is abit
too fast, some of its expressive impact being
lost. No.5, the ' Black Keys' Etude, is also
amazing - too much so, as is No.8. The
'Revolutionary' Etude, however, is exactly
right, a phenomenal outburst of virtuosity,
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and also unforgettable as a musical experience. Parallel comments apply to the twelve
Op.25 pieces. The Etudes in thirds, sixths and
octaves are great feats of poetic execution,
the central section of Op.25 No.5 and the
nocturnal No.8, both superb left-hand studies, are as suave as Op.10 No.6. And the
'Winter Wind' ( 0p.25 No.11) has all the
headlong inspiration of the ' Revolutionary'
Etude. Perhaps the best compliment to Gavrilov is that such pieces do sound as revolutionary here as when they were composed 'guns buried in flowers,' as Schumann said.
[A:1]
Max Harrison
111.11111"

DITTERSDORF: Six Smphonies after
Ovid's Metamorphoses
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos CHAN 8564/5 (
2CDs, 113m 23s)
digital (2LPs: DBRD 2012, 2MCs: DBTD
2012)
This fascinating issue gives us what Itake to
be the first complete recording of the surviving six of Dittersdorf's twelve symphonies
based on incidents from Ovid's Metamorphoses. He wrote them around 1783, the first
three were published two years later, and
they were performed in Vienna roughly
contemporaneously with his most important
stage work, Doktor und Apollyeker.
Although no-one would guess the contents of
the symphonies by ear alone, they are fine
inventive pieces, dramatic, and often eloquent. All are nominally in four movements,
but changes in tempo and mood are frequent.
They are colourfully scored, with bold brass
flourishes and languorous oboe melodies.
Unfortunately Icannot consider these performances as more than an interim recommendation. Tempi tend towards extremes,
and though the faster ones are vigorous and
only rarely scrambled, some of the slow
movements move ponderously and strain the
wind players. The long opening Adagio non
molto of ' Perseus's Rescue of Andromeda' is
a case in point. The large, over-resonant
acoustic poses problems, and though detail is
clear, the clarity has an unnatural quality to
it, and the minor flaws in ensemble are
highlighted. The sleeve-note might with
advantage have given details about the instrumentation as well as identified the incidents
that Dittersdorf was 'illustrating'. Despite my
disappointments Istill commend the issue as
a welcome introduction to a minor but
ingenious symphonic talent. [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe
DVORAK: Symphony 9, ' New World'/SMETANA: Vltava/LISZT: Les Préludes*
BPOI' Berlin RSOIFricsay
DG 424 384-2 (
72m I4s) Recordings from
1959-60
Ferenc Fricsav's New World used to be
regarded as firmly in the German romantic
tradition, soft-centred in indulgent expressive
ritardandi. That may remain the conclusion,
but this ' Dokumente' CD does, Ithink, serve
as areminder of Fricsay's enormous capacity
for analysis and securing such analytical
detail in performance. In this he resembles
Sinopoli, but his gift for reassembling the
music into a cohesive whole is patently
greater.
The 1960 Vltava is perhaps the most
sharply characterized I have heard; the
Peasant Wedding is especially colourful in its
circling, strutting dance rhythms. Tempi are
generally faster than usual: overall timing
97-112s shorter than Karajan, or Szell.
The Liszt is even more impressive. Fricsay

directed the postwar Radio In American
Sector Orchestra ( RIAS: later named Berlin
RSO) from 1949-54, built entirely from
scratch, with many East German musicians.
The JesusChristus Kirche BPO productions now sound a trifle spiteful in brass
accents, coarse-grained in strings; nevertheless they are starkly clear evidence of Fricsay's ear for voice-balances [
B/C:1/2] [ B/
C:1(*)]. The Liszt is hardly dated at all
[B:1*1. Idon't think this conductor's Beethoven would be competitive now, hut DG
have plenty of his more valuable archive
recordings to draw upon, particularly of
20th-century repertoire. Let's hope . . .
Christopher Breunig
GLUCK: Le Cinesi
PoulenardlOtterlBanditellilMeylOrch
Schola Cantorum BasiliensislJacobs
EMI CDC 747 7522 (
56m 32s) digital

of

Gradually we are being given the chance to
get to know Gluck's operatic output ( though
the French works remain almost totally hidden from the record-buying public). Below, I
give aguarded welcome to two short operas
to Metastasio texts recorded by the Warsaw
Chamber Opera. There are no reservations
about this version of another Metastasian'
azione teatrale, which is excellently sung,
perceptively paced. and highly enjoyable.
The plot, such as it is, concerns three Chinese
girls (
Le Cinesi of the title) and the brother,
just returned from avisit to Europe. of one of
them. Gentle play-acting provides the opportunity for each to have an aria in differing
styles - tragic, pastoral. playful - before a
concluding dance- quartet. The recitatives are
brought so skilfully to life that their length
does not seem excessive ( the libretto has the
words only in Italian and German, though
there is an English note and summary).
Isabelle Poulenard, Anne Sofie von Otter
and Gloria Banditelli characterize the three
friends with charm and wit, and Guy de Mey
is equally stylish and elegant. René Jacobs
directs the fine little period- instrument
orchestra with spirit and evident affection.
The Overture, with its little oriental bells, is
rather closely recorded, but the opera itself is
very acceptably balanced. What began life as
a cunningly revamped entertainment for
Maria Theresa and her husband at Schloss
Schlosshof on the eastern marches in 1754
makes alovely little opera for home listening
- and it sets new standards in recorded
performances of Gluck. [
A/B:1*/1]
Peter Branscombe
;LUCK: La Corona 12 La Danza
Soloists! Warsaw COIBugaj
Orfeo C 135 872 (
2CDs, 109m 26s) digital
Like all the best celebrations, that of Gluck's
200th anniversary last November is proving
of lasting worth. These recordings were made
in Munich as long ago as June 1983 but they
have only recently been issued. And royally
welcome they are, despite largely undistinguished singing. Both are settings of librettos
by Metastasio - one- act works intended for
court occasions. La danza was performed
professionally at Laxenburg Castle in 1755
(Gluck re- used most of the music in Echo et
Narcisse 24 years later), and La corona was
intended for the Emperor's nameday in 1765
(his death prevented the performance from
taking place), and was to have been sung by
four archduchesses. La danza is a little
pastoral piece ( four arias and aduet) about a
boy's unwillingness to let his shepherdess go
off to adance; it is charmingly done by Ewa
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Ignatowicz and the lively if dry- toned Kazimierz Myrlak. La corona, about the proper
recipient of the laurel crown for gallantry in a
boar-hunt, is a bigger piece, but with all six
arias and the duet set for the soprano voice,
there is little variety — except what Gluck can
provide with his expert scoring and musical
inventiveness. Alicja Slowakiewicz is the best
of the singers. The Warsaw CO accompanies
alertly, and Tomasz Bugaj directs with style,
if with too little change of pace in the
recitatives. The recording is clean, freshtoned and neatly balanced, and the insert
booklet contains all one could reasonably
hope for in the way of texts and information
in four languages. Essential for the growing
band of Gluckians, and recommended for all
opera-lovers who do not demand superior
vocal finesse. [
A:21
Peter Branscombe
GRIEG: Peer Gynt — excerpts CI Symphonic
Dance 2 0 Concert Overture 'In Autumn'
Ilse Hollweg (sop)1Beecham Ch SocIRPO1
Beecham
EMI CDM 769 0392 (
58m I5s) 0 1956, '57,
'60
Sometimes the Beecham magic works here:
immediately characteristic are the perky piccolo and oboe. the light tread of strings in

The Hicks/McGegan/Hogwood Resurrezione
has itself been resurrected onto CD, where it
is, like its 1982 LP predecessor, heartily to be
welcomed. This early masterpiece of the
ever-resourceful Saxon was very much a
1980s rediscovery, since although it had long
been known and published in outline, it had
to await the expert editorial attentions of
modern scholarship (notably that of Ursula
Kirkendale and Anthony Hicks) combined
with the rebirth of appropriate Italianate
instrumental techniques to show in its former
glory.
Mostly the performance and the recording
go well, although the singers sound worried
at cadences: unsure, for example, where the
chords are to sound at recitative cadences,
with occasional flaws (as after 'the decrees of
the eternal King' on Track 4). The orchestra,
which matches the numbers accounted for in
the original production of 1708, sounds
unusually rich for AAM, and there are some
lovely touches, notably from Ku Ebbinge on
first oboe.
Best of all, though, is what seems to me to
be the instinctively right pacing of each
movement; as aresult, the composer's sound
instincts in matters of dramatic scale and
proportion shine through as they so seldom
do in performances of much more familiar
Handel. [B:1*/2]
Stephen Daw
HOLST: The Planets
Ambrosian Singers1PhilharmonialRattle
EMI CD-EMX 9513 (50m 51s) digital ® 1981

Sir Thomas Beecham (photo: EMI)

From Nicholas Kenyon's book (Faber) the
inference may be drawn that Simon Rattle
doesn't have much regard for his Philharmonia Planets — one of the two earliest digital
productions. Iwouldn't set too much store by
that.
As Iwrote in March '87 ( p98), the first
Electrola pressing were inferior to those on
'Eminence': and CD brings us one step closer
to John Willan's original master. The snag is
that, at mid-price, there are Karajan's VPO/
Decca and the KEF-sponsored Boult/LPO
(EMI) rivals, both more powerfully
developed conceptions. Even so, this ' young
man's' (
ie faintly wilful) Planets is exciting,
colourful, and even — in the evocation of
space in the final ' Neptune' — awe-inspiring. I
don't think you should miss it. [ See also ES,
July ' 81 p73.1[A/A*:1] Christopher Breunig
Halvorsen's arrangement of the Wedding
March. Then the ladies expiring and dancing
give us extremes of the conductor's art: after
the intensely drawn-out drama of Ase's death
Anitra performs with gossamer pizzicati and
delicate thrumming, drawing sighs from the
cellos which unmistakably conjure the lovesick Peer. Images for the listener are astock
in trade of Beecham's: for some reason the
second symphonic dance makes me think of a
shy bride (supply your own if that doesn't
suit!). At the same time not every number is
so precisely turned: in ' Morning' and the
'Arabian Dance' Jürvi on his complete set
(DG) surpasses the Bart at his own game.
And Idoubt if Sir Thomas could ever have
made much sense of Grieg's rambling autumn
rhapsody. Recording is worthy of its vintage,
though CD hasn't sharpened up the definition
as Ithought it might. [
B(H):1*/2] David Nice
HANDEL: La Resurrezione
Kirkby, Kwella (sops)IWatkinson (m-sop)!
Partridge ( ten)/Thomas (bass)1AAMI
McGeganlHogwood
Oiseau Lyre 421 132-2 (
2CDs, 109m 37s)
digital 0 1972
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LISZT: Réminiscences de Don Juan CI Two
Episodes from Lenau's 'Faust'
Katia and Marielle Labèque (pnos)
EMI CDC 749 3032 (46m 02s) ® 1984
Transfer to CD has done wonders for the
sound, this being far more acceptable than on
the LP, which emphasized the hard, unsympathetic tone that the Labéque sisters were
then all too often producing in loud and fast
passages. But this obviously does not alter the
fact that these are not particularly searching
interpretations of uncommonly interesting
repertoire, the Two Episodes being a considerable rarity in either two-piano or orchestral form. The second of these is indeed
familiar as the Mephisto Waltz 1 for piano
solo, but Liszt, a tireless reviser of his own
works, provided an alternative ending for the
two-piano version that is subtle, poetic, a
great improvement on the original, and used
here to good effect by the Labèques. In fact
this and the Waltz's quiet central section
bring forth the disc's most satisfying playing
and interpretation, certainly better than anything in the Réminiscences. [
A:2]
Max Harrison

MARTINU: Nonet D Trio in F O La Revue de
cuisine
Dartington Ens
Hyperion CDA 66084 (
48m 10s) (10 1983
These are excellent performances of three
representative yet diverse pieces. Alternative
versions are to be found on the native Czech
labels, though they are not in the same
technical class. Hyperion's LP version was
wholly admirable, but CD presents an even
cleaner edge and immediacy. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 2
Elizabeth Connell (sop)1Karita Mattila (sop)1
Hans Peter Blochwitz (ten)/LSO & Chi
Abbado
DG 423 143-2 (74m 24s) digital 0 1985
Even as acommitted Mendelssohnian Imust
admit that this work strikes me as aCurate's
Egg of fairly mammoth proportions. Taken as
awhole, Ihave great difficulty in warming to
it. Long before making its reappearance in
the otherwise splendid second movement, the
work's opening motto-type theme ( not one of
Mendelssohn's most inspired ideas in the first
place) has long outstayed its welcome, in my
ears anyway, and the immensely long sequence of choral and vocal movements (or
should it be considered as asingle, expansive
finale?) has me fidgeting in my seat and
consulting my watch from the outset. For all
the work's great popularity in the last century, its more recent neglect seems to me well
earned. There are some striking movements,
to be sure, but one has the feeling of grasping
at straws in the wind. The performance here
is suitably spacious, though Icould have done
with a suppler, less angular approach to
rhythm, and the solo singers suffer, to my
way of thinking, from excessive wobble. The
chorus, though excellent in quiet passages,
seems to me generally under- nourished in the
context of all this Victorian rhetoric. Perhaps
the current fashion for 'authenticity' will
eventually restore the choral elephantiasis
needed to put music of this kind across with
maximum conviction. In the meantime, I
await enlightenment. [A:2/31
Jeremy Siepmann
MESSIAEN: Harawi O Poèmes pour Mi
(Book 1)*
Dorothy Dorow (sop)1Carl-Axel Dominique
(pno)1*.lacqueline Delman (sop)1Lucia Negro
(pno)
BIS CD 86 (
71m 08s)
Harawi is awonderful work, but it has proved
almost impossible to find the right voice for it.
It demands asinger of Berberian-like stylistic
flexibility and the stamina and power of a
Brunnhilde, coupled with a typically French
charm and lightness of touch. It is interesting
that, on disc, it is mainly English singers who
have attempted it; and in the 1977 recording
issued here it is again an English-born soprano, Dorothy Dorow, who gives an account
that is in many ways admirable. Where she,
like others before and after her, falters is
when the extremes of power are demanded,
and a coarseness of tone attends unasked.
The pianist, Carl-Axel Dominique, generally
copes well with the demands Messiaen makes
of him, but there are quite afew examples of
notes in the high treble not quite cleanly
taken, and his stylistic approach to the
birdsong passages is less than idiomatic.
In Book 1of Poèmes pour Mi, Jaqueline
Delman, another English-born soprano, has
not the sweetness and flexibility of Felicity
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Palmer in her famous recording with Boulez
of the orchestral version of the work, yet her
performance with Lucia Negro has qualities
worth hearing. The recording of both works is
more than adequate, if not spectacularly
good, the odd spot of distortion and hiss
hardly detracting from the performances.
[B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
MESSIAEN: Catalogue d'Oiseaux, Books 1-3
Peter Hill (pno)
Unicorn Kanchana DKP (CD) 9062 (59m 02s)
digital ( MC: DKP(C) 9062)
Unicorn-Kanchana have devoted much
energy and commitment to Jennifer Bate's
excellent recordings of Messiaen's organ
works and have already produced the first
two volumes in Peter Hill's cycle of the piano
music. Those two volumes have been artistically very successful and a difficult act to
follow, yet, if anything, this third volume
from Hill is even finer.
Ifind it hard to think of acomposer who
writes more idiomatically for the piano than
Messiaen, even though, like all such greats,
he has defined that style of writing in atotally
individual way. The Catalogue d'Oiseaux
1956-58) is a marvellous reservoir of these
main features of his idiom, encompassing in
the thirteen works spread over seven books
as fascinating avariety of textures and figuration as is found in the works of Chopin. All
this is inspired, primarily, by birdsong, and is
necessarily both very intricate and dramatic
in its realisation. The technical facility
demanded, not just to play the notes but to
produce awide range of tonal variation and
textural balances, is daunting, yet Hill accomplishes all this with spectacular panache and
an involvement with the music and the
quality of piano sound that are asheer delight
to experience. He even uses the resonance of
the recording venue time and again to telling
effect. Bob Auger and Anthony Pople have
provided him with a top-quality recording,
close but not intimidating, exceptionally
detailed, and vibrant with a real sense of
immediacy and presence. Icannot imagine
this being bettered and all Ican ask is for
more of the same. [A*:11 Doug Hammond
MOERAN: Symphony D Overture for a
Masque
Ulster Orchestral Handley
Chandos CHAN 8577 (
58m 08s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1272, MC: ABTD 1272)
Though questions can be raised about the
structure of its finale, EJ Moeran's is an
excellent symphony. It brings together at a
deep level the East Anglian and Irish sides of
his background, and its thematic ideas owe
some of their character to similarities
between folksongs from these two regions.
Moeran in general and his Symphony in
particular have been discussed too much in
terms of influences. These are real, and in,
say, the central section of the slow movement, shortly after fig.42, or during the
finale's string 'storm' starting at fig.107 we
certainly are reminded of Sibelius. Yet the
procedures are used to personal ends and the
tone of voice here, in the concertos, Sinfonietta and other large pieces, is individual.
The Symphony had a long gestation ( it was
commissioned by Hamilton Harty in 1924,
almost completed, withdrawn and restarted
in 1934, then finished in 1937), and is a
remarkable achievement for one who had not
hitherto composed much on a large scale.
On comparing Handley's new version with,
for example, Boult's Lyrita LP with the New
HITI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Philharmonia one finds oneself talking about
the advantages of the best CDs over the best
LPs. This is not just amatter of hi-fi, as the
extra vividness does serve the music, especially in terms of sheer orchestral presence. It
gives Handley sharper definition and better
separation of parts, as in the rich string
writing for the first movement's second subject. Smaller details such as splashes of harp
sound also come across more securely. All
this supports amore vigorous interpretation.
Deeply perceptive though Boult's reading is,
particularly in the slow movement that is the
Symphony's heart, Handley leads us to
experience each detail and finally the whole
more acutely.
The Overture, of 1943-4, is an excellent
pièce d'occasion, very lively and with striking
orchestration. It deserves the ebullient performance it receives. [
A:1]
Max Harrison
MONTEVERDI: Vespers of the Blessed Virgin ( 1610)
Soloists/Arnold-Schoenberg ChlTolz Boys
Ch/Ch School of Vienna Court ChapellConcentus MusicuslHarnoncourt
Teldec 8.35710 (
2CDs: 94m 49s) (2LPs:
6.35710, 2MCs: 4.35710)
SoloLsts1Collegium1Vocalel Les Saqueboutiers
de Toulouse/ La Chapelle Royale Ch & Orchl
Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901247/48 (
2CDs,
89m 31s)
The new 'commercial' Nikolaus Harnoncourt
continues his digital remakes of his classic
1960's baroque masterpieces but, as Ihave
remarked before of his Bach, the years of
crossover experience between ancient instruments and modern do not appear to have
benefited the music. Ican only assume he is
going through an identity crisis, for his second
recording of Bach's Matthaus-Passion drew
him to the Concertgebouw Orchestra,
whereas he has reverted to his own period
instrument Concentus Musicus for the Bminor Mass and these Monteverdi Vespers,
though both seem to me to make no claims at
all for authenticity.
The giveaway here is not only the presence
of the unfortunately named Arnold Schoenberg Choir of Vienna — one of Harnoncourt's
favourites on record — but the discreet mention on the jewel case that this is a coproduction with the Munich-based video
company, Unite!. This is indeed asoundtrack
and it shares with Harnoncourt's second
series of Monteverdi operas — the tapes from
the PoneIle/United films — an aggressive
harshness which sounds very wearing on CD.
Nor, sad to say, is there much to recommend in the performance beyond the contributions of Felicity Palmer, Kurt Equiluz
and Philip Langridge, the best and most
stylish of an oddly matched bunch of soloists
including an off-colour (and off-pitch) Margaret Marshall.
You only have to turn to the Herreweghe
set on Harmonia Mundi to experience a
unified sense of purpose with superbly alert
playing and singing — the choir is small and
fleet-throated — and uniformly stylish soloists,
none of whom have particularly outstanding
voices. Indeed, they are all the better for the
effortless manner in which they blend.
Herreweghe takes aless reverential view of
the music than Harnoncourt, highlighting the
dance-like rhythms of the fast movements
(try the opening of ` Lauda Jerusalem') and
emphasising the dramatic contrasts of the
slower sections. The solo numbers and duets
make astrong impression through the direct

simplicity and frankness of the singers: ' Nigra
Sum' and ` Pulchra es' are delectably suggestive of the erotic aspects of the Virgin's Cult
which these Vespers celebrate. It is invidious
to single them out, but the sopranos Agnes
Mellon and Guillemette Laurens, and tenor
Howard Crook are as good as any of their
current rivals. Iwould not prefer this version
to the incisively sung, played and recorded
Parrott/Taverner version ( EMI), unless it
were for the churchy acoustic of the AbbayeauxDames, Saintes, which lacks the allrevealing clarity of EMI's All Saints, Tooting. It ought not to be so, but Ifear it is!
Teldec [
B:2/3], HM [A/B:1]
Hugh Canning
MOZART: Clarinet Concerto El Bassoon
Concerto D March in D ' Haffner' D Thamos,
King of Egypt — Entr'acte 2
Jack Brymer (clt)IGwydion Brooke (bsn)I
RPOIBeecham
EMI CDC 747 8642 (
58m 44s) ® 1960
It seems as if Sir Thomas has refined away all
inessentials towards aheartbreaking simplicity of line and texture. But don't be deceived:
a great deal of careful work went into his
account of the late, great work. Leisurely
speeds give space for searching; Brymer's
soft-toned clarinet glows beside the bassoonedged, incisive — and incisively recorded —
orchestra. The earlier concerto sparkles
freely, strings clearing space for bright oboe
and horn trimmings. It's hard to imagine
Beecham keeping a distance from Gwydion
Brooke's mirthful cadenzas. The bonuses, I
hardly need add, are just as searchingly
fathomed and polished. Dates in the booklet
would have been helpful. [
B:11 David Nice
MOZART: Divertimento K334 El Serenata
Notturna K239*
BPOIKarajan
DG 423 375-2 (
59m 36s) *() 1984
It is quite some time since we had a new
recording of the ` Robinig' divertimento, the
one that contains the famous Minuet. This
performance, delivered with all the polish
one has come to associate with these artists, is
unlikely to have universal appeal. It is, it
must be admitted, rather mannered and
heavy-weight, though beautifully played.
Even taking into account the need to
accommodate the faster Trio, ' the' Minuet is
lugubriously slow. This apparent need on
Karajan's part to polish up Mozart is always a
stumbling block in coming to terms with this
view of the composer. It would be quite
unfair to suggest that he condescends to
Mozart, but he does seem anxious always to
gild the lily. Something of the same regimental pipeclay is to be found on the Serenata.
You either like and admire its precision mid
polish or you don't. Given that you do [A:1].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Idomeneo
PavarottilBaltsalPopplGruberovalNucci etc/
Vienna State Op ChIVPOIPritchard
Decca 411 805-2 (
3CDs, 183m 53s) digital
(3LPs: 411 805-1, 3MCs: 411 805-4)
Sir John Pritchard's ldomeneo was recorded
in 1983. Its selling point will probably be the
presence in the title role of Pavarotti (Channel 4broadcast atelevised version some time
ago, though whether with the same cast
throughout Icannot now recall), but it would
be adisservice to other members of the cast,
not to say the controlling presence of Pritchard himself, to link the performance to one
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famous face. For this is avery distinguished
account of the opera in its original version
with Idamante as a castrato role ( now, of
course, sung by a woman). Mozart pinned
great hopes on this work, and by its performance in Munich in 1781 hoped to secure
employment at the Mannheim court. In the
light of his future development as an opera
composer we can now see that Idomeneo, for
all its indebtedness to Gluck, Traetta and the
rest, looked forward rather than back, and
was probably too innovative for its time.
Pritchard is aware of this and, subconsciously
one supposes, brings out vividly the associations with Don Giovanni and La Clemenza di
Tito, and his tempi throughout and his
attention to detail are admirable. Pavarotti
has perhaps the most prestigious role, and he
brings true character to the part, but Baltsa's
impassioned Idamante, Popp's Ilia, a shade
on the ripe side though in fine voice, and
Gruberova's dramatic but contained Elettra,
really carry the plot, with Nucci a good
reliable Arbace. Recitatives, very important
here, are thoughtfully performed though not
as consistently stylish as in Harnoncourt. The
Sofiensaal sound is of good studio quality,
which means that characters are well spaced
but static, and the relationship between
singers and orchestra closer than one would
expect in the theatre. Advantageous though
in that most of the glorious detail of the
scoring can be heard and is faithfully reproduced.
Choice is not easy. This latest version has
much to recommend it, but the recent reappearance of Sir Colin Davis's Philips recording on CD gives us at least two other
challenging alternatives. Bühm's magisterial
DG reading is serviceable but lacks the
dramatic bite needed to convince us that this
truly was Mozart's first great opera. Harnoncourt, on the most recent previous recording,
has that quality in abundance, and with the
benefit of a good cast and recording has set
something of astandard for the opera. Davis,
of course, brings his own insights to the work,
but on LP at least — Ihave not heard the CD —
the sound fails to give his interpretation its
full due. For all the positive merits of this new
recording, though those wishing for awhiff of
real theatre will probably still opt for Harnoncourt's more flamboyant and full-blooded
interpretation. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5
Leningrad PO/Jansons
Chandos CHAN 8576 (
38m I5s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1271, MC: ABTD 1271)
Chandos seized their opportunity (and all
credit to them) while the Leningrad orchestra
were touring the UK last year. Dublin's
National Concert Hall was the venue for this
'as live' recording, and very handsome it
sounds in the best [
A*I Chandos tradition.
That should speak for itself. One's reaction to
the performance will largely depend upon
how you like your Prokofiev 5paced. Jansons
takes the urgent Koussevitsky line: brisker, in
fact, though generally less intense. The Adagio is much too free-flowing for my taste:
those keening string harmonies crave indulgence; they must fill out, sigh and soar. This is
decadent music; one must smell the cultureshock of Prokofiev's years in the USA and
Paris. Slatkin ( RCA) catches the colour and
flavour to perfection.
Yet it must be said that Jansons pursues his
chosen path with seamless fluency and control. And at his elbow he has, of course, a
wonderful orchestra. The first thing one
notices is the high-colour of the personalityplus woodwind principals: the big-boned, oily
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clarinet, the reedy oboe (lovely earthy sound)
and plushy flute. And what an asset they are
in the infectious scherzo and finale. Jansons,
for his part, certainly comes through with the
vitality and the detail in both instances (piano
and harp are tantalisingly etched-in throughout). And after the poker-faced scherzo of his
dreary Shostakovich 5, it's good to have him
smiling, too. The smoochy ' Hollywood'
violins of the scherzo's trio are delicious — just
a hint of portamento. In general, Iwould
have welcomed adegree more 'edge' where
Prokofiev's smile sours and the aggression
rears its ugly head: the steam- rolling climax
and coda of (i) — briskly despatched, as Isay —
are atouch shy of brutality; the driving strings
which carry (ii) to its abrupt conclusion might
have dug-in more with the heels of their
bows. The coda of the finale, however, will
have brought the house down just as it did at
the Festival Hall in London. This is sensational: the beefy Leningrad trombones and
trumpets giving their Soviet 'brass band'
impersonation (it's good to hear them let go
occasionally — Jansons clearly discourages the
old and coarser Leningrad brass sound) with
demented percussion and shrill woodwinds
protesting noisily. Even if you should share
my general feelings about Jansons' reading as
awhole, this you must hear. [
A*:1/2]
Edward Seckerson
PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf/SAINTSAENS: The Carnival Of The Animals
Angela Rippon (nar)IGoldstone, Brown
(pnos)IRPOIHughes
ASV CD QS 6017 (
48m 42s) ® 1977
Angela Rippon has the unbelievably upperclass strains of asuperior nanny which would
send most red-blooded children screaming for
Paul Hogan. To my coarse ears she narrates
Peter's adventures as if giving an object
lesson in bad behaviour to a class of sullen
schoolboys. Having vented my personal prejudices, Imust say that she does her best to
act out the characters, and there are many
well brought-up young ladies who would
probably love its jolly hockeysticks overtones.
The balance is admirable in both recordings, and the sound remarkably clear and
open. The depth of the bass is impressive and
the individual instruments never seem artificially spotlighted. The pianos in The Carnival are enjoyably natural. There are no
evident analogue problems despite the
recording's age.
The Saint-Saens is served well by two
excellent pianists who play with great élan
and drive. The orchestral playing is similarly
fine, conveying a sense of involvement and
delight. The ' Swan' is perhaps less serenely
sentimental than she can be, but the lumbering elephants are ajumbo delight. [A*/3/1]
Sue Hudson
RAMEAU: Les Boreades — Suite El Dardanus
— Suite
Orch of the 18th-CentlBrüggen
Philips 420 240-2 (
57m 42s) digital
Controversial they may be in Mozart and
Beethoven. but here in 'suites' culled from
the brilliantly varied dance sequences of two
operas, Les Boreades of 1764, the year of
Rameau's death, and Dardanus of 1739. I
find Brüggen's Orchestra of the 18th-Century
magnificent. Like most of their recordings
these are live, taken from a concert in
Nijmegen in the Netherlands, the result of
weeks of concentrated preparation. And it
sounds it. The delectable unison of the

strings' articulation and phrasing is an especial joy of these dance movements, but the
wind soloists — very prominent in this windy
music — delight the ear too with their soulful
'arias' and perky character in the lighter
numbers.
But it is the astonishing originality of
Rameau's inventive fantasy — so distinct from
his great contemporaries Bach, Handel and
Vivaldi — that makes this record such an
essential buy for baroque specialists. Listen
to the strange harmonic shifts and emphatic
off- beat rhythms of the contredanse en rondeau of Les Boreades, at once rustic and
sophisticated, and to the exquisite grace and
tenderness of the following Air andante et
gracieux.
Rameau's dramatic interludes, the Entracte
Les Vents, complete with baroque wind
machine, and the Bruit de Guerre from
Dardanus, belong to the most exhilarating
pages of baroque music and they are done
here with abreathtaking virtuosity to silence
the carping of the most hardened anti-authenticists. Period instruments have liberated
this music from the library vaults — Les
Boreades was not performed until John Eliot
Gardiner discovered it and revived it in the
'70s at the Proms — and given it new life in our
time. The recording conveys a sense of
occasion, yet without a murmur from an
obviously rapt audience. [A:11
Hugh Canning
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chkie
Orchestre National & Chllnbal
Denon 33C0 1796 (
57m 09s) digital
RAVEL: Bolero 1:1 Rapsodie espagnole CI
Alborada del gracioso D Menuet antique
La Valse
Orchestre National/Iba!
Denon 33C0 1797 (
57m 22s) digital
Sensuous music demands superlative sound
quality, and Ravel's strongly aromatic
orchestration can easily glare under the hands
of insensitive engineers. In this respect alone,
Denon have the edge over most rivals; the
orchestra reproduces in astonishingly lifelike
textures, both as adynamic massed sonority
and as delicately woven instrumental strands.
No passage sounds overblown and the dynamic curves that swell around Daphnis's many
billowing climaxes are about as realistic as
you can get.
Daphnis itself is given a warm, flexible
performance, strong on atmosphere though
occasionally short on precision. The chorus
blends to the rear of awell detailed orchestral
canvas and the balmy stretches of Part Three
(the 'Second Suite', especially the Pantomime) are beautifully shaped by Inbal. I
noted a very fast, almost breathless Danse
guerrière but was glad that the closing Danse
générale is sufficiently moderate in tempo to
let Ravel's teeming orchestration tell in every
crafted detail. This aural information is
further facilitated by an exceptional amount
of tracking information: eighteen tracking
points ( corresponding to the score's individual numbers), indexed within each track
according to the plot's progress. Sunrise is
therefore annotated among a dozen index
points, for example: ' 1) Nothing is heard but
the sound of rills of dew running down the
rocks . . . ., 2) the sun rises
3) In the
background ashepherd leads his flock [ etc]'.
This of course means that newcomers to the
score can learn the music alongside acomprehensive review of the stage action. Too few
companies take advantage of this important
facility. A very good Daphnis, then; though
Monteux remains an inevitable yardstick ( not
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yet on CD). [A*:1]
Both these CDs are particularly strong on
low brass and percussion detail, a useful
advantage in the closing pages of Bolero and
the Rapsodie's '
Feria'. Inbal's account of that
most famous crescendo is cool and well
controlled, tightening perceptibly as the final
peroration draws near. The latter sections are
punctuated by powerful brass chords and the
bass drum packs aresounding wallop towards
the end. Iliked the first three movements of
Rapsodie, where Inbal achieves some
insinuating rubato and where the luminous
sound is particularly effective, but Ifound the
closing pages rushed and therefore a mite
confused. Alborada is very well judged in
terms of both rhythm and instrumental perspective, and a relatively brisk Menuet highlights textural delicacy and elegance rather
than Ravel's prime coloured harmonies. La
Valse runs a well calculated course from
mystery to chaos, but Iwas ' brought to' with
ajolt at 9:28 into the track where abad edit,
or hiccup of some sort, cracks the performance's smooth veneer. This is agood CD, but
I'd urge readers to investigate Armin Jordan's Suisse Romande collection (
Bolero,
Alborada, La Valse, Ma Mère l'Oye (
Suite)
on Erato ECD 88159), a harder-toned production that is interpretatively distinctive and
balanced with an ear for depth and perspective. [A*/A:I/2]
Robert Cowan
RAVEL: Pavane pour une Infante défunte 0
La Valse D Miroirs G Gaspard de la Nuit
Mikhail Rudy (pno)
EMI CDC 749 2752 (
67m 54s) digital
Pianists from all climes have recorded Gaspard, but few attempt La Valse. Did the solo
piano version come first, as the CD booklet
claims, or after — as the 1970 BBC Guide
suggests? ( We do know that Ravel and
Casella played aduet transcription in 1920.)
For a single player it is a tour de force and
Rudy is compelling: though the climax is
almost chaotic, in the wrong sense. He does,
however, rather labour the waltz in its
developmental stages — making amends later
with ravishing near-glissandi pp scales. As JS
said of his Brahms ( April '87 p93), the young
Marguerite Long prizewinner ( 1975) can display ' a rather heavy metrical tread'. And in
the opening Pavane he is disappointing. He
should have noted Ravel's rebuttal 'it is the
Infanta who is dead', or heard Marcelle
Meyer's old, model, recording [ EMI Références], 70 seconds shorter at 4m 52s.
Rudy may be pianistically superior, but
he's not yet so perceptive a Ravel stylist:
compare her ' Barque sur l'ocean' or ' Alborada' with these heavier performances.
(Though mics so close to the treble end of the
keyboard don't help here.) In ' Le Gibet' the
weight in more akin to Debussy's keyboard
palette, the tolling bell rhythmically secure
but too intrusive to double as the scarcely
perceptible swinging of the hanging corpse,
as it does so touchingly in Argerich's Gaspard
recording. Indeed, there is little of Argerich's
subtlety and half-suggestion: Rudy is better
in the alacrities of ' Scarbo', or the caged
Petrushka anticipations of 'Noctuelles'.
In spite of criticisms, though, Ifind all this
stimulating: worth hearing. [
AJB:112]
Christopher Breunig
ROSETTI: Horn Concerto in E, K3:44 C in
E l, K3:39 D E, K3:42
Barry Tuckwell (hm, dir)IECO
EMI CD-EMX 9514 (
53m 10s) digital
1986
'A first-rate

second-rate composer'
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Tuckwell, and even he has difficulties with
some of the taxing horn writing, however
conventional the musical context. Besides the
obvious charmer, the Rondeau à la Chasse
from K3:42, the plaintive Adagio that precedes it Istill find most appealing. Doubledouble-checking with the LE' ( Oct '86 p113)
produced no rationale for paying twice as
much for the CD! [
6:1] Christopher Breunig
ROSSINI: Arias from Tancredi, La Pietra del
paragone, Otello, Il barbiere di Siviglia,
Signor Bruschino, L'occasione fa il ladro,
L'italiana in Algeri & La cenerentola
Raul Gimenez ( sen)/Scottish CO/Michelangelo Veltri
Nimbus NI 5106 (
61m 30s)
This is an auspicious record debut for atrue
tenore de grazia whom Iheard three years ago
in a production of The Barber at the San
Carlo Theatre, Naples. Already the clean,
bright timbre, the fleet-footed agility and
ease and security at the top suggested amajor
new voice for an area of the operatic repertoire which has become increasingly difficult
to cast. It is. and Isuspect will remain, asmall
voice, and one Ican scarcely imagine venturing beyond the Mozart, Rossini, Donizetti
and Bellini repertoire. with the occasional
shot at Verdi's Fenton in Falstaff: but
Gimenez — who comes from Argentina —
looks set to fill the gap left long ago by the
young Luigi Alva. If anything, his light tenor
is more beautiful, recalling Schipa with its
bright forward tone and liquid production.
but he as yet lacks the ability to negotiate
coloratura without disfiguring aspirates.
Since so few light tenors even attempt music
of this technical difficulty today, it is afault I
can live with for the sake of such instinctively
musical and idiomatic phrasing — sample his
carriage of the line in ' Languir per una bella'
from L'italiana — and ringing vocal freedom.
The accompaniments are excellently
played by the SCO, even though Veltri's
conducting strikes me as routine. It would be
apity if the conductor's presence on Nimbus's
forthcoming complete recording of Don Pasquale, with this tenor and the neglected
Italian soprano Luciana Serra, should mar a
much needed set of Donizetti's elusive operatic comedy; but I commend the record to
lovers of bel canto, even though ( like ES) I
find it impossible to rate the Nimbus singlemiked recording. So. II(*)1 for the performances.
Hugh Canning
R STRAUSS: Don Juan El Don Quixote El
Dance of the Seven Veils
Paul Tortelier (vlc)IDresden StatelKempe
EMI CDC 747 8652 (
65m 28s) e 1974
The competition pales alongside these Dons.
Not a phoney, calculated bar in ear shot.
Tortelier's Quixote is a living, breathing
creation, Kempe's surrounding canvas, so full
of insight and interest. And Don Juan? What
is it that well known commercial says about
'freeing the spirit'? Ihad forgotten, too, how
exciting these recordings sounded. The
celeste is perhaps alittle much, as are one or
two strands of percussion in Salome's Dance.
But with the top gleaming brighter now and
string basses to sweep you off your feet in the
virile opening measures of Don Juan, what
more can I say? Except — incomparable.
[A:11
Edward Seckerson
R STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben 1:1 Macbeth
Staatskapelle DresdenlKempe
EMI CDM 769 1712 (
63m58s) e 1973, ' 74

Kempe's hero routs adversaries and ghosts of
the past by dint of sheer human warmth: it's
hard to imagine him sternly armed for real
combat. Nor is there the exuberant exaggeration which is one way of coming to terms with
Strauss's monstrous persiflage, only apersuasive natural momentum matched to ineffable
warmth and beauty in the string phrasing ( I'm
thinking especially of the dolorous song in
reply to the critics' first carping, the easy flow
of the love scene, the farewell — has it ever
sounded nobler?). Even Macbeth, usually too
diffuse to be any more than intermittently
terrible, sweeps compellingly along to disaster. The warm but synthetic Dresden
balances have always been aproblem, but so
light of touch is this Heldenleben that it comes
off best in the cycle. [
B/C:1]
David Nice
TC11.1.1 KO\ KY: Suites 3 & 4 Mozartiana'
Stuttgart RSOIMarriner
Capriccio 10 200 (
63m 26s)
So much elaborate fantasy, in so much
fastidious detail, went into the crafting of
Tchaikovsky's Suite 3 that a conductor who
lets his orchestra play just the notes turns the
work into a commonplace entertainment. It
wouldn't be fair to suggest that Sir Neville
entirely ignores the composer's markings — he
emphasises the offbeat lunges of the Valse
Mélancolique's central section more startlingly than any of his predecessors, for
example — but too much is dully generalised.
The lugubrious half- lights of the Waltz
proper. the woodwind embroideries of the
Elegie's development, the distant band that
passes through the Scherzo on abreath of air:
none of these are handled with enough care.
On the other hand there's almost too much
good taste to let the concluding Polacca
swagger and spring as it ought to. The
Stuttgart strings show themselves as a full
enough body, without any real beauty of
phrasing; otherwise, inner detail from the rest
of the orchestra is poorly served by recording
or conductor ( or both). The ' Mozartiana'
under which the disc announces itself appears
in the Fourth Suite, with the 19th- century
image of Mozart as an elegant child of the
rococo age neatly distilled in Tchaikovsky's
affectionate arrangements. Marriner seems
sprightlier within classical bounds: he keeps a
cool rein on the ' Ave verum', though these
variations, like their predecessors, lack real
spirit. [
11:2/31
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6, ' Pathétique'
Concertgebouw1Bychkov
Philips 420 925-2 (
48m 27s) digital ( LP: 420
925-1, MC: 420 925-4)
With a catalogue so rich in Pathétiques I'm
not going to waste much time. The spacing of
Tchaikovsky's lugubrious introduction is suitably theatrical: the development likewise.
with the clatter of prominent Concertgebouve
trumpets generating some excitement. In
short, the surface is competent. So far. With
(ii) we really begin to see Bychkov for what
he is: the trio — ponderous, pseudo-tragic,
unphrased, no light and shade — is frankly
unmusical. The March-Scherzo takes awhile
to get off the ground and then does so
suddenly and aggressively with little or no
sense of mounting tension. Bychkov positively hacks his way through the final pages
(again not a chance of any dynamic gradation), trombones incited to blast their way
crudely through everyone else. This isn't
exciting, just ugly.
There follows afull 12 second pause before
the first bar of the finale. Tasteful or mis93
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guided? The Concertgebouw strings sigh
deeply in the symphony's tragic coda, but
somehow you know when an orchestra is
simply going through the motions. [ A/B:31
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 Pathétique'
I: Marche Slave
('SO/Abbado
CBS CD 42368 ( 54m 5s) digital ( LP: 42368,
MC: 40-42368)
A second disappointing Pathétique in one
month. At least Abbado scores in terms of
musicality. His sensitivity to balance and line,
the fluency of his phrasing — the great second
subject of ( i) really sings — almost goes
without saying. All that is conspicuously
lacking here is temperament: the illusion, at
very least, of some uncontrollable innerconflict. That's amajor deficiency. Let's face
it, the first movement development — the crux
of the entire symphony — stands or falls on the
intensity of this very conflict. Abbado communicates only order, not turmoil. There are
no extremes, not a whiff of the implicit
hysteria. Indeed. I'll go further. There are
bars around the centre of the development
which don't come off the page at all. His
second movement is gracious: ( iii) is about as
lucid and well-articulated as you'll hear it, but
little more; ( iv) brings us the intense vibrato,
the weight and conviction of the Chicago
Symphony strings. But even here, it just
doesn't happen. All the notes are precisely
where Tchaikovsky put them, but what about
the music'? Abbado most surely brought his
score with him to these sessions, but who
knows where he left the performance. Isay
that as a great admirer of him. A robust
Marche Slave completes the disc. Terrific
trumpets. and a presto coda which at last
nudged my pulse rate up anotch. [ A/B:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony
Oslo PO/Jansons
Chandos CHAN 8535 (
53m 22s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1245, MC: ABTD 1245)
I'll say it again: Jansons is askilful operator.
He ' hears' the music well; balances are
generally exemplary, rhythms precisely
articulated, climaxes well placed. But characterisation? The music beyond the notes?
Listen here to the second of Tchaikovsky's

four scenes — '
The Fairy of the Alps appears
to Manfred beneath the rainbow of awaterfall'. This gossamer scherzo must tread air.
Semiquavers must cease to be semiquavers,
instrumental voices must not so much sound
as shimmer. Jansons gives us the notes all
right — precisely, fastidiously. But that's all he
gives us. Ican't remember when Ilast heard
this little gem of a movement sound less
enticing. In theatrical terms, 'wooden' is
probably the word I'm looking for.
By the same token, Jansons 's first movement lacks gravity. There is too much light in
the opening paragraph where bassoons, bass
clarinet, and probing cellos and string basses
speak of craggy mountainous regions. The
first big crisis point brings ringing horns to the
fore ( and excellent they are too), but the
swirling string figurations hardly conjure illusions of the inferno. Likewise, in Jansons's
hands the tumultuous coda is somewhat
prosaically announced in stuttering horns
which carry nothing like the requisite
menace. Of course the final surge of bellraised horns and trumpets is thrilling. When
is it not? But this is one of too few moments
where one's imagination can really begin to
stretch itself. The third movement slips by
graciously enough, though the climactic
flowering of that pastoral oboe tune doesn't
sing as it might; ( iv) is certainly incisive and
strong on detail — not least in the progress of
the Cossack-like dance tune through the
second half of the opening allegro. But again,
the con fuoco elements go for too little. It's
never actually dangerous enough.
What can Isay, then? A rather low-key
finish to acycle of much merit and one or two
minor relations. [A:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons 0 Concerto in
g, RV577
Viktoria Mullova ( vIn)ICOEIAbbado
Philips 420 216-2 (
48m 34s) digital ( LP: 420
2164, MC: 420 216-4)
This is a poised and avery nicely presented
recording of the famous ' Seasons' concertos
from Op.8 together with one of those mature
concertos which Vivaldi himself ascribed to
the Saxon Court Orchestra in Dresden. The
recording is very good indeed: the warmth
and intimacy of Viktoria Mullova's account is
extremely sensitively reflected, yet the Chamber Orchestra of Europe's brilliance and
unanimity have just the right balance
between fierceness and focus. Not that Mu!-

lova is lacking in brilliance and dazzle — the
playing is afiddler's delight throughout. The
instrumentally luxurious Dresden Concerto is
also very well played and recorded — the best
Ihave heard on record. But one must regret
the absence of the original poetry for the
'Seasons', and the rather sketchy nature of
the documentation, for what is otherwise a
delightful issue. [
A:11
Stephen Daw
Mine
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons (arr. Petri)
Concerto in C for recorder RV443
Michala Petri (rec)IGuildhall String Ens/Malcolm
RCA RD 86656 (
47m 57s) digital ( LP: RL
86656, MC: RK 86656)
Although Miss Petri plays as nimbly as ever, I
cannot say that Ifind the idea of performing
'The Seasons' as recorder concertos a good
one; the recorder has many strengths, but
portraying adramatic line conceived so brilliantly to exploit the sonority of the baroque
violin was never one of them. There is agreat
deal more to be said for playing these
concertos in transcriptions for the modern
transverse flute, which is far better equipped
tonally and stylistically for such work.
Undauntable Petri followers will be
pleased to find that the balance and proportion of the recording are good, but Idoubt if
even they will muster agreat deal of enthusiasm for the fill-up, as dreary a reading of
RV443 as Iremember hearing. Michala Petri
is ayoung musician with technical talent and
a useful resource in musicianship, but while
there is so much good repertoire available to
her from Vivaldi's own compatriots and
contemporaries, it seems a pity that somebody has encouraged her to devote her
energies to such aweak cause. [ A:2/3]
Stephen Daw
WEBER: Konzertstück f: Piano Concertos 1
& 2
Peter Rósel (pno)IStaatskapelle Dresden/
Blomstedi
EMI CDC 749 1772 (
60m 57s) digital C) 1986
Igave the LP awarm welcome in September
1986 and am even more enthusiastic about
the CD, the added clarity and cleanliness of
which bring out delightfully the variety of
instrumentation, the dynamic and emotional
range, and the brilliance of Peter Rósel's solo
playing. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

COLLECTIONS
CABARET CLASSICS
WEILL: Songs from ' Marie Galante' 111 Songs from the Broadway
Musicals/ZEMLINSKY: Three Songs from Op.27/SCHOENBERG:
Songs from ' Brettl-Lieder'/SATIE: Three 'Cafe-Concert' Songs
Jill Gomez/John Constable (pno)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD) 9055 (
57m 18s) ( MC: DKP(C) 9055)

Jill Gomez (photo: Jane Down)

Draw the curtains and dim the lights. The talented Miss Gomez does
not trifle with these ' songs of the night'. Her characterisation, her
feeling for and sensitivity to word-colour is spot-on: smoky, sour,
edgy, sexy, insinuating — you name it. Take the sordid tale of ' Marie
Galante' — aplay by Jacques Deval for which Kurt Weill composed
songs and incidental music in 1934. For the opening song, ' Bordeaux
Girls', Gomez hints at asinister, unsettling sneer in the voice. It's bold
and thoroughly uninhibited, like so much of the best in this collection.
In 'The King of Aquitaine', the climactic punch-line is beautifully
achieved: The King of Aquitaine will take me by the hand. Tough
luck for the Queen, tomorrow' — the final word ` demain', asensual,
finely controlled half-shade from the preceding climax. Ilove, too, the
defiant delivery of ' I'm waiting for aship'. In the opening stanza, you
hear the sigh of release, not to say relief in her voice.
What else? Well, Iwouldn't want to spoil your fun, but there's a
bizarre Hugo Salus poem involving abald head and ablack cat among
94
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the Schoenberg Cabaret Songs; the Zemlinskys are terse and atmospheric, and actually
quite surprising — Iparticularly liked ' Misery', a keening, decadent blues which predates Zemlinsky's departure for the USA;
and of course there are the delicious Eric
Satie numbers — three little gems from his
days as pianist at the celebrated Paris nightspot Le Chat Noir. Gomez shrugs off 'The
Diva of the Empire' with irresistible charm,
while the outrageous ' Let's get on with it
Chochotte' is everything that the title suggests — and more.
John Constable's presence at the keyboard
speaks for itself; the recording is just fine.
[A:1]
Edward Seckerson
RENAISSANCE FANTASIAS:
Works by Dalza, Spinacino, Capirola, Milan,
Mudarra, Narvaez, Milano, Diugoraj, Ferrabosco, Huwett, Dowell, Anon
Anthony Rooley (lie, vihuela, gittern)
Hyperion CDA 66089 (
48m 31s) digital
There are some kinds of music, it seems to
me, which are particularly suited to different
times of the day, and this richly contemplative sequence of Renaissance fantasies
belongs, by that token, not even to the
evening but to the night — to be listened to in
solitude, with the rest of one's senses already
put to bed. There is an intimacy about much
of this music ( to which Anthony Rooley
refers in his really quite moving programme
note) which requires that prolonged exposure
to it, as here, be planned with care. If the
mood or circumstance isn't right, then put the
disc away and wait. You can hardly help but
be handsomely rewarded. Iconfess ( oddly,
perhaps, for apianist) that there is very little
music which makes such adirect and poignant
appeal to my imagination. Yet for all the
poignancy, much of it undoubtedly nostalgic,
there is a profound healthiness about these
expressions of Renaissance Man's inner life
which leaves one feeling somehow clean, and
purged of the ignoble and fearful manifestations of modern life. The stylistic similarities
between this music and the Classical music of
India are few and far between, yet they have
something strongly in common in the attitude
of mind and spirit which they elicit in the
willing listener. Rooley's playing here is all
that one would expect, masterfully controlled. immediate and with an almost palpable
sense of devotion. My only quibble is that the
dynamics are perhaps extreme, better suited
to the projection of the public concert than to
the inward reflections of artistic self-communion. A treasury this, but one, as Isay, to be
handled with due care and attention. [
A:1]
Jeremy Siepmann
POPULAR FRENCH ROMANTICS (Vol. 2)
Works by Saint-Saëns, Widor, Vierne, Guilmant, Franck, Renaud, Mulet
Jane Parker-Smith (org)
ASV CD DCA 610 (
55m 21s) digital
Glowing reviews of Jane Parker-Smith's first
volume of Popular French Romantics are
fully confirmed by her superb performances
on Volume 2. In this recording of the organ at
Beauvais Cathedral, a closer balance might
have lent greater clarity to the many
moments when her technically stunning
fingerwork and articulation are almostr lost in
the lengthy reverberation of the acoustic.
This is true of the Saint-Saëns Prelude and
Fugue, Vierne's toccata Finale to his first
Symphony, the Mulet Carillon-Sortie, and
the wonderfully fleet Scherzo of Widor's
Symphony 4, in which registration and dynaHIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mic level are as much to blame for compounding this aural confusion. It is ashame
that even the soloist's crisp rhythmic articulation cannot help the if Minuet of Guilmant's
Grand Choeur (
alla Handel) to dance with
anything less than leaden step.
But there is so much fine playing here — the
wonderfully expressive Prelude of Franck's
much-loved Prelude, Fugue and Variation,
the Renaud Toccata in D-minor, given more
room to speak initially with gentler colours
and dynamic grading, and Vierne's Stèle pour
un enfant défunt. With such performances,
the recording can, and must, be listened
through. [
B:11
Barbara Jahn
THE LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS
ELGAR: Cockaigne E Pomp and Circumstance/BERLIOZ: Hail, All Hail To The Queen/
WAGNER: Wesendonk Lieder — Schmerzen,
Trâume/MENDELSSOHN: Octet — Scherzo/
WOOD: Fantasia on British Sea Songs,
Sailor's Hornpipe/HANDEL: See, the Conqu'ring Hero Comes/ARNE: Rule Britannia/
PARRY: Jerusalem
Jessye Norman (sop)/BBC SO & Ch/Davis
Philips 420 085-2 (
63m 33s) ® 1969, ' 72
Although time may have dimmed these live
recordings, custom cannot stale the charm of
the last night. Here is that recurrently unique
occasion captured on CD complete to the last
chorus of Rule Britannia and with Promenaders' in-jokes. The performances are fittingly
light-hearted except for the Wagner songs in
which Jessye Norman weaves her spell over
the hushed hall. filling the voluminous air
with her golden voice. There is adelightfully
querulous Home Sweet Home, a squeaky
mascot and an ill-timed balloon burst. ' Pomp
and Circumstance' is played at atremendous
extravert pace and is joined in ' Land of Hope
and Glory' by the majestic organ — but don't
expect any deep pedal notes. The traditionally enthusiastic audience participation,
with stomping. cheers, and untamed choral
singing is aterrible challenge to the recording
engineers and still infectious even when
displaced in time.
The recorded sound has the hallmarks of
the BBC broadcast style. There is a lot of
irritatingly clumsy level- snatching, made all
the more intrusive because of the added
editing involved in pasting two ' last nights'
together. The basic effect is enjoyable for
those of us who love the sound in the Albert
Hall, and the stereo spread is very convincing. But there is an added nasality and a
distant character to the orchestra which,
together with the over-controlled dynamics
and much hiss, erodes the sense of being
there. The commentary is, as ever, too loud
in contrast to the music. A must, though, for
depressed patriots and regular Promenaders.
[B/C:1]
Sue Hudson
AMERICAN PIANO MUSIC
Bennett Lerner (pito)
Etcetera KTC 1019 (
53m 36s) C) 1984
This, the first of Bennett Lerner's two anthologies of recent American music for piano,
contains two short items by Copland, four
characteristically elegant trifles by Virgil
Thomson, seven more vigorous sketches by
Bowles, Barber's Ballade, Bernstein's strenuous and rebarbative Touches, and the
rambling and rather pretentious Fantasy by
Philip Ramey. Lerner's catholicity of taste
and his virtuosity in the face of such variety is
to be applauded. The musical quality is
decidedly variable though, the briefest pieces
being often the most satisfying. With CD the

piano has a more trenchant presence and
greater resonance than on LP. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
OLD WORLD NEW WORLD
New World Records have an interesting and
growing catalogue of Americana representing
areas of music that remain virtually unknown
this side of the Atlantic. Regrettably not
much of it is offered for review, but the three
records considered here at least offer a
genuine if restricted flavour of conservative
middle-class American taste of the period
roughly contemporary with that of Ives and
Macdowell.
The first (
NW 321-2. 44m 57s) is acollection of orchestral pieces by a quartet of
composers now barely remembered. John
Alden Carpenter, Henry Hadley, Daniel
Gregory Mason and Quincy Porter all belong
to the generation born between 1870 and
1895, and all in their various ways remained
bound to tradition (
ie European tradition) for
most of their working lives despite occasional
excursions into the 'modernisms' of the
1920s. The record begins with Mason's Chanticleer Festival Overture (1926), a brightly
energetic though rather longwinded evocation of Thoreau's aim to ' brag as lustily as
Chanticleer in the morning'. Porter is best
known as acomposer of chamber music and
his Dance in Three- Time (1937) for chamber
orchestra has much of this quality about it. It
combines impressionist techniques with classic formality, and strikes an effective balance
between lyric charm and restrained rhythmic
energy. Impressionism of a kind permeates
Carpenter's Sea Drift (1933). an orchestral
tribute to Whitman's poem that, notwithstanding the proclamation of the author of
the notes, irresistably reminds one both of
Delius and of Debussy's La Mer. That
Carpenter knew both works seems indisputable, and his own piece is as redolent of the
nostalgic yearning of the former as it is of the
evocative coloration of the latter. The last
piece, Hadley's Scherzo diabolique (1934)
reputedly reflects a ' harrowing personal
experience during a terrifying automobile
ride at night'. It is. however, the most
conventional of the four works and, its
inspiration to the contrary, the least personal.
'A persuasive trifle and should be enjoyed as
such' the notes author says. All the performances are by the Albany SO under Julius
Hegyi, efficient rather than electrifying. The
recording copes well for the most part with
the sometimes heavy scoring, though one
would have welcomed more light and air.
[13:2]
Carpenter (1876-1951) recurs again in a
disc devoted to his Collected Piano Works
(NW 328/329-2, 70m 43s). The number is
misleading — there is only one disc. Denver
Oldham, one-time pupil of Myra Hess and
Ilona Kabos, is the pianist, and he sets about
his task as if dedicating himself to adoctoral
thesis. Carpenter's reputation rests largely on
some jazzy compositions of the early 20's,
Skyscrapers and Krazy Kai (
also on New
World), and the inventive Adventures in a
Perambulator. Not much of that novelty is to
be found in this anthology which consists of
the unpublished Sonata in G- minor, a graduation exercise of 1897, the five Diversions
(1923), and nine shorter pieces ranging in
dates from 1893-1935. The sonata begins
promisingly but declines into empty gestures.
There is adegree of harmonic adventurousness in some of the shorter pieces which lifts
them out of the ordinary, and the composer's
interest in Hispanic rhythms is in evidence
too. Polonaise Americaine, Tango Amer95
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icaine, Little Dance, Danza and the third and
fifth of the Diversions seem to be the most
individual, and hence most rewarding, pieces
in acollection which though it contains some
dross, has enough enlivening moments to
excite genuine if limited interest. [ A:I/2]
Possibly the most interesting of the three
records under review is that devoted to music
by Charles Martin Loeffler ( NW 332-2, 51m
40s). Loefier ( 1861-1935) was born French
and, although he went to the US in 1881 and
settled there, firstly as acellist in the Boston
SO then as an independent composer, he
remained French in inspiration and culture.
His best known work, A Pagan Poem is
overdue for re-recording, but the two works
here, La mort de Tintagiles (1897) and Five
Irish Fantasies (1906-20) are fairly typical of
his style which at the outset was heavily
Symbolist but latterly more broadly neoromantic in aBaxian vein. Timagiles is based
on a gruesome marionette play by Maeterlinck, a solo viola d'amore ( played here by
Jennie Hansen) standing for the doomed
child- hero.
The Irish Fantasies are settings of Yeats for
tenor ( Neil Rosenschen) and orchestra.
McCormack premiered three of the songs
with great success in Boston in 1922. Both
works are recorded here for the first time.
The orchestra is the Indianapolis SO, the
conductor John Nelson. As far as one can
judge the performances are sound, though
one wonders whether problems of recording
balance and the ambience of the Circle
Theatre Indianapolis have affected the outcome. A brighter light might with advantage
have been focused on the viola d'amore,
while the density of Loeffler's scoring
threatens to overwhelm the singer, and sometimes does. These pieces are rarities which
are worth hearing, however, and we are
unlikely to have alternative versions of them
within the foreseeable future. [
B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PHILIPS NO-NOISE CDs
The first release of Philips' Legendary Classics' CDs might be sub-divided into three
categories: ( 1) good, marketable analogue
stereo recordings, ( 2) vintage mono recordings, originating from '50s tapes, and (3)
shellac or acetate-based archive recordings. It
is important that readers note these distinctions. Having invested in Sze11's sonically
impressive Beethoven 5/Sibelius 2, the unsuspecting purchaser might rush out to acquire
Prokofiev's performance of his Romeo and
Juliet Second Suite and be bitterly disappointed by scrawny, antiquated sound.
However, historic- recording buffs will not
anticipate miracles from Sonic Solutions'
much publicised NoNoise system, a completely digital method of ' removing noise
while preserving every nuance of the original
performance'.
The system itself works best on more
recent material. We are told that it takes over
53 million separate electronic computations
to de- hiss one second of sound: now that's
what Icall making an effort! This process
works well for most of the 'Category One'
recordings, where hiss is the only problem
worth bothering about. It also means that
loud tape-clicks near the beginning of Clara
Haskil's 1951 Schumann Concerto ('Category
Two') are effectively eradicated. The computer can patch up a split-second's worth of
empty, de-clicked tape with apretty accurate,
synthetic gap- filler. Where the system comes
to grief (and then only to the experienced
ear) is in very old recordings, where the
computer attempts to extract extraneous
96

CONCERTGEBOUW CENTENARY
Eduard Van Beinum was the very antithesis
of his great predecessor at the Concertgebouw, Willem Mengelberg. Whereas
Mengelberg was a law unto himself, awldly
flamboyant musician who imposed many fascinating interpretative ideas on the music he
conducted, Van Beinum foreshadowed the
inspired sobriety of Bernard Haitink. He
made anumber of fine records for Philips and
Decca, and adecent reissue programme of his
most distinguished recorded performances is
both timely and, in this the Concertgebouw's
centenary year, appropriate.
The initial release of Decca's Van Beinum
series ( more are to follow in the autumn)
restores at least two classic performances to
the catalogue. A Bruckner 7dating from 1951

noise, in and around heavy shellac or acetate
surfaces: here one senses that the music is so
securely embedded in its noisy surroundings
that the job of liberating the bare notes is
almost impossible.
'Category One' is crowned by a pair of
famous George Szell/Concertgebuw recordings: Beethoven 5(1966) and Sibelius 2(1964)
[420 771-2, 73m 33s]. Both are urgent, linear
performances, magnificently played. Sze11
brings more warmth to the Sibelius than some
modern rivals, yet his meticulous approach to
matters of texture and balancing results in a
reading that is as well crafted and finely
proportioned as any on disc. The Beethoven
is exuberant yet poised, and both tranfers
yield a powerful, ambient sound image, left
hiss- free yet fully intact by NoNoise. [
A/B:1]
Monteux's 1962 Concertgebouw Èroica'
[420 853-2, 61m 30s] is enormously compelling, a strongly etched performance, moderately paced and teeming in significant
detail. The first movement is particularly well
built, although Iwish Monteux had taken the
exposition repeat. A quarter-of-an-hour's
worth of rehearsal ( in French) allows a
glimpse of the conductor's patient, yet painstaking way of grading dynamics in the symphony's Marcia funèbre. Another clean,
dynamic recording that responds to the
NoNoise treatment and a fine memorial to
Monteux. [A/B:1]
Also from 1962 comes Igor Markevitch's
witty, robust account of Stravhisky's ' Histoire du soldat' (
complete), with hugely
characterful contributions from Jean Cocteau
(Le lecteur), Peter Ustinov ( Le diable), Jean
Marie Fertey ( Le soldat), Anne Tonietti (La

(421 139-2, 58m 55s) is swift, urgent and
finely drawn. The opening allegro moderato is
refreshingly animated, and if Van Beinum's
tempo for the Adagio's second set is
unusually brisk, one cannot reasonably deny
that the ardour of this novel viewpoint comes
across with considerable force. No less
unusual ( and unexpected) is the comparative
breadth and grandeur in the symphony's
closing pages. The mono sound is a little
thin-topped and lacking in body, but clear
and aurally informative. [
B:1*]
A Mahler Fourth from 1952 (
421 140-2,
73m 21s) is similarly fresh and breezy. Van
Beinum keeps the first movement on the
move and his characterization is keen and
imaginative throughout, but Ifound the slow
movement a little lacking in intensity. Margaret Ritchie's youthful, expressive singing
makes the Finale's Wunderhorn setting particularly memorable. As if the symphony isn't
enough, Decca add Van Beinum's perceptive
account of Franck's Psyche (
four symphonic
movements), a 1953 performance that, like
the symphony, sounds well, aside from aspot
of tape deterioration (wavering) towards the
close of the first movement. [
B:1]
Brahms invariably brought out the very
best in this conductor, and Van Beinum's
1953 rendition of the Haydn Variations is
intelligent, alert and attentive to detail. I
have in my personal collection a Decca
Brahms 1 from the same period, much of
which is played at white heat, and in asense I
wish that Decca had reissued it in favour of
the First Piano Concerto with Sir Clifford
Curzon. (
421 143-2, 63m 18s). Of course
Curzon re- made the work with Sze11 and the
LSO and that recording [417 641-2] strikes
me as more considered and poetic than its
youthfully assertive but rather bloodless predecessor. However, Iknow that some readers
will disagree, and to them Icommend the
excellent transfer and satisfactory piano tone.
[11:2]
Robert Cowan
princesse) and a supporting group of
instrumentalists that includes the likes of
Maurice André and the late Manoug Parikian
[420 773-2, 54m 03s]. Technically speaking,
this is possibly the most impressive disc in the
entire series, with pin-point clarity to both
voices and instruments. Readers are
reminded that a theatrical declamation of
Ramuz's texts dominates much of the disc,
but that the tracking points do not separate
the text from the music. [ A/B:1]
A delightful David Oistrakh recital (
c.
1966) [
420 777-2, 50m 13s] includes Violin
Sonatas by Debussy and Ravel, plus Prokofiev's Mélodies, Op.35, and an unaccompanied Sonata ( Op. 27/3, in D-minor) by Ysaye.
Frida Bauer is the pianist, and Oistrakh's
cool, liquid tone suits this intimate miscellany
to perfection. The sound is suitably close and
soft grained. [
A/B:1]
Gerard Souzay's 1964 account of
Schubert's 'Die schüne Müllerin', accompanied by Dalton Baldwin [
420 850-2, 63m 23s]
provides a model of considered, beautifully
enunciated lieder singing. Souzay attends to
Mailer's verses with care and affection, yet
he's capable of projecting ardent, youthful
enthusiasm in such songs as 'Wohin?' and
'Ungeduld'. Dalton Baldwin follows suit with
crisp, keenly inflected playing and the sound
reproduces a vivid, cleanly focused voice
image. [
A/B:1]
Any Fritz Wunderlich CD is to be welcomed, and acoupling of Beethoven's ' An die
ferne Geliebte' (
Heinrich Schmidt, piano)
with six Scottish song settings by Haydn
(Schmidt, plus Walter Weller, violin, and
Ludwig Beinl, cello) and agroup of R Strauss
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lieder with orchestra ( Bavarian Radio SO/Jan
Koetsier) is no exception [
420 852-2, 46m 36s1
These are radio broadcast recordings and
sound reasonably fresh, aside from atouch of
wispiness at the top end of the spectrum.
Wunderlich's sweet lyrical tenor and spontaneous phrasing keep Beethoven's minicycle on the wing, and the Strauss collection
(which includes Stiindchen, Morgen, Zueignung, ¡ch trage meine Minne, and Heimliche
Aufforderung) is despatched with animated
expressiveness. Haydn's Scottish songs aren't
as colourful as Beethoven's, but they too suit
this singer's sunny vocal style. Isuspect that
all these items are in 'aired' mono, but the
disc ( 1962/3) sounds none the worse for that.
On each of these last three CDs, NoNoise
leaves afurry deposit on hiss around certain
notes (in the accompaniment), a small but
audible anomaly. [
B:1]
'Category Two' sets off on somewhat flat
feet with adecidedly earthbound coupling of
Bach's Second Suite and Handel's Water
Music, conducted by the late and much
respected Eduard Van Beinum [
420 857-2,
68m 44s]. The Concertgebouw boasts powerful horns in the Handel (stereo, although
both box and booklet suggest it's mono) and
Hubert Barwahser's expressive flute graces
the Bach. But tempi are slow, textures
inflated and the whole thing simply hangs
around too long. I'm not averse to symphonic
baroque, but I'm afraid that this disc is abit
of abore, in spire of Van Beinum's sure and
solid conducting. [
B:3]
Pablo Casals's wistful phrasing is unmistakable on 420 855-2 (
74m 28s), a coupling of
Beethoven's '
Ghost' and ' Archduke' Piano
Trios, his collaborators are Karl Engel and
Sándor Végh in the former, and Mieczyslaw
Horszowski and Végh in the latter. Ienjoyed
their busy, impassioned account of the
'Ghost' rather more than their overly introspective, occasionally feeble ' Archduke'
where string intonation tends to wander
uncomfortably 'off the note'. These are live
recordings emanating from Prades ( 1961) and
Bonn ( 1958); there is some audience noise
and the acoustic is rather dry, otherwise the
sound is quite impressive for its age. [
B:2]
Karl Böhm directs a powerful, imposing
account of Mozart's Requiem, with Teresa
Stich- Randall, Ira Malaniuk. Waldemar
Kmentt, Kurt Böhme, the Vienna State
Opera Choir and the Vienna SO [
420 772-2,
59m 58s]. The singing is fine, most especially
from Stich- Randall, and the performance as a
whole achieves an appropriately sombre,
reposeful atmosphere. There is an unaffected
sense of inevitability about Bdhm's reading
that more than compensates for the occasional inflated texture. The 1956 fy1) sound is
impressive, as is this NoNoise transfer, and
the CD barely misses admission into ' Category One'.
A 1958 Sofia recital by Sviatoslav Richter
treats us to a wide variety of pianistic
fireworks, as well as to musicianship of rare
quality [
420 774-2, 73m 42s]. A fiercely
assertive account of Mussorgsky's Pictures at
an Exhibition is coupled with some thoughtful, fluent Schubert ( Moment Musical in C,
Op.94/1, and the Impromptus in E-flat and
A- flat, Op.90/2 and /4), impassioned Chopin
(E major Etude Op. 10/3). and a Liszt selection that leaps into aheady world of volatile,
chromatic fantasy (Valses oubliées 1and 2,
Feux follets, and Harmonies du soir). This is
supremely accomplished playing, in /4 sound
that is brittle, crude, but clear enough.
Air-conditioning (?) clouds Mussorgsky's first
few Pictures', but things do improve thereafter. [
B/C:11
Clara Haskil offers a forthright, rhythmically well-sprung account of Schumann's
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year — soon to appear on CD. I'm told. This
particular selection [
420 776-2, 68m Ols] was
previously issued by Connoiseur Society ( also
on CD) and NoNoise attempts to shave
around acetate surfaces in search of every
nuance' in the original performance. To my
ears, it merely succeeds in removing what
little ambience the recording originally had,
although the results are hardly damaging.
Those of you who own the Connoiseur disc
(330CD 3069) should stick to it; other readers
are strongly urged to acquire this magnificent
CD while it is around. [
H:11
Ravel and Prokofiev conduct their own
works on 420 778-2 ( 58m 23s): Boléro
(Lamoureux Orchestra, 1932); Chansons
madécasses (
Madeline Grey. instrumental
accompaniment with Ravel at the piano;
1928? — my World Records LP claims 1932),
and the Romeo and Juliet Second Suite. More
imperfect shaving' from NoNoise, but, to be
fair, the originals were pretty rough to start
with! I compared the WRC and Philips
editions of the Chansons and must report that
in attempting to scrub Ravel's piano clean.
Philips have led the instrument's tone to
crumble in certain passages Still, it's tolerable. As to the performances. Boléro is
purposeful, casually inflected and convincingly sensual, the Chansons find Madeline
Grey in appealingly fresh voice, and the
somewhat raw accompaniments sound quite
appropriate. The Prokofiev set tells us at least
three things: that Prokofiev wasn't aterribly
Piano Concerto, elegant and direct yet lull of
good conductor, that the 1938 Moscow
imaginative touches. Willem van Otterloo's
Philharmonic wasn't a terribly good orchesHague PO accompaniment is alert and coltra, and that '30s MK recordings were hardly
ourful, although a rather fruity-sounding
the last word in vintage high fidelity. But it's
oboe comes across as curiously unprepossesgood to hear this big- boned account of
sing. This fine disc [
420 851-2, 72m 06s1 also
'Montagues and Capulets' — pre-echoes of
includes sensitive and intelligent accounts of
Rostropovich — and Friar Laurence' is sensiKinderszenen, Waldszenen (
including apartitively portrayed. [
H:2]
cularly thought- provoking ' Vogel als
Lastly, a coupling of 1950 shellac-based
prophet') and the ABEGG Variations, Op. 1 .
recordings by the great French violinist JacThe transfers of clean, rather dry 195:155 €4)
ques Thibaud [420 859-2, 40m 12s]: Mozart's
originals are excellent and this disc constiViolin Concerto 3 (cond. Paray), and Caustutes another strong recommendation. [
B:1]
son's Poème (
cond. Eugene Bigot), both with
Iwas surprised to see Paul Van Kempen's
the Lamoureux Orchestra. Thibaud was a
1951 Concertgebouw Tchiakovsky Fifth turn
stylish Mozartian and his agile, silver- toned
up in this series [
420 858-2, 56m 44s], coupled
with Capriccio italien. In its day, this was a fiddling makes for highly enjoyable listening,
even if intonation isn't always spot on. The
highly regarded reading, and no wonder, as
Chausson is sensitively phrased, technically
Van Kempen certainly brings spirit and
less assured, and generally less well recorded.
drama to the symphony. There are, however,
numerous spots of over-interpretation and a This really is aspecialist issue, but violin buffs
should certainly acquire it. [
H:2]
certain amount of unnecessary textual
In closing, Ishould report that Philips have
tampering ( including an ugly cut in the
in preparation Casals in the Schubert C major
Finale), but the conductor's vital approach to
Quintet. Roussel conducting ( and playing)
this music is often refreshing and never less
Roussel. Richter performing the Liszt Sonata
than interesting. The Capriccio is equally
'live' ( Bucharest) and various other goodies.
wilful, but no less exciting. The adequate
I would, however, urge the company's
sound should not dissuade interested collecmarketing people to turn their attentions to
tors from purchasing this CD. [
13:2]
'First' and ' Second Category' material, qual'Category Three' contains the most notable
ity performances in sound that even the
disc in the entire series. a1940 live account of
non-specialist will appreciate: I'm thinking of
Dvorak's Cello Concerto played by Emanuel
Van Beinum's Bruckner, Mahler and Baru*.
Feuermann with the National Orchestral
Fournet's first recording of Fauré's Requiem
Association under Leon Barzin. The cou(a top recommendation in France). Markeplings, also under Barzin, date from 1941:
vitch's wonderful LSO Russian repertoire
Dvorak's Rondo, Op.51, and Silent Woods,
recordings, more Monteux, and the whole
and Bloch's ` Schelomo'. No cellist in my
run of Mercurys, many of which could sound
experience equals Feuermann in terms of
extremely impressive on CD. As to NoNoise.
tonal quality, stylistic elegance or expressive
I'd limit its use to de- hissing good quality
intensity. His playing seems to embody the
analogues. Ican't in all honesty claim that
cello's very soul. It's aunique sound: delicate
shellac or acetate material gains from the
yet firm, vibrant yet never excessively so. The
process. Best to leave very old recordings as
Concerto's accompaniment is brisk and
they are, to follow Chanterelle's and EMI's
rather uninflected, yet tempi are slower than
examples in getting the very best from mason Feuermann's 1929 commercial recording
ters or surviving copies without attempting to
of the work (Chanterelle HS 2001, a well
remove embedded surface noise. By tampertransferred 140m 'split track' CD. with
ing with the sound, NoNoise will simply deter
Brahms's First Sonata, Kol Nidre and 21
those collectors who own the originals (or
encores). Schelomo is played with fiery abanolder 'straight' transfers) and the general
don and Barzin drives Bloch's exotic climaxes
consumer is unlikely to care either way.
to fever pitch. rivalling Stokowski's more
Robert Cowan
polished RCA performance of the previous
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
PEELING STRANGE FRUITS
THE CURE: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 050
THE DAMNED: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSCD 012 ( 10m 46s) CD
EXTREME NOISE TERROR: THE PEEL
SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 048
JOY DIVISION: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSCD 013 ( 14m 31s) CD
NAPALM DEATH: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 049
NEW ORDER: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSCD 001 (20m 13s) CD
SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES: THE
PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSCD 002 ( 11m 57s) CD
ULTRAVOX: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 047
Legal or not, most hardcore collectormentality rock fanatics spend hours taping
performances off-air. Why? Because the odds
are that most of the live broadcasts ( or even
'in the studio' radio-only sessions) will never
reach commercially-available form. This goes
way back to the Beatles ( and there are now
over 35 bootlegs'-worth of their unreleased
BBC material) on through to the present day.
While every radio station seems to have some
live material of interest, it's the Beeb which
holds the greatest store, and the single
biggest repository is a 10 x7ft office overseen
by John Walters; he's guarding the legendary
John Peel sessions.
Enter Clive Selwood, who runs a label
called Strange Fruit. The catalogue, now
hitting its 50th release, is making available
the best of the Peel material on 'mini LPs'
and now CD. I've just received the latest
batch, and the quality remains consistent with
the standards set by the very first Strange
Fruits from the likes of, well, some of the
very same bands represented here.
Peel has always been partial to bands which
will drive most listeners up the wall. Living up
to their names, both Napalm Death and
Extreme Noise Terror make the kind of
BUTTHOLE SURFERS:
STEVEN
Blast First BFFP29

HAIRWAY TO

Return of the cuddly family favourites. The
quite revolting Led Zeppelin pun of the title
is entirely appropriate, as the Surfers stick
dynamite up heavy rock's mincing backside
and wallow in the fall-out. It's hard to talk
about specific tracks as they do not possess
titles; each one is designated by amore or less
revolting picture on the label. The first 'song'
(two people playing nude baseball and
seemingly becoming over- excited) is a
delicious amp-out, featuring guitar work that
would put Jimmy Page in a tailspin with
vocals recorded at 45 and 33 rpm ( best results
are gained at 45). The next ditty, a surprisingly gentle instrumental, is happy at both
speeds, but the third number CI saw an X-ray
of agirl passing gas') is definitely 33 material,
which is how the LP remains until the last
number, where, again, the choice is yours.
It's pointless to pretend that the Buttholes
are anything other than an outrage to
common decency. Lead singer Gibby is the
stuff of most people's nightmares, a sexual
chameleon with just enough intelligence to be
truly dangerous. His group are an agglomeration of scumball sleaze. Ilove them, and the
thought of Gibby appearing on 'Top Of The
Pops' is the only thing that keeps me going on
the darkest days. [
A:1 to Z:26 and back]
Pete Clark
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music that lends credence to worries about
Peel's sanity. I'd rather not rate these bastard
children of the Pistols ( who, unlike many of
their offspring, could actually rock out), so
let's move on to the rest, all caught early in
their careers. Joy Division. probably the most
dirge- like band of them all, was so hip that
for months you couldn't pick up acopy of the
NME without reading yet more PR for them
—it was ' Buy or Die, unless you didn't mind
being considered a misfit. Their music does
have its gloomy charm, but Ithink that says it
all. [
A:1/2] Joy Division metamorphosed into
New Order, the melodies became nearhummable, and they'd find themselves
making dance music by 1987. Heard here in
'82, they loosened up enough to allow the
paranoids to remain stable, while expanding
their audience. [ A:1] As for Ultravox, the
Cure, the Damned and Siouxsie & the
Banshees — all still around in one form or
another, or having yielded astar or two ( like

Midge Ure) — they're heard here in early
form, and the historians will love it. Yes,
every one of them forsook the noisy thrash of
their youth, with Ultravox actually becoming
respectable, so judge the Peel work as abold
illustration about age affecting us all. [
A:2],
[II:2], [HA], [A:1]
Strange Fruit is performing a service that
cannot be over- valued, doing what the Beeb
should be doing if they really are concerned
with earning extra revenues. Then again,
they probably wouldn't do it half as well, so
here's hoping that the BBC's accounts dept.
doesn't pay too much attention. Oh, and
don't read the small print on the sleeves or
you'll go nuts wondering when the label will
get around to the long-sought-after sessions
from Free, the Kinks, Hendrix. the Who, the
Bonzos, Squeeze, Mickey Jupp, Sean Tyla,
Eddie and the Hotrods, Cream, the Herd,
Neil Limes. Roogalator and the rest.
Ken Kessler

CAMPER VAN
BELOVED
SWEETHEART
Virgin V2516

TRACY CHAPMAN TRACY CHAPMAN
Elektra EKT44

BEETHOVEN: OUR
REVOLUTIONARY

After three LPs, a mini album and a
collaboration with Eugene Chadbourne on
another long player, the unthinkable has
happened: Camper Van Beethoven, the
finest purveyors of frayed and charming
eclecticism to the discerning, have joined a
major label.
This could have been bad news, but the
good news is that it's not. Although undeniably a tighter sounding record, ' Our
Beloved . .' has all the elements that we
have come to love in this bunch of American
roustabouts: humours yet melancholy
melodies (reminiscent of prime-time Michael
Hurley/Holy Model Rounders), wonderful
fiddle playing, aset of influences as broad as
their continent.
The album kicks off in fine style with the
partly instrumental ' Eye Of Fatima ( Pts
1&2)', then weaves its way through a completely unexpected course of cod balladry
('Oh, Death'), mid-tempo irresistibles ('One
Of These Days', ' She Divides Water'), uncharacterisable gems ('Turquoise') and Beethoven manifestos (' Life Is Grand'). If you've
got room in your life for something which is
readily accessible, yet off the beaten- to-death
track, then you really should wrap your ears
round this one. [
A:1]
Pete Clark

This is where Icame in. Or rather, where
Elektra came in. Remember way back in the
beginning of time when Jac Holzman's label
signed black folkie Odetta, who roared out
protests on stages alongside the likes of
Dylan, Baez and Ochs? Well, Chapman is
Elektra's Odetta today, an acoustic guitar
strummer with an abrasive voice and an array
of songs about revolution ('Talkin' Bout A
Revolution'), the inability of police to help in
domestic disturbances (' Behind The Wall')
and racism (` Across The Lines') spliced with
afine line in love songs (' For You and ' For
My Lover'). Because of what she does, Tracy
Chapman will doubtless be picked by those
who regularly hang out the flags for anyone
that proffers something different, albeit, in
this case, that 'difference' may be something
that's 25 years out of date — or merely 15, if
you remember what Joan Armatrading was
doing in the first place. Irespect her beliefs,
admire some of her lyrics — but, in the long
run, Idon't think Tracy Chapman will make
it to awider audience. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
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THOMAS DOLBY: ALIENS ATE MY BUICK
EMI-Manhattan MTL 1020
There are more original ideas on one track of
this album than there are on some perfor99

Special Delivery SPD 1013

mers' boxed- sets. The immediate reflex is to
mount an appropiate ' Danger! Genius At
Work' sign. For Dolby. in his musical mission
to seek and destroy ( everything that is mundane, that is) is somewhat wayward. Then, if
he wasn't, he wouldn't be half as entertaining. Take ' The Key To Her Ferrari' as a
ferinstance. The synth arrangement is magnificent and combines swing and brass blast in
the tradition of the biggest of big bands. His
vocal, however, could easily be surpassed by
your party- going Uncle Bert. And why doe's
TD need the key to her Ferrari? Because
aliens ate his Bu'ick, that's why. Ithought
you'd never guess. And so the album
develops, brilliant highflying musical ideas
fractionally being brought to earth. Then.
just when you're wondering about Dolby's
ability to salsa ( via a rendition of George
Clinton's ' Hot Sauce') or what the hell he's
doing mucking about with Hungarian arias,
he tosses in another joke (' Pulp Culture'
reveals how Dolby likes to chomp on Mars
bars, Milky Ways and ( alaxvs) and all seems
right with the world. Best Of a pretty heady
hunch is ' Budapest By Blimp' on which a
Hungarian aria somehow becomes Siamese
twin to the sort of jazz that Michael Franks
tosses around the US nightclub circuit. But
you'll find your own favourite. I'm sure of
that. IA:11
Fred Dellar
PIERRE DORGE & NEW JUNGLE
ORCHESTRA: JOHNNY LIVES
SteepleChase SUS 1228
The late South African exile Johnny Dyani
was one of a crowd of lively musicians to
enrich the European Scene with a particular
kind of South African soul. He played in
Britain for some time, but latterly he settled
in Scandinavia. and one of the bands he
played for was Dorge's orchestra — hence the
title of this impressi‘e album. Dorge is afine
guitarist, and he has chosen the individuals
who make up the orchestra with care. The
music he constructs borrows freely from jazz
and ethnic styles throughout the world. There
isn't aband operating like this over here. and
Isuppose the nearest to it ‘‘ ould have been
the Brotherhood of Breath, another big band
with strong African leanings. Indeed. the
New Jungle Orchestra is graced with trumpeter Harry Beckett who also added spice to a
few Brotherhood of Breath sessions. Through
much of the album there's a joyfulness that's
engaging. and they create riéh, thick atmospheres. It's not surprising that the dedication
track to Dyani is full of love and hope rather
than sadness and misery. It's a stunning
album IA*: II
Ken Hyder
MICHAEL DOUCEJ & CAJUN BREW:
HOT CAJUN RHYTHM N' BLUES

Topic Records have been a mainstay of the
British folk scene for years. and now their
Special Delivery label looks for music which
has aconnection with folk. In this case, it's a
lot more than a mere ' connection'. On the
evidence of this record. Cajun doesn't stand
still. In Louisiana as well as anywhere else.
music from the outside cornes over the
airwaves. so Isuppose we shouldn't he all
that surprised to hear a touch of Reggae
creeping
into the Cajun mixture.
maybe
And my-be
the inclusion of that old pop favourite ' Wooly
Bully' shouldn't surprise either. Throughout
it all, there's awild swing and some stunning
playing from the participants. especially
violinist Doucet. and saxophonist accordionist Pat Breaux. The bonus is the inclusion in
the lineup of British folk guitarist Richard
Thompson. This type of Cajun is hard and
driving, and is certainly not to he recommended to those of anervous disposition . . .
but ravers will love it. IA:11
Ken Hyder
BILL FRISELL: LOOK OUT FOR HOPE
EMI 1350
Once quiet. unassumingly shy. Bill Frisell is a
monster of a guitarist. Of all those ECMgeneration players, who share an interest in
both form and experimentation. Frisell is
possibly the most original and interesting.
Many people will have first come across his
playing in the Paul Motian band where his
subtle colours and haunting sounds contributed to an almost tangible atmosphere. On
this record, all of these qualities are in
evidence. but there's also atouch of country
music in there too. The lineup — as well as
bass and drums, there's cello too — makes for
a great variety of sound and approaches.
Frisell himself uses electronic effects intelligently and musically. and in such away that
they add to his own personal musical identity.
The album is recorded with customary ECM
grandeur. but the extreme tizziness of the
cymbals on this session got to be a bit
intrusive and distracting. The bottom line is
that Frisell's music is much more than effects
and recording techniques. It has character.
[A:1/2]
Ken Hyder

4,4,140e;›

over several choruses with an immaculate
sense of structure. ' Caravan', the Juan Tizol
melody, is an interminable drum feature for
Cole, who otherwise is recorded with dullards
such as the trumpeter Lou Jones and Phatz
Morris. the I8- stone trombonist. [ Hines B:1,
Cole B:4]
Max Harrison
BRUCE HORNSBY & THE RANCE:
SCENES FROM THE SOUTHSIDE
RCA 6686-2-R
Big Bruce returns with a second album of
piano- led rock from the blue-collar heart.
lands of America. It's firmly in the tradition
of the musular, unadorned rock of Springsteen, Huey Lewis ( big friend and guest
harpist on ' Defenders Of The Flag'). Bob
Seger and even the Band. It gains distinction
because of the beautiful tone of Hornsby's
piano work: ' Road Not Taken' features an
extended playout where the piano goes from
sweet to hot with astonishing fluency. The
man is to be congratulated for refusing the
deadening touch of the airbrush. While
nothing on this set has the immediate impact
of ' The Way It Is', the overall quality is
higher then on the debut album. Tunes like
the opening ' Look Out Any Window' ( not a
riposte to the Hollies, by the way), ' The
Valley Road' and 'The Show Goes On' are
built to last, not to give flashy first impressions. A personal favourite is the aforementioned ' Defenders Of The Flag'. a skewed
bluesey shuffle with prominent guitar and
harp, which is reminiscent of late period
Little Feat and early Bob Dylan simultaneously. [
11:21
Pete Clark
JOE JACKSON: LIVE 198011986
A&M AMA 6706
A&M CDA 6706 (
57m 25s; 52m 22s) CD
Joe has been building up to this record for
several years now. His ' studio' albums have
become progressively more live since the
Jumping Jive big band tribute album and his
last recording, Big World, was recorded live
sans audience. Now he takes the final step,
using aselection of recordings from four tours
on four sides of vinyl. Every track is substantially different from its studio version. Many

EARL HINES: AT THE HANGOVER CLUB
Storyville SLP4071
EARL HINES/COZY COLE: EARL'S BACK
ROOM, COZY'S CARAVAN
Affinity AFF167
Recorded in San Francisco in 1954 and ' 58.
these catch Hines at an interesting time.
Though a major jazz figure since the 1920s,
he suffered a long period of neglect during
which he led rather amorphous bands at
places like the Hangover. The group heard
on these Storyville broadcasts is typical.
containing swingmen such as Dicky Wells,
early hoppers like Morris Lane, unknowns
such as Gene Redd — a good trumpeter.
Likewise the repertoire is partly traditional,
(like 'Tin Roof Blues'), partly swing pieces.
eg '
Deep Forest', written by Reginald Foresythe yet credited here to Hines). Hines'
piano playing is superb. as always, but the
others are highly variable — Lane respectable,
Wells lugubrious, etc. 1B:21 That Hines had
only just started his comeback at the time of
the Affinity LP is indicated by his being given
only one side, and his being lumbered with
the fluent yet mediocre Curtis Lowe on tenor
and baritone saxophones. He solos at length
and brilliantly, however, building each solo

of the arrangements are better than the
originals, notably the three versions of ' Is She
Really Going Out With Him' — all three being
included because he couldn't choose between
them. The later recordings are infinitely
better but the early ones reflect his new wave
upbringing and have an earthy, sweaty live
feel. Ifind it difficult to be critical of this
record. The music is his best, the performance is excellent, the recordings are very
good for live ones. Isuggest you buy it and
listen for yourself. [
A/B:1]
Neville Farmer
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Ji JOHNSON-KAI WINDING: KA! AND
JAY!
Affinity AFFI61
Two trombones plus three rhythm sounds like
a severe limitation, and certainly this oncecelebrated team was sensible to break up
after two years. But although they recorded
prolifically during that period their recordings, such as this 1955 LP. still sound notably
fresh. The arrangements, which both Johnson
and Winding wrote, show real ingenuity in
drawing variety from this ensemble. Consider
the wry gawkiness of ' Yes Sir, That's My
Baby,' or the impression of slow-moving
density conveyed by the closely imitative
scoring of ' Mad About the Boy'. Other
devices included chase passages. as in ' It's
Alright with Me', the use of mutes, and such
things as the dialogue with the pianist ( Dick
Katz) in 'Thou Swell'. Quotations are slotted
in with real musical wit, as in ' Yes Sir. That's
My Baby', where Prokofiev briefly surfaces.
Besides the older type of popular songs they
also played jazz standards and afair number
of themes of their own — two by each on this
record. And it helped that both were fine
improvisers. Johnson at his best agreat one.
A typically excellent solo by Winding occurs
in ' Lover', by Johnson in ' That's How IFeel
About You'. [ A:11
Max Harrison
HOWARD KEEL: JUST FOR YOU
Telstar STAR 2318 (
CD TCD 2318)
When Iheard Harold Keel ( as he then was) at
Drury Lane in 1947, his style of stage singing
was as new as that dazzlingly simple opening
set of ' Oklahoma!' It was virile, bridging the
gap between the dance band singers, the
Crosby followers, and the full- voiced baritones of the recital world. Many Keel followers have come here in Broadway musicals
since, but Howard, with the impetus of his
new TV career, is still up among the best of
them, and amature glamour figure at 69. But
are today's songs good enough? For a man
who has sung Rodgers, Porter and Berlin
musicals are Lionel Richie and Stevie Wonder right? I'll agree that Marvin Hamlisch
qualifies — 'What IDid for Love' and 'The
Way We Were' are here — and Irecall Benny
Green (or was it Steve Race?) saying of Billy
Joel's 'Just the Way You Are' that when he
heard it, it sounded so pre-pop that he
thought it might be one of Johnny Mercer's
sones that had somehow slipped out of sight.
Istill claim Rosemary Clooney's version as
the one that makes it sound that good, but
Howard Keel does his best against asecond
chorus accompaniment that breaks it up into
something Latin-American. Nor does his
style fit some of the backings that are
dominated by bass thump. But then, in these
days of stitched-together recordings, can we
be sure that he ever heard them live? But it's
afine voice still, so [
B:1/21
Denis Argent
STEVE LACY: ONLY MONK
Soul Note SN1160
An entire LP of unaccompanied soprano
saxophone improvisations might seem an
austere proposition, but Lacy has had several
issued, and they are musically successful. In
fact solo improvisation by horns and by other
instruments such as the violin has been an
established norm in advanced jazz circles
since the early 1970s, when it began as a
reaction against the loudness of electric
amplification. Lacy is quoted in the sleeve
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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note as seeing performances like these as
dialogues between sound and silence, apoint
well illustrated by his treatment of ' Evidence'. As the disc's title implies, all the
themes are by Monk, and this in itself almost
adds afurther dimension to the music. Lacy
has spent years working on Monk's difficult',
idiosyncratic themes, both in bands and
alone, and they deserve it. Even if all we hear
is a soprano saxophone, this music has a
density that derives strictly from Monk's
angular and unforgetable melodies, which
lead the player into some remarkable inventions. Lacy once said, ' Iwanted to get to the
bottom of these tunes, to find out why they
were so beautiful', and these nine performances show that, decades later, he is still
making discoveries about them. [ A:11
Max Harrison
CLEO LAINE: UNFORGETTABLE
PRT PYL 6028
These 16 tracks date from 1955/7, and of
course she was outstanding even then. There
were hints of the amazing vocal range, and
there was certainly the most complete musical
understanding between her and John Dankworth. By 1957 she had left the band; some of
the tracks are with agroup led by that great
pianist of the time, Dave Lee, and some with
the Dave Lindup orchestra. Most of the songs
are standards: ' April in Paris', ' I'll Remember April', 'Teach Me Tonight', 'Something's
Gotta Give', but the final track is Dankworth's 'They Were Right', with words and
music good enough to deserve being heard
much more nowadays. Solos by Dave Lee,
Tommy Whittle and Ronnie Ross enliven
some of the accompaniments, and of course
there's JD himself. Having had my say about
Mr and Mrs D at length in a Back Door
feature in 1985, Ineed not say more now than
to quote again the late Derek Jewell's assessment of Cleo as ' the best singer in the world'.
And it was all promised there already over 30
years ago. [
A:II
Denis Argent
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THE O'KANES: TIRED OF THE RUNNIN'
CBS 460831 1
Fact — the O'Katies currently have the best
band in country music, the unit most likely to
forage ever-forward and dig up all that's in its
way. Bluegrass? Yeah, they can handle that.
Richard Kane's fiddle and Kieran Kane's
mandolin can walk wonders in that neck of
the Virginia woods. Jazz? Here accordionist
Jay Spell proves remarkable. A Variety
review of arecent US gig lists him as making
the sort of sounds you'd expect to hear on a
Doors reçord. Work that out for yourself.
Either way the coin flips, you must admit to a
modicum of interest. Having said all that, you
won't be particularly amazed by the band on
this album — they just aren't given enough
room to stretch out. But there are glimpses of
greatness of ' Highway 55'. one of the finest
slices of mood-country since Joe Ely's eerie
'Boxcars', and the neatly swinging ' One True
Love', atrack which ensure that those Everly
Brothers' comparisons keep on tumbling in.
Elsewhere there's nothing that isn't immaculately handled, beautifully performed.
instantly enjoyable. It's only the knowledge
that The O'Kane's are about three times
better live that provides any cause for disappointment. [ A:11 anyway.
Fred Deliar
SEIGEN ONO:
TABLE
Venture VE10

THE GREEN CHINESE

DAVID
PLIGHT
Venture
Venture

SYLVIAN/HOLGER CZUKAY:
AND PREMONITION
VEI 1
CDVE 11 (
34m 53s) CD

BILL LASWELL: HEAR NO EVIL
Venture VE12
Venture CDVEI2 (
43m 28s) CD
I've tried to avoid New Age music since Ifirst
experienced it. It is of course, a sign of the
times. New Age music is about alot of things.
but mainly it's about safety and comfort.
People used to talk about pop music as being
so much pap. but New Age music is more like
pap than any other music. It tends towards
the sleepy satisfaction of drones, and gentle
exquisite sounds like flutes or tiny bells.
Often there's a trace of the exotic, like
smoothed-out gamelan music, or aflavour of
Indian music. The titles are usually designed
to induce dreams of rainforests or arctic
wastes. The recordings are hi- tech state of the
art jobs, which means lots and lots of reverb.
Nothing must jar, nothing in the music should
jolt. The idea is to set up adreamy floating
soundscape and stay there. The music must
not develop. It must not take you somewhere
else. What's amusing, as New Age music
persists. is that there's talk of New Age music
with bottle. In other words New Age music
which has something to say, which develops,
which challenges. Of course, if this kind of
new improved New Age music were to
continue in that direction, it would end up as
old-fashioned fuddy-duddy music. You
know, the stuff that bites and moves you.
None of these records is capable of any
recommendation from me. Keep music alive,
Isay [
A*zzzzzzzzzzzzzl.
Ken Hyder
KT OSLIN: 80'S LADIES
RCA PD 85924 (
34m 26s) CD
You've heard old country and new country.
Welcome now to lower middle- age country.
Oslin, y'see, is 45 and doesn't mind owning
up to the fact. She writes songs relating to her
age and its connecting problems and memories. But she's no sob-story lady. Her songs —
and she's written or co-written all but one of
the tracks on this brilliant debut album — are
often wryly funny, sometimes downright hilarious. Predominantly, as in the case of
'Younger Men', she shrugs off the belief that
women are finished at 40, claiming: 'The only
trouble with being a woman my age is the
men my age.' In short, Oslin requires a toy
boy. But on the evidence offered here, he
needs to be pretty nifty, for Oslin isn't
stopping around for anyone very long. The
title track is amasterpiece, aportrait of three
girls of the ' 50s who've ' burned our bras,
burned our dinners and burned our candles at
both ends', it comments on the state of play
as the women stop for breath in the '80s
before moving on to new lives. I've heard
that Oslin's next album will be based around
the further adventures of Alice ( who's off to
sell apples in Arkansas), Betty ( a likely
emigrant to Brazil) and Connie who'll shortly
be selling autos in California). Certainly I'll
be queuing up for the first samples off the
presses. In the meantime, this one contains
three Top 10 US country hits, including ' Do
Ya', a recent No. 1 . So go ahead and buy,
satisfaction's guaranteed. [ A*:11 Fred Deliar
DOLLY PARTON: RAINBOW
CBS 450451-1
It's been along, long time since Dolly Parton
made a really good album, and, now I've
101
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played this one. Irealise that we'll just have
to wait alittle bit longer. The scam goes that
Dolly is to release one pop and one country
album each year under her new CBS contract. Rainbow, as you'll tell after just afew
bars of tinkle- bop and associated shimmering
synth is of the former genre. Country fans
will hate it, rock fans too will consider that
Dolly has sold out to the glitz- pop squad.
Some of the songs are unworthy of the Parton
talents. Some of the productions are well
over the top. Even a reworking of the Mary
Wells hit, ' Two Lovers', doesn't gell, while a
duet with that song's composer, Smokey
Robinson, on ' IKnow You By Heart', only
edges into ' near- miss' territory. Sad, in view
of the superstar liason. There are heartwarming moments, however. There are two
of Dolly's own songs aboard and, as usual,
these make you wonder why the lady even
pokes her nose into anyone else's publishing
office. This is especially true of ' Could IHave
Your Autograph?' on which the now trimline one sings ' You're no Elvis Presley. I'm
no Marilyn Monroe'. But Dolly, like
Marilyn, is a legend. And legends deserve
better than an album on which no more than
four songs really work. Even so, I'll place my
order for the follow-up country album here
and now. [ A:21
Fred Dellar
SUN RA AM) HIS COS:310 DISCIPLISE
ARKESTRA: A NIGHT IN EAST BERLIN
Leo Records IR 149
For years, against all the odds, Sun Ra has
kept a very special big band alive and well
and working. He commands amazing loyalty
and respect from musicians who give up
possibilities of more lucrative employment in
order to be in the Sun Ra community. This
live album from a concert in East Berlin is
typical of aSun Ra performance. It's as if all
music ever created is in there somewhere. His
music moves from the simple and delightful
to the complex and cosmic. He keeps shifting
the focus and injects stabs of humour into the
proceedings so that the listener can never be
quite sure of exactly what is going on. East
German audiences are tremendously appreciative of challenging music like this and you
can hear their ecstatic response bursting forth
when the Arkestra hits the high spots. A very
lively album indeed. [ B:I*1
Ken Hyder
GERRY RAFFERTY: NORT/I (
3.: SOUTH
LONDON
LONLP 55
It is now impossible to enter a public house
with ajukebox without hearing ' Baker Street'
within the first fifteen minutes. Fortunately
there is more to Gerry than that song ( and
equally fortunately, some public houses do
not have jukeboxes). North & South is an
impressive album, rich in the almost forgotten arts of ensemble playing, inventive
arrangements and finely- turned songwriting.
The list of musicians is a roll-call of quiet
quality: Jerry Donahue ( guitars), Mo Foster
fretless bass), Mel Collins and Andy White
saxophones), Ric Saunders ( fiddles) and
Davy Spillane ( Uillean pipes) are just a
sample. The title track and first track remind
you immediately that Rafferty's voice is not
the least of his calling cards: wistful and
weary in equal parts. ' Moonlight And Gold'
has abeautiful introduction featuring strings
and soprano sax, which is somewhat reminiscent of the slow bits on the Zulu film
soundtrack ' Tired Of Talking' is a fiddledriven stomper which might even appear one
day in the pubs. If your taste runs to
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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immaculate adult pop ( no slur intended) with
overtones/undertones of folk and country,
then this record is the one you should have
for ' 88. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
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GEORGE SHEARING TRIO:
OUT
Concord CJ 335 ( CCD 4335)

BREA KIN'

Here the pianist is backed by a restrained
young drummer. Marvin Smith, and a
veteran bassist, Ray Brown. Leonard
Feather, who was responsible for persuading
Shearing to emigrate in 1948. recalls on the
sleeve how the British star, unknown in the
US, had to start from scratch in New York
and at one time worked as intermission
pianist at a 52nd Street club where the star
was Ella, backed by Ray Brown and Hank
Jones. So on Hank's nights off George played
the main sets, thus starting afriendship with
the great bassist that has eventually led to this
lovely 1987 recording. Of course George has
a wonderful left hand and can do without
accompanists, but Ray's solo choruses here
are abonus: has any modern bassist produced
fuller tone? The tunes lean heavily towards
Ellington - four tracks, one, ' Day Dream',
being ajoint composition with Strayhorn. In
that. Shearing sounds Tatumesque: at other
times there are Bud Powell and Errol Garner
touches. But throughout the technique is
amazing - especially in Leonard Feather's
'Twelve-tone Blues'. As Feather's notes conclude: ' The entire session was completed in
six and a half hours - about as long as it
would take apop group just to decide where
to set up their synthesisers. Time flies when
you're in love with music'. [ A*:11
Max Harrison
ZOOT SIMS/AL/COHN/JAMES MOODY:
TENOR CONTRASTS VOL. 2
Esquire S320
This offers fresh, youthful 1949-51 music by
the above tenor saxophonists, recorded
mainly in Stockholm, chiefly with Swedish
musicians. The Sims items were the first
issued under his name and find him already
making fully personal statements, with a
particularly effortless flow of invention on
'Tickle Toe' and ' Boot It, Zoot'. Dick Hyman
takes good piano solos on the latter and
'Yellow Duck', which includes Lars Gullin's
first recorded baritone solo. Cohn, who
receives great support from George Wallington ( piano) and Tiny Kahn ( drums), offers
similar virtues to Sims though with an individual accent. Among his pieces is a beautifully melodious ' How Long Has This Been
Going On?' Moody's later playing became
stale, predictable, but he was probably near
his best at the time of these recordings. The
solos on ' Good Bait' and ' Dexterious' ( excellent Tadd Dameron themes) have alogic and
decisive sparseness - an absence of unnecessary flourishes - this is attractive. Moody
plays his well chiselled phrases with considerable intensity, too. For alater session with a
larger group of Stockholm's best he plays alto
saxophone, producing a less agreeable' tone
than on tenor. But at least Gullin is heard
from again. in ' How Deep is the Ocean?'.
113:21
Max Harrison

VARIOUS: JAZZ ON VERVE
Verve 833 779-1 (
CD 833 779-2)
These 11 performances mostly come from
jazz at the Philharmonic concerts, and the
mix reflects the strange liking of Norman

Granz for the rowdy show-offs as well as the
most restrained men of jazz, summed up by
Leonard Feather when he called chapter on
JATP 'The Granzwagon' in one of his earlier
books. Here the tearaway aspect is seen in
Lionel Hampton's ' Air Mail Special': the
other extreme is an all- too-short ' These Foolish Things' by Lester Young. There is another
sax genius, Johnny Hodges, sharing ' Perdido'
with Earl Hines and Kenny Burrell. and the
vocal tracks offer Billie Holiday ( in 1956, not
at her best). Ella singing ' Summertime' and
Fred Astaire in 1952 with all-star backing
including Oscar Peterson, Charlie Shavers
and Flip Phillips. Surprise of the disc is ' Sing,
Sing, Sing' by Gene Krupa group of 1958.
Buddy Rich's 20 years of unchallenged dominance tended to make us forget the greatness
of Krupa, who died in 1973. This track sent
me back to the Goodman Carnegie Hall
album - and to Barry Fox's tribute to Krupa
(HFNIRR Feb ' 86) as he said, ' There was
always the unmistakable sound of Krupa's
kit . . . today's drummers record with adead
sound and the studio engineers take it from
there'. I'll take the 1958 sound. [
A/B: 1/2]
Denis Argent
VARIOUS: BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY
Warner Bros 925688-1
Why is this soundtrack to arecent Michael J
Fox movie superior to most of its ilk? One
reason is that it contains ' Good Love' by
Prince, a previously unreleased track from
the ' Sign Of The Times' album, and another
prime example of how sheer lunacy and
dance floor know-how can blend to produce
hit singles at the drop of a raspberry beret.
There are the usual array of compilation cuts,
of course, such items as Depeche Mode's
'Pleasure Little Treasure' Bryan Ferry's ' Kiss
And Tell'. M/A/R/R/S"Pump Up The
Volume', and New Order's extraordinarily
Pet Shop Boy-ish ' True Faith' - all worth
having around. But, personally, I'd shell out
for just one track alone -* Century's End', the
first thing that Donald Fagen has pushed our
way since his remarkable Nightfly album in
1982. Typically multi- layered, melodic and
filled with cryptic lines, it indicates that that
Fagen's vision remains unimpaired and provides hope that Steely Dan album we've been
promised for so long, might finally become a
reality. But if Fagen will settle for just a
second solo album, Ifor one won't quibble.
Honest! [ A:1]
Fred Dellar
NEIL YOUNG & THE BLUENOTES: THIS
NOTES FOR YOU
Reprise WX 168
A new label and anew genre. Actually, that's
wrong. NY is back with his original label, and
this time around he's doing jazzy big band
rhythm'n'hlues. After a run of LPs which
seemed to find favour only with the hardcore,
Young's got an LP that people are actually
talking about with genuine enthusiasm. Hell.
I've been hearing about it from people who
hated his old stuff. And just what do you get
for your £6.99? You get serious Stax soul,
that's what, with horns and infectious melodies and enough licks cribbed from Wilson
Picket and Booker T and Otis to make you
forget that Young sines about two octaves too
high. Older heads will recall that this move
was foreshadowed ' way back when' on Buffalo Springfield Again, and before that ( if
legend can be believed) when Neil played
with Rick James in the Mynah Birds. This is
the best LP Young's released in this decade,
and it is arighteous [ A*:1*1.
Ken Kessler
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To many people die-cast and tin-plate models are just toys, but to agrowing army of
enthusiasts they are aserious collecting hobby. Some older models — the Dinky Toys and
Matchbox models of the past — now command prices of £ 20, £ 50, £ 100 or even more,
but the great attraction of the hobby is that anyone can build up an interesting collection
at very little cost. And it's not just old models that are of interest. Many in the shops
today will become the valued collector's items of tomorrow.
Discover this fascinating miniature world with new MODEL COLLECTOR magazine.
The June/July Edition is in the shops now, only £ 1.40
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MODEL COLLECTOR is also available post free from MODEL COLLECTOR, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA. Please make your cheque or posta, order for I40 payable :o Link House Magazines Ltd.
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CAP
JEAN BEAUVOIR: JACKNIFED
Virgin CDV CDV 2511 ( 40m 47s) CD
Despite indications that Beauvoir is a Prince
clone, he's got away with melodies that will
grab you if you listen long enough. Style? By
the truckload. A gift for tunes? Undoubtedly.
IA:11
KEVIN BROWN: ROAD DREAMS
Hannibal HNBL 1340
Terrific! A new voice on the white blues
horizon! Brown is magnificent, capturing
both the blues spirit and sound without trying
to give the impression that he's from Mississippi. Don't let this slip by if you ever enjoyed
even one minute of Cooder or Bloomfield.
[A:11
GLEN BURTN1CK: HEROES & ZEROES
A&M AMA 5166
Unashamedly American rock, like Petty with
adose of the metals — relentless, driving, but
always melodic. Forget the New Jersey part
of Burtnick's legend; he's mercifully free of
Springsteen's turgidity/turbidity. [ A:1]
JEAN CARNE: YOU'RE A PART OF ME
Omni/RCA PD71624 ( 62m 37s) CD
Sophisticated soul with enough danceworthiness to interest the intellectually deprived.
Carne is too good for that, though, as she
possesses aliquid voice that's ahoney/lemon
mixture for the ears. (.1:11
CHROME MOLLY: ANGST
IRS MIRFI033
Hot, energetic metal. Not too original, but
you've got to admire a hand that can do an
HM version of Squeeze's 'Take Me I'm
Yours' and not lose the sense of the original.
Token quiet moments upset an otherwise
consistent LP. but it's still [
AJA*:2]
DELUXE BLUES BAND: DELUXE BLUES
BAND
Blue Horizon/Ace BLUH 004
Fourth LP from adelightfully purist ensemble; hard to believe that they formed as aUK
pick-up outfit for visiting bluesmen. Danny
Adler does adandy Root Boy impersonation.
and the result is gritty blues for those who
remember when MayaII mattered. [
A:1]
LITA FORD: LITA
Dreamland/RCA PD86397 (
40m 41s) CD
The erstwhile Runaway has taken a path
somewhere in between her former bandmates', neither as raunchy as Jett nor as
poppy as Currie. The feel is schizophrenic,
but aboon for someone who'd like Heart and
Katrina on one disc. However you look at it,
she still rocks. ( A:2I

SU
Madness' and topped the charts. [
A/B:21
IM is now really worth loadsamoney.

knows (and possibly loves) yet he remains
obscure. Matthews' excellent PR job should
help. [ A*:1]

JESSE JOHNSON: EVERY SHADE OF
LOVE
Breakout/A&M AMA 5188
Another former Princeling who looks and
sounds enough like his ex-boss to cause a
double-take. But he's got something to add to
the paisley pattern, so A-OK for inventive
funk and a title track up there with lateperiod Stax melody making. [ A*:11

MICRODISNEY: 39 MINUTES
Virgin CDV 2505 (37m 49s) CD
Quality pop with a tough edge, the kind
which will allow the hip to give it athumbsup. Probably too complex to allow for much
airplay, but we are due for apendulum swing
away from moronic chart material. 1A:1/2]

MICKEY JUPP: X
Waterfront WF041 ( Waterfront Records, 1
Leigh Hill, Old Town, Leigh-On-Sea, Essex)
Jupp is one of those rock'n'roll doctors with a
cult following but who misses out on the Big
Break. X, his tenth or so LP, is full of clever
eclecticism (with a bit more country than
usual) and deserving of purchase by any who
like Kihn, Carmen or other underappreciated
wizards. [ A:11
EVELYN CHAMPAGNE' KING: FLIRT
Manhattan/EMI MTL 1022
Yet more perfectly produced dance music
graced by a fine voice but this time with a
sinister feel. That in itself makes it stand out
from the masses, but who buys this stuff?
[A:1]
LORDS OF THE NEW CHURCH: LIVE .
4T
THE SPIT
Illegal Records ILP 021 (Illegal Records. 21A
Noel Street, London WI V 3PD)
Thrash? Grebo? Manic Metal? This band,
ever controversial, does appear to deliver the
goods live (caught on this LP in Boston.
USA). and they sound loud even when the
SPLs are at aminimum, so investigate if you
want to know what Zodiac Mindwarp has still
to achieve. 111:11
NICK LOWE: PINKER AND PROUDER
THAN PREVIOUS
Demon FIEND 99
A catch-all gathering up Lowe- notes
recorded throughout 1986-7. The usual guests
(assorted Fab Thunderbirds, Paul Carrick,
John Hiatt) and acountry feel aren't enough
to turn this into a rival for Labour Of Lust.
but it'll do until he's inspired again. [
B/C:2]
LYDIA LUNCH: HONEYMOON IN RED
Widowspeak WSP12 (
Dist. by the Cartel/
Rough Trade)
Lydia's first since 1987's epic Hysteric,.
Recorded in '81 remixed for public consumption in '87, but which public is a moot
issue. Of the dirge school, this will have you
checking your turntable's speed accuracy.
Artsy? You betcha. [A:2/31

ROCKY HILL: ROCKY HILL
Virgin CDV2501 ( 40m 41s) CD
Think of another Hill from Texas and you'll
recall that there's one in ZZ Top. This is the
older brother, and so ferocious that calling
him a cross between Hendrix and Johnny
Winter is almost understatement. Throbbing
southern R&B that recalls Winter's CBS
debut. [ A:11

THE MADNESS: THE MADNESS
Virgin CDV 2507 (
58m 25s) CD
Absence of afew of the original line-up and
the 'The' in the name distinguish this from the
band which gave us ' Our House' and ' Driving
In My Car'. The powerful opener, less
playing it for laughs — still gormless but no
longer so infantile. ( A:2I

IRON MAIDEN: SEVENTH SON OF A
SEVENTH SON
EMI EMDI006
More proof that there's none so reactionary
as headbangers. Twin guitars, the zombie on
the sleeve, but what the heck: at least this one
offers that fine single, ' Can I Play With

IAN MATTHEWS: WALKING A CHANGING
LINE
Windham Hill 371070-2 (
49m 52s) CD
The subtitle is 'The Songs Of Jules Shear',
which says more about Matthews' taste than
most would realise. Shear is one of those
incredible songwriters whose work everybody
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SALLY OLDFIELD: FEMME
CBS 451034 2 (36m 44s) CD
Mike's sister at it again after aquiet period,
making classy music with a folk feel despite
the modern production. Clear, sweet voice,
too British for words — think of her as Kate
Bush for grown-ups. [A:I]
THE RECORDS: A SUNNY AFTERNOON IN
WATERLOO
Waterfront WF042 ( Waterfront Records, 1
Leigh Hill, Old Town, Leigh- On-Sea, Essex)
Eight-song rock'n'roll mini LP from the late,
lamented Records. A non-sequitur if you're
expecting luscious, melodic pop. Here the
boys sound a lot like an early version of the
band alluded to in the title or even a clean
Dr. Feelgood. This is in the Flamin' Groovies
league. and therefore [ A/B:11.
THE SCORPIONS: SAVAGE AMUSEMENT
Harvest/EMI SHSP 4125
This German HM band's twelfth outing. and
only their proficiency keeps them from
sounding as old as they are. They've even
unearthed that horrible voice effects thingie
used to death by Joe Walsh ahundred years
ago. But they are tight and inventive, so [
A:2]
TANGERINE DREAM: LIVEMILES
Jive HIP62
Techno-wizards caught live in '86/'87 in Albuquerque and West Berlin. Wholly synthetic
('natural polyester'?) music, a showcase for
the integrated circuit — makes the notion of a
live concert somewhat puzzling. [
A/13:11
VARIOUS: UNDER THE COVERS
WEA WX146
Not the first time this has been done, but
easily one of the most imaginative compilations using current artists for cover work.
Hear the Jesus and Mary Chain do ' Surfin'
USA', Strawberry Switchblade with Dolly
Parton's ' Jolene' and other unlikely pairings.
Too unfamiliar? Then try Echo & The
Bunnymen's hit of the Doors' People Are
Strange'. [A:I/2] with a 11 for the classiest
sleeve of the year.
WALLY JUMP JNR & THE CRIMINAL
ELEMENT: DON'T PUSH YOUR LUCK
Breakout/A&M CDA 5194 ( 71m 26s) CD
If. after 71 minutes of this, you still think that
rap. hip-hop, house music or any other form
of dance fodder has any value for listening
purposes, you should consider another pursuit. For what it is — non-stop synaptic
goosing — this can't be beat, but don't expect
to sit through it. Dance or die, or buy
something else. [
A:1]
SHANICE WILSON: DISCOVERY
Breakout/A& M CDA 5128 (61m) CD
At last, ateenager with some class. A mere
14 years of age yet Ms Wilson can funk like a
veteran. Not great, but give her time. Tiffany
should be ashamed. [ A:I/2]
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his supersystem reproduces instrumental
sounds realisticaltù and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? Whars.that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio Ls
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
STEREOPHILE IS AVAILABLE IN THE UK FROM :
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10 DANE LANE
W1LSTEAD BEDFORD
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SUBSCRIPTIONSI
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HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR ST
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190 WESTEND LANE
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STEREOPHILE IS PUBLISHED MONTHLY £2.95 PER ISSUE £36.00 SUBSCRIPTION.

WIN AN HITACHI OPUS 2
ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEM!

GRAHAMS HI-FI

The Specialist HiFi Shop That Cares.

Care Fur Your Records.
&Sint Anii-Suitir-Rerierd Sleeves
E-Stat is aearl
fibre impregnated record sleeve which absorbs and Ilispenws static charges
from records. reducing the static build up which attracts dust and glint. To lee convinced tr.> an
E-Stat sleeve at our expense! The first 200 replies will receive aFREE ESial sleeve for h
trial. E-Stat sleeves are now only available f
Grahams
PRICE £8 for 2 parka of 10
£20 for mix park. of 10.
Disc.-Antigun.
The record bath system which uses special liquid to renmee dust and dirt; it leaves no residue
and reduces static charges. Disco Ant istat is internati 4444 ally tried and recommended and is
now only available, in the Lk, from Grahams
PRICE. £25
berro Diplomas Record Brush
is acompact British made record cleaning brush. The clea bb Ibb ghead is made of millions of
Carbon Fibres which. when manually applied to arecord surface, attract accumulated dust
from the g
es. PRICE £ 8.50

Th ,s fabulous machine could be yours by sending a
stamped self aodressed envelope to:
MMC Recordings
20 Manchester Square
London W1A lES
to receive your competition entry forre and your FREE 12 page full colour
catalogue of MMC Recordings. It not only ntroduces you to a series of
cassettes and compact discs reflecting superb musicianship by some of
the world s finest musicians, it also helps you with the answers to the
competition.
• Only MMC Recordings come close to Windham Hill recordings in
presentation and sound production.
(
Music Week)
• Recommended to anyone who might be starting or expanding their
collection.
(
What CD?)
• Highest musical audio quality'
(
Q Magazine)
Don't hesitate if you want to be involved in something different!
Send that sae now!

1

purchase necessary to enter
Offer closes 30th June 1988

No
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Care For Your Stylue.
Audio Terhniro A1637 is asafe, vibrating electronic stylus cleaner which power cleans
harmful particles from delicate phono styli. without requiring their removal from thr
cartridge. This eliminates the possibility of damage through handling. PRICE £ 17
Care For Your Caasetie Recorder.
The Albion 3Ca ttttt eBerk Cleaner removes tape residue « lust and dirt from the tapeheall,
capstan and pinchroller. Cleaning of these three
machine life. PRICE £6

can improve sound quality and extend

If you would like afull list of our mail order products please send your name and address to
the FREEPOST address at the foot of thin advertisement.
All prices include postage and packing. Send your chequequestal order or your access,' visa
card number to:

GRAHAMS HI-FI, FREEPOST, 86-88 PENTONVILLE RD,
LONDON, NI 9BR.
NO STAMP REQUIRED.

NOTICE
In the June issue of HiFi News, the FREEPOST address for Graham's
HiFi was published incomplete. The Post Office may return orders to the
sender including letters & payments. We apologise for any inconvenience
caused and ask all our previous senders to re- apply using the full address
as listed above.
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GRAHAM BOND ORGANIZATION: THE
SOUND OF ' 65/THERE'S A BOND
BETWEEN US
Esel DED 254
Two separate LPs joined by a gatefold.
Innovative blues from an alternative to the
rote-players, Bond injecting fair amounts of
jazz. Still impressive. [A/B:1] for both.
ELKIE BROOKS: THE EARLY YEARS 19641966
C5 Records C5-506
Pre- Dada, pre-Vinegar Joe and pre- individuality, Elkie's caught here sounding like
little more than a raunchy equivalent of the
then ' normal female vocalist'. Listen, though,
for the signs of future greatness. [B:21
ROBERT CALVERT: CAPTAIN LOCKHEED AND THE STARFIGHTERS
BGO LP5
Believe it or not, a 1974 concept LP telling
the story of the Lockheed Starfighter Jet. A
real cult items of interest to metal historians
and Hawkwind fans, back in the shops rather
than in the auction lists. [A:1]
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART AND THE MAGIC
BAND: ICE CREAM FOR CROW
Virgin CDV2237 ( 37m 37s) CD
His 1982 epic, digitised and sanitised but still
as nasty and growly as his followers would
expect. [B:2]
CLIFTON CHENIER: KING OF ZYDECO
Ace CHD 234
Some of the late Chenier's last recordings,
dating from 1984. Despite ill health, CC was
cooking at these sessions, and his Tutti
Frutti' is a gem. [A:1]
GENE CLARK: WITH THE GOSBIN
BROTHERS
Edsel ED263
First ( 1966) and best of the Byrds' solo
flights. Foreshadowing Clark's later work
with Dillard, this sports a ' Who's Who' of
country rock on back-up and material to be
cherished. A masterpiece. [ B:1*1
CLEAR LIGHT: BLACK ROSES
Edsel ED 245
Clear Light's lone rare eponymous LP,
renamed and sporting an extra track. Fine
1960s Elektra-label material overshadowed
by a stable-full of better talents, eg the
Doors. For those who wish that long hair still
meant ' peace'. [B:1/2]
NAT ' KING' COLE TRIO: THE COMPLETE
AFTER MIDNIGHT SESSIONS
Capitol CDP 7 48328 2 (60m 22s) CD
NAT ' KING' COLE: THE VERY THOUGHT
OF YOU'
Capitol CDP 748331 2 ( 56m 36s) CD
Nat's fans will adore the first, Cole heard with
his trio in a most intimate vein. Five extra
tracks and his killer version of ' Route 66'
make this an easy [M/A:11. The other is
classic Cole with Gordon Jenkins, two extra
tracks, and a title song that should be
reissued as a single right now. [S:11
JOHN CLYDE COPELAND: HOUSTON
ROOTS
Ace CHD 238
Copeland, finally enjoying fame because of
his work with Cray and Collins on Showdown, heard here in sessions recorded when
Cray was still in nappies. Gruff, get-down
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blues and interesting material showing real
rock suss — why'd it take so long? [
13:1/2]
THE CRITTERS: NEW YORK BOUND
Big Beat/Ace WIK 70
The best from the best-ever Lovin' Spoonful
clones, known for their hit with Sebastian's
'Younger Girl'. Sweet folk-rock harmonies in
a 1960s milieu — dated but atreat for Beach
Boys and Mamas & Papas fans. [A/B:1/2]
DURUTTI COLUMN: THE FIRST FOUR
ALBUMS
Factory FACD224 ( 32m 47s; 41m 40s; 41m
42s; 63m 36s) CD
The way to do it: four LPs on four CDs in a
double jewel box with a sensible price tag.
Muzak for abarren landscape, sonically, this
is up in test disc territory. [
A/A*:1/2]
PETER GABRIEL: DEUTSCHES ALBUM
Virgin XPGCD 4 (
45m 54s) CD
If was OK for the Beatles and the Searchers
to record in German, why not PG? This is the
Peter Gabriel solo of '82 (the fourth so titled)
and only of interest to hardcore collectors or
German-speaking art- rock fans. [
A/A*:1/2]
THE HOLLIES: STAY WITH THE HOLLIES
BGO Records BGOLP4
THE HOLLIES: IN THE HOMES STYLE
BGO Records BGO LP6
Their first two LPs in original sleeves and OK
stereo. (The debut was released only in
mono.) The timing is just right to celebrate
their silver anniversary. [B:2]; [ A/B:1/2]
DON LANG AND THE TWISTERS: 20
ROCK'N'ROLL TWISTS
C5 Records C5-509
Laughable precursor to the segues of today,
exploiting the Twist of all things. Amazing
party feel, musically just for magpies. [ A:31
THE LEFT BANKE: AND FINALLY . . .
Barn Caruso KIRI 021CD ( 70m 09s) CD
THE LEFT BANKE: AND SUDDENLY
IT'S . . .
Barn Caruso KIRI 021
Magnificent CD and vinyl packages for this
finest pop outfits, but the hardcore will
require both. The best 'critic's band' of them
all. [A/B:1/11
LOST AND FOUND: LOST AND FOUND
Decal/Charly LIK 23
Rarity from the International Artists vaults,
home of 1960s Texas psychedelia. Here the
acid's mixed with the blues and the stew helps
the music transcend some pretty shaky performances. [
B:2]
THE LITTER: EMERGE
Big Beat/Ace WIK68
Re-issue from one of the more telented
mid/1960s US garage bands. Could've been
lifted off Nuggets, and full of the musical ticks
which defined every band from the Vagrants
to the Blues Magoos. Includes awild cover of
the Buffalo Springfield's ' For What It's
Worth'. [
B:2]
GARY NUMAN: TELEKONII, ASSASSIN
Beggars Banquet BEGA 19 CD (78m 32s) CD
Condensed versions of two of Numan's Lps,
resulting in what may be the longest CD yet.
Essential android music and fine pop despite
the terminal posing. [
A:21
PETER & GORDON: WORLD WITHOUT

LOVE — THE BEST OF
C5 Records C5-502
19 of their best, including ' Woman', ' Lady
Godiva' and others. A fine UK approximation of the Everly Brothers — why did they
only knock 'em dead Stateside? [ A/A*:1]
WAYNE SHORTER: NIGHT DREAMER
Blue Note CDP 7 48173 2 (48m 12s) CD
Mellow sessions from 1964, with saxist Shorter accompanied by Lee Morgan, McCoy
Tyner, Reggie Workman and Elvin Jones.
Classic Blue Note right down to Van Gelder
at the Knobs, this mid-pricer contains an
alternate take of ' Virgo' not on the LP. [A:1]
TOWNES VAN ZANDT: DELTA MOMMA
BLUES
Decal LIK 25
The definitive Folkie-cum-singer/songwriter
circa 1978. The next step in Charly's reissue
of his Tomato recordings and yet another
reason to rescue him from cult status. [A:1]
BIG JOE TURNER: STEPPIN' OUT
Ace CHD 243
Nice package offering a side's worth of
Turner's recordings for the Freedom label
and aconcert from 1947, heard for the first
time in undoctored form. [ H:1]
VARIOUS: BLUES AROUND MIDNIGHT
Ace CH 235
Ace CDCH2,35 (63m 41s) CD
Slick, moody assembly of tracks from BB
King, Lowell Fulson, Johnny Copeland and
other artists in the Bihari stable, with much
previously unissued material. [A/B/H/M:1]
VARIOUS: OPEN COUNTRY
See For Miles SEE 211
Absolutely brilliant 20-tracker from Capitol's
1970s country catalogue. Dick Curless (truck
drivin'), Asleep At The Wheel (swing) and
Sonny Curtis (ex-Cricket) are among the
guests; Curtis' Lovesick Blues' is almost as
good as Hank's. [A/B:1]
VARIOUS: PEACOCK CHICKS & DUCHESSES SING THE BLUES
Ace CHD233
16 selections from Peacock's distaff roster,
sleazy 50s blues of the most salacious sort.
The first track is the least subtle doubleentendre you'll ever hear; the rest is not
much more coy. A delight. [A/H:1]
THE YOUNGBLOODS: THE YOUNGBLOODS
Edsel ED 271
THE YOUNGBLOODS: EARTH MUSIC
Edsel ED 274
Edsel has acquired the rights to the Youngbloods' RCA LPs, thus restoring to the shops
two of the best examples of 1960s US
folkie/good-time music. Peerless harmonies
and musicianship (note Banana on keyboards
and pedal steel), still-fresh material and Jesse
Colin Young's magic voice — why college was
fun in America 20 years ago. [B:1*; EA/13:1]
VARIOUS: THE RHINO BROTHERS'
GREATEST HITS
Rhino/IMS RNLP 70827
Hilarious musical comedy LP, including gems
like `Me And My Vibrator' by Suzie Seacell,
Gefilte Joe and the Fish' Walk On The
Kosher Side' and the ' Beverly Hills Blues
Festival'. If Spike Jones grew up in the 1960s,
this is what he'd have released. [A/B:1/2]
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Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

HOPKINS HI- Fl
THE SPECIALIST
THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.

THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Auca. AKG. Alphas., Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion, Denon. Diesis. Dual,
Exposure. Gale. Goldbag. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Hannon Barden. KEF. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. Mordauni •
Short. Mar- anti, Monster.lblyst. Nakamichi. Nagaokw NAD. Chiolon
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Nara.
Keel. Knox. Revoker. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. SperKker. Sysierndek. Tannoy. Target. Tear CD. Thorens.
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

Quad Dual • Onkyo • Technics • NAD • Trio-Kenwood Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research Bose • B&W • Celestion
Denon • Maxell • Mordaunt-Short • Ortofon QED • Tannoy •
Yamaha • AR Electronics Heybrook • J.B.L • Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio • Harman Kardon • Ariston
•DEMONSTRATION ROOM

3840 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

H U M 13*

SIDE

OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
redit card far ililies

NAIM AUDIO.REGA RESEARCH • LINN
PRODUCTS CREEK AUDIO.BLO
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CAME STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells s hi.fi attic
for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
LINN

K.E.F.

DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

MORDAUNT-SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Reference. Propnus MFSL Sheffield Lab AIN MMC Wrndharn Hill Toler< AMG.
Chesky. RCA Direct Cut
Japanese etc send SAE for list
JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A.- BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MESL
Revolver For Sale. Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER ur CIS 99 each I
DOUBLE WHITE conung soon'
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lab I - Harry James - Still Harry C6 00
We stock the lull range ol Shelheel LPs at
CI 295 each
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
£ 12.95
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25-26 .527.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - £ 13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamic. crystal clear Good- tune small group Jazz Also on CD at £ 14.99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - f9.95
The Cream ut the tracks from the much sought after Opus 3label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. - 3sties in stock
We carry avast range of CD's. but are really vinyl specialists - we can
supply all UK labels of conventional pressings. We stock electronic, folk,
blues. soul. R.B. Country. Jima. Fusion etc on UK, US and Ja ppressings.
we me der • mu wilor write fer ay we yeerierrel LW LP's
r EIP't yerr erey hew &eel& Rube Seedy.
We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful marl order service
P/Paciung is El for the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter We are open for
browsing at
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD, BECKENHAM KENT 01-6513 3464

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price Hit
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)

II

tecolids

CLONE!

moNiToR UA &
RCambrid ge
• B8 0

la
•

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477

Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Majo • credit cards welcome

•
II
la

IIIB&W

Castle • Celestion
l IN Denon II Dual II Marantz
• Mission III Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi II Pioneer U Philips CD
Quad U Rogers MI Rotél • Revox
Sony • Spendor • Tannoy U Technics
Thorens U Trio U Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee

Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
ANALOG AUDIO
Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

EXCLUSIVELY

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz

COMPACT DISC

NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full rance of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade- In Service, Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order,
Access & Visa, Personal & Friendly Service.
24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey Gut 30S
Tel: 0483-300947.

Retailers of quality

audio

equipment

40 Little London, Chichester. West Sussex P019 I
PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO—
Now U K Agents for

3
H
I

AIWA • YAMAI IA • Ii
NON • KLNWOOD •
ROTEI, • QI • UAD.SONDEX.
MARANTZ • KLNWOOD • HARMAN
KARDON • TE.,AC • ONKYO • PROTON
TIIORENS • DUAL • JBL • KEE • TANNOY •
CELESTION • I
IEYBROOK • SPENDOR •
MORDAUNT-SI IORT • GOODMA NS •
AUDIO TECIINICA • SENNHEISER •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 09031 206820

artndges and

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88 Southbridge Rd, Croydon CRO 1AF
(01-688 6565)

WARWICKSHIRE

e nrrs
Expensive
NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
o . 1‘11111,Z, I. ;.Irrott

n

Dual

ro,..11111Cd DCt.t.1,

,
ti

"

Meridian

'g' IP.1111.1"Unn.11 *

Aonl.ncs. SI)
Klir.,11 Ht. n
Mid Ann

.1\1 RING FOR :111'1

Warstones
.

PRODUCTS CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
B .
MONITOR AUDIO* INCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
Llan
ELECTRONICS • QUAI)
•RA TA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER.
[ LI NN
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
• CREEK AUDIO* CELESTION •

=ag
i

4AI BER IPARADE
GREEN SI REEL EASTBOURNE
11013)31 516
64
IONDON ROAD. BRIGM ON
moNDAvs EATE 510111 vmmtp.
(IC731609431

st

Hours of Cperung
Mon. Tues. Wed Sat ID3m-6pm
Thurs Fri 10am-9pm
54a Wandones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS e

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Westwood& Mason

(Oxford)

Ltd

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday
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WILKINS)

Tel Worthing 64141

HaShile5_HLF I
CONSULTANTS
(32 WESTERN

ROAD, ST.LEONARDS.

( 0424) 445975.

Selected Hi-fi
from
EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, IlARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBKOOK,
& Marty more.
III OPEN MONSAT 9.00-000.
IN FULL DEMONSTRATIONS -

.
STORE & itt HOME

RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Gold ring Helius - Heybrook - Maranta - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

SPECIALIST GUIDE
YORK

ulna

SHIR.

7cm

"VER 2000 COMPACT DISCS -L U
ALWAYS IN STOCK SPECIALISTS
,
uUJI0

GEIIC GWILEY
[f

In()

(e

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

NF

/

CASTLE FORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS

0 ‘4.. (.., -%..

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Q
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1FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
2 YEAR GUARANTEE I

SOUND
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HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SYSTEMS

L

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

3MARKET PLACE
MACCLESFIELD

BBC Records
Brentwood Music Centre

82
34

Cambridge Audio
IBC
Cambridge Systems
Technology
16
Chew & Osborne
36
Complete C D Collection,
The
68
Covent Garden Records
56
110

0625 615740 ,

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION, PLEASE
CONTACT OUR
ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 277.

A I VER
A T Holdings Ltd
38
A.S.V. Records & Tapes 76
A&R Cambridge
20
Absolute Sounds .... 4,40,54
Acoustic Arts Ltd
30
Acoustic Gold Ltd
22
Alternative Audio
72
AR Jay Interiors
46
Audio Innovations
84
Audio South
50
Audio-Technica Ltd
12
Audiocraft of Denham
54
Audiokits
50
Al Furniture
58

HIFI
FOR INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN
OUR NEW RECORD/
SOFTWARE SECTION.
PLEASE CALL
BEVERLEY ON
01-686 2599 EXT 469

DEX

ER'
EMI Records

106

Grahams Hi Fi

106

Hampshire Audio
66
Hi Fi Experience PLC
44
H.W. International ( Shure)
24
Ian Edwards
Island Hi Fi

58
58

K.J.Leisuresound
Kelvin Laboratories Ltd

32
68

Leighfield, Martin

30

Maxell Tapes Ltd
Mission Electronics
Music Room, The
Onkyo
Performance Hi Fi
Philips

10
OBC
78

Phonograph Ltd
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios
Radford Hi Fi
Radlett Audio
Rotel Hi Fi

72
28
50
48
46
26

Salisbury HiFi
54
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
80,81
Sound Gallery, The
50
South London HiFi
102
Spalding Electrical Ltd .... 74
Stereophile
106
Steve Boxshall Audio
58
T.D. L. Electronics Ltd .... 8
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK)
Ltd
IFC
Thomas Heinitz
30
Top Tape
16

6,7
36
18

Unilet

14

Virgin Records

98
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GETAWAY
resh air. Green fields.
Open spaces. The freedom
of the outdoors. Enjoy the
countryside with
CAMPING & WALKING
magazine.

h

ere's no better way of
getting really close to the
country than camping. And
no better thing to do when
you're there than walking.
CAMPING & WALKING
magazine is packed with
information and expert
advice where to go, what to do and how to do it.

A Link House Publication

Get away from it all with CAMPING & WALKING magazine,
every month from your newsagent.

LASSIF

ED

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in September issue must reach
these offices by 18th July addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone!
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
B & 0 5500 SYSTEM. No T/Table/Speakers
otherwise perfect. Cost £2000+ Accept £ 1,800,
or swap for Revox T/Amp and C/Disc with R to
R Tape Deck. Merseyside. (051 920) 4754
evenings. (
G)
QED 240SA AMPLIFIER. Best sub £200 amp
available. Genuine 40w per channel. Approx
one year old, boxed, as new condition. Upgrading, hence £ 170. Call 01-870-8485 anytime. ( G)
THE ULTIMATE HF SOURCE! Magnat PM-02
Plasma Tweeters ( as seen on Tomorrows World)
4.5kHz to 150kHz, a bargain @ £750 the pair.
Tel: (0727) 58977. (G)
PROAC STUDIO ONE LOUDSPEAKERS. Incl.
Target Stands, one year old, boxed, black, £350.
Koetsu Gold Onyx, £350. Tel: Boris 01-8816540. ( G)
TANNOY LANCASTER 15" MONITOR GOLD
SPEAKERS £400 or nearest offer. Tel: Nottingham (0602) 383374. ( G)
PAIR LOWTHER AUD1OVECTOR PM2
MARK II SPEAKERS in dark teak cabinets.
Immaculate condition. Regularly serviced by
Lowther. £600 No offers. Buyer collects. Harris
- (045 387) 3632. ( G)
AMP-01. Do you want one of the world's best
preamplifiers? Full audiophile version, still
under guarantee, handmade and tested by the
designer himself. Selling at cost of components
only, £ 1800. Includes free Garrott microscanner
V15V for which this Amp-01 is optimisedsuperb! Tel: ( 0272) 874024. ( G)
REVOXES: A77 2- track, recent service, new
heads, etc. £350. B710 Dolby-C, superb sound,
upgrading ( to Revox of course!) £625. Tel:
(0582) 503806 after 7.30pm or weekends. ( G)
SPENDOR SP2 BLACK. Sony 503ES Tape
Recorder. Both recent. Offers. Staffs. (0785)
760727. ( G)
VOYD 3MOTOR - twin belt conversion - Extra
Large Power Supply in light oak with black top
and new clear lid - superb but require the
money! Lewis, 301 Craig Rd, Godregraig,
Swansea SH9 2NX. (
G)
REVOX SYSTEM - symbol B's - B710 - B739 B225 - B740 - B790 - B77 - MKII - Cash offers.
01-940-8226. (
G)
MERIDIAN 10113/105 pre/power amplifier combination, Mission 774 Tonearm and Mission 773
high output cartridge, offers. Tel: (04027) 50562
evenings. ( G)
PAIR "HI- Fl ANSWERS" PRO-9TR MONITORS. KEF B139 Peerless mid- range/
Sonaudak Tweeters. 38" x 12" x 18", Teak
veneer, designed by Chris Rogers. Offers: Tel:
Burnley (0282) 52639. ( G)
MISSION MECHANIC ARM £325, Oracle
Delphi MK- 3 £ 1050, Ortofon MC3000 T3000
£1000, Audio Technica OC9 £300, CAL Tempest CD Player £ 1500. Tel: 01-677-2486 after
6pm. ( G)
112

AMERICAN WALNUT LP CABINET BY
EDWARDS unused cost £ 150. £75. Michell
Gyrodec acrylic platter, super power supply, 2
arms ZETA and Rega RB300, immaculate
condition £750. Tel: (061 707) 6864 after 6pm.
(G)
MAGNEPLANAR MG1 11A SPEAKERS. Six
months old. As new ( boxed). Complete with
Cliff Stone " Maggi" Stands. Total cost nearly
£3000. Offered for quick sale at only £2150.
Worthing (0903) 61213 or (0860) 347718. ( H)
TEAC X1OR DECK, Bi Directional, 10.5 inch
reels £200. Quad FM3, £60. Toshiba Adres unit,
£80. Many R- R tapes. THE LOT £300. Phone
Brian (0903) 772833 ( Sussex). ( G)

FOR SALE- Trade
EX-DEMONSTRATION AND SECOND-HAND
HI-FI at massive savings. Most major enthusiast
brands according to availability. Send stamp for
list ( updated monthly). Ki West One, ( Dept.
HFN), 26 New Cavendish Street, London WI M
7LH. 01-486 8262/63. ( L)

SERVICES
CLASSICAL SOUNDS - FREE (
hi-fi, tv, video,
installation and consultation) site inspections,
systems advice, sale, service, repairs, JOE ( Hi Fi Consultant) 7 DAY 24HR ANSWERING
SERVICE. (
0923) 243446). ( G)

MARANTZ PM310 AMPLIFIER. Very good
condition, original packaging. £60 o.n.o. Tel: 01
660-6365 Eves. ( Coulsdon, Surrey). ( G/S)
TANDBERG TD20A Actilinear recorder with 30
- 7" recording tapes. JVC AX- I1stereo integrated amplifier with Jamo Dynamic d4e speakers £700 o.n.o. the lot. Phone Polegate 4594
(03212) ( G)

FOR SALE- Trade
PURE SOUND are delighted to announce their
appointment as the main SUMO dealers, for
Merseyside and North Wales. Recent additions
to our selective range include: ACOUSTIC
ENERGY loudspeakers, ADC Compact Disc
players, including the stunning " 2000E" slimline. INCA TECH amplification, and the affordable DENON collection. Fine tune your present
system with cables, interconnects and accessories courtesy of AUDIOQUEST ( USA), not
forgetting the Target range of tables and stands.
Enthusiastic Audiophiles should obviously
enquire about the remarkable "MOD SQUAD"
range of goodies! In keeping with company
policy, all demonstration and service stock is
now offered for SALE at REDUCED PRICES.
Previously owned items from QUAD and
MUSICAL FIDELITY complete our presentation. Please remember that demonstrations are
strictly by appointment only. Home, evening
and weekend demonstrations by prior arrangement. Call Karl or Keith on 051-645-6690
anytime, or 051-630-5055 evening and weekends
only.(G)
THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee, and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on (0264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company, Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire, SPI 17HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

Falcot(D I
YSPEAKERS

,Krii7f8otrFooucrarF
I

REE sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A. E
c.
(20p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas)

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland invites you to hear Quads' range, including
ESL 63S, either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B & W, Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 " Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. (X)
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SERVICES
AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Introduced in 1983. the Soundbov SHIM upgrade boards base
modernised and enhanced Quad 33 -s around the world Our um
5117117 plug In circuit boards evceed the periormance of even the
S11101 especialiv for distortion. frequencv response and noise
perlormance 1\1) retain the lull use of the tone. filter and balance
controls
55 hr's upgraded ulib the nee 515707 the Quad :13 mill challenge ans
'modern - design for trant.iiiircnc and bass firmness
Si1707 C. pair — £49.30 + % ST
$910111 (0 pair — £32.00 +
ST

QUAD 33 disc board u
•SiderealKOPS The finest
Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
• DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

•KIMBER KABLETm Speaker
cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean -

open - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
rr
%lei

rer111111111111
IL. PAI1111101111
//Les

rode

Keplacing the Internal Quad disc amplifier board st ith the neu 511608
greath ' manors 1.1' reproduction. The SH600 0 has amore leatural
perspective arid it sueeter top- end lespeclallv on strings)
59600 — £ 27.30 + % ST

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad FS13 tuner has a characteristic lienvard sound balance
especiallv noticeable uith the upgraded Quad 33. Our 5133113 C)
circuit board replaces a plug- 1n dm ice uithIn 1
,313 tuners ( from
serial no. 3883i and ghes much Miaowed transparencv to F51
reception.
5115(1.t
1.29.25 + ST

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
4., el mismatch
betueen CI)
,,, i\ awl) inputs.
1101545)
Quifil› Ilii. iii• alid
11 i• . 1softened hass
and an uncomlortablv high volume Our CO attenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound. %% abide in- line or
as complete I5m Ica'' , I
liber sensithilles'matches available
$9200 C)

—

£ 12.20 99233 C)

1phonol — £14.30

5112113 C) MIN plug to phono sockets) — £17.30
Leads: 511243 ,i whom, plugs/phono plugs) — £ I7.30
SH283 © 1111 \ plug, piton', — £ 17.50
SOUNDIOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, R1416 2LX.
TEL 04447 4371

ST

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Well
equipped workshop, professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven
days. ( H)

EDITORIAL

VACAM

Hl- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
needs an Editorial Assistant to join
the busy team which writes and edits
the magazine each month. Previous

ALL QUAD EQUIPMENT serviced at areasonable cost. Griffin Audio, 94 Bristol Street,
Birmingham. B5 7A1-1. Tel: ( 021 6221 _.
'
230.(G)

experience in journalism is not
necessarily an essential requirement,
but the successful candidate will have
had training in electronics or closelyrelated subjects, akeen interest in
hi-fi and music, and will combine a

SPECIALIST AUDIO EGUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EH- DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND
•Our prices are as low as those In the private ads - but we also offer afull
12 months pans/labour guarantee, part ,exchange. mail order and
credit facilities...
•We buy all unmarked Hi- Fe equipment for cash
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: ' Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals ... Friendly service, eyou are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them.'
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities uf you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These ere afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends
Phone for details now on 10767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
5413 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP
PS. M25 via Al to our door is only just over 35 minutes.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus, Japanese, also
Sheffield, Reference. Wilson, Chesky, M & K.
Proprius, Super Disks, Direct-to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest. Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. ( A)
LEAK AUDIO VALVE AMPLIFIERS restored
or modified to higher specification.High quality
low cost. All work done by keen enthusiast.
WANTED: Any Leak Power Amplifiers.
(061320) 4315. ( G)
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

LISTEN TO

The pov.,

dramatic and nostalgic
bygorr dqe

'THE AGE OF STEAM'
,tun.

L.) A.v`.,

From all good record dealers
Full details of the 37 titles, on CD, LP and
Cassette, in the ASV Transacord
'SOUNDS OF THE STEAM AGE catalogue from:
ASV Records, 179-181 North End Road,
London W14 9NL.

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.

ADC; AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.

Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.00-6.00

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

PUBLICATIONS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with- adifference by one-time HEN/RR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

JULY 1988

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469.

strong command of language with the
desire to acquire all-round journalistic
skill. Salary will be commensurate
with age and experience.
Applications in writing with CV to:
Steve Harris, Editor,
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

Advertisements are expeCted to con(I form to rules and standards laid
down by the Advertising Standards
Authority. Most do. The few that don't
we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like acopy of these rules
for press, poster and cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's
free.

The Advertising /
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House,
Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HN
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CHET BAKER: A TRIBUTE
FROM MAX HARRISON

I

T SEEMS FANTASTIC that the little boy- lost would have been 60 next year.
Chet Baker drifted to Los Angeles from
his native Oklahoma and won fame in his
early twenties, the age at which many people
most ardentl> desire what they assume to be
its rewards. Already he had been picked
above all other available musicians to play
the trumpet in Charlie Parker's band. They
performed extensively up and down the
Pacific Coast but only jazz insiders knew or
cared. After this firey bebop baptism he met
Gerry Mulligan, became afounder member
of his Quartet, and soon everyone was talking
about them.
Some people even listened, though jazz
scribes, always looking for an easy way out,
proposed lines of influence running from Bix
Beiderbecke to Miles Davis. The melancholy
poetry which shades the improvisations of all
three of them excused this, although links did
not go far beyond incidental resemblances of
phrasing since Baker was mainly aselfinvented player. The point was that he was
able to establish an instantly recognisable
identity with very limited resources. As John
Graas, the french horn player and composer
at the heart of the 1950s West Coast jazz
movement, said. Baker then used only ' about
one octave in adynamic range of ppp to mf.'
Such restraint, while not entirely new to
jazz, was certainly unusual, especially when it
packed the emotional punch of ' My Funny
Valentine,' done with Mulligan's Quartet in
1952. This is one of those rare performances
that once heard can never be wholly
forgotten. Most of the band's output was of
necessity more spry than that, and on
'Freeway.' Bernie's Tune', ' Walking Shoes'
and many other recordings his fragile trumpet
and Mulligan's surprisingly agile baritone
saxophone interweave to explore atexture
which although ineptly put down as mere
'modernised dixieland' was in fact new.
Paradoxically the power and appeal of
Baker's early output depended strictly upon
his weakness as aplayer. If he sounded as if
he was playing with unsparing frankness, it
was because he constantly took risks, daring
far beyond the limits of his actually quite
mediocre trumpet technique and small
knowledge of music. Russ Freeman, with
whom Baker was soon to do much work, said
at this time, He doesn't have any idea of
what key he's playing in or what the chords

are. It's all just by ear. He has nothing to fall
back on. But there would be certain nights,
maybe once aweek, when he would be
absolutely staggering.' The lost, forlorn
quality which came over, sometimes even at
fast tempos, also got into his singing. Baker
rarely sang all that much, but when he did it
drove young women up the wall.
It was inevitable that he should leave
Mulligan, and form his own band. Freeman
became his pianist, and perhaps remains the
most compatible musician with whom he has
ever worked. Their partnership is now well
documented as aresult of the issue of two
4- LP boxed sets by Mosaic. The Complete
Pacific Jazz Studio Recordings of the Chet
Baker Quartet (
Mosaic MR4-122) covers
1953-6 and contains enough fine jazz to merit
an article to itself, with many individual
tracks crying out for mention. One can only
say: hear it all. Yet it is The Complete Pacific
Jazz Lire Recordings of the Chet Baker
Quartet (
Mosaic MR4-113), carrying material
from three 1954 public concerts, much of it
previously unissued, that best demonstrates
Baker's and Freeman's ability to improvise
simultaneously and freely without disrupting
one another's train of thought. There are
passages of true collective creation here.
During these years, and especially as a
result of being heard with the widely
travelling Mulligan Quartet. the trumpeter
frequently won popularity polls in magazines

such as Down Beat. As too prompt asuccess .
has always been resented, it has been
generally agreed that this did him more harm
than good. Rolling with the punches, Baker
subsequently confirmed that he did not
deserve those early poll wins and that his later
playing was much better. The second half of
that statement is certainly true, but as aresult
of the reputation he had so quickly won he
was soon welcome in Europe and has indeed
spent much time here, making the best of his
latter-day recordings for small Continental
labels, notably for SteepleChase.
Baker's earliest European sessions, done in
Paris in 1955-6. have also lately been the
subject of aboxed set reissue, Chet Baker in
Paris (
Fresh Sounds FSRBOX1). This is a
notable package, the three LPs being
contained in excellent reproductions of the
original Barclay sleeves. There are also two
EPs carrying hitherto unissued alternative
takes plus afacsimile of the programme,
signed by every member of Baker's group.
for one of his 1955 Paris concerts. And the
music fully deserves such apresentation.
He had gone to Paris not with Freeman but
with another strikingly individual pianist.
Dick Twardzik. The first date ws chiefly

devoted to fascinating compositions by Bob
Zieff, an obscure Bostonian like Twardzik.
But the minor classic produced by this session
is the coolly lovely ' Girl from Greenland' by
Twardzik ( unfortunately credited to Zieff in
the Fresh Sounds reissue). All the band were
in their early twenties and just afew days
after this session Twardzik, who almost
certainly had abrilliant career ahead of him,
died of aheroin overdose. The music
produced at the next recording date of ten
days later, on which he was replaced by
Gerard Gustin, conveys avery explicit
sadness. Drugs became aconsiderable
problem for Baker too, who spent 17 months
in an Italian prison, and was deported from
several countries including Britain — though
he later played here with success.
The fact that he eventually conquered an
addiction to heroin suggests astrength of
character that belies the gentle melodiousness
of his early music. Baker is neither the first
nor the last jazzman to become famous for
immature work and then have later music
that represents him more completely ignored.
It does need to be insisted that he has
developed along way beyond his early
lyricism, the recent output having avery
personal sort of tough elegance. Diane, his
SteepleChase LP of duets with the pianist
Paul Bley. shows that this can become
austere. Here in fact is music reduced to its
essence, desolate yet beautiful, true beauty
always having in it an element of strangeness.
Luckily Baker, though misunderstood, has
been much recorded and acomplete
discography would occupy many pages. A
particularly good example is No Problem,
also by Duke Jordan, who also plays splendid
piano throughout. Certain of Baker's dates
have suffered from undue casualness, but this
gives the impression of having been carefully
thought through as awhole, its atmosphere
being one in which small gestures and subtle
nuances have maximum effect. Indeed, this
record is amodel of lucidity and intelligence.
Exploring Baker's recent music is in fact a
frequently rewarding pursuit. and especially
worthy of attention is the sequence of four
LPs made, again for SteepleChase, with the
guitarist Chuck ( son of Jimmy) Raney and
the phenomenal bassist Niels- Henning
Orsted-Pedersen ( who is also on No
Problem). On these records — The Touch of
Your Lips, Daybreak, This is Always and
Some Day My Prince Will Come — the
exuberance of the two string virtuosos
contrasts tellingly with Baker's sometimes
almost painfully careful selection of each
note.
A much earlier European recording, Chet
is Back, done in Rome for italian RCA, is
now hard to find but is worth the search, not
least for Baker's solo on Monk's ' Well. You
Needn't', an especially assertive effort that is
fully matched by Bobby Jaspar, the
outstanding Belgian tenor saxophonist.
There is excellent work, too. on ' These
Foolish Things' by the guitarist René
Thomas, another Belgian, and again by the
trumpeter. Though now based in Europe- for
many years Baker has repeatedly gone back
to the States, and has recorded there, if with
rather uneven results. There are, however,
many pleasant surprises to be found on his
US LPs, and they, like his European output,
thoroughly deserve investigation.•
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16 B1Tx 16 TIMES OVERSAMPLING

Cambridge udio have built areputation for
high performance audio equipment at the
forefront of today's technology.
With I
6bit x 16 times oversampling,
the CD2 demonstrates the difference.
Visit your local dealer for ademonstration
and judge for yours«

carmricue aucio
emdcbace
Cambridge Audio Systems International Limited, Burr& Road, St. Ives Industrial Estate. St. Ives, Cambridgeshire. PEI 74LE Tel: 0480 496496. Telex: 329184 CAMAUD
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